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THE LATTICE OF INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF A
COMPLETELY CONTINUOUS QUASI-

NILPOTENT TRANSFORMATION

W. F. DONOGHUE, JR.

An essential result in the study of a continuous linear transforma-
tion of a Banach space into itself is the specification of the lattice of
proper closed subspaces of the Banach space which are invariant under
the transformation. For certain classes of transformations the results
which have been obtained in this direction may be regarded as complete,
for example, for self-adjoint transformations in Hubert space. The in-
variant subspaces for certain isometries in Hubert space have been
found by Beurling [2] whose results have been extended to unitary
transformations by the author [3]. In general, however, little is known;
in fact, it is not yet known that an arbitrary continuous linear transfor-
mation in Hubert space has nontrivial closed invariant subspaces. A
theorem of von Neumann guarantees that a completely continuous trans-
formation in Hubert space has such subspaces, while more recent work
of Aronszajn and Smith [1] establishes the same result for any Banach
space. For completely continuous transformations which contain only
the point 0 in the spectrum (the quasi-nilpotent transformations), spectral
theory can provide no information concerning the invariant subspaces,
and the application of the result of Aronszajn and Smith only assures
the existence of a nested sequence of closed invariant subspaces. Such
a lattice of invariant subspaces is considerably simpler in structure than
that usually encountered in spectral theory. It is the purpose of this
note to show that more cannot be obtained, and that this very simple
lattice does in fact occur. The three examples which follow illustrate
this fact; the fourth example shows that not every completely continu-
ous quasi-nilpotent transformation has such a lattice of invariant
subspaces.

EXAMPLE 1. Let 3ί? be the Hubert space consisting of all
functions

analytic in k | < ^ l with Taylor coefficients in I2:

Received June 25, 1956. Paper written under contract with Office of Naval Research,
Contract Nonr 58304.
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1032 W. F. DONOGHUE, JR.

We may also write

(/, g)= Σ αA=---

where

Let V be the transformation defined by Vf(z)=zf(zl2); V is completely
continuous and quasi-nilpotent. Let ^ίn be the subspace of Sίf com-
posed of functions f(z) which have a zero of order I> n at the origin;
it is evident that these subspaces satisfy the relation ^ / ζ + 1 C ^ C and
that they are closed and invariant under V. It will be shown that
these are the only nontrivial closed invariant subspaces.

For the proof, it is enough to consider an element / of c%f for
which /(0)τ^0 and to show that the sequence Vnf(n^>0) spans Sίf. We
may suppose /(0)=l and write f(z) = lJt-g(z) with g in Λ%. For n^>0
we define hn(z)=V~2^n2'n:>Vnf; it is sufficient to show that the sequence
hn spans the space. For this purpose, consider the linear transforma-
tion T defined by T(zn)=hn{z); it is easy to establish the continuity of
Γ, and it will now be shown that T has a continuous inverse, thereby
establishing the completeness of hn. Note first that

\\(T-I)z"\ϊ^\\hnW-znϊ==\\f(zl2n)- 1 f-
*±

On the other hand, if /v(s) is a sequence in <%* weakly converging to
0 then

and

p w ) / v | | ^ Σ I ^Λ I I K - * II ^ IbII Σ I <tf
0 0

(the inequality above following in general from its truth for finite
sums). From the weak convergence of the fv to 0 it is clear that

hence that (T — I)fv converges strongly to 0 and therefore that T—l is
completely continuous. Accordingly 0 is in the resolvent set of T or
there exists a finite-dimensional null space for T. Thus T'1 exists and
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is continuous, since the nonexistence of a null space for T is shown as
follows: 2Y=0 for

means

ΣαA.(s)=0
71 = 0

whence

oo

a0h0(z)+ Σ anhn(z)=0

the second term is in ^%, hence the first term is, and since h0 is not
in that subspace it follows that ao=O; from an inductive argument it
then follows that all an=0, as desired.

EXAMPLE 2. Let F* be the adjoint of the transformation F
described above. The invariant subspaces for F* are the orthogonal
complements of the invariant subspaces for F, and form an increasing
sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces. Clearly F* is completely con-
tinuous and quasi-nilpotent.

EXAMPLE 3. If f(t) is a function integrable on the interval 0<Lt <I1
let Sf be the indefinite integral

The operator S is the Volterra integral operator and is completely con-
tinuous and quasi-nilpotent when considered as a transformation from
Lp into itself for 1 <1 p < oo, or when considered on the space c^ of
continuous functions on the interval. If ^ C denotes the class of all
functions in L* which vanish almost everywhere on the interval 0<Lt
<Ls it is clear that the ^fίs form closed subspaces of Lp which are in-
variant under S. It will be shown that such subspaces are the only
closed invariant subspaces of the operator S.

For the proof, the result is first established for the continuous
function space. Let f(t) be continuous on the interval 0 <I t <J 1 and
define / = 0 outside that interval to obtain a function defined throughout
the axis. If Y(t) is the Heaviside function equal to 1 on the positive
half-axis and vanishing on the negative half-axis, then for all x in the
unit interval

Sf(x)=(Y*f)(x)
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where * denotes convolution. Similarly, the iterates of S applied to /
are given for 0 <I x <1 1 by

where Yn+1(t) vanishes on the left half-axis and equals tnjn\ on the right.
Let μ be a measure on the unit interval orthogonal to all Snf; the
equation

may be written (Yn*f*μ)(0) = 0 where μ, the reflection of μ through
the origin, is given by μ(t) = μ( — t). From the associativity of convolu-
tion, then, (Fw*(/* /0)(0) = 0 whence it follows that the continuous func-
tion/*/? is orthogonal to Yn(t)=Yn( — t) for all ^ ^ 0 . Accordingly
f*μ vanishes on the left half-axis. A theorem, the most general ver-
sion of which is due to J. Lions [4] asserts that for any two distribu-
tions on Rn with compact support, the convex hull of the support of
the convolution is the vectorial sum of the convex hulls of the supports
of the factors. Thus if the convex hull of the support of μ is the
interval (c, d) and the convex hull of the support of / is (a, b) it follows
that the interval (a — d, b — c) is the convex hull of the support of/*/?,
whence d<La. Thus the only measures orthogonal to Snf, n^>0 are
measures orthogonal to the subspace ^ C and the closed linear span of
that sequence is .^C, unless α=0, in which case the closed linear span
will be the whole space if /(0)τ^0. Thus any proper invariant subspace
for S in cdf is a union of spaces of type ^//s and is therefore a space
of that type itself.

For the spaces Lp the same result follows from the observation that
the range of S is contained in rέ?. If the smallest interval containing
the support of Sf is (α, 6), then the sequence Snf, n^l spans the sub-
space ^ C of ctf and its closure in Lp is the corresponding ^//a of that
space. Evidently f(t)=O almost everywhere in 0<l£<Iα, whence Snf,
n 25; 0 spans .y//a in Lp.

It is of interest to note that our assertion is no longer true for the
space L°°. As above, the transformation S is completely continuous and
quasi-nilpotent, however, its range is contained in a separable subspace
of the nonseparable L°°. It is possible to obtain any closed invariant
subspace of L°° by choosing any closed subspace of a subspace of the
type ^J?a which contains the corresponding continuous function sub-
space ^f/a. Nevertheless, if the word closed were interpreted to mean
weak-star closed the result obtained above for cέ? and Lp would carry
over to LTC,
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EXAMPLE 4. Let ^f be the separable Hubert space consisting of
functions f(x, y) defined in the unit square for which

On <^f consider the integral operator T defined by

Tf(x, y)=[X[Vf(t, s)dsdt.
Jojo

[
o j o

T is completely continuous and quasi-nilpotent. Following the methods
of the previous example it is not difficult to construct a class of subsets
of the square corresponding to a class of invariant subspaces. Obvious-
ly the linear subspaces so obtained are not linearly ordered under in-
clusion; moreover these are not all of the invariant subspaces since the
subspace consisting of functions which depend only on the product xy
is also a closed invariant subspace for T.
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ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF RESTRICTED EXTREMAL

POLYNOMIALS AND OF THEIR ZEROS

M. FEKETE AND J. L. WALSH

Introduction. Progress in the study of polynomials has recently
been made in two directions: (i) asymptotic properties of sequences of
polynomials of least norm on a given set (Leja, [7] Davis and Pollak,
[1] Fekete, [3] Walsh and Evans, [10] Fekete and Walsh, [5]) (ii)
geometry of the zeros of polynomials of prescribed degree minimizing
a given norm on a given set, where one or more coefficients are preas-
signed (Zedek, [12]; Fekete, [4]; Walsh and Zedek, [11]; Fekete and
Walsh, [6]). The object of the present paper is to combine these two
trends, by studying the asymptotic properties of sequences of polynomials
of least norm on a given set, where the polynomials are restricted by
prescription of one or more coefficients.

If S is a given compact point set and N[An(z), S] any norm on S
of the polynomial AJz) = zn + alnz

n~1l \-ann we are interested in the
asymptotic relations for (restricted) polynomials An(z, N) of least iV-norm

(1) Hm vT=τ{S) , vn=N[An(z, N), S] ,
7ΐ->oo

(2) lim\An(z,Nψ»=\φ(z)\,

where τ(S) is the transfinite diameter of S, \φ(z)\ = eG(z:>τ(S), G(z) being
Green's function with pole at infinity for the maximal infinite region K
containing no point of S, and where (2) is considered uniformly on a
more or less arbitrary compact set in K.

Part I is devoted primarily to (1) we show for instance that for
the unit circle, with the first k = k(n) coefficients ajn of the extremal

polynomial AJz, N) prescribed and uniformly of the order θ(( n j) in

their totality, a necessary and sufficient condition for (1) for all such
choices of coefficients is k-=o(n), where N is any classical norm. We
prove similar results for other sets S. Part II is devoted primarily to
(2) first we use as hypothesis the analogue of (1), namely

for arbitrary polynomials An(z) and then we use (1) as hypothesis, for
extremal polynomials AJz, N) with k prescribed coefficients and N

Received July 17, 1956. This work was done at Harvard University under contract
with the Office of Naval Research.

M. Fekete died on May 13, 1957.
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1038 M. FEKETE AND J. L. WALSH

monotonic. If An(z, N) has zeros in K, under suitable conditions the
corresponding factors of An(z, N) can be omitted in whole or in part,
and the analogue of (2) is valid for the remaining factor, uniformly on
any closed set in K containing no limit point of zeros of that factor
for instance if k is constant we can omit the factors of An(z, N) cor-
responding to the zeros of An(z, N) exterior to the inflated convex hull
H]c(S)f and (2) is valid uniformly on any compact set exterior to H^S)
as another instance, if k=l and if the prescribed center of gravity of
the zeros of An{zy N) is fixed and different from the conformal center
of gravity of S, then precisely one zero of An(z, N) becomes infinite
and (2) is valid uniformly on any compact set exterior to the convex
hull HQ of S. Finally, we study (1) for extremal polynomials some of
whose zeros are prescribed.

PART I

ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE LEAST N-NORM OF RESTRICTED

POLYNOMIALS ON A GIVEN POINT SET

1. In pursuing the objective indicated, we start our considerations
with remarks relevant to both (1) and (2). Let An = An(rJ9 l<Lj<±k)
denote the aggregate of all polynomials An(z)^=zn + M " " 1 + alnz

n'%Λ
+ ann satisfying

( 3 ) aJn=r3, l^j^k, l^k^n-1.

The reader may easily prove the existence for each rcQ>n*=ra*(Λr)) and
for each γ5=γ3(n) and k=k(n) of a polynomial AJz, N) in An(γJf

l ί ϋ 2 S & ) of least iV-norm, provided N belongs to the wide category of
quasi-Tchebycheίf (q.T.) norms continuous in An on S such norms are
broad generalizations of the classical norms, including the (ordinary)
Tchebycheff norm

M=M[An(z), S]=[max \An(z)\, z on S] .

We recall [5, p. 53] that N[An(z), S] is a q.T. norm on S provided for
all

we have

(4) ?[MΆM<U{β,N), »=1,2,
M[An(z), S]

ΐJή^l' II ̂ L"(S, N,e)>0 for rc=
M[An{z), S]
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lim {Ln(S, N, e)yι»=f(N, ε) , lim f(N, ε ) = l .

A norm N[An(z), S] is continuous in An on S provided to an arbitrary
An(z) 6 An and ε(>> 0) there corresponds a $=<5(ε, ^LJ) ( > 0) such that for
an arbitrary polynomial A%*(z) in An the inequality \A%{z) —A**(z)\<C^d on
£ implies

\NlA*(z)9 Sl-N[A**(z), S]\<ε.

Such continuity of N[An(z), S] on a certain subset of An is also neces-
sary for the existence of a polynomial An(z, N) in An of least iV-norm,
since there exist instances of noncontinuous q.T.-norms N for which

N[An(z), S] > [ inf N[An(z), S], An(z) e An]

holds for all An(z) e An. For the purposes of (1) if N is not continuous
one may replace min N in our considerations by inf N. Henceforth we
consider only continuous q.T. norms N[An(z), S],

2. The writers have already proved [5, Theorem 2] that the relation

( 6 ) lim {N0[An(z)>

for an arbitrary compact set S, a given q.T.-norm JV0, and an arbitrary
sequence of polynomials An(z) = znΛ , implies the relation

( 7 ) lim {NIAJz),

for any other q.T.-norm on S. There follows

THEOREM 1. Equation (1) holds for every choice of q.T. norm N if
and only if {!) holds for a particular choice of N, where all polynomials
are restricted to An.

From (6) with An{z) the polynomials An{z, No) we deduce (7) involv-
ing these same polynomials, and this (7) as a majorant relation proves
(1) we use here the consequence of (5) that no matter what the poly-
nomials An(z) may be, the first member of (7) is not less than τ(S).
Conversely, if (6) is not valid for a particular iV0 and the polynomials
An(z, NQ), then (7) is not valid for either the An(z, No) or the An(z> N),
so (1) is not valid.

The importance of Theorem 1 for our investigation of (1) is that in
the sequel we may instead investigate (6) with An(z) = An(z, No) for a
particular No conveniently chosen with respect to S.

3 As a first such application of Theorem 1 we prove

T H E O R E M 2. Let AJjly γ2, •• ,γk) be given, and S the unit disc
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\z\ <L 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for (1) with An(z, N) e An is

( 8 )

independently of the q.T.-norm N.
In fact, with An(z)eAn and n^k-hi, the choice

( 9 ) {N0[An(z), Sψ=± \ \An(z)\2\dz\
2π Jul=i

leads to the unique minimizing polynomial

(10) vn=N0[An(z, No), S ] = {1 + lrila+ + Ir,l2}1/2.

Since τ(S)=l, (1) with No for N is equivalent to (8). To complete the
proof we recall Theorem 1.

4. A noteworthy corollary of Theorem 1 is

THEOREM 3. With the notation and hypothesis of Theorem 2, sup-
pose we have

(ID

uniformly in j. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for (1) with
arbitrary q.T.-norm N is

(12) k=o(n) .

With No of (9) for N, hypothesis (11) in case (12) entails in view
of (10)

\n ( n(13) 1 ̂  vn=θ\n ( n )1 as n -> oo ,

since ( n j increases with j provided 2j <Cn. It is sufficient to prove

(1) for every sequence of values n->oo, so it is sufficient to prove (1)
under the alternate assumptions k(n)^O(l) and k(n)->co. Relations
(13) prove (1) if fc=O(l). If however k=h(ri) -> °o still subject to (12),
by Stirling's formula
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implying (1) with N=N0, and hence for all q.T.-norms N.
To prove the necessity of (12) for (1) with N = N0 (and hence with

an arbitrary q.T.-norm), choose

Then by (10)

If (12) is false, for a suitably chosen sequence we have

lim k(n)jn=ε , 0 < ε <i 1

in case 0 < ε < l , by (14) follows

while in case ε = l we have

/ n \ιln

»nn> I Γ n Ί J -> 2 as n ~> oo .

This contradiction of (1) completes the proof of Theorem 2.

5. By modifying slightly the above argument, the reader may easily
prove the following proposition, a generalization for S the disc \z\^R
of the previous two theorems.

THEOREM 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for (1) with
S: \z\ <±R and An(z, N) e AJχ19 , n) is

(15) lim {R2n+ y 2 # 2 w - 2 4- + \n\2R2n~2!c}mn=R .

With the particular choice (uniformly in j)

(16) r , =

a necessary and sufficient condition for (1) is (12).
A word is in order to justify the form of (16). Much of the pre-

sent paper is devoted to the study of polynomials An{z) in An(γlf γi9 , 7*)
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where we have

(17) r,H-i

and the numbers c3 are independent of n. For instance the center of
gravity of the zeros of An(z) is cιy and (17) may prescribe c1 independent
of n. Here it is significant (Theorem 11, below) that a necessary con-
dition for (1) with the zeros of the An{z) bounded is (17) with cι~>cf

where of course cx is not necessarily independent of n, and where c is
the conformal center of gravity of S, a number depending wholly on S
itself.

We shall call the number c5 defined by (17) the centrσid of order
j of the zeros of An(z).

Another comment on (16) is that if the z-plane is transformed by
a simple stretching zf=Rz, the transfinite diameter of every set is multi-
plied by R, and the jth centroid of the zeros of a polynomial is multi-
plied by R3 thus the factor R3 in (16) is appropriate.

6* We shall shortly indicate (§§ 7, 8) that Theorems 2, 3, and 4
admit at least partial extensions to arbitrary sets whose boundaries are
rectifiable. The usefulness of these extensions in the study of still more
general point sets is now to be shown.

If S is an arbitrary compact set, and if the maximal infinite region
K belonging to the complement of S is regular in the sense that the
classical Green's function G(z) for K with pole at infinity exists, we
denote by

where H(z) is conjugate to G(z) in K, a function which maps K onto
\w\^>τ(S) With φ(cn)=oo.

The locus CR: \φ(z)\=Rτ(S), i ? > l , in K consists of a finite number
of rectifiable Jordan curves which are mutually exterior except perhaps
for a finite number of points each of which may belong to several
curves we denote the sum of the closed interiors of these curves by
SR. As R—>1, the locus CB approaches the boundary of K.

THEOREM 5. Let S he a compact set, and let the infinite region K
belonging to the complement of S be regular. Let An(γuγ2, •••,7'fc) be
given and restrict An(z, N) to An. A necessary and sufficient condition
that (1) be valid for all q.T.-norms on S is that (1) be valid for all q.T.-
norms on all SR.

By Theorem 1, we may restrict ourselves to the consideration of
the Tchebycheff norms on S and SB. We denote the respective extremal
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polynomials by Tn(z, S) and Tn(z, SR). To prove the sufficiency of the
condition, we write

M[Tn(z, SR), SR]^M[Tn(zf SR)9 S]^M[Tn(zf S), S]^τ(S)n ,

lim {M[Tn(z, SR), SRψn=τ(SR)

==Λ rOSf)^limsup {M[Tn(z, S), S]}1 / w^r(S) ,

and ϋJ—>l establishes (1). With this reasoning as given, it is also suf-
ficient if (1) is valid on a sequence of sets Sm each containing S, with
K regular or not, provided τ(Sm) ~> τ(S) the sets Sm may be taken as
the closed interiors of lemniscates.

Conversely, by use of the generalized Bernstein Lemma [9, p. 77]
we have

n(z, SR), S^^M[Tn(z9 S), SR]^M[Tn(z, S),

τ(SR) ^ lim inf {M\Tn{z, SR), SR-}}1!n ̂  lim sup {M[Tn(z, SR), SΛ]}1/n

^ l i m {M\Tn{z, S), S]V'n'R^τ(SR) ,

lim {M[Tn(z, SR)9 SRψln=τ(SR) .

7 Theorem 5 emphasizes the importance in considering (1) of sets
with rectifiable boundary, both for their own sake and for the study
of more general sets. For the former we have the great advantage of
orthogonal polynomials as a tool. Thus we prove2

THEOREM 6. Let the point set S consist of a finite number of recti-
fiable Jordan arcs, and let the polynomials Pn(z)=znjr of respective
degrees n be mutually orthogonal on S, with

\ \Pn(z)\*\dz\=pn .

Let the norm NQ be defined by

=\ \AJz)\ι\dΆ,
is

and let us set

Bn(z) ̂ zn-h r ^ " 1 + + nzn'« = dJPn{z) -f dJP^z) + 4-dnP0(z) ,

= \ Bn{z)Pjz)\dz\ , dΛ=dh(n), O^

2 An analogous theorem obviously exists if S consists of a finite number of mutually
disjoint Jordan regions, and least-square norm is measured by surface instead of line
integrals.
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where the Ti^r^n) and k=k(n) are prescribed. For each n >
min N0[An(z)] with An(z)eAn(γj) is N0[Cn(z)~] where

Cn(z) = dQPn(z)4- dJP^z) + + dkPn-k(z) ,

and is assumed by no other polynomial. A necessary and sufficient con-
dition for (1) with N=N0 or with N an arbitrary q.Ύ.-norm on S is

lim {\do\*pn± Wpn^+ 4- \d^pn^V^

An arbitrary polynomial An(z) = znΛ may obviously be expressed
as a linear combination AJ&~bJ>n(z) + bJ>n-Ύ{z)Λ +bnPQ(z) by con-
sidering successively the coefficients of zn, z71'1, •••, 1. Then the coeffi-

cients bh can also be computed by use of the orthogonality relations,

\ An(z)Ph(z) \dz\ = phbn-h ,
JS

and we have

{NlAn(z)ψ=MPn+ Mp^Λ + \bn\% .

The condition An(z)e An(rj) is equivalent to specific prescription of b0, bιy

•• ,δ fc, so it is clear that

min NQ[An(z)1-N0[Cn(z)]= {Wpn + Wpn^+ • •. + |4fe-*} 1 / 2 ,

a minimum assumed by no other polynomial than Cn(z) in An the re-
mainder of Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 1.

Both Theorem 2 and the first part of Theorem 4 are clearly gener-
alized in Theorem 6. We proceed to a corresponding generalization of
the necessity of condition (16) in the second part of Theorem 4.

8* The number R plays two roles in Theorem 4: it is both τ(S)
and a parameter restricting the order of γ 3 in (16) if k=k(n) is not
bounded.

In extending the second part of Theorem 4 to a compact set S of
connected complement K whose boundary B consists of a finite number
of rectifiable Jordan arcs or even to a more general set S with regular
connected complement K> the second of these roles is kept for R. To
be more explicit we shall prove the following.

THEOREM 7. Let S be a compact set of connected regular complement
K and R an arbitrary positive number such that the disc \z\ <I R contains
S in its interior.

Suppose that (16) holds with k=k(ri)->cχ>, k(n)φo{n). Then there
exist polynomials An{z, N) e An(γl9 γ2, , γk) of least q.Ύ.-norm N=
N[AJz), S] on S for which (1) is not valid.
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We chose R1=R1(R)^>1 so that not only S but also SRl of §6 is
covered by | s |<ie (thus τ(SBlXR). We know (Cf. §6) that with
Tn(z, S) e An, Tn(z, SR) e Ani

(18) RmiTn{zy S\SY^M[Tn(z, S), SRχ] >M{Tn{zf SΛl), SΛJ .

On the other hand if CSι denotes the boundary of SRlf

(19) {M[Tn(z, SR), SRiψ\ \dz\^[ \Tn(z, SR)\*\dz\

JAn(z, NaW\dz\] ,

where An(z, No) e An is of least square norm No on SXi,

Fix γ^γ^n), l<Lj<Lk=k(n), by

where λ = , and the Pm(z)=zmΛ are mutually orthogonal on CRl.

All zeros of the P,,.(z) lie in \z\<^R (Fejόr, [2]) so (16) is satisfied;

indeed ("YΛT*Wn7AY *! .) for l£j£A. For^)e^(n,

m mtΐk) so chosen we have

where

Hence

max {^( J)vϊ\j(^hy R(

By Fekete-Walsh [5]
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plI2n~>τ(SRi) as n^oo .

Consider any sequence of n for which lim • =e exists with 0 < ε < : i .

n
In case 0 < e < l , (Cf. §4)

(20) lim inf {No [An(z, SRl), SRJ} ^ ^ Rsτ(SBlf-%l - e^V*

for we have 5>r(Sr

Λl)==JR1r0Sr).

In case e = l , by (n)j(n~~h)-*l as n~*co, we have
\ k // V h /

)j(
k // V h

(21) lim inf {JV0[i4n(2, NQ), ^ ^

Combining (20) or (21) with (18) and (19) we obtain

lim sup {M[Tn(z, S), S]}1 / w>τ(S').((l-ε)-1ε-ε or l ) ^

Thus the proof is complete for the classical Tchebycheff norm M, and
the theorem follows by Theorem 1.

Theorem 7 can be extended to arbitrary compact sets S of positive
transfinite diameter τ(S) with connected nonregular complement K, the
role of R being taken by any positive number such that the disc \z\ <CR
contains a level locus CRi: G(z)=\og Rτ which consists of finitely many
Jordan contours and separates S from infinity. The proof is similar to
the above one but uses the generalized Bernstein lemma in its extended
form. (Walsh, [9], § 4.9). Corresponding extensions to the case of K
nonregular can be made for Theorem 8bis and the second part of Theorem
9 below (concerning the respective necessary conditions for the validity
of (1)).

9. We have studied in some detail the conditions (12) and (16)
singly and in combination, especially if S is a circular disc, and in
particular have shown in Theorem 7 for a more general set S that (12)
is necessary3 for (1) provided (16) is assumed with the choice
Ry> [max \z\, z on S]. We are not in a position to prove that conversely

3 Nevertheless k=k(n) = O(n), more precisely k(n)=n — l1 is compatible with the validity

of (1) for &-fold restricted ?zth degree extremal polynomials An(z, N)=zn+aιnz
n'ι+

+ αw-i,w£ + α?m with suitably preassigned coefficients ajn = γj—γj(ri), l ^ j ^ k , fulfilling

condition (16) with the new choice ϋί=[max|sl, z on S\. In fact, the coefficients γj(n) of

the classical T-polynomial tn(z)=zn+rι(n)zn-1-\ \-rn-i(n)z + rn(n) on S, by Fejer's theorem,

satisfy (16) with this special choice of R, and the nth. degree (τz-l)-fold restricted T-

polynomials Tn(z, S)eΛn(ri(n), , γn-\{n)) minimizing the classical T-norm on S obviously

coincide with tn(z), thus satisfy [max\Tn(z, S), z on S]ι/n-+ τ(S) as n -> <*>. Hence, by

Theorem 1, the validity of (1) for all An(z, S)eΛn(ji(n), •••, γn-ι(n)) of least q. T. norm

iVon S, subject to (16) with R = \ max|#|, z on S] as required, although (12) does not hold.
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(12), with the assumption of (16), is sufficient for (1), but now prove
for an arbitrary compact set S that a slightly stronger condition on
k(n) than (12), namely (22), is sufficient for (1) with a weaker assumption
than (16) concerning the centroids Cj defined by (17).

THEOREM 8. Let S be an arbitrary compact set, and let N be a

continuous q.Ύ.-nω*m on S. Let An(z)^^zn + - minimize N over

Λ(7Ί, Ϊ2> -m',r*) with

(22) * <
V log

(23) \cj\^ajf

where the <x5 are independent of n.
Then (1) is valid provided the power series

Σ

has positive radius of convergences r.4

Let th(z) = zn + a[h^zlι~1Λ -fα£° be the hth degree classical Tcheby-
cheff polynomial minimizing the norm M[Ah(z), S] on £ among all poly-
nomials Ah(z) with the leading terms zh. Then a majorant of the nth
degree generalized Tchebyeheff polynomial Tn(zf S)e An can be expressed
as the product tn-k(z) (zk + λ^-1 Λ h 4) where the coefficients λj=λj(k, n)
satisfy the linear equations

Hence, by Fejer?s Theorem [2] on the zeros of th(z)

where i?^[max|2:|, zeS~]-\-l. Similarly,

4 While the research here presented was in progress, Professor G. Szego communicated
to the first named author the following result. Let L be an analytic Jordan curve. Let
the positive constants aj satisfy the condition \aj\<^abJ, y=0,1,2, •••, where a and b
are arbitrary positive constants. Let the integer k—k(ri) satisfy the condition k(n)=
o(n/logn). There exist polynomials An(z)=zn-i satisfying condition (23) such that

lim max \An(z)\ιln=τ(L)

where τ{L) is the transfinite diameter of L.
This communication induced us to study the problem dealt with in Theorem 8.
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έ ) •
and so on; finally

Hence, for R^>ljr we have

MR"

and, therefore, by (22) and

lim {M[tn(z), S

\imswp{M[Tn(z,S),S-]yln

On the other hand

liminf {M[Tn(z, S),

in inf.)

Thus the proof is complete for the classical Tchebycheff norm M, and
the theorem follows by Theorem 1.

As a converse of the proposition just demonstrated we prove

THEOREM 8 bis. Let S satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 7. Sup-
pose k=k{n)->oo as n->oo but k(n)φo(nl\ogn). Then there exist poly-
nomials an(z, N)e An(γly γ2, , 7̂ ) of least q.Ύ.-norm N=N[an(z), S] on

S with |rc/)\<L(n}ctjfσrl<Lj<Lk{n) and lim sup \ah\h\~]ιlh <00 for which
W J

(1) is not valid.
Since Theorem 7 established the existence in question in the case

aj=Rj if k{ri)φo(ri), we assume lim sup (k log n\n) > 0 with k\n -> 0. Then
we fix γj^ϊjin), l<lj<Lk=k(n), by
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where PΛ(z), CΛl, and i?x have the same meaning as in § 8 thus

for l ^ y ^ f c - l and l r * ( r c ) | < ( ? ) [1-f (&!)1/2]#fc and

therefore tfft=l-f-(λ!)1/a satisfies our hypothesis. The wth degree poly-
nomial ccn(z, No) of least square norm

1/2

on CΛl among all

α»(«) = s n + € Λ(ri, , ϊn)

is obviously

and we have

^! j |Pn-*(«)Hώ

In view of k{n)=o{n), ^/2w~>r(CJϊl)==JB1r(Sr), lim
, we have now

lim sup I f l«n(«, M)l2l<fe|}1/2n^ ftr(S) lim sup

Combination of this inequality with (18) and (19) yields

lim sup {MlTn(z, S), Sψ*>τ(S)

for the polynomial Tn(z, S) e An(γu γi9 , γk) minimizing the classical
norm M[ocn(z), S] on Sf and the theorem is established.

10. We conclude our investigations concerning the validity of (1)
with An(z, N) 6 An(γ19 γ2, , rk) by considering the particular case

nearest to the simplest one : k—const. Using arguments similar to those
just applied in the proof of Theorem 8 we obtain at once, for arbitrary
compact set S
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τ(Sr^M[Tn(z, S), S]

provided \rj\<L( n)aj, αJ=α j(%). Hence by the hypothesis k=O(l)
W J

^liminf {M[Tn(z, S), S]}ιln^lim sup {M[Γn(s, S),

<lr(S) inax(l, limsup

Hence the validity of (1) for the classical Tchebycheίf norm M and thus
also for each continuous q.T.-norm N provided

(24)

Conversely, the condition (24) in case Ir̂ l <±(n )oL3{n),

is also necessary for (1) with An(z, N)eAn(γu •• ,r*) f° r Λ̂  the classical
TchebychefF norm M and hence for arbitrary q.T.-norms N continuous
in An on a compact set £ of connected regular complement K.

In fact, fix γj=γj(ri), 1 <Lj^Lk=k(n), by

where the Pm(z)=zm+ are mutually orthogonal on CRι and R, Rx(R)f

CRl, and SBl are defined as in § 8. Then with a^rij—RJ for l<Lj<±k — l,
the condition (24) is fulfilled. We shall show that (1) cannot hold under
our hypotheses unless (24) is satisfied also for j=h. In the proof we
may restrict ourselves to the classical Tchebychefϊ norm M, minimized
by the generalized Tchebycheίf polynomial Tn(z, S)eAn(γlf •• ,7Ά;). Ap-
plying the results (18) and (19) of § 8 we can write

(25) I%M[Tn(z, S), S]{ J C R | ( f o | } / ^ J j \An(z, N0)\2\d&\

where An(z, NQ) e An(γl9 , γk) is the nth degree polynomial of least
ί f ) 1/2

square norm N0(An(z), SR )=] \ \An(z)\z\dz\\ on CR . Our above choice
of Λ(?Ί, •• ,r*) yields

whence
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(26) {NJLAn(z, NQ), SRiiy=Pn

Combining (25) with (26) leads in view of limpid=τ(SRi) to

i^ lim sup {M[Tn(z, S), Sψn^τ(SBι) lim sup {ak(n)V'n ,

which by T^^R^S) is equivalent to

lim sup {M[Tn(z, S), S]}lln>τ(S) lim sup {ak(n)}lln .

This establishes (24) as a necessary condition for (1) in case of the M-
norm and hence also for all q.T.-norms N on any set S of the type
considered. We summarize the foregoing results in

THEOREM 9. Let S be an arbitrary compact set, and let N be a

continuous q.T.-norm on S. Let An(z)=-znjr •• minimize N over

A(Ti, , Tk)

(27) k=k(n)=O(l) ,

(28) Ir

Then (1) is valid provided (24) holds. Conversely, in case (27) is fulfilled,
(24) is also necessary for (1) provided S is a compact set of regular
complement K.

11* In the previous sections we developed conditions, necessary or
sufficient or both, for the validity of (1). By Theorem 1 such conditions
are the same for all q.T.-norms N which are defined on the set S con-
sidered. If (1) does not hold, there might be two possibilities:

(a) lim {N[An(z, N), Sψln=ω(S, N, Tl, γ2, , rk), with the poly-
nomials An(z, N) of least iV-norm restricted to some given An(γ19 , γk),
but ω is different from τ(S)

(b) the {N[An(z, N)% S~]}lln have no limit as n~>oo if An(z, N)eAn,
that is

lim inf {N[An(z, N), Sψn=a(S, N, Tl, , rr)

is actually smaller than

lim sup {N[An(z, N), S]y'n=β(S, N, γ19 , γk) .

12. It is easy to show that both possibilities (a) and (b) may even-
tually occur. In the light of this fact the following result has some
intrinsic interest:
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THEOREM 10. Let S be an arbitrary compact set and let N=
N[An(z), S] be any given q.Ύ.-norm defined and continuous in An =
An(Ti, , 7k) on S. Let the least N-norm vn on S for polynomials
An(z)eAn satisfy

l i m i n f v i / f l = α ( S , iV, n , • • • , ? * ) ,

Then a and β are independent of the particular choice of N and, con-
sequently lim ιξn exists or not for all q.Ύ.-norms N, the coexisting limits
having the same value ω(S, γ19 , γn).

Applying (5) with AJz) = An(z, N) the polynomial of least iV-norm
on S for An(z)eAn, we obtain

(29) lim inf {N[An(z, N), S]} 1 / n ^l im inf {M\_An(z, N), S

> l i m i n f {M[An(z, M), S

lim sup {N[An(z, N), Sψln ^ l i m sup {M\AJz, N),

^ l i m s u p {M[An(z, M),

while (4) applied to An(z) = An(z, M)eAn yields

(30) lim inf {N[An(z, N), S]}lln ^ lim inf {M[An(z, M),

lim sup {N[An(z, N), S]}lln < lim sup {M[An(z, M), S]}ιln .

Combining (29) with (30) leads to

a(S, N,n, -••> n)-a(S, M,γu , n) ,

and we similarly obtain

β(S,N,n, ---,r*)

for all q.T.-norms N defined and continuous in An on S. Thus the proof
for the independence of a and β of the choice of N is complete and
hence the rest of the theorem follows if a=β.

PART II

ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE MODULI, AND OF THE ZEROS OF

POLYNOMIALS OF LEAST NORM

l In Part I we have developed primarily sufficient conditions for
the validity of (1) we propose now to consider necessary conditions
for (1), namely consequences of (1) such as (2) which are significant in
the study of restricted extremal polynomials. Our first three theorems
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are entirely general, without special reference to extremal polynomials.

THEOREM 11. Let S be a point set of positive trans finite diameter
whose complement K is a region containing the point at infinity, and let
the zeros of the polynomials pn{z) = znA-anlz

n~ljr Λ-ann be uniformly
bounded. Then

(31) l i m s u p P ^ ^ r ( S ) , P n =[maxb n (is) | f z on S] ,

implies

(32) lim(αnl/w)=α1 ,
72-»oo

where —aι is the conformal center of gravity of S. That is, the center
of gravity of the zeros of pn(z) approaches the conformal center of gravity
of S.

For any sequence of polynomials pn{z) = zn 4- we have

(33) liminf P i / n ^ r ( S ) ,

since the corresponding relation holds for the Tchebycheff polynomials
of S; thus (31) is equivalent to

(34) \imPl!n=τ(S) .

If G(z) is the generalized Green's function for K with pole at in-
finity, a suitably chosen level locus CB: G(z)=log R(^> 0) in K consists
of a single Jordan curve containing in its interior both S and all the
zeros of the pn(z). It then follows from (34) that we have exterior to
CR, uniformly on any closed bounded set exterior to CRf

(35) ]im\pn(z)\ιln=\Φ(*)\ >

where φ(z) Ξ=exp [G(z) + iH(z) + logτ(S)'] and H(z) is conjugate to G(z) in
K; we need merely apply a previous result [Fekete and Walsh, [5],
Theorem 11], where (31) is used to establish (loc. cit.)

limsup[max|pn(z)|, z on CB~illn<LR*τ(S)

the closed interior of the present CR contains all zeros of the pn{z) and
has the transfinite diameter R-τ{S).

We write (35) in the form

(36) \im \Vn{z)lAlln-\Φ{z)!z\ ,

which holds uniformly in some neighborhood of the point at infinity.
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We set

(37) φ(z)

it is of course no loss of generality to choose φ'(oo) = l, and here —aγ

is by definition the conformal center of gravity of S. If the nth. root
in (36) is suitably chosen, namely with the value unity at infinity, (36)
implies

(38) mΓl + 4 + l + +
n^oo [_ Z2 Z J Z Z1

uniformly in some neighborhood of the point at infinity. We use here
the theory of normal families of functions. Any infinite sequence of the
functions in the first member of (38) is bounded and admits a sub-
sequence converging uniformly in the neighborhood of infinity. All limit
functions are analytic in this neighborhood, have the same modulus
there, and are equal at infinity hence these limit functions are identical,
and the original sequence converges uniformly in a neighborhood of
infinity to this limit function. Equation (38) implies (32).

2. Of course this same reasoning applies to the higher coefficients
in (38) for instance

2am-a2

nι a\

but (32) would seem to be the most interesting of these relations.
Equation (32) has been previously established by Schiff er [8] for the

case that K possesses a classical Green's function, and where the pn(z)
are the Fekete polynomials for S, whose zeros lie on S and maximize
the discriminant.

In the hypothesis of Theorem 11 we may replace (31) by the cor-
responding inequality involving an arbitrary quasi-Tchebycheff norm
compare [Fekete and Walsh, [5], Theorem 2].

3* The significance of Theorem 11 in the theory of once-restricted
and &-fold restricted extremal polynomials is that if (31) is satisfied,
ihen unless (32) is also satisfied the zeros of the pn(z) cannot be bounded
thus (36) cannot be valid uniformly in the neighborhood of infinity, and
may not be valid on every compact set in K. Of course (36) is valid
uniformly in the neighborhood of infinity for all classical extremal poly-
nomials [Fekete and Walsh, [5], Theorems 11 and 13].

An illustration here is illuminating; we choose S as |s |<Il and
prescribe merely the (constant) center of gravity c1 (#0) of the zeros
of each pn(z). The extremal polynomials with the least-square norm on
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the boundary of S are

pn(z) = zn — ncλz
n~λ Ξ== zn~\z — nc^ ,

and the zeros of these polynomials are not bounded. It is striking that
(36) continues to hold, but nonuniformly, in the neighborhood of infinity.
Moreover, if we replace the prescribed cx by c£w), where c$w)->0, then
the zeros of pn(z) are bounded if and only if the numbers nc[n} are
bounded.

Theorem 11 (like later results) does not require that the pn(z) be
defined for every n; it is sufficient if these polynomials are given for
an infinite sequence of values of n. Thus, if the pn(z) are given and
(32) is not satisfied, the zeros of the sequence pn(z) cannot be bounded
if (32) is satisfied for no subsequence of indices n, the zeros of no sub-
sequence of the pn(z) can be bounded in particular if the pn(z) are once-
restricted extremal polynomials pn{z)^znj

rnalz
n~ljr with constant aλ

different from the conformal center of gravity of S, there exists a unique
sequence for n sufficiently large of zeros gw of the respective pn(z), where
%n lies exterior to the extended convex hull H± of S, with jw->oo, and
all other zeros of pn(z) lie in Hτ compare Fekete and Walsh [6
Theorem VII].

4, Deeper results can be established concerning the zeros of the
pn(z) which become infinite.

THEOREM 12. Let S be a point set of positive transfinite diameter
whose complement K is a region containing the point at infinity. Let
G(z) be the generalized Green's function for K with pole at infinity, and
let Γ be a Jordan curve in K which separates S from the point at in-
finity. Suppose

pn(z) = zn + anιz
n-λ + . . . + αn n ,

and suppose (31) is valid. Let us write pn(z) = qn-σ{z)-rσ(z), where rσ{z)^
zσ 4- is a polynomial whose zeros are precisely the zeros of pn(z) ex-
terior to Γ. Then we have

(39) σ=σ(n)==o(n) ,

(40) lim QHίn^=τ(S), Qw_σ=max [\qn-Ml z on S] .

Equation (39) follows at once [Walsh and Evans, [10]], for the
number n — σ of zeros of pn(z) on and interior to Γ satisfies (n—σ)ln-+l.

Since & is closed, the distance d from S to Γ is positive, so for z
on S we have \rσ{z)\^>dσ. Consideration of a point z of S at which
ltf»-cr(3)l = Q»-σ then yields
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(41) \qn-Az)\-dσ=Qn-σ.d"<Qn-σ.\rσ(z)\^Pn .

Equation (39) implies dσjn->l, whence from (41)

lim sup Qί(?σ ̂  lim sup PJ/» < τ(S) .

But we may write also

lim sup Q*L\= lim sup Q^Γ σ ) ,

so (40) follows by the analogue of (33).
Of course it is a consequence of (40) that the center of gravity of

the zeros of qn-σ(z) approaches the conformal center of gravity of S.
It follows from Theorem 12 [Walsh and Evans, [10], p. 335] that

on any closed set exterior to Γ we have

lim \qn-σ{z)\mn-σ' = \Φ(z)\,

the analogue of (35).

5* Our main interest lies in the zeros of pn(z) which become infi-
nite, but Theorem 12 deals also with also with other zeros. In particular,
if Pn(z) is a k-fold restricted (k=const.) extremal polynomial on S for a
monotonic quasi-Tchebycheff norm, and if either Γ is the boundary of
Hk(S) (supposed to contain S in its interior) or is a curve containing
Hk(S) in its closed interior, then at most k zeros of pn(z) lie exterior to
Γ we have σ(n) <I k. Moreover, equation (35) is valid uniformly on
any closed bounded set in K containing no limit point of the zeros of the
pn(z); and (35) with pn{z) replaced by qn-σ(z) is valid uniformly on any
closed bounded set in K containing no limit point of the zeros of the
qn-σ{z)i in particular is valid on any closed bounded set exterior to Γ
[compare Walsh and Evans, [10], p. 335].

6 Theorem 13 is complementary to Theorem 12 :

THEOREM 13. Under the conditions of Theorem 12 we have

(42) lim R]<n=l, Rσ=[ max |rσ(z)|, z on S] .
n-*oo

There exists a number D independent of Z such that for each fixed
point Z on or exterior to Γ and as Zλ and Z2 range over S, we have
for the distances

max
min Z

for the first member depends continuously on Z and approaches unity
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as Z-+CΌ. The zeros of rσ{z) lie exterior to Γ, so for z on S we have

min \rσ(z)\

From (41) we may write for z on S

(43) Qn-σ i

In equation (40) we may replace the exponent II{n —a) by ljn, so
from (43), (31), and (39) we have

(44)

However, (33) for arbitrary polynomials here shows

(45) liminfΓ—
LnLn

and (42) follows.

7 A result similar to Theorems 12 and 13 is the following.

Under the hypothesis of Theorem 12 let Γλ be an arbitrary Jordan
curve in K containing on or within it no point of S, and let rσ(z) =
zσjr be the polynomial whose zeros are the zeros of pn(z) on and within
Γu with Pn(z)=Qn-Az)'rΛz)- Then we have (39), (40), (42), and the
relation lim |^w-σ-(^)|1/(w""<Γ) = |φ(^)| uniformly on any closed set interior to
Λ. Here (39) follows at once [Walsh and Evans, [10]], (40) follows as
in the proof of Theorem 12, (42) follows from the boundedness of the
zeros of rσ(z) and from (45), and the remaining remark is immediate
[Walsh and Evans, [10], p. 335].

8 Theorems 12 and 13, devoted to arbitrary sequences of poly-
nomials pn(z) such as those studied in Walsh and Evans [10], yield a
precise result for restricted extremal polynomials in the case fc=l.

THEOREM 14. Let S be a closed bounded set of positive transfinite
diameter, and let pn(z)~znΛ— be the sequence of once-restricted poly-
nomials on S, with constant center of gravity of the zeros different from
the conformal center of gravity of S, extremal for a monotonic quasi-
Tchebycheff norm. Let C be a {closed) circular disk containing S9 let C
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be a concentric disk whose radius is three times as great, and let

rσ(z) = zσΛ , σ=σ(n) = l or 0 ,

be the polynomial whose zero is the zero of pn(z) if any exterior to C,
otherwise unity. Set

qn-σ(z) = zn~σ+ , pn(z) = qn-σ(z) rσ(z) .

Then (34), (40), and (42) are valid. Moreover on any closed bounded set
S1 exterior to H we have uniformly (notation of (35))

(46) lim \pn(z)\lln= lim \qn-σ(z)\lln= \φ(z)\ .

The present writers have previously [6] shown that if a zero of pn(z)
lies exterior to C', then all other zeros of pn{z) lie in C. Moreover it
is remarked in § 3 that under the present conditions a zero of pn(z) lies
exterior to C" for n sufficiently large. Thus o(n)=l for n sufficiently
large. Equation (34) is known [part I, § 10], (40) follows from Theorem
12, and (42) from Theorem 13.

The zeros of the polynomials pn{z) and qn-σ(z) have no (finite) limit
point exterior to H. Indeed, if z=a is assumed to be such a limit point,
let Γ be a circular disc containing H in its interior but to which a is
exterior. For n sufficiently large a zero of pn(z) lies exterior to the disc
concentric with Γ whose radius is three times as great, and consequently
[Fekete and Walsh, [6], Theorem IX] all other zeros of pn(z) lie in Γ,
which contradicts the assumption of a as a limit point of zeros.

Equation (46) now follows [Walsh and Evans, [10], p. 335]. If Sτ

is a closed bounded set exterior to H, for n sufficiently large no zeros
of pn(z) lie on SL.

9* Under the conditions of Theorem 14 we can obtain some infor-
mation about the asymptotic behavior of the one zero z1 among the
totality of zeros (z19 z2, ••-, zn) of pn(z) which becomes infinite. If a is
the prescribed center of gravity and a the conformal center of gravity
of S, we have z^z^Λ \-zn=na, and by Theorem 11

a , 11+^. -+ a , z^~>a-a.
n — 1 n n

lO We are not in a position to extend Theorem 14 to the case
of fe-fold restricted extremal polynomials, & > 1 , for with & > 1 precise
conditions are as yet unknown concerning the number of zeros of pn(z)
which become infinite or indeed lie exterior to H. For instance, if C is
|^| = 1 and we use the least-square norm on C with k=2, the twice-
restricted extremal polynomial
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pn{z) = zn + 0-zn-14- ( n

has two zeros ±[ — n(n — l)c2!2]llz which become infinite, whereas the
twice-restricted extremal polynomial

has but one zero — ncx which becomes infinite.
Nevertheless, for k^>l if we know that k zeros of pn{z) become

infinite as n—>oo, the remaining n — k zeros of pn{z) have no limit point
exterior to H. For let φl9 φi9 •••, φn denote the angles subtended by S
at the respective zeros of pn(z). Zedek's relation (Cf. Walsh and Zedek
[11])

Φι+Φi~\

can be written in the form

and if (0i + φ 2+ +Φ*)- > 0, then φk+ι-+π if φk+1<Cπ. To be more ex-
plicit, if φj<Lεlk for j=l, 2, ••-,&, then Φj^π-ε for j=k + l, k + 2,
•• ,n, so the n — k corresponding zeros of pn(z) lie in the locus of
points from which S subtends an angle greater than or equal to π — ε.
Under these conditions (that k zeros of pn(z) become infinite), the set
of zeros of the pn(z) has no finite limit point exterior to H, and Theo-
rem 14 admits a precise analogue. Even though the set of zeros of the
pn(z) has no finite limit point exterior to H, not all zeros near S need
lie in H; compare [Fekete and Walsh, [6], §13].

l l If we are willing to forego an analogue of (42), we can obtain
a further result on extremal polynomials.

THEOREM 15. Let S be a closed bounded set of positive transfinite
diameter, and let pn(z)=zn-h •• be the sequence of k-fold restricted (&=
const.) polynomials on S extremal for a monotonic quasi-Tchebycheff norm.
Let Hk be the inflated convex hull of S of order ky and let qn-σ(z) ==
2f-°--f... 5β tfe polynomial whose zeros are the zeros of pn(z) on Hk.
Then on any closed bounded set Si exterior to Hk we have uniformly the
second of equations (46).

Let Hk

n) be the (closed) point set consisting of all points at a dis-
tance not greater than 1/n from Hk, let rΌ{z)^zυ-\ be the polynomial
whose zeros are the zeros of pn(z) exterior to H%°, and let tn-υ(z) =
zn-υ-\ be the polynomial whose zeros are the zeros of pn(z) on Hίn\
At most k zeros of pn(z) lie exterior to Hk, whence 0<Lv<Lk. For z
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on S we have \rυ{z)\^Hnv^llnk. We proceed further as in the proof
of (41). If z is a point of S at which \tn.υ(z)\ takes its maximum value
Tn_Όy we have

There follows

lim sup T)l?v ̂  lim sup P]!n=τ(S) ,

and by (33)

Thus we have for z on S1

lim |£_(z)r HΦ(*)I

However, tn-v(z) has at most k zeros in Hk but not in H^, so if
dQ ( > 0 ) and ^ denote the shortest and longest distances between Sx

and H^ for n sufficiently large, we have for z on S1

^ m a x [1, du , df] ,, dθ1

so the second of equations (46) follows.
Theorem 15 is not a consequence of Theorem 12, for in Theorem 15

the set S may have points in common with the boundary of Hk.

12. Under the conditions of Theorem 15, if the set S is real, it is
known [[6], Part II, § 15] that at most k zeros of a real pn(z) lie ex-
terior to the convex hull H of S. Precisely the method of proof of
Theorem 15 (details are left to the reader) yields

THEOREM 16. Let the real set S and the real polynomials pn(z)
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 15. Let qn_a.(z)~zn~cr-h be the
polynomial whose zeros are the zeros of pn(z) on H. Then the second of
equations (46) is valid uniformly on any closed bounded set Sλ exterior to H.

13. We return to the consideration of asymptotic relations, with-
out specific reference to restricted polynomials. Equation (42) is derived
in Theorem 13 as a necessary condition on the polynomials rσ(z), but is
sufficient in the following sense. If S satisfies the conditions of Theorem
12, if σ=o{n)=o{ri), and if for polynomials qn-σ(z) = zn~σ-h and
rσ(z)=zσ-\-* we have (40) and (42), then we also have (31) with
Pn(z) = Qn-σ(z)-rσ(z). In fact we may write pn <I Qn.σ Rσ, whence (31)
follows by (40), (42), and (33). In this remark there are no geometric
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conditions on the zeros of qn~σ{z) and rσ{z), but in connection with re-
stricted extremal polynomials the most interesting situation is that the
zeros of qn-σ{z) are bounded whereas the zeros of rσ{z) are not neces-
sarily bounded.

14. The polynomials rσ(z) of Theorem 13 have various interesting

properties :

THEOREM 17. If S is a set of positive trans finite diameter, and if
for the polynomials rσ(z) = zσ 4- we have (42) with σ=σ(ri)=o(ri), then
on any closed bounded set Sf of positive transfinite diameter we have

(47) l imi?; i / w =l , #;=[max.|?v(z)|, z on S'] .

We note that (33) for arbitrary polynomials yields

(48) lim inf R'σ
ιln ^ 1 .

The generalized Bernstein Lemma is valid [Walsh, [9], § 4.9] even
if we must use the generalized Green's function G(z) instead of the
classical Green's function for the maximal subregion K containing in-
finity of the complement of S. Let p ( > 1) be chosen so large that the
level locus Γp: G(z)=log p in K separates Sr from infinity. For z in-
terior to Γp we have (loc. cit.)

Equation (42) yields

lim sup R'Jln <: 1 ,
w->oo

which with (48) gives (47). We have made no hypothesis on the location
of the zeros of rσ(z) relative to S and S'.

Such a sequence as rjz) of Theorem 17 may in some respects be
considered a "negligible sequence" with respect to n, provided σ=σ(n)
=o(n), in the sense that

(i) its presence or absence as a factor of qn-σ{z) =zn~σ-h does
not alter the value of

lim[max|gw_σ(z)|, z on S]ίln ,

or even the value of lim inf or lim sup here, and
(ii) this property of rσ{z) is not dependent on the particular set S

(of positive transfinite diameter) chosen. Any sequence of polynomials
rσ(

z) = £σ + whose zeros are bounded is in this sense a negligible se-
quence with arbitrary σ=σ(n)=o(ri), for if these zeros and S lie on a
point set of diameter D we have
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Ra ^ Dσ ,

which together with (45) implies (42).

15. As an application of this proof of (42) we state

THEOREM 18. Let S be a closed bounded set not necessarily of posi-
tive transfinite diametery and let an arbitrary bounded set of points z[n),
£?\ ••*, 2?} be given with σ=σ(n)=o(n). Then there exists a sequence
of polynomials pn(z) ̂ ΞΞ zn-{- vanishing in the points zψ, such that (1)
is valid.

Indeed, there exists a sequence of polynomials qn-σ{z) =zn~σ-\
satisfying (40), the polynomials^^) ^(z—z^)- -{z—z^) satisfy (44), so
(1) follows from (33).

16. For any of the classical norms and the polynomials pn(z) of
Theorem 18, the analogue of (1) holds we state: the analogue of (1)
holds for the extremal polynomials for any quasi-Tchebycheff norm, if the
polynomials are required to vanish in the points zψ ( i = l , 2, *••)> pro-
vided σ=o(ri). The polynomials An(z, N) of least q.T. iV-norm on S with
An{zf\ N) = 0 by (4) fulfill

N[An(z, N), S]^N[Pn(z), S]^U(S, N)Pn ,

while by (5) they satisfy

N[An(z, N), S]^iLn(S, N, e)τ(ST

for n^>no(N, ε). Hence the validity of (1) by virtue of lim Pl!n==τ(S).

Addendum* Using a device, communicated by Prof. Szego to the
first named author after the conclusion of the research above presented
we can prove the following counterpart of our Theorem 7 :

THEOREM 7 bis. Let S be an arbitrary compact set and R an arbi-
trary positive number. Suppose that (16) holds with k=k(n) subject to
(12). Then for all polynomials An(z, N) e Ak(γlf •• 9γk) of least q.T.
norm N=N(An(z), S) on S, (1) is valid.

By Theorem 1 we may restrict the proof of (1) to the particular
case N=M{An{z), S) thus AJz, N) = Tn(z, S), the A -fold restricted
Tchebycheff polynomial in An(γu γtJ , 7*); and by a remark to Theorem
5 we can reduce this proof to the special case S: \p(z)\=pm with
p(z) = zm — (p1z

m'1-i +pm), a lemniscate of radius δ=τ(S). Then a
majorant for Tn(z, S) is the product ztp(z)s(zk + δ1z

7c~lj{ -f-oj, where t
and s are nonnegative integers satisfying
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while zk±δ1z
k~1-\ hδk is the principal part of the Laurent development

z? + δ1z*-1+ --+δk + δk+1z-1 + δk+iz-2+- -

around z=oo of

(zn+n^"1+ +nzn~k)z-tp(z)-s.

For each z Φ 0 with |pχ| M'14- 4- |pm | \z\'m < 1 we have

4-r*)

whence

Similarly, for the aforesaid values of z,

with

Hence, for every r > 0 large enough to satisfy

^ r ^ ^ - i ^ . . . 4-Jfc4-4fc+1r-14-4+2r-2-f

= (r*+ \ri\rk-l+ . . . 4-\ϊk\){l-{\p1\r-ι+ 4- b,n | r-)} " 5

thus in case |z |<Ir covers the lemniscate \p(z)\=pm we have a fortiori

| 1 1/ ^ / ( |χ|r-χ4- 4- | r , | r " T w

x {l-dftlr-1^ 4- bJr-m)} "n"»" "" '* .
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By (16) and (12), for r > R we obtain

lim sup maX|P^)|= pm|^ + <512;ifc""1H V δk\
lίn

which (r->σD) yields lim supmaX|2 J ω i = pm|^ f c4-^ f c"1+ 4-δΛ | 1 / n<Il. We
therefore have

lim sup [maxzes\Tn(z, S)\]lln <Lρ=τ(S).

Combining this with lim inf m&xzes\Tn(z, S)\lln^τ(S) leads to the validity
of (1) for the special norm and special set considered, whence its validity
for arbitrary q.T. norms and arbitrary sets, as stated.

Using the above argument to obtain an upper bound for

^ + . - . + a j , zeS-\p(z)\=pmTln

if k=k(n) is subject to (22), and r5=r5(ri), for l^Lj <Lk=Jc(ri) subject
to (23) with lim sup {αΛ(A!)p}1/Λ< oo, we can prove (1) for all q.T. norms
and arbitrary compact sets S provided p is a positive constant. This
generalization of our Theorem 8 is due to Professor Szegδ.
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BIORTHOGONAL SYSTEMS IN BANACH SPACES

S. R. FOGUEL

l Introduction. We shall be interested, in this paper, in the
following question : Given a biorthogonal system (xn, fn) in a separable
Banach space B, under what conditions can one assert that the sequence
{xn} constitutes a basis ? The system (xn, fn) is called a biorthogonal
system if

xneB, /»eJB* and fn(xm)=δnm.

We shall assume throughout the paper that | | # J | = 1 and the se-
quence {xn} is fundamental. When the sequence {xn} constitutes a basis
it will be called regular otherwise irregular.

2. Irregular systems. Let {xn} be an irregular sequence. (For ex-
ample the trigonometric functions for C( — π, π)). The following defini-
tions will be used.

φO||,ϊi==l,2, 3, •••}

Compare [4]

Eo== {x\\imφn(x)=x}

We have EQC1E1 and E2CZE3. For regular systems EQ==E1='B
and Ez=E3=φ where φ is the null set. The system is regular if and
only if the sequence {||?>n||} *s bounded [2], and if the sequence
is not bounded the set

is nowhere dense [2], hence for irregular systems the set

is of the first category. Also E3=B—E1 is dense and of the second

Received February 22, 1956. This paper is part of a dissertation presented for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy Yale University.
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category. In the case of regular systems there exists a number
such that if 11 x \ \ = 1 then 1 <I 111 x \ \ | <I K. The existence of such a bound,
K, is equivalent to the equiboundedness of {|| ?>„(#) 11} | | a ? | | = l and there-
fore for irregular systems for any number α, there exists a point x
such that 11 a? | | = 1 and | | | # | | | > α , moreover such a point might be found
in the linear manifold generated by {xn}. (Equiboundedness of {\\φn{x) ||}
on a dense subset of the unit sphere would imply equiboundedness on
the unit sphere.) It is interesting to note that for every number α > l
there exists a point x such that ||a?|| = l and | | | # | | | = α. There exists a
point yn satisfying

On the other hand 11^11=1 and 111 Λ?X111 = 1. Let 0<l£<Il, then (1 — t)xτ-
). Define

v=12 •• n

The functions gy(t) are continuous in t, and so is g(t) where

= sup {g*(t

and

There exists a number tQ such that

and g(to)=a.

This following generalization of Baire's theorem [1] will be used :
Let {un(x)} be a sequence of real valued continuous functions defined on
a metric space c, and limun(x)=u(x), \un(x)\<LM, then the set of points
of discontinuity of u is of the first category.

THEOREM 1. The set E2 is of the first category.

Proof Define the functions ua(x) by

uM==J\ψΛχ)\\__ m

l-HI ^0*01 |

We have 0<Lun(x)<Ll and if xeEo^JE2 then

\imun(x)=u(x)
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where u(x)=l for xeE2 and

ΦO-j1*:11,, toτxeE*.
l + \\x\\

If E.z is a set of the second category then there exists at least one point
of continuity of u. Let us denote such a point by x0.

The set EQ is dense in B. Let {yn} by a sequence of points in Eo

with limyn=XQ, then

1 + II2/JI l + lkϋll

The set E% is dense in 5 . If xeE.z and 2/ e JS70 then x-{-yeE2. Let
{zw} be a sequence of points in E% with lim2fn=a?0> then u(zn)=l and

which is absurd.

THEOREM 2. Let S be a subset of B such that each point xeS is
the limit of some sequence {yn}, yne B, and the sequence {\\\yn\\\} is bound-
ed, then S is of the first category.

Proof. Define the functions vn(x) by

then Q^LVίffl^Viix)^ ••• < 1 . If xeB let \imvn(x)=v(x). v(x)=l for
xe Es and the set E3 is dense, hence v(x)=l at every point of continuity
of v. Let a; be a point of continuity of v and {zw} a sequence with
l imz n =#, then

therefore the sequence {|||zj||} is unbounded. Thus the set S is con-
tained in the set of points of discontinuity of v which is a set of the
first category by Baire's theorem.

3* General criteria for regularity* From Theorems 1 and 2 we
derive the following criteria.

THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity
of the system (xn, fn) is.
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sup {\\φn{x)\\,n=l, 2, ••• } = oo

implies

lim \\ψn(x)|Hco. (or # 2 = # 3 ) .

Proof If the system is regular, then E^E^φ. On the other
hand, if the system is irregular E2 is of the first category and E5 of
the second category.

Let W»)=Σo?«i

denote the point nearest to x on the subspace spanned by

{x19 χ.z, a?3, , #w} .

THEOREM 4. 7%e system (xn, fn) is regular if and only if the sequence
is bounded for each x.

Proof. If the system is regular, then there exists a positive number
K, such that |||α?|||<;.SΠla;||. Then

hence the condition is necessary. Sufficiency is clear by Theorem 2.

4 Biorthogonal systems in Hubert spaces. In this section we assume
that B is a Hubert space. In order to use Theorem 4 let us compute
111̂ (̂ )111- ^(#)=ΣLi<#* and the coefficient α? may be computed from
the equation

n

{x—Σ°%Xί> ^ ) = 0 k=l, 2, •••, n

or

(x, α*)=iXfo> a?*) s e e [5].

We introduce the following notation

((x, xt), (x, x2),

(α?f α2

w, ••-, <)

Then
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{r)n={a)nCn or

since Czι exists. Now

where E] is the matrix (eltTO) with

(0 otherwise

C* = Cn and (a)n==(r)nCήι hence

j

Orthogonalizing the sequence {xn} by Schmidt's process we get the
sequence {yn} with

where

k > a \
(0

and cZn=l see [3].
Let Dn denote the triangular matrix

(Xlf Xj)= Zidtiadj.* 0 Γ ^n = VnUn.
Oίi

The matrix Dn can be computed from this relation.

Let ( δ ) n = ( ( x f 2/1), (x, y2), • • • , (» , yn))

and hence

j

Let A]==D~Έ]Dn then
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\\\ψn{x) HI = max {{d)nA%A])*{δ)t W<J^n}

The triangular matrix A" is an operator denned on the Hubert space.
If

then

A?(x)=(δl9 . . . , dn)A".

By Theorem 4 and the above computation the system is regular if and
only if for each x

or by the uniform boundedness theorem.

THEOREM 5. The system is regular if and only if the double sequence
{\\A]\\} is bounded, or, in other words, if and only if the set of charac-
teristic roots of A7- (A%)* is bounded.

We shall use Theorem 3 to derive the following theorems.

THEOREM 6. The system (xt, /4) is regular and ΣΓ=il/i(^)l2<°° if
and only if for every xeB there exists a real number <x=a(x) such that

( 1 )

Proof. If the system is regular and

la<°° then

Therefore the necessity of condition (1) is verified. Assume that con-
dition (1) is satisfied then
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Therefore sup ||?n(a?)|| = 00 implies \im\\φn(x)\\==oo. According to Theo-
n

rem 3 the system is regular.
Moreover

^\\\x\\\*-*<<*>.

An immediate consequence is the following. The system is regular if
Σ w k ί j K 0 0 and the sequence {||/4||} is bounded.

Professor R. C. James called my attention to the fact that this
may be proved directly and without the assumption of boundedness of
the sequence {||/«||} as follows. We may assume without loss of gen-
erality that Σ K . , | =

IΣ max \ata3 I r <I Σ | α, | V

Hence

n + p
- • — Λ

= 1

and by [4] the system is regular.
Using the same method as in Theorem 6 we arrive at the following.

THEOREM 7. The system is regular if and only if for each x

( 2 ) inf 31 {Σ Σ fitofj&Ci,} > - co
n,p i = l j-n + l

Proof.

ΈiiΦΔl2- \\£fi(χ)χΛ\Λ+ li ?Σ MΦiW2

i l i l

If condition (2) is satisfied then according to Theorem 3 the system is
regular. If the system is regular then
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ί-1

As a simple application we note the following.

If e o = 0 when \i—j\^>N then the system is regular if and only if
the sequence {||/J|} is bounded.
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A THEOREM ON FLOWS IN NETWORKS

DAVID GALE

1. Introduction. The theorem to be proved in this note is a
generalization of a well-known combinatorial theorem of P. Hall, [4].

HALL'S THEOREM. Let Sl9 S2, •••, Sn be subsets of a set X. Then
a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist distinct elements
%u •> %n> such that Xi e St is that the union of every k sets from among
the St contain at least k elements.

The result has a simple interpretation in terms of transportation
networks. A certain article is produced at a set X of origins, and is
demanded at n destinations ylf , yn. Certain of the origins x are
"connected" to certain of the destinations y making it possible to ship
one article from x to y.

PROBLEM. Under what conditions is it possible to ship articles to all
the destinations y?

An obvious reinterpretation of Hall's theorem shows that this is
possible if and only if every k of the destinations are connected to at
least k origins.

We shall now give a verbal statement of the generalization to be
proved. A more formal statement will be given in the next section.

Let N be an arbitrary network or graph. To each node x of N
corresponds a real number d(x), where \d(x)\ is to be thought of as the
demand for or the supply of some good at x according as d{x) is positive
or negative. To each edge (x, y) corresponds a nonnegative real number
c(x, y), the capacity of this edge, which assigns an upper bound to
the possible flow from x to y.

The demands d(x) are called feasible if there exists a flow in the
network such that the flow along each edge is no greater than its capaci-
ty, and the net flow into (out of) each node is at least (at most) equal
to the demand (supply) at that node.

An obviously necessary condition for the demands d{x) to be feasi-
ble is the following.

For every collection S of nodes the sum of the demands at the nodes
Received September 24, 1956. The results of this paper were discovered while the

author was working as a consultant for the RAND Corporation. A later revision was
partially supported by an O. N. R. contract.
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of S must not exceed the sum of the capacities of the edges leading
into S.

If this condition were not satisfied it would clearly be impossible to
satisfy the aggregate demand of the subset S. The principal theorem
of this paper shows that conversely, if the above condition is satisfied,
then the demands d(x) are feasible.

HalΓs theorem drops out as a special case of this result if one ap-
plies it to the particular network described in the paragraph above and
makes use of the known fact (see [1]) that transportation problems of
this type with integral constraints have integral solutions. However,
the simple inductive argument which works in [4] does not seem to
generalize to yield a proof of our theorem. Our approach is in fact
quite different and is based on the *' minimum cut ' ' theorem of Ford
and Fulkerson, [2], [1].

In the next section we give a formal statement of the problem
and prove the principal theorem. The final section is devoted to the
treatment of a special case for which the "feasibility criterion " yields
a very simple method for computing solutions.

2. The principal theorem* We proceed to define in a more formal
manner the objects to be discussed.

DEFINITIONS. A network [N,c] consists of a finite set of nodes N
and a capacity function c on N x N where c(x, y) is a nonnegative real
number or plus infinity.

A flow f on [N, c] is a function / o n NxN such that

(1) f(x, y)+J\v, α)=0,

(2) f(x, y)^c(x, y) for all x, yeN.

A demand d on [N, c] is simply a real valued function on N.
Note that we do not require the function c to be symmetric, thus

the maximum allowable flow from x to y need not be the same as that
from y to x. Condition (1) above corresponds to the usual convention
that the net flow from x to y is the negative of the net flow from y
to x.

We shall save writing many summation symbols in what follows by
adopting the following convenient notation.

NOTATION. If S is a subset of N and d a function on N, we write

xes
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If S and T are subsets of N and / a function on NxN we write

AS, Γ)= Σ /(*, »).

From these definitions it follows at once that if U and V are dis-
joint subsets of N then

(3) d{U\j V)=

AS, U\J V)=AS, U)+f(S, V).

In particular, denoting the complement of S by S' we have,

f(N, T)=f(S, T)+f(S', T) for all S C N.

In this notation (1) and (2) are clearly equivalent to

(10 AA, A)=0;

and

(2') f(Ay B)^c(A, B) for all A, BC.N.

The above notation is natural to our problem, for if d is a demand
function then d(S) is simply the aggregate demand of the set S, and if
/ is a flow then f{S, T) represents the net flow from S into Γ.

DEFINITION. A demand d is called feasible if there exists a flow /

such that

(4) f(N, x)^ d(x) for x e N.

This condition states that the flow into each node must be at least
equal to the demand at that node. However (1) and (4) together imply

f(x, N)^-d(x)

so that we are also requiring the flow out of each node to be at most
equal to the supply at that node (recalling that a negative demand re-
presents a supply).

Finally we note that from (3) it follows that (4) is equivalent to

(4;) f(N, S)^d(S) for all SC.N.

We can now give a simple statement of our main result.

FEASIBILITY THEOREM. The demand d is feasible if and only if for
every subset S C N

(5) d(S')^c(S, S').
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Proof. The necessity of (5) is obvious, for if d is feasible then
there is a flow / such that

The proof of sufficiency depends on the " minimum cut theorem "
of Ford and Fulkerson, which we shall now state and prove in our
own formulation. While our proof is little more than a translation of
the above authors' second proof [3] into our notation, we record it here,
nevertheless, both for the sake of completeness and because it is sub-
stantially shorter than any proof published heretofore.

DEFINITION. Let [N, c] be a network and let s and s' be two dis-
tinguished nodes (s=source, s'=sink). A flow from s to s' is a flow
such that

(6) f(N, x)=0 f o r a y s , xφsf.

Let F denote the set of all flows from s to s'.
A cut (S, S') of N with respect to s and s' is a partition of N into

sets S and S' such that seS, β'eS'.
Let Q denote the set of all such cuts.

MINIMUM CUT THEOREM. For any network [N, c]

max/(s, Λ0=minc(S, Sf),
F Q

Proof. First note that for any flow feF and cut (S, S') e Q we
have

(7) f(s, N)=f(s, N)+ Σ A*, N)=As, N)+f(S-s, N)
xes-s

=f(S, N)=f(S, S)+f(S, S0=/(S, S')^c(S, S').

Hence, it remains only to show that equality is attained in (7) for
some flow and cut.

Let feF be a flow such that f(s, N) is a maximum. Let S con-
sist of s and all nodes x such that there exists a chain σ=(xQ, xlf , xn)

of distinct nodes with xo=s, xn=x and c{x^u x^)~/(a?t-u #t)>0, i = l ,
• , n. Now s' is not in S, for, if it were, there would be a chain σ
as above with x=sβ'. But then letting

(x^u Xi)-f{Xi-i, xt)] ,

one could superimpose a flow of μ along the chain σ on top of the flow

/, contradicting the maximality of / .
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The above argument shows that (S, S') is a cut, and we conclude

the proof by observing that f(s, N)=c(S, S'), for if not, then from (7),

j\S, S'Xc(S, S'), hence for some xeS and yeS' we would have c(x, y)

—Άχ> 2/)>0> but since xeS there is a chain σ=(s, xlf •••, x) which

could be extended to a chain </=(s, xl9 •••,#, y), contrary to the fact

that yeS'. This completes the proof.

Proof of feasibility theorem. Consider a new network [JV, c] where

iV consists of JV plus two additional nodes s and s\ Let U (Z N be all

nodes a? such that d(x)<L0. Then c is defined by the rules

c(x, y)=c(x, y) for x, yeN,

c(s, x)=—d(x) for xeU,

c(x, s')=d(x) for xeU,

c{x, y) = 0 otherwise.

We now assert that the cut (N—s\ s') is a minimal cut of [N, c],

for let S, and S7 be any cut of [̂ 7, c\ and let S=*!3-8, Sf=S'-sr. From
the definition above we have

=c(S, S')-d(S'Γ\

and subtracting we get

c(N-sf, s')-c(S, &)=d(S'Γ[ ΐr) + d(S'Γ[ U)~c(S, S')

=d(Sf)-c(S, S')<LO,

the last inequality being the hypothesis (5), and the assertion is proved.

Now, from the Minimum Cut Theorem, there is a flow /from s to

s' on [N, c] such that

f(N-sf, sf)=c(N-sf, s')=d(Uf),

hence

( 8 ) fix, sf)=d(x) for all #eCΛ

Let / be / restricted to iVxiV. Then / is clearly a flow and it re-
mains to show that / satisfies (4). If xeU; then

0=/fo N)=f(x,
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hence

(9) f(N, x)=d(x).

If x 6 U then

0=f(N, x)=f(N, x)+f(s, x)^f(N, x) + c(8, x)=f{N, x)-d(x),

so

(10) f(N, x)>d(x),

and (9) and (10) together show that / satisfies (4), completing the proof.

REMARK. We wish to call attention to the following important
fact. We have at no point in what has been said thus far made use
of the assumption that the functions d, c and / were real valued. In
fact, all definitions and proofs go through verbatim if the real numbers
are replaced by any ordered Abelian group, in particular, the group of
integers. One useful consequence of this remark is the fact that if a
network with integer valued demand and capacity functions admits a
feasible flow then this flow may also be chosen to be integer valued.
We shall make use of this fact in the next section.

There is a second formulation of the Feasibility Theorem which is
sometimes convenient. In the network [JV, c] let U be as above the
set of nodes x such that d(x)<L0.

THEOREM. The demand d is feasible if and only if for every set
Y d V there exists a flow fγ such that

(11) fy(N, x)>=d{x) for xeU

(12) fAN, Y)^d(Y).

Proof. The necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency we show that
(11) and (12) imply (5).

Let (S, £') be a partition of N and let X=Uf\S, X' = UΓ\Sr,
Y=Uff^Sy Y'^U'ftS'. Then from (11) there exists fγ, such that

and from (12),

d(Y')^fv<(N, Y)=fAX\JY, Y')+fr,(X', T).

Adding these inequalities we get
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fAXKJY, X')+fAX\JY, T)

Y, r u r>=/(s, so^cίs, so,
which is exactly (5).

3* An example. As an illustration of the feasibility theorem, con-
sider the following problem.

(I). Let au •••, am and bu •••, bn be two sets of positive integers.

Under what conditions can one find integers ocij=0 or 1, such that

and

Σ ecu <:

for all i and j ?
As a concrete illustration, suppose w. families are going on a picnic

in m busses, where the jth family has b3 members and the ith bus has
a% seats. When is it possible to seat all passengers in such a way that
no two members of the same family are in the same bus ?

In the case Σ ^ ^ Σ ^ i the problem becomes that of filling an mxn
matrix M with zeros and ones so that the rows and columns shall have
prescribed sums.

The feasibility theorem gives a simple necessary and sufficient con-
dition for the problem to have a solution. In order to state if we need
the following.

DEFINITION. Let {αj be a nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative
integers al9 a.z, •••, such that all but a finite number of the at are zero.
Let

where j is a positive integer and let Sj be the number of elements in
Sj. The sequence of numbers {sj} clearly satisfies the same conditions
as the sequence {αj it is called the dual sequence of the sequence {αj
and is denoted by {αj*.

It is clear that {αt}* determines {αj since the integer ai occurs
exactly sα. — sα+1 times in {αj. Actually the correspondence between
{αj and {αj* is completely dual in the following sense.

THEOREM. {««}**={«<}

This result will not be needed in the sequel and its proof is left as
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an exercise. However, its validity can be made quite obvious by means
of a simple pictorial representation.

Let each number at be represented by a row of dots, and write
these rows in a vertical array so that ai+ι lies under aif thus:

aδ

It is then clear that the dual number βj is simply the number of dots
in the jth. column of the array.

We can now give the criterion for the feasibility of Problem I.
Henceforth for convenience we shall assume the numbers at and b5 are
indexed in decreasing order, and shall define ^ = 0 for i > m , 6^=0 for

THEOREM. Let {sj = {αj*. Then Problem 1 is feasible if and only
if

k k

Σ bj <i Σ SJ > for aM integers k .

Proof. We may interpret (I) as a flow problem. Let N be a net-
work consisting of m-j-w nodes xlt , xm and yu , yn, and let c(xt, yd
= 1 for all i and j , c=0 otherwise. Let d(xi)=—aι and d(yj)=bj. One
easily verifies that the feasibility of (I) is equivalent to the feasibility
of the demand d.

We shall show that d is feasible by applying the second theorem of
the previous section. Let Y be a subset of k nodes yjf say Y== {yJιf

• tVj } We now compute the maximum possible flow into Y. Because
all capacities are unity this maximal flow fγ is achieved by shipping as
much as possible from each node xt into the set Y. Thus, the flow
from xt to Y is min \au k] and the total flow into Y is

fr(N, Y)= Σ m i n ίai> &]

We now assert

(13) ]
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which is proved by induction on k. It is clear from the definition that

]Γ, min [at, l ] = m = s 1 .
1 = 1

Now

min [aif k~\ for α* < k
min [βt, &-fl]=

min[aiy &]-hl for α f l>ά + l, or

hence,

^ i f e & l ] = = Σ min [α̂ ,

and (13) follows from the induction hypothesis.
The second feasibility theorem now states that the problem is feasi-

ble if and only if

and since the b3 are indexed in decreasing order, the conclusion of the
theorem follows.

It is interesting that for this particular problem there is a simple
" w-step" method for actually filling out the matrix of atj'&. Such
procedures are sufficiently rare in programming theory so that it seems
worth while to present it here.

The procedure is the following: If the problem is feasible then
b1<l81 and hence alf •••, α δ l l> l (recall that the at'& are indexed in de-
scending order). Let tftl=l for i<Lbu 0^=0 for i > 6 l β Now consider
the new problem, (I)', with the matrix M having m rows and n—1
columns, j=2, •••, n, with 0^=^ — 0:̂  and b]=bjt We assert that (I)r

is again feasible so that by repeating the process we will eventually
fill out the whole matrix.

To show that (I)' is feasible we must prove, for any ky

where {si} is the dual sequence to {a't}. The expression on the right
can be rewritten

]==Σ m i n [α«~"l> *]+ Σ minΣ mi

We must now consider two cases.

Case 1. Sfc+11> δlβ Then ^ — l^k for i ^ b λ and hence minfαi —1, A:]
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=/£=min [at, k], so that we get

k m m k k )

2. s f c + 1<61. Then for i<isk+1, at^k-i-l so at— l^>k and
infα^ — 1 , ^]=/i ;=min [au k~\. For s}c+1<^i <Lbu ^^k, so m i n ^ — l , k]

intα^ k] — 1, hence,

?)i fc+i fe+i

;, fc] = Σmin[α i, fc]-&i + sfc+1= Σ ^ - 6 ^ Σ bj,
ί = l ί = l j = l 1-2

since

fc+l fe+1

Σ

by the feasibility condition. The proof is now complete.
In terms of the picnic problem, the n families should be seated in

n stages according to the following simple rule: at each stage distribute
the largest unseated family among those busses having the greatest
number of vacant seats.
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ON SPACES WITH A MULTIPLICATION

I. M. JAMES

Introduction. This paper is divided into three parts, together with
an appendix.

In the first part we discuss the homotopy theory of mappings into
a space with a multiplication, such as a topological group. These spaces
are more general than the group-like spaces considered by G. W. White-
head in [6], and our treatment, as far as it goes, is quite different from
his. In the second and third parts we apply the theory to the reduced
product spaces of [2] and the loop-spaces of [4]. We arrive at useful
new definitions of the Hopf construction and the Whitehead product,
such that the relations between them are plainly exhibited. In many
respects this completes the theory of the suspension triad as developed
in [3].

PART I

HOMOTOPY THEORY OF A SPACE WITH A MULTIPLICATION

1* Preliminary notions- Let Sr denote a topological r-sphere, with
basepoint1 e, where r l > l . Let Z be a space with a basepoint, and let
k: SpxSq->Z be a map, where p, #I>1. By the sections of h we
means the maps / : SP->Z, g: Sq~^Z which are defined by

f(x)=h(x, e) , g(y)=h(e, y) x e S» , yeS* .

If h': Sp x Sq ~> Z is another map with the same sections as h, then the
two maps agree on the set of axes

Σ=Spxe\JexSq ,

and since the complement of Σ in SpxSq is an open (p-f-g)-cell the
separation element d(h, hf)e πp+q(Z) is defined, as in §10 below. Of
course

(1.1) d{h, h)=0 .

In particular, let Z be a space with a multiplication that is to say,
there is a continuous product x yeZ, where x,yeZ, such that x z°=x
and z° y=y, where z° is the basepoint in Z. Let h be as before, and

Received May, 22, 1956.
1 When we consider a map, or homotopy, of one space into another it is always as-

sumed that the image of the basepoint in the one is the basepoint in the other.
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let hi be defined by

h'(χ, y)=f{χ

where / , g are the sections of h. Then h' has the same sections as h,
and we define

(1.2) δ(h)=d(h',h)eπp+q(Z) .

Notice that if k: SpxSq-+Z is another map with the same sections
then k'=h' and so

(1.3) δ(k) = δ(h) + d(h, k) ,

by the addition formula for separation elements ((10.4) below).
Let w: Z~>Z; be a map, where Zr is a space with a multiplication.

We say that w is multiplicative if

w(x*y)=w(x) w(y) x,yeZ.

In that case we have (cf. (10.8))

(1.4) δ(wh)=wj(h) ,

where w^ : πp+q(Z) -+ πp+q(Z') denotes the homomorphism which is induced

by w.

2. The pairing of πp(Z) with πq(Z) to πp+q(Z). Let Z be a space with
a multiplication, and let p, <7^>1. With each pair of elements <xβπp(Z),
βeπq(Z) we associate an element (a, βyeπp+q(Z), as follows. Let
f:Sp->Z, g: Sq -> Z be maps which represent α, /9, respectively. Let h,
k: SpxSq-+Z be the maps which are defined by

h{χ, y)=f(χ)'g(y), k(x, y)=g(y)-f(χ),

where xeSp, yeSq. Then h and & have the same sections, and we
write

(2.1) <μ, β>=d(h, k) .

We have at once (cf. (10.8))

THEOREM (2.2). Let aeπp(Z), βeπq(Z). Let w: Z->Z' be a multi-
plicative map. Then

where w* : πr(Z) —• πr{Zf) denotes the homomorphism induced by w.
The type of a map h: SpxSq->Z is the pair of elements {a, β),

where aeπp(Z), βeπq(Z) are the homotopy classes of the sections of
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h. We prove

THEOREM (2.3). Let Z be a space with a multiplication, and let

h k

be a pair of maps such that h(x, y)=k{y, x), where xeSp, yeSq. Let
(a, β) be the type of h, where aeπp(Z), βeπq(Z). Then

Proof. Let / : SP-*Z, g: Sq-+Z be the sections of h, and let

h' kf

SpxSq~+Z<-SqxSp

be the maps which are defined by

h'(x, y)=f(x)-g(y), k'{y, χ)=g{y

where xeSp, yeSq. Then

)=d(hf, h) , δ(k)=d(k', k) ,

by definition. Let v: SpxSq ~> SQxSp be the map which interchanges
the factors. Then d{k'v, kv)=( — l)vqd(kf, h), by (10.9), since v has degree
(-1)M. Therefore

U)-#'t>, kv)=d(h\ krv) ,

by the addition formula for separation elements, since h=kv. However

k'v(x, y)=k'(y, χ)=g(y)-f(x) ,

if xe Sp and yeSq. Hence d(h', k'v)=ζμ, /S>, by (2.1), since α, β are the
homotopy classes of /, g, respectively. Therefore

which proves (2.3).

If we interchange h and k in (2.3), we obtain that

since k is of type (β, a). Hence, and since there exist maps of any
given type, we obtain

COROLLARY (2.4). Let aeπp(Z), βeπq(Z). Then
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In the next section we shall prove that (a, βy determines a bilinear
pairing of πp(Z) with πq(Z) to πp+q(Z).

3. Products of maps* The proof of the following proposition is
omitted, since it is the same as in the case of topological groups (see
(16.9) of [5]).

THEOREM (3.1). A space with a multiplication has a commutative
fundamental group.

Let Y be a space and let Z be a space with a multiplication. The
product of two maps u,v: Y~>Z is the map u v: Y->Z which is
defined by

(u v)(y)=u(y) - v(y) yeY .

In view of (3.1), we write πr(Z) additively even when r=l. The proof
of the following proposition also is the same as in the case of topological
groups (see (16.7) of [5]).

THEOREM (3.2). Let v, u: Sr -> Z be maps, where r l > l and Z is a
space with a multiplication. Then the homotopy class of u v is equal to
the sum, in πr{Z), of the homotopy classes of u and v.

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of (3.2) and the
definition of separation elements.

LEMMA (3.3). Let h, k, hr, kr be four maps of S!)xSq into Z such
that h and k have the same sections, and hr and k' have the same sections.
Then h-h and k-kf have the same sections, and their separation element
is given by

d(h hf, k-kr)=d(h, k)-hd(h\ kf) .

We use (3.3) to prove

THEOREM (3.4). Let Z be a space with a multiplication. Let h, hr

be maps of SμxSq into Z of type (cc, β), (a;, β'), respectively, where
a, a' e πp(Z) and β, βf e πq(Z). Then

The relation we have to prove is invariant under homotopies of h
and h'. Hence there is no real loss of generality if we assume that h
and hi are such as to satisfy the following condition. Let (/, g), (/', gf)
be the sections of h, h', respectively, so that / and / ' are maps of Sι\
and g and g' are maps of Sq. We assume that / is constant over one
hemisphere of Sp and that / ' is constant over the other similarly that
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g is constant over one hemisphere of Sq and that g' is constant over
the other. Then, if x e Sp and y e Sq, the expressions

f(χ)-f'(Φg(v)-g'(v), f(χ) g(v)-f'(χ) 9'(v)

do not depend on the order in which the products are taken it is as
though the multiplication on Z were associative. This is expressed more
concisely as follows. Let

u v
S*<-~SpxSq->Sq

denote the canonical projections, and define four maps F, F', G, Gr of
Sp x Sq into Z by

F=fu, Ff=ffu; G=gv , G'=g'v.

Then the product maps F-F'-G-G' and F-G-F'-G' are well-defined.
After these preliminaries, we proceed to prove (3.4). Let k=F-G,

so that d(h)=d(k, h), and let k'=F'-G', so that d(h')=d(k', h'). Then

(3.5) d(k-k\ h-h')=δ(h) + δ(h') ,

by (3.3). Let H=>(F-FΉG-Gf). Then d(h-h')=d(H, h-h'), by definition,
and hence

d(h h')=d(H, k.kf) + d{k-kf, h hf) ,

by the addition formula for separation elements. Hence

(3.6) d(h-h') = d(h) + δ(hf) + d(H, k-kr) ,

by (3.5). However,

<μ'f β>=d(Ff G, G Ff), by definition,

=d(F, F) + d(F' G, G.Ff)±d{Gf, Gr), by (1.1) ,

'-G, F-G-Ff)-hd(G\ GO, by (3.3) ,
;.G-G', F G F'-G'), by (3.3) ,

=d(H, k-k') ,

by definition. Hence it follows from (3.6) that

which proves (3.4).
As an application of (3.4) we prove2.

THEOREM (3.7). Let Z be a space with a multiplication, and let
p> tfiς l. Then the transformation (a, β)-+(a, βy determines a bilinear

2 This can also be proved directly.
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pairing of πp(Z) with πq(Z) to πp+q(Z).

We first show that

(3.8) <ct + a', β>=<a, #> + <*', β> ,

where a, a' e πp(Z), βeπq(Z). For l e t / , / ' : SP->Z be maps which re-
present a, <xf, respectively, such that / is constant over one hemi-sphere
of Sp and / ' is constant over the other. Let g: Sq~^Z represent β,
and let h, hr be the maps of Sp x Sq into Z which are defined by

(χ), h'{x3 y)=f'(χ),

where xeSp, yeSQ. Then

(h h')(χ, y)=(g(y) f(χ))-f'(χ)=g(vW(χ)-f'(χ)),

and so d{h h')=(j, βy, by (2.1), where γ denotes the homotopy class
of /•/'. But τ-=α + α', by (3.2), and so

, by (3.4),

since d{hf)=d{h', λ')=0, by (1.1). This proves (3.8). Linearity on the
right follows from (3.8) and (2.4). Hence the proof of (3.7) is complete.

PART II

APPLICATION TO REDUCED PRODUCT COMPLEXES

4 The reduced product complex. Throughout this part of the
paper, A will denote a countable CTF-complex with precisely one 0-cell,
say α°. Let A^ denote the reduced product complex of A, as defined
in [2]. We recall that A^ is a countable CTF-complex which contains
4 as a subcomplex, and that 4M carries an associative multiplication

with α° as unit element. Let / denote the interval 0<L£<il. Let A
denote the suspension of A, that is the space which is obtained from
the topological product A x I by identifying AxI\J a°xl to a point. The
points of A are represented by pairs (a, t), where ae A and t e/, with
the identification being tacitly understood. We also identify each point
aeA with (α, J)e A, so that A is embedded in A. The suspension triad
of A is the triad

(A; C+, CL),

in which C_, C+ are the half-cones where t<Li, ί ^ ί , respectively, so
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that

The relation between the reduced product complex and the suspension
triad is expressed in the following commutative diagram, where φ denotes
the canonical isomorphism which is defined in § 10 of [3].

j k ,/
> πr(A) -> πXAJ) -> πr(A^ A) -> πr^

(4.1) φj φj φj φ

• πr(A) -» ττ r + 1(i) ->τr r + 1 (i C+, CJ) -> πr^
E i Δ

The top line of the diagram is part of the homotopy sequence of
the pair (A*,, A), so that j, k are injections, and ,/ is the boundary
operator. The bottom line is part of the suspension sequence of A, as
defined in [3], so that E is the suspension operator, % is the injection,
and Δ is the repeated boundary operator. We recall from [3] that φ
maps πr(A) identically, so that the commutativity of (4.1) is expressed
by the following relations (cf. (10.2) of [3]).

(4.2)

Let B a countable CTF-complex with precisely one 0-cell, say 6°,
and let / : A~>B be a map such that f(a°)=b°. Then the induced
mapping / „ : A^-^B^, as defined in § 1 of [2], is multiplicative in the

sense of § 1. Let f:A~+B denote the suspension of / , which is de-
fined by

f(*f «)=(/(«), <) aeA, t e l .

Then / maps the suspension triad of A into the suspension triad of 5,
and hence induces a homomorphism of the suspension sequence of A
into the suspension sequence of B. We denote this homomorphism by
/*, and we also denote by /* the homomorphism of the homotopy
sequence of (ATC, A) into the homotopy sequence of {B^ B) which is
induced by /«,. By (10.5) of [3] these homomorphisms are related by

(4.3) Φ/*=/*Φ .

5. The Hopf construction. Let A mean the same as in § 4, and
let p, q^>l. A pairing of πp(A) with πq(A) to zrp+^A*,, A) is defined as
follows. Let γ denote the positive generator of the infinite cyclic group

(a)
(b) <

(c)

' ΦJ=E,
iφ=φk
Jφ=<S.
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πp+q(SpxSq, Σ), where Σ=Spxe\J exSq and the orientations are the same
as in [3]. Let /, g be maps of Sp, SQ into A which represent <xeπp(A),
βeπq(A), respectively. Let h: (Spx Sq, Σ)-^(AΰQt A) denote the map
which is defined by

, y)=f(χ)'9(y) χeSp, yeSq .

Then we define axβ=h*(r), where

λ* : πp+a(S* x Sq, Σ) -> πp+q(A», A)

denotes the homomorphism induced by h. We write

(5.1) {a, β}=φ(axβ)eπp+q+1(A; C+, CL) ,

and we refer to {a, β) as the triad Whitehead product of a and β, in
accordance with (7.1) of [3].

Let us apply the theory of Part I to the space with multiplication
A*. By taking representatives we obtain from (2.1) that

KJ(a),j(βy>=ctxβ-(-l)**βxa ,

and hence, by (4.2b) and (5.1), we have

(5.2) iφ<j{μ\ 3(β)>= {a, β} -(~iyq{β, «) .

Now suppose that there exists a map h: SpxSa -+A of type (a, β). Let
h' denote the inclusion of h into A^. By taking representatives we
obtain at once that kδ(h')=ocxβ, and so we conclude from (4.2b) and
(5.1) that

(5.3) i

Recall that the Hopf construction, as defined in [3], assigns an

element c(h) e πp+q+1(A) to each map h: SpxSq~+A, and is characterized
uniquely by the following three properties. First, let h have type (a, β),
where a e πp(A), β e πq(A). Then

(5.4) ic{h)={a,β) .

Secondly, let B mean the same as in § 4, and let / : A -> B be a map
such that f(a°)=b°. Then

(5.5)

Thirdly, let A=SpxSq, and let h be either of the projections

(x, y) -> (x, e) , (x, y) -> (β, y) ,

where xeSp,ye Sq. Then
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(5.6) c(h)=0 .

The uniqueness of this characterization follows from (8.2), (8.3) and (8.4)
of [3]. We use it to prove

THEOREM (5.7). Let h: SpxSq->A be a map, and let hf denote its

inclusion into A^. Let c(h) denote the element of πp+q+1(A) which is
obtained from h by the Hopf construction, and let d(h') denote the element
of πp+^AJ) which is obtained from h' as in § 1. Then c(h)=φd(h').

Let r(h)=φd(h'). We check that γ{h) satisfies (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6)
as well as c{h). For (5.4) follows from (5.3), in the case of γ(h), and
(5.6) follows from (1.1). Consider (5.5), where we have a map / : A->B.
Let /oo: A^^Bn denote the multiplicative map which / determines.
Then fji' is equal to the inclusion of fh into B^, and so

r(fh)=φδ(fJι')=ΦfJW), by (1.4) ,

=Λφί(A'), by (4.3) ,

=f*r(h), by definition .

Therefore γ{h) satisfies all three conditions, whence γ(h)=c(h). This
proves (5.7).

6, The Whitehead product. Let X be a space with a basepoint,
and let p, (?I>1. The Whitehead product of a pair of elements (?, rj),
where ξ e πp+1(X), ηeπq+1(X), is an element of πp+q+1(X), and is denoted
by [?, v)\. In § 9 we shall prove a general theorem about this product
which implies the following in case X is the suspension of A, where A
is a conplex as in § 4.

THEOREM (6.1). Let λeπ^A^), μeπ^A^). Then

Since φj=E, by (4.2a), we have the following three corollaries in
case λ = j(a) or μ=j(β), where aeπp(A), βeπq(A).

COROLLARY (6.2). Let λeπp(AJ), βeπq(A). Then

COROLLARY (6.3). Let aeπp(A), μeπ^A^). Then

φζj(a)f μ>=(-lΠE(a), φ(μ)] .

COROLLARY (6.4). Let aeπp(A), βeπq(A). Then
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Hence and from (5.2) we obtain the first commutation law for triad
Whitehead products (cf. (2.4) of [3]):

COROLLARY (6.5). Let aeπp(A), βeπq(A). Then

{a, β}-(-i)n{β, a}=(-l)H[E(a), E(β)] .

As defined in [2], A^ is filtered by a sequence of subcomplexes
Ao C Aι C C Am C , where AQ=a° and Aλ=A. The reduced product

filtration of πr+1(A) is defined as follows (cf. § 13 of [3]). We say that
an element γ e π^AJ) has filtration m (ml>l) if γ can be represented by
a map of Sr whose image is contained in Am but not by one whose
image is contained in Am_lt We also say that the zero element has
filtration zero. The reduced product filtration of πr+1(A) is obtained from
this by applying the canonical isomorphism φ. We supplement the re-
sults of [3] by

COROLLARY (6.6). Let ξeπp+1(A), rjeπq+ι{A) be elements with filtra-
tions m, n, respectively. Then the filtration of the Whitehead product

A

[ξ, τj\ € πp+q+1(A) does not exceed m + n.

This follows from (6.1). For let α e j r p ( l ) , βeπa(AJ) be elements
such that ψ(a) = ξ, ψ(β) = rj. By hypothesis, there exist maps / : Sp-^Aooy

Sq~>Aoof representing a, β, respectively, such that fSpCZAm, gSqdAn.
Now Am An=AnΆm=Am+n, by the definition of Ax. Hence h(SpxSq)CZ
Am+n, where h denotes either of the maps

f(χ) g(y) +- (x, v) -+ g(v) f(χ) χeSp, yeSq.

Therefore <α, βy can be represented by a map of Sp+q into Am+n, so
that the filtration of ζa, βy, and hence of φζpc, βy, does not exceed

Hence, by (6.1), the filtration of [φ(ac), Φ(β)] does not exceed
, which proves (6.6).

PART III

APPLICATION TO LOOP-SPACES

7 The loop*space (in the sense of Moore). Let X be a space with
basepoint x0. By a loop in X we mean a pair (/, s), where s^>0 and
/ is a map of the interval 0<Lt<Ls into X such that f(0)=f(s)=x0.
The composition of (/, s) with another loop (/', s') is the loop (/",
where
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Let A denote the set of loops with the topology defined in § 2 of [4]
we call A the loop-space of X The ordinary space of loops, £?, consists
of those loops (/, s) such that s = l . Let a? denote the loop (/, 0), where
f(0)=x0. The product in A which is defined by composition of loops is
associative, and admits x° as a unit element. In § 2 of [4] Moore asserts
the following propositions. We omit the proofs, which are straight-
forward but tedious.

THEOREM (7.1). (a) The product in A is continuous; and (b) Ω is a
deformation retract of A.

Let us represent Sr+1 as the suspension of S r, as in § 1 of [3], so that
(x, t)eSr+1 if xeSr and tel. Let h: Sr-» A be a map, and let h{x) =
(/, s), say, where sί>0 and / maps the interval 0<Lt<Ls into X. Then
a map h': Sr+ι-+X is defined by h'(x, t)=f(st), where 0<Lt<^l. The
transformation h-*h' is invariant under homotopy, and therefore it de-
fines a function φ: πr(A)-+πr+1(X). We prove

THEOREM (7.2). The function ψ is an isomorphism (onto).
For let i* denote the injection of πr(Ω) into πr(A), which is an

isomorphism by (7.1b). By taking representatives we find that ψi* = θ,
the Hurewicz isomorphism of πr(Ω) onto πr+1(X). Hence ψ is an isomor-
phism, which proves (7.2). Notice also that ψ is natural. To be precise,
let X' be a space with a basepoint and let h: X~>Xf be a map. If
(/, s) is a loop in X, where s i> 0 and / maps the interval 0 <11 <I s into

X, then (/&/, s) is a loop in X'. Let h: A-+A' denote the multiplicative

map which is defined by h(f, s)-=(hf, s), where A' is the loop-space of
X'. Then by taking representatives it follows at once that

(7.3) Φ'K-KΦ ,

where ψ' means the same for X' as ψ does for X, and where k*, h*

are the homomorphisms induced by h, h, as shown in the following
diagram:

h*
πr(A)—>πr(Λ')

φ\ \ψf

K

8 The canonical isomorphism. Let A be a space, with basepoint
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α°, on which a real-valued continuous function d is defined which is

positive except that cϋ(α°)=O. Let A denote the suspension of A, and

let A denote the loop-space of A. Let x° e A denote the trivial loop at
the suspension of α°. Then a map u: A->A is defined as follows. Let
aeA and let a=d(a). We define u(a°)=x°. Let aφa\ Then <*>0
and we define u(a)=(f, a), where / is the map of the interval 0 < t<La

into A which is defined by f(t)=(a, i/a). Of course u depends on d,
but since the set of functions d is convex it follows that any two maps
u are homotopic. The topology of A is such that u is a homeomorphism
into A, so that we regard A as a subspace of A.

We now define a homomorphism, ψ, of the homotopy sequence of
the pair (A, A) into the suspension sequence of A, as shown in the
following diagram.

j k *f
• πr(A) -* πr{A) ~> πr(A, A) -> πr

• πr(A) -> πr+ι(A) -> πr+1(A C + , C-) -> TΓ

We define ^ as follows. Let3 Vr denote the convex hull of Sr~\
so that points of Vr are represented by pairs (s, x), where x e Sr~ι and
0<^s<il, such that (0, x)=e, (1, α?)=a?. Let F r + 1 denote the suspension
of Vr, so that points of Vr+1 are represented by pairs (y, i), where
yeVr and O ^ ί ^ l . Let A: 7 r - > J be a map, and let h(y)=(f, s),

say, where s!>0 and / maps the interval 0<Lt<Ls into A. Let h':

Vr+1 ->A be the map defined by A'(y, t)=f(st). Since h'Sr=a° if hSr-1=
x°, we define ^ on ττr(J) to be the homomorphism induced by the trans-
formation h-+h'. It is easy to check that ψ means the same here as
in (7.2). If hSr'1ClA then h' maps one hemisphere of Sr into C+ and
the other into C_, so that the transformation h->hf also induces a

homomorphism of πr(A, A) into πr+1(A; C+, C_). Thus we define ψ on
πr(Λ, A), and the definition is completed by setting ψ to be the identity
on πr{A). It is easily verified that these definitions make (8.1) commuta-
tive, that is, that

(8.2)

Since ψ maps πr(A) identically, by definition, and maps πr(A) isomor-
phically, by (7.2), we obtain by an application of the five lemma :

3 See § 1 of [3] for details of these representations.
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THEOREM (8.3). As shown in (8.1), ψ is an isomorphism of the
homotopy sequence of pair (A, A) onto the suspension sequence of A.

Now let A be a complex as in § 4, and consider the reduced product
complex A*,. We extend the inclusion map u: A->A to a multiplicative
map w: A^-^A, as follows. Let a^eA^, so that a^=a^a2 an9

say, where au a.2f , an e A. Then we define

w{a^u{a^u{a.^ u(an) .

Notice that w is nonsingular, although y-L is not mapped homeomorphically
unless A=a°. Let w* denote the homomorphism of the homotopy se-
quence of {A^ A) into the homotopy sequence of (Λ, A) which is induced
by w, and let φ denote the canonical isomorphism of the homotopy
sequence of (A^, A) onto the suspension sequence of A, as in (4.1). It
follows from the definition of φ in § 10 of [3] that

(8.4) Φ=φw* .

Hence and from (8.3) we obtain

THEOREM (8.5). The homomorphism w* maps the homotopy sequence
of the pair (A^, A) isomorphically onto the homotopy sequence of the pair
(A A).

Thus w is an algebraic homotopy equivalence of the pair, in the
sense of [2]. Let us also denote by w* the homomorphism in singular
homology which w induces. Then from (8.5) of [2] we obtain

COROLLARY (8.6). The homomorphism w* maps the singular homology
sequence of the pair (A^, A) isomorphically onto the singular homology
sequence of the pair (A, A).

The next section is devoted to proving:

THEOREM (8.7). Let A denote the loop-space of a space X, and let
ξeπp(A), ηeπ^A), where p, q^>l. Then

We conclude the present section by showing how (6.1) is deduced

from (8.7). Let A be a complex as in § 6, and let X=A in (8.7). Then

if λeπpiAo), μeπ^AJ) are the elements given in (6.1) we have that

by (2.2), since w is multiplicative. Moreover,

Ψ<W*(λ), W*(μ)> = (-lΠψw*(λ), φw*

by (8.7). Hence and from (8.4) we conclude that
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Thus (6.1) follows from (8.7), and it only remains for us to prove (8.7).

9. Proof of (8.7). Let A be a countable CW-complex with only

one 0-cell, and let u: A ~> A be the inclusion map, where A denotes the

loop-space of A. We prove first of all

THEOREM (9.1). Let h: SpxSq~>A be a map, where p, q^>l, and

let c(h) denote the element of πp+q+1(A) which is obtained from h by the

Hopf construction. Let d(uh) denote the element of πp+q(A) which is ob-

tained from the inclusion of h into A as in § 1. Then c(h)=ψδ(uh).

Proof. We have uh=whr, by the definition of w, where h' denotes
the inclusion of h into A^. Hence

by (1.4), since w is multiplicative. Hence

φd(uh)=φw*δ(h')=φd{h'), by (8.4) ,

=c(h), by (5.7) .

This proves (9.1). We deduce

COROLLARY (9.2). Let hu h2: SpxSq-^A be maps which have the
same sections, and let d(hu hz) denote their separation element in πp+q(A).
Then

c{fi2)=c(h1)-hEd(hl9 hz) .

Proof. We have

δ(uht)-δ{uhι)=d{uhl9 uh2), by (1.3) ,

=jd(hl9 hi) .

by the naturality of the separation element. Therefore

hly hz) ,

by (8.2a). Hence (9.2) follows from (9.1).
Now take A=SpxSa and let aeπp(A), βeπq(A) be the homotopy

classes of the maps of Sp, Sq into A which are given by

x-+(x,e), (xeS»); y-+(e,y), (yeSq);
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respectively. We prove that

(9.3) φ<J(a), j(β)y=(-lΠE(a), E(β)] .

For let h: SpxSq->A denote the identity map, and let v: SqxSp~+A
denote the map which interchanges the factors. Since uk has type
(j(<x), j(β)), it follows from (2.3) that

OX"),j(β)>=δ(uh)-(--l)'«δ(uv) .

Therefore

- ( - l)»φδ(uv)

- l ) M φ ) , by (9.1),

a), E(β)] ,

by (2.19) of [3]. This proves (9.3).

We continue to consider A=SpxSq, and we denote the set of axes

Spxe\J exSq by A'. Then A contains A', which we identify with

Sp+ιxe\JexSq+1. Let Af denote the loop-space of A!', regarded as a
subspace of A, and let j\ Er and ψ' mean the same in the case of Af

as do j, E and ψ in the case of A. Thus, if k* denotes any of the
homomorphisms induced by the inclusion map k: Ar -> A we have the
relations

(9.4)

Let a' € πp(A'), β' e πq(Af) denote the homotopy classes of the maps
of Sp, Sq into A' which are defined by

a?->(α?, β), (xeS*); y-+(e,y)t (yeSq);

respectively. Since a=k^(ar) and β=k*(β') it follows that

'{*'), KW)>, by (2.2) ,

=Φ<j(")f j(β)>, by (9.4a ),

=(-l)ΊE(a), E(βy], by (9.3),

^ ( - l ) ^ ^ ( α θ , KE'(β')l by (9.4b) ,

by the naturality of the Whitehead product. Hence

'(*f), E'{βr)\,
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by (9.4c). But since A! is a retract of A, the injection

k*' πp+q+ι\A ) —> πp+q+1(A)

is an isomorphism into. Therefore we conclude that

(9.5) Φ'<j'{a'), J'(β')>=(-mE'((*'), E'{β')\ .

Continue with the same meaning for A\ Λr etc., but now let A
mean the loop-space of X, as in (8.7). Let ξeπp(A), ηeπq(Λ) be the
elements given in (8.7). Let /, g be maps of Sp+1, Sq+1 into X which

represent ψ{ξ)y Ψiη), respectively, and let h: A—>X denote the map
which is defined by

h(x, e)=f(x) , (x e S*+ι) h(e, y)=g(y) , (y e S«+1) .

Let h: Λf -^ A denote the map defined by composing loops with h, as in
§ 7. Consider the induced homomorphisms

Λ

h*: πr(Λ') -> πr(Δ) , h%: πr+1(A')-^πr+ι

which are related by (7.3). We have

(9.6) φ(ξ)=KE'{a') , ψ{η)=KE'(β') ,

by the definition of h. By (8.2a) and (7.3), however

and so it follows from (7.2) and (9.6) that

Therefore

by (2.2), since h is multiplicative. Since ψh^=h*ψ', by (7.3), it follows
that

=(-l)>hJLE'(a'), E'(β')l by (9.5) ,

=(-l)o[/^£"(α')> KE'(β')~\, by naturality ,

by (9.6).

This proves (8.7), and completes the proof of the various other theorems
which we have deduced from it.
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A P P E N D I X

10* Separation elements* The notion of a separation element is
not exactly a special case of t h e notion of a separation cochain (see [1]).
Hence we provide a brief account in this Appendix.

Let Sr ( r l > l ) denote t h e uni t sphere in euclidean (r-ί-l)-space, and
let S7""1 denote its equator. Let Vr denote the convex hull of t h e
equator, and let E+, E- denote the two hemispheres into which Sr~1

divides Sr. Let p, q: Vr -> Sr denote the orthogonal projections of Vr

onto E+, E-, respectively, (orthogonal to t h e plane of Vr).
Let K be a CTF-complex with a subcomplex L such t h a t K—L=er,

an open r-cell. That is to say, er is t h e topological image of the interior
of Vr under a map / : Vr~>K such t h a t fSr-ιCZL. Let u,v: K->X
be maps which agree on L, where X is a space. Then we define a map
g: Sr->X by

(10.1) gp=uf, gq=vf.

We define d(u, v), the separation element of u and v, to be the homotopy
class of g in πr(X). The following relations are easily verified.

THEOREM (10.2). Let u, v: K-+X be maps which agree on L. Then
u~v, relative to L, if, and only if, d(u, v)=0.

COROLLARY (10.3). If u: K-+X is a map then d(u, u)=0.

THEOREM (10.4). Let u, v, w: K-^Xbe maps which agree on L. Then
d(u, w)=d(u, v)-\-d{v, w).

COROLLARY (10.5). Let u,v: K~>X be maps which agree on L.
Then d(u, v) + d(v, u)=0.

THEOREM (10.6). Let an element dβπr(X) and a map u: K-+X be
given. Then there exists a map v: K->X which agrees with u on L
such that d(u, v) = δ.

THEOREM (10.7). Let ut, vt: K~>X be homotopies which agree on L,
where 0 < l £ < : i . Then d(uQ, vo)=d(uu vj.

THEOREM (10.8). Let u, v: K~> X be maps which agree on L. Let
h: X~>Y be a map, where Y is a space. Then d(hu, hv) is equal to the
image of d(u, v) under the homomorphism induced by h.
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THEOREM (10.9). Let k: (K, L) ->(K', L') be a map of degree p,
where K and Kr are CW-complexes with subcomplexes L and U, respec-
tively, whiόh are complements of r-cells in their respective complexes. Let
u, v: K' -+X be maps which agree on L\ Then d(uk9 vk)=pd(u, v).
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THREE TEST PROBLEMS IN OPERATOR THEORY

RICHARD V. KADISON AND I. M. SINGER

1. Introduction. In his tract [3] on infinite abelian groups, I.
Kaplansky proposes three problems with which to test the adequacy of
a purported structure theory for the subject. The problems are general
with a certain intrinsic interest, and he comments there that they pro-
vide a worthy test in other subjects. In particular, Kaplansky has sug-
gested these problems, suitably rephrased, in conversation as a test of
a unitary equivalence theory for operators on a Hubert space. In the
order we treat them they are:

1. If A and B are operators acting on Hubert spaces Sίf and J%^ and

the operators Lv A and L n , acting in the obvious way on 3ί

and S^@ Jίf, are unitarily equivalent, is it true that A and B are
unitarily equivalent?

2. If L g and Λ (7 a r e unitaxily equivalent is it true that B and

C are unitarily equivalent?

3. If A and B are unitarily equivalent to direct summands of each
other (that is, A equivalent to BF and B equivalent to AE, where E
and F commute with A and B, respectively), are A and B unitarily
equivalent?

A superficial examination provides examples which show that Pro-
blem 2 must, in general, be answered negatively. In fact infinite pro-
jections for B and C, one with an infinite and the other with a finite-
dimensional orthogonal complement, and A an infinite-dimensional pro-
jection with an infinite-dimensional complement illustrates this. On the
other hand, all three problems have an affirmative answer in the finite-
dimensional case—Problem 3, trivially so, since E and F must be the
identity operator on simple numerical-dimension grounds, and the other
problems not at all trivially so (especially when approached from an
elementary viewpoint).

Problem 3 has an affirmative answer, and a simple adaptation of
the usual Cantor-Bernstein argument proves this. We shall give this
problem no further attention except to note that it can be settled by

Received July 31, 1956. This work was supported by a contract with The Office of
Naval Research.
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use of ring of operators techniques as well as by the direct argument
mentioned. We shall show that Problem 1 can always be answered
affirmatively, and Problem 2 has an affirmative answer provided the
rings generated by the operators in question are, together with their
commutants, of finite type—a most satisfactory result in view of the
negative example presented and the finite-dimensional situation. The
proofs make use of some of the sophisticated techniques of the theory
of rings of operators (and in some sense these techniques must be
used). It seems to us a pleasant circumstance that this theory is capable
now of solving some of the primitive problems of the subject. Our
primary interest in the questions discussed is in their role of test pro-
blems, for which reason, we have refrained from dealing with such
obvious generalizations as the one obtained from Problem 1 by replacing
the two-fold copies of A and B by n-ΐold copies (even though the proof
would suffice).

2* The test questions. The first of the test questions we shall
discuss is that of the unitary equivalence of the operators A and B

given that \QΛ and \Q β\ are unitarily equivalent. A large share

of the solution to this question is contained in the process of phrasing
it properly in the terminology of rings of operators and taking full
advantage of the hypotheses in these terms. Let ^ be the ring of

operators generated by f J and φ the ^-isomorphism of ^ onto

cΛf the ring generated b y L ^ L determined by p ί L 4 ) = = o By

The projections E' = Λ j* and F' = Jί j \ commute with ^/f and are

equivalent in ^//' via the partial isometry A A (in ^') moreover

Er + F'=L These same properties hold for the projections M\ Nf given
by the same matrix description relative to ^Vr. In these terms, our
result becomes:

THEOREM 1. The mapping ψ defined on ΛTE' by ψ{TE')=φ{T)Mf

is implemented by a unitary transformation when φ is implemented by
a unitary transformation.

Proof. Let U be a unitary transformation which implements <p,
and let us denote by φ again the unitary equivalence induced on all
bounded operators by U. Clearly then, ψ so extended carries Ef and
Fr into projections <p(Ef) and φ(Ff) in ^Kr such that ψ(Er) and ψ{Ff)
are equivalent and have sum /. We shall note that φ(Er) and M! are
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equivalent under these conditions; but let us assume this for the moment,
and let W be a partial isometry in ^/\^' effecting this equivalence.
We assert that the unitary transformation W'UE' of the range of E'
onto the range of M' implements ψ. Indeed,

That ψ(E') and M! are equivalent may be accepted as a consequence
of the elementary comparison theory of projections in a ring of opera-
tors (all projections equivalent to their orthogonal complements are
equivalent to each other), or may be reduced to more apparent facts of
this theory. In fact if ψ{Er) is not equivalent to M' then for some
nonzero central projection P in ^ w e have, say, Pφ{E')^PM'. Re-
stricting consideration to the range of P, we may assume that φ(Ef)-^
M' whence φ{F'XNf and I=φ{E') + φ{F')^ M' + N'=I, a contradiction.
Establishing this last relation in all detail, however, would require in
effect an easy but lengthy development of the cardinal-valued dimension
function for projections in a ring of operators. We shall let these
remarks suffice as an indication of the proof that ψ(E;) and M are
equivalent.

The argument contained in (*) can be applied more generally to
prove a fact which will be of later use. We state this fact in:

REMARK 2. If φ is a unitary equivalence carrying n ^ onto

Q γy\ and yί Λ Λ ) is equivalent to L J in the commutant of the

ring generated by u n , then A and C are unitarily equivalent (via

the natural restriction of φ). A curious consequence of this remark is

the fact that if Mr 2 generates a factor of type III (on a separable

space) then the existence of the unitary equivalence φ implies the uni-
tary equivalence of A, C, B, and D.

It might be thought that some simple construction with the unitary
transformation which effects the original equivalence alone in Problem
1 might yield the appropriate unitary operator for demonstrating the
equivalence of A and B. That this is not the case can be seen by
taking A and B to be /, so that an arbitrary unitary transformation
effects the original equivalence.

The next test question we take up is that of the unitary equivalence

of B and C given the unitary equivalence °f A S a n c* 0 C i
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have noted that the unitary equivalence of B and C, under these con-
ditions, does not follow, in general. Our example illustrating this pos-
sibility relies upon an '' improper mixture of finiteness and infiniteness''.
The following theorem shows that, when such a mixture is not possible,
B is unitarily equivalent to C. This mixture is not possible when the

ring of operators ^f? generated by ^ ^ is finite with finite commu-

tant ^//'. Our hypothesis tells us that the ^-isomorphism ψ of ^// onto

the ring ^ generated by Γ^ £Ί , determined by ^ ( [ ^ # ] ) = [ ^ c ] i s

implemented by a unitary transformation, and, with E' the projection

L Λ in ^£', Ff the projection Λ Q in <sK' , the mapping η of

^//Er onto ^VFf defined by η{TEr)=ψ{T)Fr is a ^-isomorphism which
is implemented by a unitary transformation. We shall denote the
unitary equivalences induced on the rings of all bounded operators on
Sίf and SίfE' by unitary transformations which implement ψ and η re-
spectively, by φ and η again, so that it will be meaningful to speak,
for example, of ψ{Ef). In the notation just described our statement
becomes:

THEOREM 3. If ^t and ^£'' are finite the mapping φ of ΛZ (I—
Ef) onto ^r(I-F') defined by <p(T{I-Ef))=ψ(T){I-Ff\ for T in ^ < is
a *-isomorphism which is implemented by a unitary transformation.

Proof. Note first that the definition of η and the fact that it is a
*-isomorphism implies that ψ{CEr)=CFr, in view of [2; Lemma 3.1.3],
and by this same result, it will suffice to show that Ψ(CI-E') = CI~F' in
order to establish that φ is a * -isomorphism. Now I—Ci-E, is the union
of all central projections contained in E\ whence, from the symmetry
of this situation, it will suffice to show that if P is a central projection
in ^ contained in Έ' then ψ(P)<ίF'. We make use of the dimension
functions in the various rings, and we shall denote these functions by
D for ΛT, ^ r , ^K'anά Λ" and by Do for ΛΈ', E'^ίTΈ', ΛT {I-
£")> {I-Ef)^//f{I-E'), ^V"F\ Fr<yy*fF\ ^r{I-F'), and (I-F')^rr{l
-Ff). By definition η{P)=-η{PEf)==ψ{P)Ff, and η is a unitary equivalence
so that

')\ = η{P)=4{P)F'=

D{F') D{Ff)

(recall that, with G' in FrΛ^Ff, DlGf)^FfD{G')/D{F')). Thus
f^b, so that ψ(P)CF,(D(F')-I)=0, by [2; Lemma 3.1.1],
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and ψ(P)(D(Ff)-I)=Q, since Ψ(P)^Ψ(CE,) = CF,. It follows that D{ψ(P)
-Φ(P)F/) = O and φ(P)-φ(P)Ff=^0; that is, <P(P)<LF', and ψ is a
^-isomorphism of ^//{I—Ef) onto ^K(I—Ff).

To show that ^ is implemented by a unitary transformation, it will
suffice, of course, to establish this for each projection of an orthogonal
family of central projections in ^f (I—Ef) with sum I—E'; whence it
suffices to consider the case in which the center of ^f, and hence ^£
itself as well as ^ ' , ^£(I-Έr), (J-Ef)^ίf(I-E')y ^K Λ", ^ni-F'),
(I—F!)<yy~!{I—F'), is eountably-deeomposable. Choose unit vectors x
and y such that M=l^?'x\, M' = \^£x\ N=[sf^'y], and N' = [<Λ"y] are
maximal cyclic projections in ^//% ̂ /S', . /,'and «,A""', respectively. (The
existence of such projections follows from [2; Lemma 3.3.7].

Suppose that we can show

In this case Φ(E') and F' are equivalent, whence, by the ίiniteness of
<yVΊ ψ(I—Er) and I—F' are equivalent and our theorem follows from
Remark 2. Our task then is to prove (1).

Let G and Gf be paired projections (that is, ones having a joint
generating vector) in ^£Έf and E''^£' Έ>', respectively. Then, for each
vector z,

by The Coupling Theorem (see [l], for example, or [2; Theorem 3.3.8]).
From this, we have

( 2) Dl

Now

( 3) Ό{1^£ Έrz\)D(Mf)^D(\_^// Efz\)D{M) ,

whence, multiplying (2) by D(M) and combining with (3) we have

so that

( 4 ) (D0(G')D(E')D(M)-DQ{G)D{M>))C^!EfzΓ0 .

Since Er contains a cyclic projection with central carrier CV, z can be
so chosen that C{^E>z]^Cw, and since CWD,{G')^DIG'), CE,DQ(G)=DQ(G),

(4) becomes

( 5 ) DQ(G')D(E')D(M)^D0(G)D(M').

Similarly,
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(6 ) D0(V(G'))D(F')D(N)=Dΰ(r1(G))D(N') ,

since η is a unitary equivalence and r}(Gr), η(G) are paired projections
in F'tsΓF', F'^K Writing (5) as Dΰ(G/)D(E/)E/D(M)E/=Dϋ(G)D(M/)E/

and applying η to it we have

( 7) Dΰ(τί(G'))φ(D(E'))ψ(D(M))=DO(V(G))MD(M>)).

Since ψ is a unitary equivalence and N, Nr, M, M' are maximal cyclic,
we have ψ(D(M))=D(N), ψ{D(M')) = D(Nr), so that, comparing (6) and

(7),

This being true for each cyclic projection r,{G') in F'^V'F', D{N){D{Fr)
-4iD(Er))) = $, whence CN{D(Ff)-ψ(D(E'))) = 0. But CN=I, so that
D(F') = ψ(D(E')), and the proof is complete.
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A CONVERGENCE THEOREM FOR A CERTAIN CLASS

OF MARKOFF PROCESSES

MAURICE KENNEDY

1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to generalize, by
means of an approach due to S. Karlin [9], a theorem originally obtain-
ed by Bellman, Harris and Shapiro [1] which may be stated in the fol-
lowing way:

A system is considered whose state may be described by a point t
in the interval [0, 1]. A probability measure μ is given for the initial
state of the system. At the end of each unit interval of time, one of
the transformations Aot A1 is applied to the state t with probabilities
Φύ(ί)f Φi(0 respectively, where φo(£) + φi(£) = l. The transformations are
defined by

(1.1) AQt=λQt, Λ ί =

The assumption is made that

(1.2) φo(*) = l - ί , φ1(t)=t.

It is clear that (1.1) and (1.2) ensure that the end-points of the interval
[0, 1] are absorbing, that is, if the state of the system is either 0 or 1,
it remains so. Let Tμ be the probability measure at the end of the
first unit interval. It is then proved that as n~> oo, Tnμ (that is, the
probability distribution for the state of the system at time n) converges
in distribution to a distribution concentrated at the points 0, 1 and the
form of this limiting distribution which depends on μ is obtained.

The motivation for the consideration of such a system arose from
certain learning models introduced by Bush and Mosteller. These are
described in detail in their recent book [2]. (Condition (1.2) means that
the state of the system may be identified with the probability of ap-
plying Ax).

The methods used in [1] to obtain the convergence of Tnμ are pro-
babilistic. Karlin [9] considers the space of continuous functions on the
unit interval and obtains a bounded operator U on this space whose ad-
joint is T. A convergence theorem is obtained for Un and the result
is translated into the adjoint space (that is, the space of measures) to

Received June 5, 1956. This paper generalizes the main theorem of the author's thesis
presented at the California Institute of Technology 1954, being partial requirements for
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to
Professor Samuel Karlin for his help and guidance in the preparation of that thesis.

1 Karlin also considers boundary cases where λ0, λ\ may be 1.
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obtain the required result.
Karlin [9] also considers cases where (1.2) no longer holds and

obtains for a wide class of non-absorbing models the convergence of
Tnμ to a distribution which is independent of μ. These do not concern
us here as the object is to consider only a class of absorbing pro-
blems, where of course the final distribution depends on the initial dis-
tribution.

We conclude this section by stating a well-known theorem [8].

THEOREM 1.1. Let Ω be a compact Hausdorff space and let
denote the Banach space of real-valued continuous functions x(t) defined
on Ω with

(1.3) ||a?||=max|a?(t)|.
ten

Let Tl(Ω) denote the space of all real-valued completely additive re-
gular set functions μ(E) defined for all Borel sets E of Ω, with

(1.4)
B C Ω

Then 3J£(β) is isometric (and lattice isomorphic) to the conjugate space
of (£(£?), the correspondence being given by

(1.5) (x, μ)=\ X(t)dμ(t).
J Ω

2 Description of the process. Let Ω be a compact metric space
with metric p. Since Ω satisfies the second axiom of countability, the
concepts of Baire and Borel measures coincide, and thus since the
former are always regular [5], we have that the set Wl(Ω) of Theorem
1.1 consists of all the completely-additive (finite) set functions defined
on the Borel sets of Ω.

Let {rj be a countable sets of points in Ω and {At} a correspond-
ing set of continuous transformations of Ω into itself with the follow-
ing properties

(2.1) A&CZSt i = l , 2, .-•

where St is any open sphere with centre τi9 and

(2.2) lim A?t=τt i = l , 2, •••

for each te Ω;

that is, repeated applications of the transformation Ai transforms t in
the limit into τi and moreover every open sphere with centre τi is
mapped by Ai into itself. The points {rj will be referred to as boundary
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points. It follows from (2.2) and the continuity of Aif that

(2.3) A.τ^τ,. i = l , 2, . . . .

Consider a system whose state may be described by a point t in Ω.
Let {φi(t)} be a countable family of continuous functions defined on Ω
with the property that

(2.4) 0^(i)<£l, i=l, 2,..

and

(2.5) Σ Φ * ( * H 1 .

Let μ(Z?) be a probability measure defined on the Borel sets of Ω,
giving the probability distribution of the initial state of the system.
Our process consists in applying at every unit interval of time one of
the transformations {At}9 A% being applied with probability φι(t), where
16 Ω represents the state of the system.

Let

(2.6) Tμ(E) = ±\ l φi(t)dμ(t).
4 = 1 J A ^ E

It is easily seen that Tμ(E) is a Borel measure. It represents the
probability measure for the state of the system after unit time. Tμ is
defined by (2.6) for any Borel measure μ and

(2.7)

More generally, if

(2.6) defines Tμ and

(2.8) Tμ = Tμ+-Tμ- .

T is a linear transformation of 3JΪ(β) into itself and

Thus we obtain

LEMMA 2.1. T is a positive linear transformation of 3Jί(β) into
itself of norm 1.

Now consider x(t)edί(Ω) (cf. Theorem 1.1). A function Ux(t) is
defined on Ω by
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(2.9) tfa#HΣφf(ί)α<A4ί)
 2

Each term of this series is continuous on Ω and M^OIίilMI
Since ^iφi(t)==l the convergence being uniform (by Dini's theorem),

the series (2.9) is uniformly convergent and hence Ux(t)e&(Ω). Clear-
ly U is a linear transformation of £(ί2) into itself and ||E7a?||<ί||α?||. Thus,
since the functions which are constant on Ω, are fixed points of U, we
have the following.

LEMMA 2.2. U is a bounded positive linear transformation of
into itself, for which the constant functions are fixed points. Moreover
\\Un\\ = l for all positive integers n.

Theorem 1.1 connects &(β) and 3JΪ(β). We now prove

LEMMA 2.3. T is the adjoint of U, that is,

(2.10) (Ux, μ)=(x, Tμ), for each xe&{Ω) and μeSOl{Ω).

Since μ=μ+ — μ-, it is clearly sufficient to prove (2.10) for the case μ^>0.
Let

)=\ φt(t)dμ(t)

It is easy to see that

Tμ^^Aΐ1,
1

the convergence being in the sense of 3Jί(ί7). Hence

tt) dp.it)

-{Ux, μ)

since the series (2.9) converges uniformly3.
2 Operators of the type U have been considered, and both convergence and ($-1 con-

vergence theorems for the iterates Un obtained by Ocinescu, Mihoc, Doeblin, Fortet,
Ionescu Tulcea and Marinescu [1O, 3, 4, 6, 7].

3 This adjointness lemma expresses the fact that if ίi, ί2? represents the process
then E{E{x(f2)\ U}} = E{x(t2)}.
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3. Absorption assumptions.4 The first additional assumption to be
made is that each of a finite number of the boundary points is an ab-
sorbing point, that is, we assume

(3.1) Φι(r*)=l i = l , 2, . . . , m .

This together with (2.3) ensure that r4 ( i = l , 2, •••, m) are absorbing
points. (Since ΣΦsίO^l a n ( i ̂  is compact, it is not possible to extend
the assumption (3.1) to an infinite number of the boundary points r j .
The assumption (3.1) is strengthened as follows :

We assume that about each absorbing point τi (1 <I i <J m), an open
sphere Σ* m ^y be drawn with centre rt on which the infinite product

(3.2)

converges uniformly (the convergence being in the sense of infinite pro-
ducts that is, the limit is nonzero).

Clearly assumption (3.2) together with (2.2) imply (3.1). Finally,
m

the assumption is made that for each teΩ—\J Σ t there is a finite se-
1

quence of transformations

Ah, A v . . . , Ajn (l^i*O)

where n, jlf j2, ••, jn depend on t, such that A3 A3n_χ A5f is in
one of the spheres Σ« (1 ̂  ί ̂  w) and such that each term of the
sequence

(3.3) φh{t), Φh(Aht), , ΦJn(AJn^ . Aht)

is greater than zero.
Assumptions (3.2) and (3.3) imply that no matter what the initial state

of the system there is always positive probability of reaching an absorb-
ing point after an infinite number of steps. We conclude this section
with the following lemma which is a consequence of (3.1).

LEMMA 3.1. U preserves the values at the absorbing points, that is,

(3.4) Uxiτ^xiτ,), i « l , 2, . . . , m

where x(t)e&(Ω).

Proof. Since

Σiφι(t)=-1 and φ*(£)^0

Cf. discussion Bush and Mosteller, [2, pp. 167-169].
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for each I, we have by assumption (3.1) that

(3.5) ΦifaHO Iφi, l<Li<^m, 1 <: Z < oo.

The result follows by (2.3) from the definition (2.9) of U.

4 Examples*

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let {At} be a countable set of transformations of
Ω into itself with the property that

(4.1) p{A%t, Ats)^λp(t, s) i = l , 2, . . .

for all pairs of points £, s e δ , where i is a constant such that 0 < λ

It follows from (4.1) that the transformations {At} are continuous
and moreover there exist points {r4} such that (2.1) and (2.2) are
satisfied.

Let {φi(t)} be a family of continuous functions on Ω satisfying
the conditions (2.4), (2.5) and the first absorption assumption (3.1).
Suppose also for each i (1 <1 i <I m) that there exists an open sphere
Σ* with centre r4 and radius r% on which φt(t) > 0 and satisfies a uni-
form Lipschitz condition5 that is,

V(4.2) \φι(t)'—Φi(s)\^:kp(tfs) t,se

Finally the assumption is made that one of the probability functions,
say φx(ί), satisfies

(4.3) φ i (ί)>0 except at the points τt (2<li<:m).

LEMMA 4.1. The process just described satisfies the absorption as-
sumptions of § 3.

Proof. We first observe that (3.1) is satisfied by hypothesis. To
establish (3.2), let ί e ^ i ( l ^ i ^ m ) and

=Φ*(il?r4)-φi(il?ί) by (2.3) and (3.1)

<Lkp(Aΐτi9 An

tt) by (4.2)

<Lkλnp(τu t) by (4.1)

<: (krt)λn.

Since O<IΛ<1, ^λn converges and hence, by a theorem on infinite
5 These assumptions link up with those given by other authors [1O, 3, 4, 6, 7].
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products Π ( l - W ^ ) ) converges uniformly on Σ* Thus ΠΦiWO
71 = 0 W = 0

converges uniformly on Σ* a n d the assumption (3.2) is verified.

It remains to verify (3.3). Let teΩ-\J Σ* Since A?t->τu there
1

exists rc0 such that i4?oί 6 Σi By (4 3)> Φi(O> 0. Hence we take Λ as

our first transformation. If Λ ί e U Σ * > then (3.3) is already verified.
1

If not φ1(^41ί)> 0 and we take A1 as our second transformation. Pro-
ceeding in this manner a finite sequence of A/s (of length <Ln0) is
obtained which satisfies the assumption (3.3). Hence the lemma is
proved.

EXAMPLE 4.2. The example described in § 1 is a particular case of
the example just given.

EXAMPLE 4.3. We now consider a generalization from 1 to JV di-
mensions of the learning model considered by Karlin (cf. Bush and
Mosteller [2]).

Let Ω be a simplex in ΈN (Euclidean space of N dimensions). Any
point of Ω is given by its barycentric coordinates t=(tl9 t2, , tN+1) where

JV + l

ti^>0 and Σ£« = l . The vertices β* ( i = l , •••, N+l) have coordinates
1

e)=d) (Kronecker delta). Let I denote the (ΛM-1) x (iV-f 1) unit matrix,
and Bi (l<Li<LN+l) denote the (N4-1)x(N4-1) projection matrix
where each element of the ith row is unity and all other elements are
zero. Clearly Bjt^e1 for each teΩ. Consider the family {At} of trans-
formations on Ω into itself defined as follows

(4.4) il^Z+α-W, 0^<l, i=l, 2,

that is, for t e Ω

Clearly At represents a transformation which carries a point P into a
point P on the line PVt where Vt is the vertex eι and

The transformations {A%} are continuous and satisfy the conditions
(2.1) and (2-2) where τi^ei. For the probabilities φt{t) we take

(4.5) Φ*(ί)=«i i = l , - . . , J V + 1 .

The conditions (2.4) and (2.5) are clearly satisfied. It remains to verify
the absorption assumptions of §3. Since φi(eί)=el=l, the condition (3.1)
is satisfied. To verify (3.2) we first note that since -61=5^
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so that

If ti > ε, it is easily seen that the infinite product Π Φ*(A?£) converges
0

uniformly.
Condition (3.3) is seen to be satisfied by noting that for any point

t, one at least of the coordinates is nonzero, say ti9 and hence the ΐth
coordinate of Aft (n=l, 2, •••) is also nonzero.

5. Returning to the general absorption process described in §§2
and 3, we establish by means of the assumption (3.2), the equicontinui-
ty of the family of functions {Unx(t)} at each of the absorbing points
τt ( i = l , 2, •••, m).

LEMMA 5.1. Let #(£-) e (£(ί2) be such that it vanishes at one of the
absorbing points τt (1 <1 i <I m), then for each e > 0, there exists a sphere
Si(e) with centre τiy such that

\Unx(t)\<ε n=l, 2, . . .

for teS^ε).

Proof. Without loss of generality we consider the case where i = l .
Let

{ftι(t)} form a nonincreasing sequence of functions which by assumption
(3.2) converges uniformly on Σ ι t° a function f(t). It follows that f(t)
is continuous, and thus since/n(τ1) = l (by (2.3) and (3.1)) and therefore
/ ( Γ l ) = l , w e have that given any positive number 3 ( 0 < £ < l ) , there
exists a neighbourhood V of τλ (contained in Σi) o n which / ( ί ) > δ,
which implies /„(£)> ^ for all n.

Choose 3"> 1 —e/||a?|| and let q be a positive integer such that

(5.1) QΣ±d>l-el\\x\\.
Q

Since ^(r^^O by hypothesis, there exists a neighbourhood V of τλ

such that for ί e F

(5.2) \x(t)\^±-\\x\\ .
Q
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Let Sί(e) be an open sphere with centre ττ and such that Sι(ε)

<ZVf\V.
By (2.1) if teS^ε), AΐteS^ε) for all positive integers n. Hence

for t e Sx(e)

(5.3) \x(A?t)\^-\\x\\ - n=l,2, . . . ,
Q

and

(5.4)

Now

l ' 2 W

where Σ ' denotes the summation omitting the term corresponding to

Replacing |α(4?ί)l by -(IM|-|aj(^Γί)l) + IWI we obtain

or

(5.5) |E

since ΣΦi(0=l Now let teSfc). Then

|C/Mί)I^IWi-^(IWi-W^)l) by (5.4)

^\\x\\s(\\x\\-l||a?||) by (5.3)

< e . by (5.1)

Hence the lemma is proved.
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THEOREM 5.1. If x(t) e S(β), then [Unx(t)} form an equicontinuous

family of functions at each of the absorbing points {rj (i = l , 2, •••, m).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove the theorem for the
point r1# It is required to prove that given ε > 0, there exists a sphere
Sι(e) with centre τx such that for t e S^e)

Unx(τ1)\<ε n=0, 1, 2, . . . ,

or equivalently by Lemma 3.1

(5.5) | t7M*)-α(*i)l< e w=0, 1, 2, . . ,

for teS^e).

Let 3(£)=a?00 — α(ri). z(ί)eE(fl) and ίg(r1) = 0. Hence Lemma 5.1
may be applied to obtain a sphere SΊ(ε) with centre τλ on which

|E7*s(ί)l<e rc=0, 1,2, •-.,

but since U preserves constant functions (by Lemma 2.2)

Hence (5.5) is established and the theorem is proved.

6. The convergence theorem in (£(£?)• In this section, the assump-
tion (3.3) is applied in conjunction with Theorem 5.1 to obtain the con-
vergence of Unx{t) in (£(£?).

LEMMA 6.1. Let {S^ be spheres with centres {rj such that SVCΣ*
(i=l, 2, •••, m). Then there exists a positive integer n0 and a number
3, (0 <C o <I 1) such that for each t e Ω, there exists a sequence of n0

transformations Ailf Ai2, , Ain {depending on t) which, when applied
0 m

consecutively, transform t into a point in \J Sif and such that the pro-
ί = l

bability of the application of each transformation of the sequence is > δ,
that is, each term in the finite sequence

φh{t), φi2(Aht), , Φ^JiA^^, , Aht)

is ^ d.

Proof. By assumption (3.2), it is clear that

(6.1) Φί(*)>0 on Σ« ( a n d hence on S€) i=l, 2, ••- , m.

and thus by the continuity of φt(ί), there exists δQ such that
and
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(6.2) Φtit)^ do for 16 Si i = l , 2, , m

Let te Ω. If te Ω — \J Sif we have by the assumption (3.3) together
1

with (2.1), (2.2) and (6.1) that there exists a finite chain of transfor-

mations Aό, Aj, , Aj , which when applied consecutively, transform

t into a point in one of the spheres, say St ( l<IZ<lm). Moreover

each term in the sequence φh{t), φJ2(A3f), , φj (A^V Ά / ) is > 0.

If te\J Sif the same result holds for then ί e S , ( l 5 ί £ < ^ ) and
1

thus by (2.1) and (6.1), it is sufficient to take a chain consisting of the
single transformation Aτ.

Consider A~jXSτ. This is an open set containing Aj ••• AJΊt.

Since φ5 (A3 _ •••AJt)'^>0, there exists an open set Un such that

and on which Φ3Jt)^>0. By the regularity of β, there exists an open

set Vn such that

Vn is compact and therefore there exists a positive number δn such that

Φj (t)2> dn on Vn and hence in particular on Vn.

Now consider A]1 Vn. Proceeding as above, we obtain an open
set yn-T, such that

and a positive number δn-i, such that Φ̂  (ί)^^w-i o n ^«-i Proceed-
ing in this manner, we arrive at an open set V1 which is such that

and such that φJl(t)^>δ1 on Vl9 where ^ > 0 .
Hence, the open set Vτ containing t has the property that each

point in it is transformed by the sequence A3χ, AJ2, , A3 into a point

( TO \

CλJSλ and the conditional probabilities of each of the successive
transformations being applied are I> δl9 δ2, , δn respectively.

This process is repeated for every teΩ, For each t an open set
corresponding to Vx is obtained. By the compactness of Ω, we have
that Ω is covered by a finite number of open sets Ωι {1=1, 2, •••, k),
where each set Ωτ has the property that there is a finite chain of trans-
formations of length nt (that is, ^ = t h e number of transformations in
the chain) which when applied successively transform each point of Ωt

into one of the sphere S t ( i = l , 2, •••, m) say Sly and which has the
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property that the conditional probabilities of applying the transforma-
tions of the chain are respectively I> δh, δh, , δt , where each of
these numbers is greater than zero.

Let w o =max^. The length of the chain nτ for each Ωτ may be

extended to nQ preserving the above properties. For if t e Sτ (1 < I < m),
AιteSι by (2.1) and Φι(t)>δ0 by (6.2).

Let

£= min (<J,4, δ0).

With these values of n0 and δ, the lemma is established.

LEMMA 6.2. Let {%p(t)} be a sequence of functions in E(β) with the
following properties

(6.3) \\xP\\^H p=0, 1, 2, . . .

where H is a constant.

(6.4) ^ ( r , ) = 0 /or α/Z p i = l , 2, ••., m

(6.5) ί^β family of functions {Unxp(t)} {n, p = 0 , 1, 2, •••) is equicontinu-
ous at each of the absorbing points τt ( i = l , 2, , m).
Then, under these conditions

lim 11*7^11=0

where the convergence is uniform with respect to p.

Proof. Given ε > 0, there exist by (6.5) spheres St(e) with centres
τi (i=l, 2, •••, m) such that for teS^e)

I Unxp(t) - ^»α?p(r4)| < e/2 all w, p .

Hence by (6.4) and Lemma (3.1)

(6.6) I Unxp(t)\ < e/2, * e 0 S,(ε), all w, p.

There is no loss in generality in assuming the spheres S^e) so chosen
that

(6.7) Sje)dΣi i = l , 2, - . . , m.

Thus the spheres £έ(ε) ( i = l , 2, •••, m) satisfy the hypothesis of
Lemma 6.1. The positive integer nQ and the positive number δ obtained
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in the lemma depend here on e. Let

(6.8) α = l - — - δ " o .

Since 0 < δ <I 1, it follows that 0 < a < 1. We now show that for
all p

(6.9) \\Uknoχp\\^μ, fc=0, 1, 2, . . .

where /*&=== max (cΛEZ, ε).
We prove (6.9) by induction. Clearly by (6.3) it is true for &=0.

Suppose it is true for k.

= y

Consider £ fixed. By Lemma 6.1, there is associated with t a finite
sequence of n0 transformations Ajχ, AH, , AJn (depending on t) which

til

when applied consecutively transform t into \J S^e) and such that

each term of the finite sequence φh{t), φh{Ajf), •••, φJn(AJn Λ A3f) is

^δy that is,

and

(6.12) φh(t)φh(Aht). • -Φ^A^ • -A

In (6.10) we take inequalities with absolute values and separate
out the term corresponding to the above sequence and proceed as in § 5
(between the relations (5.4) and (5.5)) to obtain by the induction
hypothesis

(6.13) |Σ7<*+1>"ια,(ί)|

^ - Φφ)Φh(Aht) φ)n{AlΛ_χ> • - Aht)

x (μk- \U««oχp(AJn< Aht)\) + μk .

(6.6), (6.11) and (6.12) give

Since μk^>ε, we have μt — ε / 2 ^ 1/2^. Hence
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( ^ ) by (6.8).

Therefore

»*xp\\^aμk ^ max (a**Ή, e)=μk+1.

Hence (6.9) is established. Clearly there exists k0 sufficiently large such
that μko<^ε. Then, since ||ί/w|| = l, all n (Lemma 2.2), we have that
for n I> noko

\\U*xp\\^e all p.

Hence the lemma is proved.

THEOREM 6.1. Un converges strongly on (£(42), that is, there exists
a continuous transformation U^ of norm 1 of S(ί2) into itself {which
preserves constant function) such that

(6.14) lim||U*a?-i7.a;||=0

for each function xe&(Ω).

Proof. Given x(t) e (£(β), let

(6.15) xp(t)=Upx(t)-x(t) p = 0 , 1, 2, . . . .

Clearly xp(t) e (£(J2) and ||a?J,||^2||a?||. Moreover by Lemma 3.1, xp(τi)=0
(i=l, 2, - . . , m). Hence the hypothesis (6.3) and (6.4) of Lemma (6.2)
are verified for the family {xp(t)}. It remains to verify (6.5).

Given ε > 0 , we have by Theorem 5.1 that there exists spheres
Si(ε) with centres τi ( i = l , 2, •••, m) such that for n=0, 1, 2, ••• we
have

\Unx(t)-x(τt)\<el2, teSM, i=l,2, ..,m.

Hence for t e St(e) (1 <Li^Lm) and all n, p

\Un^x(t)-Unx(t)\<ε

or

(6.16) \Unxp(t)\ <ε all n, p, t e \J St(ε).
1

Since xp(τί)=0, Unxp{τ^=τ0 (Lemma 3.1) and thus it is clear from
(6.16) that the hypothesis (6.5) of Lemma (6.2) is verified.

Hence applying Lemma 6.2 to the family xp{t) as defined by (6.15)
we have that given ε > 0 , there exists n such that

\\UnxP\\<ε p=0, 1, 2, . . . ,
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or

\\Un+px—Unx\\<ie for all positive integers p.

Hence since the space (£(β) is complete, there exists an element
TJjxi e <£(£) such that

is clearly a linear transformation of &(£?) into itself. Since

it follows that U^ is continuous and H^Όdl^l. However since U pre-
serves the constant functions on Ω, it is clear that U* does likewise
and hence 11̂ 11 = 1. Hence the theorem is proved.

7. The form of U^x. The following lemma is a direct consequence
of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 6.1.

LEMMA 7.1. £/«> preserves the values at the absorbing points, that is,

J7ββa?(ri)=a?(rί) i = l , 2, •••, m

where x(t)e (£(£?).

LEMMA 7.2. Jf #(£) is α fixed point of U in E(/2) having the value
zero at each of the absorbing points τi (i=l, 2, •••, m), then #(£) = 0 .
Two continuous fixed points of U which are equal at each τt ( i = l , 2,
• , m) are identical.

Proof. Let x(t) be a fixed point of U with ^(rέ)=0 (i = l, 2, , m).
We apply Lemma 6.2 to the family of functions consisting of the single
function x(t). Since Unx=x all n, the conditions of the lemma are
trivially satisfied and hence lim ||Z7w#||=0, that is, ||a?||==0. Therefore

the first part of the lemma is proved.
If x(t), y(t) are two fixed points in S(fl) such that »(r4) = 2/ίr,)

( i=l, 2, •••, m) then, applying the first part of the lemma to the func-
tion z(t)=x(t) — y(t), we obtain £(£)== 0. Hence the lemma is proved.

LEMMA 7.3. Let ψi{t)==Uβlφi(t) ( l < i i < o o ) . ϊ%βw ^t(ί) is a fixed
point of U in (£(β). /f i > m, ^ β ( ί )^0 . /f i<Lm, ψ%(t) is the unique
fixed point of U having the value 1 at τi and the value zero at each of
the other absorbing points τό (jφi, l ^ i ^ m ) . Moreover
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Proof. Uφi=UUβoφi^Uoaφt^φi (1 ^i O)

since Z7Z7OO==C7OO by Theorem 6.1. Hence ψi is a fixed point of U. For
i > m , φ*(£) has the value zero at each of the absorbing points τ3 (l<Lj
<Im) (by 3.5) and hence by Lemma 7.1 Ψi{t) has the same property
and thus, by Lemma 7.2, is identically zero. If l^Li<Lm, then since
φi(t) has the value 1 at τt (by (3.1)) and the value zero at each τ3

(jφi, l ^ i ^ m ) by (3.5), we have by Lemma 7.1 that ψt has the same
properties and hence since ψ% is a fixed point of U, by Lemma 7.2 it is
the unique fixed point with these values at the vertices.

oo

By (2.5) Σ0ί(*) = l By Dini's theorem, the convergence is uniform
1

oo

so that we have in the sense of (£(J2), Σ Φ i ^ l Hence since Ux is con-
1

oo m

tinuous Σ^i^-U and since ^(£)=0 ( ΐ > m ) , Σ ^ ( t ) = l and the lemma
1 1

is established.

THEOREM 7.1. / / xe

Proo/. Let

Clearly by Lemma 7.3, y is a fixed point of U such that y(τi)=x(τi)
(ΐ==l, •• , m). By Theorem 6.1, U^x is a fixed point of U and by
Lemma 7.1 J7ββa?(rί)==a?(r<) ( i = l , •••, m). Hence by Lemma 7.2, y^U^x
and the theorem is proved.

8. The convergence theorem in

THEOREM 8.1. Let

then

Tnμ — 2 >

where the half-arrow denotes weak-star convergence, that is,

(8.1) lim (a?, 2 » = Φ , 2 > ) , a? €

where T^ is a positive continuous linear tranformation of norm 1 o/
2JZ(i2) into itself. T^ is the adjoint of U^ and
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(8.2) T.μ=

where dt is the probability measure with all its measure concentrated at
the point τim

Proof. Theorem 6.1 gives that for # e (£(£?), we have lim
n~*oo

the convergence being in the sense of K(β). It follows that lim (Unx, μ)

=(Umx, μ) for μ e SOl(Ω). Let Tx be the adjoint of Um that is, (Umx, μ)
=(x, T^μ). Hence by (2.10) lim (a;, Tμ)=(x, T^μ) and (8.1) is establish-

ed. ΓTO being the adjoint of U^ is a continuous linear transformation
of Wl(Ω) into itself of norm 1 and it is clearly positive. By Theorem

7.1 Z7-a>=Σs(* i)&. Hence for μe'mφ), {Ujx, /«)=ΣafoXΛ, μ). Let
1

Tfμ is an element of 9Jί(β) and it is clear that

μ)=(x, Tμ) for all xe&{Ω). Hence T^Ut^T^. Thus Γ ^ -

Σ (Λ> )̂̂ « a n ( i ^ e theorem is proved.
1

9 Probability interpretation of Λ(t). It is easy to see from the
definition (2.9) of U, that Unφι{t) represents the probability, that given
the initial state of the system is t> that at the end of the (rc-fl)stunit
time interval the transformation At is applied. ^(£)=lim Unφi{t) thus

W->oo

represents the limiting probability of applying Aif given that initially
the state of the system is t.

Another point of view is obtained from (8.2). If δtQ is the pro-
m

bability measure concentrated at the single point ί0, then T«A 0 =Σ Ψι{U)δn

so that Ψt(t0) gives the probability that if the initial state is tQ, the
limiting state is τi#

To sum up, we have two probability interpretations for Ψi(t):

(1) Limiting probability as n -> oo that at the nth step in the process,

the transformation At is applied, given that the initial state is t.
(2) Probability that the limiting state is r4, given that the initial state

is t.

I wish to express my thanks to the referee for some useful
comments.
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ON A NEW RECIPROCITY, DISTRIBUTION

AND DUALITY LAW

G. KUREPA

Introduction* One knows various operations on sets, e. g. join, in-
tersection, limit, ^.-operation (Suslin), etc. In the present article we
define, as an extension of operations we introduced in another paper
(Kurepa [6], [7]) several operations of considerable generality and im-
portance. It turns out that the well-known distribution law (cf. § 11) as
well as the De Morgan duality principle (cf. § 5) are very special cases
of our theorems. Moreover, a new reciprocity phenomenon occurs (cf.
§12). All depend on the interconnection between maximal chains and
maximal antichains of ordered sets. By considering ordered sets one
achieves considerable generality. By their use we get a synthetic view
on (1) the analytic operation; (2) c-analytic operation (definition of com-
plements of analytic sets); (3) the distribution law; (4) the duality law;
and moreover, one arrives at (5) a new reciprocity law. In particular,
in connection with the distributive law, the maximal chains and maximal
antichains indicate respectively two distinct ways to reach the same
result (cf. Theorems 4.2, 8.1). On the other hand, the parallel con-
siderations of maximal chains and maximal antichains of S give rise to
a new kind of interconnection of elements of P1! (1 being any set; cf.
the ^-condition in § 8). This in turn opens a broad way to new in-
vestigations by consideration of the elements of P*l instead of those of
P21. Our results may be interpreted in mathematical logic too.

The results of this paper are connected to an idea we expressed in
our Thesis [4], 135 n°40 (cf. A. Tarski [11]).

GLOSSARY AND NOTATIONS

Antichain; an ordered set having no couple of distinct comparable
points.

Chain; an ordered set having no two distinct incomparable points.
1 or U means universal set.
γT (cf. 10.1)
Disjunctive family; a family composed of pairwise disjoint sets.
e' denotes " not e."

Received September 8, 1953 and in Revised form July 24, 1954. The main results of
this paper were presented August 28, 1953, in Bruxelles at a Colloquium of Mathematical
Logic (Bruxelles, August 18-19, 28-29, 1953).

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to the referee for his very attentive

examination of this paper and for permission to include here Theorems 4.4 and ΪO.Ϊ.
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j-connected (cf. 2.1)
^-condition (cf. 3.1., 8.,)
PS denotes the system of all subsets of S; in particular, the void

set v is an element of PS; P2S=P(PS), P«+1S=P(P«S), etc.
Ωe {O, 0'}, Ώe{O,σ}

rγ=u, u'=n
Π denotes the combinatorial multiplication.
Ramified set; an ordered set the predecessors of each of whose

points form a chain.
Ramified table or tree; an ordered set S with the property that if

xeS then the set (.,x)s is well-ordered.
p being a relation, pu p2, p3 designates its first part, second part,

third part, e.g., in the equality (2) we use {2)ί to designate the first
(left) part of (2); (2)2 designates the second part of (2). If (2) is a
binary relation for sets, then (2)x is the set on the left side of (2).

(Xy.)s denotes the set of all the points yeS such that x<Cy.
(.,x)s denotes the set of all the points yeS such that y<Cx.
_L denotes A or \J.
v=empty set.

l The operator (e, ±, / ) . Let e e P l and ± e {f\, \J}. Let / be
any mapping of 1. This means that, for each xel, f(x) is a well-
determined set; of course it may happen that f(x)=v (void); by / ' we
denote the mapping x ->/'(#) which to each x e 1 associates the com-
plement ff{x) of the set f(x); the complement is taken in respect to
any set 2/(#) (xel). In the case that f(x) consists of one point, say
f(x)={a}, we write f(x)=a as well as f(x)—{a). Let ± denote \J or
A; let W'=n, /Ύ=U.

We put

(1.1) (β, -i, f)=±' ± f(e0) (eoeeιee).

In particular, we put, by convention,

(1.2) (v, Π» f)^, (v, yj, /)=universal set 2/(e) for each eel.

More explicitly (1.1) reads

(1.3) (β, A, / ) = U f\f(eQ), (e, U, f)=ίλ
e e

where eQee1ee. Thus, e0el, e1ePl.
The meaning of (E, ±, / ' ) , {F, ±, f) is obvious. Thus, f{x)

denotes the complement of f(x). In particular, one has the De Morgan
Theorem.
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THEOREM 1.1. (e, ±, /)'=(«> ±f, f).

In what follows, we shall denote by

(1.4) (β, β*)

any ordered pair of elements of P 21. Given such a pair (e, e*) we
might consider various sets, as e.g.,

(i.5) (*, α A (*, α /'), (*, υ, A (*, υ, /o,
and similarly for e*. In particular, we shall consider the sets

(1.6) (β, -L, /) , (β*, ±, /') .

Obviously, given β, J_, / , the previous sets are well determined. The
problem is to know their interconnections.

2. j-connection of (e, β*)

THEOREM 2.1. In order that for each f

(2.1) (β, Π, /)'2(**, Π, /') or (β, Π', /02(e*, Π, / ' ) ,

iί is necessary and sufficient that

(2.2) e^efφv {eλee9 efee*).

Proof of necessity (2.1)=φ>(2.2). Suppose, on the contrary, that (2.2)
does not hold; i.e., that there exist

(2.3) ehee, eζee*, so that ehΓ\eζ=v.

Let / be the characteristic function of elQ such that f(eo)=-l<^eoe elQ.

Since elQβe and since 1 e/(βo) (eoee1() one has obviously 16(2.1)!. On

the other hand, since eζΓ\elQ=v, f(e*)=v (e* e e?), thus / r (β*)=l (e* e βζ);

in other words, le(2.1)2. Thus (2.3) implies l e (2.1)2\(2.1)i which con-

tradicts the hypothesis (2.1).

Proof of sufficiency. (2.2)=φ(2.1), that is, (2.2)=^(f e (2.1)a)=φf e (2.1)j).
Now the relation ξe{e*, (\, fr) means that there is a ef such that

Again, let e±ee; since exf\^φv by hypothesis (2.2), let ze
thus, ξe jf(^); consequently, for each eλee there is an eQe ex such that
fe '/K). That means f e'(β, Λ, A that is, £e(β, Γ\, /)'•

Since the condition (2.2) is symmetrical with respect to e, e*, we
get the following.
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THEOREM 2.2. The /-identity (e, f\, /) '2(e*, f\, f) is equivalent

to the/identity (e*, f\, /X2(e, Π, / ' ) .
The last two theorems give rise to the following.

DEFINITION 2.1. An ordered pair (e, e*) of elements of P21 is said
to be j-connected, symbolically (e, e*) e 0') if

eiΓ\eΐφv , {exee, e? e e*).

THEOREM 2.3. /% order £Aα£ (2.1) /zoMs /or ec&ĉ  / , iί is necessary
and sufficient that the ordered pair (e, e*) δe j-connected.

3 The ̂ -condition. We will prove the following.

THEOREM 3.1. In order that for each f one has

iί is necessary and sufficient that for each I g l satisfying

(3.2) I Π ^ I ^ ^

owe

(3.3)

that is, that there is an ef e e* such that eΐ g X.

Proof of necessity. Let X satisfy (3.2). Let / be the characteris-
tic function of X. Then (3.2) implies vsr{\j\e^, (βoGeO, for each eλee.
Thus 27 6(3.1)!. As (3.1) holds, one has ve(3.1)2. Therefore there
exists a ef e e* satisfying v e Γ\ /'(β?) (e*ee*). Consequently, /(eo*) = l

0

for each efeef, and that means exactly that ef g l

Proo/ o/ sufficiency. If (3.2)^(3.3), then f e (3.1X implies fe(3.1)2.
Let

(3.4) X=E(ξe/'(x)),
xei

that is, X denotes the set of all the x e 1 for which ξ e f{x). We say

that (3.2) holds. In the opposite case, there would be an elQ e e such

that elQΓ\X=v, thus ξe/(e0) (eoeelΰ) and therefore £e'(3, l)l9 contrary

to the hypothesis that fG(3.1)x. The set (3.4) satisfying (3.2), there

exists by supposition an element eζ e e* such that ef g X. That means

that ξe/\et) {e^eef), that is, £e(3.1)..
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DEFINITION 3.1. The ordered pair (e, e*) of elements of P21 is said
to satisfy the k-condition, symbolically

(3.5) (e, β*)e(fc),

provided the system

(3.6) X £ l , Xf\exφv (eιee)

implies

(3.7) PIΠe¥^.

Thus Theorem 3.1 may be expressed in the following form.

THEOREM 3.2. The relation (e, e*) e (Jc) is equivalent to the f-
identity

(e, Π./)'S(β*, Γ\,Γ).

4. First fundamental theorem. Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 enable us to
characterize the equality

(4.1) (e, Γ\,/)'=(β*. fλ,f')

THEOREM 4.1. The equality (4.1) i<? equivalent to the relation

(4.2) (e, e*)e(j)/\(k).

(The last relation means that (e, e%) satisfies both (j) and (Jc)).

We transform the previous conditions using De Morgan's theorem
(c.f. Theorem 1.1). We have (e, Γ\, f)'=(e, \J, f) so that (4.1) reads

(β, U,/ ')=(β*, Π , / 0 ;

and considering / ' instead of / we obtain

(e, U , / ) = ( * * , Π , / ) .

Consequently we have the following,

THEOREM 4.2. (FIRST FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM). Let (e, β*) be a

given ordered pair of elements of P21; then the following properties are
pair wise equivalent:

I. (e, «*)e(i)Λ(fc)
II. For each mapping / of the set 1 the following duality law

holds:

(U Π /(eo))' = W Π/'(eo*)( that is, (e, f\, /)'=(e*, f\, f).
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III. For each mapping f of the set 1, one has the distributive law

W Γ\ f(eo)= Π W M), that is, (e, (\, /) = (β*, U, /) .

IV.

Proof. In fact, 1<£=̂> II (Theorem 4.1) and ΠφφIII as was shown
by the application of the De Morgan theorem to (\J, Γ\, / ) ' . It re-
mains to prove that IV is equivalent to I, II and III. First, the im-
plication I=φIΠ yields IV=Φ(e*, Γ\, f) = (e, \J,f); from here, passing
to complement ΠΓ of III: (β*, f\, f)r =(e, W, / ) ' , that is, (β*, \J, /')
= (β, A. /')• Writting f instead of / , one gets III. Thus IV #111.
Conversely, ΠI=φIIΓ (by implication IΠ=φI)#IV.

The equivalence I <̂ φ IV gives the following.

THEOREM 4.3. Symmetry character of (j)/\(k): If (e, e*) e (j)/\(k),
then also (e*, e) e (j)/\(k). In other words, if (e, β*) 6 (j), then (e, β*)

THEOREM 4.4. Symmetry of the k-property\ If (e, β*) e (h), then
(β*, β)e(fc).

Proof. To begin with, if e is the null set, then for every e*,
(β, e*) 6 '(&) and (e*, β) e \k). And if the null set is a member of e, then for
every e*, (β, β*) 6 (fe) and (β*, β) e (fc). It remains to consider cases
where no sets involved are null. Suppose that (e, e*) 6 '(&). Then there
exists an x such that for every e1ee, e1f\xφv, and for every e? eβ*,

β * \ a ^ v . Let y=Vle* (ef\x) (e* e e*). Then for every ef e e*, yΓ\eTφv;
and if it can be proved that, for every ^ e e , ex\yφv, it will follow
that (β*, β) e 7 ^ ) . But for every eτeey xι=eιf\xφv and xτΓ\y=v.
Since a^^v, it follows that χx\yφv and therefore that ex\yφv.

In what follows, the generality of Theorem 4.2 will be revealed.
We will restrict ourselves to ordered sets. There we are naturally led
to consider various operators which were the origin of the present in-
vestigations (cf. Kurepa [4], [6].)

5* Ordered sets, operators O, O, O', O\ Let S be any set order-
ed by <I. The operators O, O9 0', Or are defined in the following
manner:

DEFINITION 5.1. OS designates the system of all maximal chains

1 Theorem 4.4 and its proof are due to the referee.
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DEFINITION 5.Ϊ. OS designates the system of all maximal antichains

DEFINITION 5.2. O'S designates the system of all XeOS such that

Xf\Mφv {Me OS).

DEFINITION 572. O'S designates the system of all XeOS such that

Xf\Aφv (AeOS).

We shall be aware of a certain reciprocity between the notions
chain and antichain, and in particular by passing from the system O, Or

to the system 0,0'.
To each ordered set S is associated the set consisting of

(5.i) os, Όs, O'S, σs

which are at most four elements of P2S. The set (5.1) is of a great
importance. Its elements form in a certain sense the spatial forms
along which certain operations are to be taken. Each element e of (5.1)
is as it were a system of paths for operations (e, .1, / ) , (e, ±', f), etc.

CONVENTION 5.1. The reciprocal of a statement s will be denoted

s. So the reciprocal of the Lemma 5.1 is denoted by Lemma 5.Ϊ. If

X is a chain, then X is an antichain, etc, Here is an example.

LEMMA 5.1. In order that XeO'S, it is sufficient that X be an
antichain of S such that X[\Mφv (Me OS). In other words, if an
antichain intersects each maximal chain of S it is necessarily a maximal
antichain.

The reciprocal result is as follows.

LEMMA 5.1. In order that XeO'S, it is sufficient that X be a chain
of S such that X f\ Aφv (Ae OS). In other words, if a chain X of S
intersects each antichain of S, then X is necessarily a maximal one.

Proof. Let X be an antichain satisfying Xf\Mφv (MeOS). To
prove that X e O'S, it is sufficient to prove that X is a maximal an-
tichain, i.e., that each beS is comparable to some point of X. Now,
let be Be OS. Then the point B f\X exists and is the required point
of X which is comparable to 6.

Reciprocally, let X be a chain such that X Γ\Aφv (AeOS). To
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prove that X is a maximal chain, suppose, on the contrary, that there

is a chain C^)X. Let deC\X and let deDeOS. Then necessarily
D Γ\ X=v, because if xeD Γ\ X, one would have two distinct com-
parable points d, x in the antichain D.

LEMMA 5.2. O'S £ OS, O'S <S= OS, (Each of the signs S here may
be = or C.) /w. particular there exists a non-void S such that2

(5.2) O'S=v, O'S=v

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let σ0 denote the system of all non-void bounded

well ordered sets of rational numbers ordered by means of the relation

ci, where3 (5.3) x^y or y^Dx means that x is an initial portion of y.

In that case, O'σQ=v, because, e,g., there is no chain in σQ intersecting

each row of σ0 (cf. [4, p. 95]). It is probable that O'σ0=v.

As an example of reciprocity considerations let us prove the follow-

ing lemmas (5.3 and 5.3) which are mutually reciprocal and which will

occur in distributive laws (cf. Theorem 9.1, Cases 2,2).

LEMMA 5.3. If the maximal chains of S are pairwise disjoint, then
the comparability relation in S is transitive, and conversely. Also

(5.4) O'S=ΌS=IIM,
M

where Π denotes the combinatorial product of sets M, M running over

OS; and OSLO'S.

Peciprocally we have the following.

LEMMA 5.3. If the maximal antichains of S are pairwise disjoint,
then the incomparability relation in S is transitive, and conversely. Also

where Π denotes the combinatorial product of all the sets A, A running

over OS; and O'S=OS.

Proof of Lemma 5.3. If OS is disjoint, then as it is easy to show,
the comparability relation in S is a congruence relation, and vice versa.

Each AeOS intersects each Me OS (thus OS=O'S) in a single point,

2 According to W. Gustin, there exists a denumerable ramified set S satisfying (5.2)
[cf. Gustin, Math. Rev. 14, 255 (1953) in connection with the review of Kurepa [8]].

3 The relation Q-Ξ is the very basis of the theory of ramified sets (cf. [4]).
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since on the one hand OS is disjonint and on the other hand A is an-
tichain; thus Ae(5.4) 3=Π (Me OS). Conversely, each Xe(5.4)3 is an

M

antichain because of the incomparability of each point of each Me OS

to each point of each M0eOS, MQφM. But X is also a maximal

antichain. Analogously one proves the reciprocal of Lemma 5.3., that

is Lemma 5.3.

REMARK 5.1. On Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.1 is based a very general

distribution law (c.f. Theorem 9.1, Cases 2,2).

6. Operations (υ, f\, / ) , (v, \J, /) and (Ω, ±, /) for each Ωe(5Λ)

and each ±e {f\, \J}-'

Let Ω be any element of the set

(6.1) {OS, OfS, OS, O'S};

then ΩePzS: so that for each Ω and each JL e {Π> \j), the operator

(6.2) (Ω, ±, /)

is well defined. In the particular case that Ω=v, we put

(6.3) (v, \J, /)=universal set, (v, Γ\, /)==void set.

We shall consider ordered pairs (e, β*) of elements of the set (6.1)
and the corresponding sets (6.2) for Ω=e and Ω=^e%, respectively.

EXAMPLE 6.1. Let

(6.4) (Γ; ωQ)

denote the system of all < ^-complexes (finite complexes) of ordinals
< ω 0 ordered by means of the relation £ in (5.3). If / is a mapping
of (T; ω0) into the family of closed sets, then we can prove that (0, Γ\,
f) and (Or, Γ\y / ' ) , respectively, are the most general analytic set (A-
set of Suslin) and the most general CA-set respectively (c.f. [10], [1],
[2]; also [9]).4

Example 6.1 shows the importance of the operations (1.1) even in
the particular cases (6.2) and S=(T; ωQ). (Cf. [6]).

7. Some simple lemmas.

LEMMA 7.1. Either OfS=v or each element of OfS intersects each element

of OS; and reciprocally, either O'S^v or (OS, O'S) is a j-connected ordered

* In our book [5] we defined Λ-sets just as sets (OS, f\, f) for the choice of £ and
/ a s in Example 6.1.
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pair.

Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 2.1 yield the following.

THEOREM 7.1. (OS, Π, /)£(O'S, Π', /)

and reciprocally,

(O, Γ\,/)S(O'S; f\' / ) .

In general, we have here the sign C instead of £ . The duals of that
relation hold also.

THEOREM 7.2. The two sets,

(os, r\,f% (os, r\',f)
may be non-comparable if S is ramified.

To see this, let D denote the set of all integers ordered as in this
diagram:

. . . \ - 3 \ - 1 \ 1 \ 3 \ 5 \ 7 \ •••

Obviously, the set D is ramified; for the sets 2D-1 and 2D of all odd

and, respectively, even integers one has 2D — 1 e OD , 2D e OD ,

2D Γ\(2D-l)=v.

Let / be the characteristic function of 2D — 1; one proves then

easily that

(OD, Π, /7)={1}, (OD, fY, /)={0},

and that proves Theorem 7.2.

8 Ordered sets and A -conditicm If we consider the pair (OS, O'S)

or its reciprocal (OS, Ό'S), then the j-condition is satisfied; therefore

one obtains Theorem 7.1. On the other hand, in general one has

neither

(OS, OfS) e (k) nor reciprocally (OS, O'S) e (k).

For the sake of simplicity, we present the following.

DEFINITION 8.1. The condition (OS, O'S) e (k) will be denoted Se (k)
and reciprocally. Thus
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(8.1) (OS, O'S)e(k)£$Se(k)

(8.T) (OS, O'S)e(k)<^Se(k)

and we shall say that S satisfies the (k)-condition and the (k)-condition
respectively.

In particular, S € (k) means the statement that each set S S which
intersects each maximal chain of S contains a maximal antichain of S.
Then Theorem 4.2. (implication I =φ III) yields the following.

THEOREM 8.1. For each ordered set S satisfying the (k)-condition,
one has the following distribution law5:

(8.2) J_' ±f(eQ) = ± ±f(a), (e0 e βl e OS, a e A e O'S)
ei eo A a

and reciprocally for (8.2). (J_ designates f\ or \J).

Usual distribution laws are special cases of (8.2). Thus if one takes

the ordered set S={1, 2, 3} with diagram \ 3 one has OS={{1, 2}, {3}},

O'S={{1, 3}, {2, 3}} and the formula (8.2) yieds /(3)±'(/(l)±/(2))

2 4

Analogously, considering the set | t one has the binomial form
1 3

of the distribution law. For other cases of distribution, cf. § 11.

9 Some classes of ordered sets satisfying (k) and (k). We are go-
ing to prove that the conditions (k), (&) are satisfied by ordered sets of
some general classes — a fact which will give us a general distribution
and duality law.

THEOREM 9.1. The conditions (k) and (k) are satisfied, provided S
satisfies at least one of the following conditions:

1) S is a chain;

ΐ) S is an antichain;
2) OS is disjoint, i.e., the elements of OS are pairwise disjoint (this

is equivalent to the statement that the comparability relation is
transitive in S);

2) The elements of OS are pairwise disjoint (this is equivalent to

the transitivity of the incomparability relation in S).

The cases 1), ϊ), 2), 2) are ranged according to relative importance.

One sees that 1) and ϊ) as well as 2) and 2) are mutually reciprocal.

Let us prove, e.g., the case 2). At first, the elements of OS being
5 The converse holds also.
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pairwise disjoint, by Lemma 5.3, we have OS=ΐ[A (AeOS) and OS
__ A

= 0'S. Now we prove Se(k). If no AeOS were contained in an X
S S, where X intersects each M e OS, there would be a point x(A) e
A\X for each AeOS. The set \Jx(A) (AeOS) would be a maximal

A

chain of S which does not intersect X, contrary to the hypothesis on X.

REMARK 9.1. Later we shall see that the fact that each chain (an-

tichain) satisfies (k) and (k) is reflected in the fact that our duality
theorem has as a special case the De Morgan duality theorem (cf.
Theorem 13.1).

10. The case of ramified tables At many opportunities we con-
sidered ramified tables, i.e., ordered sets satisfying the condition that
for each xeT, the set (.,x)τ of all its predecessors in T is well-ordered.
Let us recall that for a table T,

(10.1) γT

denotes the first ordinal number a such that there is no point x e T
such that the order type of (.,x)τ is a; γT is called rank or degree
(order) of T.

THEOREM 10.1. Each ramified table T satisfies (k); or explicitly and
more precisely, let T be a set such that for each xeT, the set (.,x)τ is
well-ordered. Let XST and M [\Xφv (Me OT). Then the set

(10.2) R0X

of all initial points of X is a maximal antichain of T; moreover, RQX
intersects each maximal chain of T. Thus, R0X e O'T.

THEOREM 10.2. // γT<ω0, then Te(k) and OT=OrT, OT=O'T.
In particular, this holds for each finite table.

Proof of Theorem 10.1. At first, RQXeOT. As R0X has no pair
of distinct comparable points, it is sufficient to show that each t e T is
comparable to a point xQ(t)eRQX. Now, by hypothesis, there exists at
least one point x(t) e X comparable to t. Let xo(t) be the point in R0X
which is <Lx(t). In fact, it xQ(t)=x(t), or if x(t)<Lt, the comparability
of t and xQ(t) is obvious. On the other hand, if neither xύ(t)=x(t) nor
x(t)<Lt, then xQ(t)<Cx(t), t<^x(t). Thus, xQ(t), t belong to the set
(.,x(t))τ which by the supposition on T is a chain.

It remains to prove that R0X intersects each MeOT. Again, by
hypothesis, there exists a point meX f\M; then the point m! eR0X
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such that m' <Lm is a point of M. The set (.,m]τ\J M i s a chain. By
virtue of presupposed maximality of M, one has (,,m]τξΞΞ: M, thus
mr eM.

Proof of Theorem 10.2. At first we have the following.

LEMMA 10.1. // γT O 0 , then A Γ\Mφv (AeOT, MeOT), thus

OT=0Ύ, 0Ύ=0T (cf. [8]).

Proof Suppose, on the contrary, that T contains a maximal chain
M and a maximal antichain A so that

(10.3) A Γ\ M^v .

A being a maximal antichain of T, there exists for each ί e Γ a point
a(t) e A such that {t, a(t)} is a chain; in particular, for each me M the
points m, a(m) are comparable. Now

(10.4) m < a(m),

which is proved as follows. Since MeOT, M is an initial portion of
T. Consequently, if (10.4) did not hold, M would then contain also the
point a{m) for at least a point m0 e M. Thus, a(mQ) e A f\M contrary
to (10.3). Therefore (10.3)=Φ(10.4). Now, since γT<ωQ, the chain M
is finite.

Let I be the last point of M; I would be a last point of T also,
contrary to the relation (10.4) for m=l. Thus the relation (10.3) is
not possible, and Lemma 10.1 is proved.

To complete the proof of Theorem 10.2, we need to see that each
I S Γ satisfying

(10.5) X Γ\ A φ v (AeOT)

contains a maximal chain of T. This holds for every T and we have
the following statement which is reciprocal to Theorem 10.1.

THEOREM 10.16. Every ramified table T satisfies the k-condition:

Te(k).

Proof. Suppose X satisfies (10.5). Since R0TeOT, we have

(10.6) X0^Xf\RaTφv.

The set (10.6) is an initial portion of X, that is,

6 Theorem 10.1 for γT^ω is due to the referee.
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If Xo contains a maximal chain of T, then Theorem 10.1 is proved. If
OX0 Γ\ OT=v, then

(10.7) Ro(T\XQ)

is a maximal antichain of T. As a matter of fact we have the following.

LEMMA 10.2. If I is an initial portion of a ramified table T such
that

(10.8) 01 Γ\ OT=v ,

then

(10.9) RQ(T\I) e OT .

To prove (10.9)i e OT, it suffices to show that each i e T is compar-
able to some point i' e (10.9)^ Obviously this holds for i e T\I. Suppose
iel. Consider an M such that ieMeOT. By (10.8), M\Iφv. Let
PeM\If and let if be the point such that ^6(10.9)! and %' <1P. Since
T is ramified and i < P , it follows that i O*'".

To prove Theorem 10.1, let us consider the sets

(10.10) Xo, Xu ...,XΛ, . . .

defined as follows

(lo.ii) -x.~-x.-i \j(x r\ Ro(τ\xa-1))
\ } Y" (rv ^ ΓΫ\

ω=\J AΛ() [OCQ <^ Oi)

depending upon whether a is isolated or a limit ordinal number.
Obviously, the sequence (10.10) is increasing and its terms £ X.

Let 3 be the first ordinal such that

(10.12) Xδ=Xδ + 1.

Of

(10.

and

(10.

course, δ<LγT.
We say that

13)

hence

14)

OX,

OX

Γ\

Λ

OTφv

OTφv

because X8 gΞ X.
First, each term of (10.10) is an initial portion of T-provable by an

induction argument. Secondly, if the relation (10.13) were false, the
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set

(10.15) Ro(T\X)

by virtue of Lemma 10.2 would be a maximal antichain of T. By hy-
pothesis on X (see (10.5)) there would be a point zeXf\ (10.15).
Therefore

Z G Xδ+1, X θ 'X8 .

Hence, zeX8+1\X8 and X δCX δ +i, contrary to (10.12). Hence (10.14)

holds and Theorem 10.1 is proved.

11. General distribution laws. To see how the previous investiga-
tions are linked with distribution questions, let us prove the following
distribution theorem which is the most general distribution law expres-
sible in usual terms.

THEOREM 11.1. Let ά?~ be any non-void family of non-void sets
g l , 1 being a standard set. Then for each mapping f of the set 1 we
have

(11.1) Γ\ VJ f(x) = VJ Γ\f(a) (Ae Π X);
χe<?f xex A aβΛ xe£f

and dually.

Theorem 11.1 is a corollary to Theorem 4.2 (implication I =Φ III). As
a matter of fact, first the pair (J^ Π X) is i-connected; second it

satisfies the ^-conditions, as is easily probable.
A direct proof of Theorem 11.1 is as follows.
First, (11.1)^(11.2),, that is, if £6(11.1)! then £e(l l . l) 2 . In fact

£6(11.1)! means £e \J f{x) ( I e ^ ) , that is, there exists an XeeX

such that ξef(Xe), ( X e j T ) . Putting Ae=\JXe(Xe J^), one has
X

f e Π J « ) (aeAe) and Aee]JX, thus f6(11.1),.

Second, (ll.l)3S(H.l)i- if £e(ll.l) 2, then ξ6(11.1)!. The relation

ξ e(ll . l) 2 is equivalent to ξ ef(a) (aeA) for some AeΠ X; since A Γ\ X
x

φvy this implies £6 \J f(x) for each Xe Whence £6(ll. l) l β

xex

From the proof of Theorem 11.1 we obtain the following interest-
ing result.

THEOREM 11.2. (Cf. Theorem 2.1) Let {^ Jξ") be any ordered pair
of systems of sets S 1 such thai
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(11.2) Xf\Xoφv

then for each mapping f:

(n.3) υ Γ\ f(χ)^ π u

and dually,

In general, one reads here C instead of §Ξ. The case J?r=J^' is
not excluded. Therefore the relation (11.3) holds even if one or both
sets ^ 7 ^ are vacuous. In particular, (11.3) holds if J^e {OS, O'S,
OS, O'S} and ̂ ^ j F * ' (obviously (OS)' means O'S; (O'S)'=OS, (O'S)'
=OS, even if O'S=v=O'S. Consequently, we have the following.

THEOREM 11.3. If Ωe{0, O, O', O'}, then

\Jf\f(x)^Γ\\J fix') (xeXe ΩS,x' e X e ΩfS)
X x X' xr

and dually.

Passing to complements in the relation and using the De Morgan
formula, we have the following.

THEOREM 11.4. For any Ωe {0, O, O', Of}:

U Π f(x)' 2 U Π f'to) (xeXe ΩS, xoeXoe Ω'S).
X X

The question of whether sets forming ^ in Theorem 11.1 are
pairwise disjoint or not disjoint is of no importance. However, without
loss of generality, the system J?~ may be supposed disjoint. In fact,
let to each Xe j ^ ~ be associated the set Xa of all ordered pairs (X, x)
(xeX); to each xeX we associate the pair (x, x). Instead of ^ we
can consider the system ^ζ of all the Xa (Xe J?~). Now, the family
^ is disjunctive and the system Sϊζ can be interpreted either as OS
or as OS. If one orders totally each Xd and if one orders the set
S=\J Xa (Xe ά^) so that each element of Xa is incomparable to each

X

element of each other element of ^ Γ and if one leaves intact the
ordering in each element of ^ then obviously

moreover
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OSLO'S, O'S^OS,

the set satisfies the conditions (k) and (k) and accordingly for the set
$ the distribution law (8.1) holds.

Combining Theorem 8.1 with Theorem 9.1, one has the following
statements:

THEOREM 11.5. If S is an ordered set of one of the cases 1, 1, 2, 2,
in Theorem 9.1, then for each mapping f of S the following distribution
law holds:

(11.4) ±' .1 f(m)=± r f(a) (meMe OS, aeAe O'S);
Mm A a

and reciprocally. In (11.4) _L denotes either Γ\ or \J.

Theorems 9.1 and 10.1, 10.2 yield the following.

THEOREM 11.6. For each ramified table T and each mapping f of
T one has

(11.5) -1/ _L(m)=JL 1/ f(a) (meMeOT, aeAeO'T);
Mm A a

and reciprocally,

12* A new duality law* We saw (Theorem 8.1) how the distribu-

tion law (11.4) is connected with the condition (k). Now we will see

the interconnection of the distribution law and of (k) or (k) with some
duality laws. Let us suppose that for each / one has

(os, ±,f)=(σs, r f)

(this happens if and only if Se (k) cf. Theorems 3.2, 4.1). In particular,
since / is arbitrary, the same equality holds for the mapping / ' , / '
being the complement of / ; thus

(OS, ±, f')=(σS, ±' f).

From here, passing to complements, one has

(os, ±, ry=(σs, ±' ry=*(σs, r>, D^(0'S, ±, n,

(by De Morgan's formula). Thus we have the following.

THEOREM 12.1. GENERAL DUALITY LAW. For each ordered set
Se (k), one has

(12.1) ψ, ±, fϊ=(Ω/, ±, f); where, Ω=OS or O'S,

JL = Π or \J .
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Reciprocally, if Se (k), then for each mapping f of S:

(12.1) (fl, ±,f)'=(Ω', ±,f).

Where, Ω denotes OS or O'S, ± = Γ\ or \J.

It is interesting to observe that the converse of Theorem 12.1
holds also.

THEOREM 12.2. V(f) (12.1)φφSe (k)

V(f) Qtt)&Se(k),

Let us express, e. g., the last equivalence directly.

THEOREM 12.3. Given an ordered set S: in order that for each
mapping f of S, one has

(12.2) (U Γ\/fo))' = U Π f\rn) (AeOS, Me O'S),
A aβΛ M mβM

it is necessary and sufficient that S satisfies the (k)-condition (cf.
Theorem 3.1).

13 Some special cases of the duality theorem.

THEOREM 13.1. If S is a chain or an antichain, then the duality
Theorem 12.1 yields the theorem of De Morgan.

Let us consider an antichain S; thus OS= {S} O'S is the system
of all one-point sets xeS. Then for each Me O'S, one has M={x\
with xeS; thus f\ /'(m)=/'(α?) where {x}=M and one has

mβM

(13.1) U Π f'(m) = \J /'(«)= U /'(*)
Mm M xβS

On the other hand, as OS={S}9

Γ\ f(a)= Γ\ f(a)
aβA ses

and

(13.2) U ίλ f(a)= U Π f(s)= Π M

By virtue of (13.1) and (13.2) the equality (12.2) yields
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and this is just the equality of De Morgan. Since each family, or set,
may be considered as an antichain, we see that Theorem 12.3 (its suf-
ficient condition) for S an antichain gives the equality of De Morgan in
its most general form.

THEOREM 13.2. For each ramified table T and each mapping f of
T one has

(13.3) (lΊM=l'l/'(α)
Mm Ad

{meMeOT, aeAeO'T, ±e{Π, VI})

In particular (± = f \ ) :

(13.4) (VI Γ\Am)Y = VI Γ\ /'(«) (meMeOT, aeAeO'T),
Mm A a

and reciprocally.
If one bears in mind the generality and importance of ramified

tables (a tool for complete subdivisions or atomizations of sets), one is
conscious of the importance and generality of Theorem 13.2.

REMARK 13.1. From a logical point of view it is very important
that (13.4) as well as its reciprocal hold, especially for each table whose
chains are finite.

Actually, we observe that such tables occur even in psychological
processes, in subdivisions, evolution, etc. Thus is seems that the evolu-
tion processes follow a ramification scheme, as will be shown elsewhere.
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LIE ALGEBRAS OF LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS

RICHARD K. LASHOF

l Introduction- We call an LP-group, a group which is the pro-
jective limit of Lie groups. Yamabe [8] has proved that every con-
nected locally compact group is an LP-group. This permits the exten-
sion to locally compact groups of the notion of a Lie algebra. In §§ 2
and 3 we prove the existence and uniqueness of the Lie algebra of an
LP-group and show the connection of the Lie algebra with the group
by means of the exponential mapping.

In § 4, we extend the notion of a universal covering group for
connected groups with the same Lie algebra. A covering group of a
connected group g, in the extended sense used here, means a pair
(g, w), where ~g is a connected LP-group and w is a continuous repre-
sentation of g into g which induces an isomorphism of the Lie algebra
of g onto the Lie algebra of g (see Definition 4.5). The universal co-
vering group of a connected locally compact group is not necessarily
locally compact and may not map onto the group. It turns out that
the arc component of the identity in g is a covering space in the sense
of Novosad [5] of the arc component of the identity of g (these com-
ponents are dense subgroups, Lemma 3.7).

Finally, in § 5, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between
" canonical LP-subgroups " of a group and subalgebras of its Lie algebra.

2 Projective limit of Lie algebras.

DEFINITION 2.1. By a topological Lie algebra (over the real num-
bers) we shall mean a (not necessarily finite dimensional) Lie algebra
with an underlying topology such that the operations of addition, mul-
tiplication and scalar multiplication are continuous.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let J be an inductive set. Suppose given for
each a e J, a topological Lie algebra Ga such that if a < b there exists
a continuous representation faυ:Gb —• Ga. Let G = UXΛ e Π ^ such that

aβJ

fal)Xb=Xa, all a,beJ with α<ί>] . Then G is a closed topological sub-
algebra of the direct product.

In analogy to A. Weil [7, p. 23], G will be called the projective
limit of the Ga (G=\ιmGa) if the following hold:
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LP I: If a < b < c, facXc=fab(LcXc);
LP II : fab is a continuous open homomorphism of Gb onto Ga;
LP III: fa, the natural projection of G into Ga, is continuous and

onto.
(Remark: fa open is implied by fab open, (see [7, p. 24])

In particular, if the Ga are finite dimensional Lie algebras with the
usual topology as a Euclidean space, we get the following.

THEOREM 2.3. Let Ga9 aeJ, be a system of finite dimensional Lie
algebras satisfying LP I and

LP I F : fab is a representation onto.

Then G as defined in Definition 2.2 will necessarily satisfy LP II and
LP III and hence 6r=lim Ga.

Proof. LP IF implies LP II, since for finite dimensional vector
spaces a representation onto is both continuous and open in the usual
topology. That LP III is satisfied follows directly from the theory of
linearly compact vector spaces [3 Ch. Ill, § 27]. In fact, this result
holds for an inverse system of finite dimensional vector spaces.

DEFINITION 2.4. If G=lim Ga, Ga finite dimensional Lie algebras,
then G will be called an LP algebra.

LEMMA 2.5. Let G=lim Ga, where the Ga's are complete topological
Lie algebras, with homomorphisms fa and fab satisfying LP I, II, and
III. Let Na be the kernel of fa, then

A. Every neighborhood of zero in G contains an Na

B. For each Naf Nb; there exists an Nc C Na f\ Nb.
C. G is complete.

Proof. It is easy to show (see [7]) that a fundamental system
of neighborhoods of zero in G is given by fά\Va), aeJ, and Va running
through a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in Ga. Condi-
tion A then follows directly.

If c > α , 6 then Nc obviously satisfies B. Condition C is immediate
from the definition of G.

LEMMA 2.6. Given a topological Lie algebra G containing closed
ideals Na satisfying A, B, C; then lim G/Na exists and is isomorphic to
G (where we define α < 6 if NaZ2 Nb and let fm:GINb-+GlNa be the
natural homomorphism).
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Proof. Since the Conditions A, B, C are identical to those for
topological groups [7, p. 25] it follows that G is isomorphic to \imGjNa

as an additive topological group. The lemma now follows since the Na

are ideals.

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose G=-\imGa, Ga fiinite dimensional. If K is
a closed subalgebra of G, then K=\im Kaf where Ka is the image of K in
Ga. If K is a closed ideal in G> then GIK==\im GJKa. In particular,
G/K is complete.

Proof. If fab:Gb->Ga (α<6), then fah:Kh^Ka satisfies LP I, IF.
Hence lim Ka exists. Since K maps onto Kay K is dense in lim Kaf [7].
Since K is closed, K^\\mKa.

Likewise GJKaf aeJ, satisfy LP I, II where fah:GhIKh-> GJKa is
induced by fab. Hence lim Ga/Ka exists. The natural maps pa:Ga-+
GJKa evidently induce a map p:G ~> lim GJKa defined by: p{Xa} = {paXa} >
{Xa} eG. This definition is legitimate since:

faυ(PυXυ)-Pa(fabXύ-Pa(Xa) , α < 6.

This in turn induces a map i:GIK-* lim GJKa. We have to show that
i is an isomophism.

By its definition i is evidently continuous and one-to-one into. We
show that it is an isomorphism into. Since the natural map of G onto
GjK is open, it is sufficient to show that if W is a neighborhood in G
then p(W)=p(W-hK) is open. Now if W is a neighborhood in (?, take
V-hV C.W. Then V contains an Na, kernel of fa:G -* Ga (Lemma 2.5).
Then p(W) contains p(V)+p(Na). Now (p{V))a^pafa{V)> is an open
neighborhood in GaiKa; and the preimage in lim GJKa of a neighbor-
hood in GJKa is a neighborhood in :'?GJKa. But if (p(X))aepafa(V)f

XeG then Xaefa(V) + Ka and hence Xe V±Na+KC W+K. But this
implies that i is open in i(GfK) and hence is an isomorphism into.

It remains to show that i is onto. But this follows since as an
abstract vector space G is linearly compact [3]. Hence

A fZλvΛYa) Φ Φ, {Ya} e lim GJKa
aβJ

since the intersection is nonempty for any finite subset of J.

LEMMA 2.8. Let θ be a continuous representation of an U?-algebra
G into an LP-algebra H. Then the image of G in H is a closed sub-
algebra of H.

Proof. Suppose G=limGa, aeJ; i?===limi?&, beK; Ga and Hb finite
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dimensional. Consider the map pb:G->Hb, composed of θ and the pro-
jection of H onto Hb. This takes G onto a subalgebra H\ of Hb.
Obviously, the H'b, beK, define a closed subalgebra H'=\\mH'b of H
under the induced system of representations. Also Θ(G)CZH/.

Let Y={Yb} be in H'. The preimage pb\Yb) is a closed linear
variety in G. Since G is linearly compact, f\ pb\Yb) is nonempty, as
the intersection of a finite number is clearly nonempty. Hence there
exists XeG such that pb(X) = Yb, all beK. Hence G maps onto H'.
As H' is closed, this proves the Lemma.

LEMMA 2.9. Let θ be a continuous representation of an LP-algebra
G onto an \Ή-algebra H. Then θ is open.

Proof. Let K be the kernel of θ. By Theorem 2.7, G\K is an LP-
algebra. Hence it is clearly sufficient to prove the Lemma in the case
that the map is also one-to-one.

Hence let θ be a continuous one-to-one representation of G onto H.
Suppose G=\\mGjKa

m

f Ka, aeJ, closed ideals in G and GjKa finite di-
mensional. By Lemma 2.8, θ(Ka) is a closed ideal in H. Further
Hjθ(Ka) is finite dimensional and hence is (topologically) isomorphic to
G\Ka. Since θ is continuous every neighborhood of H contains some
θ(Ka). It follows from Lemma 2.6 that

H=lim H!θ{Ka)=\ιm

Clearly, the isomorphism so induced is the same map as θ.

THEOREM 2.10. If Gτ and G2 are two IS?-algebras with the same
underlying abstract algebra G, then Gλ and G% have the same topology.

Proof. By Lemma 2.9 it is sufficient to construct an LP-algebra
Gϋ whose underlying abstract algebra is G and such that the identity
maps of Go into Gλ and G% are both continuous. Let Ka9 aeJ, be the
set of all abstract ideals in G which have finite codimension. As is
well known, if Ka and Kb have finite codimension, so does Ka Γ\ Kb. It
follows that GIKa, aeJ, satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.3, where
we define 6 > α if KbCZKa and fab\G\Kb-*G\Ka is the natural projec-
tion. Let (?0=lim GjKa' We claim the underlying abstract algebra of
Go is G.

Now G is linearly compact since it is the underlying algebra of Gx

and G2. Let pa:G-+G!Ka be the natural map. If Y={Ya} eG0, then
Γ\ Pά^Ya) is nonempty, since the intersection of a finite number is non-
empty. Hence there exists XeG such that pa(X) = Yu, a l lαeJ . Hence
the map p:X -> pa(X) take G onto GQ. p is one-to-one, since for every
XeG there is a Ka such that pa(X) is not zero, because the identity
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map of say G onto Gx is one-to-one.
Now G1=lim Gλ\Kb, beJ', Jf a subset of J. p-ι:GQ-^Gι is an iso-

morphism of this underlying abstract algebras and is continuous since
J' is a subset of J. Hence the theorem follows by Lemma 2.9.

COROLLARY 2.11. Let G be an abelian LP-algebra. Then G is the
direct product of 1-dimensional algebras. In particular, the underlying
topological vector space of an LF-algebra is algebraically and topological-
ly the direct product of 1-dimensional vector spaces.

3. Lie algebra of an LP^group

DEFINITION 3.1. Let ga9 aeJbe Lie groups. Suppose g=\imga,
the limit satisfying LP I, II, III of A. Weil [7]. Then we call g an
LP-group. (Note that g is complete since the ga are complete.)

DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose g=\imga, ga connected Lie groups. Let
Ga be the Lie algebra of ga. Then the homomorphisms fab:gb -> ga (a < b)
induce homomorphisms dfab:Gb -> Ga satisfying LP I, II of Definition 2.1.
Hence the Ga9 aeJ, have a limit G. G is called the Lie algebra of g.

We show in Lemma 3.4 below that G is independent (in a natural
sense) of the representation of g as a limit of Lie groups.

DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose g=\imga, ga connected Lie groups. Let
G, G=\imGa, be the Lie algebra of g. Then we define a continuous
map

exp:G -• g, exp {Xa} = {exp Xa), {Xa} e G .

This mapping is legitimate, since if fab:gb ~> ga then

/α&(exp Xb)~ £ χ P dfabXb=exp Xa

and hence {exp Xa) e g .

LEMMA 3.4. Suppose g=\\mga, ga connected Lie groups, aeJ; h=
\imhb, hb connected Lie groups, beK. Let G=limGa, H=limHb be the
corresponding Lie algebras. If θ:g~->h is an isomorphism then we can
define an isomorphism dθ:G -> H such that

0(exp X)=exp dθ(X), XeG

Proof. Let fa:g ~> ga and fb:h-+hb be the natural maps. Let na

and nh be the kernels of fa and fb respectively. Let beK. Since hb

is a Lie group there is a neighborhood Vh of hb which contains no non-
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trivial subgroups (that is, hb doesn't have arbitrarily small subgroups).

Since fbθ: g -+ hb is continuous, there is a neighborhood W in g which

maps into Vb. But W contains some na and this na must go into the

unit element of hb. This defines a homomorphism θϋa:ga~^hb such that

this condition characterizing θba.

If α > α ' , a and a' in J, then fa=faa>fa> and θhafaa,fa,=fυθ. Hence

ΰbafaa' = θι>a>> Similarly, if δ ' < 6 , Λ A ^ ^ . The induced homomor-
phisms of the corresponding Lie algebras therefore satisfy

dθbadfaa,=dθba,, dfbrbdθba=dθb,a .

It follows that the maps dθba define a continuous representation d# of
G into # , where dθ(X), X= {XJ e G, is defined by

This map is well defined because of the conditions satisfied above, and
is continuous because dθba is continuous.

Similarly for each aeJ, we can find a beK and a homomorphism

Φah'K-^ΰa such that faθ~1=Φabf))' This defines a continuous representa-
tion d^ of H into (r. Because of the conditions satisfied by the maps
one sees easily that: dθdψ:H —> H and dψdθ:G -> G are the identities,
and hence that dθ is an isomorphism.

Since dθbadfa=dfbdθ by definition, we have

By Definition 3.3, this implies that #(exp X)=exp dO(X).

THEOREM 3.5. Suppose g=limga9 ga connected Lie groups. Let G
= limGα be the corresponding Lie algebra. Then g is the closed subgroup
generated by the elements of the form expX, XeG.

Proof. Since G maps onto Ga, expXα for X e G generates ga, and
exp G generates a dense subgroup of g, proving the theorem.

LEMMA 3.6. Suppose G=limGa, Ga finite dimensional Lie algebras.
Then the underlying space of G is arcwise connected.

Proof. Since G is a topological vector space it is arcwise connected
by straight lines.

LEMMA 3.7. Suppose g=\imga9 ga connected Lie groups. Then g is
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connected and the arcwise connected component of g is dense in g.

Proof. The map exp:(? ~> g is continuous. Hence if A is the image
of G, A is arcwise connected. Hence An is arcwise connected. Hence

0 An is arcwise connected. By Theorem 3.5 this is dense in g. Hence g
1

is connected.

T H E O R E M 3.8. Let (ga), aeJ be a system of connected Lie groups
satisfying LP I, II of A. Weil [1]; then g=({xa} e ΐ[Ga; fai>Xj>^%a, att

a€J

a,beJ with α < 6 ) satisfies LP III, and hence:

Proof. Let Ga be the Lie algebra of ga. Then the (Ga), aeJ
satisfy LP I, II of Definition 1.1. Hence they have a limit G. Let X
eG, then if X== {Xa} we have ex$Xaega and {expJζJ eg, since:

fab exp Xb= exp dfabXb==exp Xa, a < b

But elements of the form expXa generate ga since G maps onto Ga.
Hence g maps onto ga. Hence g=ϊimga .

LEMMA 3.9. Let g=\\mga, ga arbitrary Lie groups. Let g°a be the
connected component of the identity of ga. Then the (g°a), aeJ form a
system of groups satisfying LP I, II of A. Weil. Let #°=lim g°a, then g°
is the connected component of g.

Proof. Since fab:gb ~~> ga is continuous, open and g°b is open in gfn

it takes gl onto gl. Hence the ,(#£), aeJ satisfy LP I, II. By Theorem
3.8 they have a limit g°. g° may obviously be considered as a subgroup
of g, closed since complete.

By Lemma 3.7, g° is connected and hence contained in the connect-
ed component of g. On the other hand, if gλ is the connected compo-
nent of g, faiΰi) is connected and hence contained in gl. Hence gλ is
contained in the limit of the g°a. Hence gι=g°.

DEFINITION 3.10. Let g be a topological group. If the connected
component of the identity of g is an LP-group, we define the Lie alge-
bra of g as the Lie algebra of its connected component.

REMARK. According to the result of Yamabe [8], every locally
compact group is a generalized Lie group. This implies in particular
that its connected component is an LP-group. Hence every locally com-
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pact group has a Lie algebra.

THEOREM 3.11. Let g and h be topological groups for which Lie
Algebras G and H are defined (Definition 3.10). Let f be a continuous
representation of g into h, then f induces a unique continuous representa-
tion of G into H such that /(exp X)=exp df(X), XeG.

Proof, Obviously / defines a continuous representation of the con-
nected component of g into the connected component of h. Assume
therefore that g and h are connected.

Suppose g=limga, h=\imhb (ga, hb connected Lie groups). The map
g -> h-> hb induces a map of ga -> hb for some a, since hb doesn't have
arbitrarily small subgroups. This in turn induces a map of Ga —> Hb

and hence of G into Hϋ. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is easy to
see that the maps G -> Hb induce a continuous representation of G into
H, df:G -> H; such that /(exp X)-exp df{X).

Suppose there are two such representations, say df and df. Then

(dfX)b φ (dfX)b some b and X. Since any neighborhood of zero genera-

tes G, and since df, df are linear; we can chose X such that dfX and

dfX are in any desired neighborhood of 0 in Hb. For a sufficiently

small neighborhood exp is one-to-one on Hb. Hence (exj)dfX)b

Φ(expdfX)b, a contradiction.

COROLLARY. // g is connected and f, fλ are two representations of
g into h such that df=df, then f=f1.

Proof. Since /(exp X)=exp dfX = exp dfτX=fΎ (exp X) and since
exp G generates a dense subgroup of g, we have / = / i .

LEMMA 3.12. Let g and h be locally compact topological group and
g connected, G and H their Lie algebras. Let f be a continuous open
homomorphism of g onto h, then df is a continuous open homomorphism
of G onto H.

Proof. According to A. Weil [7], if k is the kernel of /, we may
take g=\imga, k=\imka, ka the image of k in ga1 and h=\im gjka, ga

and ka Lie groups.
Then G=\im Ga, Ga the Lie algebra of ga. Let K be the Lie algebra

of k; then K=\\mK(n Ka the Lie algera of ka. Then the Lie algebra
of gjka is GJKa [1]. Hence H^limGJK,. By Theorem 2.5, H=G\K.
It is easy to check that for df\G ~>G\K that /(exp X)= expdfX.
So that the natural map of G onto GjK is df. (Note: By a generaliza-
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tion of Pontrjagin's theorem on groups satisfying the second axiom of
countability; if / is continuous and onto it is automatically open.)

4, Universal covering group*

DEFINITION 4.1. Suppose g=limga, (ga), a e J connected Lie groups.

Let ga be the simply connected covering group of ga. The map fab

taking gb onto ga (a <C b) induces an open homomorphism fab of gb onto

ga. Hence the (ga), aeJ satisfy LP I, II and therefore have a limit

g (Theorem 3.8). g is a complete, connected group, g is called the

universal covering group of g.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G be the Lie algebra of g. Then g has the
Lie algebra G, and there exists a continuous representation w taking g
onto a dense subgroup of g such that dιv:G-+G is the identity.

Proof. The covering homomorphisms ιva:g->ga induce a continuous
representation of g into g. Since dwa:Ga->Ga is the identity, it follows
that dw is the identity. Since wa maps ga onto ga it follows that w(g)
is dense in g.

PROPOSITION 4.3. The kernel of w is totally disconnected and is in

the center.

Proof. If k is the kernel of w, it follows from the definition of
w that the image fjk) of k in ga belongs to the kernel of wa. But
this kernel is discrete and hence fa(k) is discrete, and therefore closed
in ga. It follows that the fa(k) satisfy LP I, II and since k is closed,
k=\imfa(k). Hence k is the protective limit of discret groups. It
follows from Lemma 3.9 that k is totally disconnected. Further, a
totally disconnected normal subgroup of a connected group belongs to
the center.

LEMMA 4.4. Let g be a connected LP-group with Lie algebra G.

Let h be any other connected LF-group with Lie algebra H isomorphic to

G. Then there exists an isomorphism of their universal covering groups

f:g ~>h such that df is the given isomorphim of G onto H.

Proof. Suppose g=\imga, h=\imhb; then Ίι^\imhb, g=\\mga and

G=lim Ga, i?=lim Hb. The homomorphism G -> H-> Hb induces a homo-

morphism Ga -> Hb for some a, since Hb has no small subgroups when

considered as an additive group. This in turn induces a homomorphism

of ga onto Ίιb. Similary there exist homomorphisms of hb onto ga, aeJ,
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some b. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, it is easy to see that this

implies that there exists an isomorphism f:g-> h. The induced homo-
morphism df:G->H such that /(expX)==expd/(X), is obviously the
original isomorphism of G onto H.

DEFINITION 4.5. Let g and h be connected LP-groups, G and H
their Lie algebras. A continuous representation w of g into h such
that dw is an isomorphism of G onto H is called a covering map and g
is called a covering group of h, (g, w) is called the covering.

PROPOSITION 3.6. w(g) is dense in h.

Proof. In fact w(expX)=expdw(X), XeG. But expdw(X), XeG
generates a dense subgroup of h since <iw is onto.

We now give a purely topological definition of covering space for
arcwise connected spaces due to Novosad [5] and show that the arc
component of the identity gc of g in Definition 4.5 is actually a cover-
ing space in this sense of the arc component of the identity hG of h.
(Note that gc is dense in g, Lemma 3.7) Similarly, we show the arc
component of the identity of the universal covering group is a universal
covering space.

DEFINITION 4.7. (Novosad) Let A be an arcwise connected space,
aeA. Let f:(B, b)-+(A, a) be a continuous map of an arcwise con-
nected space B into A taking 6 into a. Then (/, B, b) is called a
covering space of (A, α), if given any contractible space C, and point
ceC which is a deformation retract of C, and a map <x:(C, c)->(A, c),
then there exists a map cc:(C, c) -> (B, b) which is unique with respect
to the property fa=a.

Let (PA, α#) be the pair consisting of the space of paths starting
from aeA, with the compact open topology, of an arbitrary topological
space A, and the constant path α# at aeA. A continuous map f:(B, b)
->(A, a) induces a continuous map /#:(P Λ , 6#) -> (PA, α#) defined by:

/#(p)(ί)=/(2>(ί)), ^ e P £ , ί e / (the unit interval)

It is then easy to see that Definition 4.7 is equivalent to the following.

DEFINITION 4.7\ Let f:(B, b)-+(A, a) be a continuous map of an
arcwise connected space B into an arcwise connected space A taking
beB into aeA. Then (/, B, b) is called a covering space of (̂ 4, a) if
f#:(PB, b#)->(PΛ, α#) is a homeomorphism onto.
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PROPOSITION 4.8, Definitions 4.7 and 4.7' are equivalent.

Proof.
(4.7) implies (4.70 by Lemma 2.3 of [5].
(4.70 implies (4.7); since, let λA:PA-*A9 λA{p)=p(l), pePA. Then

λA defines a fiber space (in the sense of Serre) which obviously satisfies
the covering homotopy theorem for arbitrary spaces. Hence if a:(C, c)
~> {A, a) is homotopic to tne constant map the homotopy may be lifted
to (PA, α#) and hence to (PB, δ#) by the homeomorphism of (4.70- λB

maps the image into (B, b). The endpoint of the homotopy gives the
desired covering of (4.7). The uniquenes follows since any point of
C describes a path under the retraction and the image of this path in
B is unique since covering paths are unique by (4.70-

DEFINITION 4.9. An arcwise connected space A is called simply
connected if every covering space (4.7) of (A, a) is trivial. This pro-
perty is independent of the base point aeA (see [5]).

Let ΩA be the (closed) subspace of PA consisting of closed paths
(that is, the loop space). Let Ω°A be the arc component of a% in ΩA.

THEOREM 4.10. Let A be an arcwise and locally arcwise connected
space, aeA\ then if ΩA is connected {not necessarily arcwise connected)
and ΩA is dense in ΩA, A is simply connected (Definition 4.9).

Proof. Let (/, B, b) be a covering space of (A, a). Then f#:PB

-> PA is a homeomorphism, and hence f% maps ΩB homeomorphically
into ΩA. But every loop in A contractible to a may be lifted to a uni-
que loop in B (see proof of 4.8), hence f%(ΩB) 3 ΩC

A. But f%(ΩB) is
closed in PA. Hence / # maps ΩB onto ΩA.

Now this means that f:B -> A is one-to-one. For if /#(p)(l)=/#(ΐ>0
•(1), P, P' e PB, then p(l)=-pf(l); since / # p and f%pf having the some
endpoint form a loop in A, and hence must come from a loop in B by
the above. Also p(l)^p;(l) implies (f%p)(ΐ) = (f#pf)(l). Hence since λB\
PB-> B, and λA:PA-+A (the endpoint maps) are onto, / is one-to-one.

Further λA is both continuous and open [4, Lemma 4] since A is
locally arcwise connected, hence the continuous map ^Bf'

U'PA~^ B in-
duces a continuous map f~x:A-^ B. This proves the theorem.

We now apply the above to LP-groups. We remark that if g is a
topological group; then Pg, the space of paths of g beginning at the
identity, may be made into a topological group by pointwise multiplica-
tion of paths. Then Ωg is a closed normal subgroup.

LEMMA 4,11. Let g=\imga, ga IΛe groups; then Pg=limPga.
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Proof. First /«:#-> #α has a local cross-section. In fact, it is
obvious that dfa:G -> Ga has a cross-section since these spaces are linear,
further ga has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to a neighborhood
of Ga and exp:Gr-># is continuous.

Now Pg is arcwise connected, hence fί:Pg ->Pg will be onto if the
image covers a neighborhood of the identity. But this follows from the
local cross-section of ga in g. In fact, a fundamental system of neighbor-
hoods of the identity in Pa is obtained from a fundamental system of
neighborhoods of the identity in g by taking all those paths that are
contained in a given neighborhood of the identity in g. Also it follows
that fl is open.

If V is a neighborhood of the identity in g that contains the kernel
K of fa, then the corresponding neighborhood in Pg contains P f c , and
this last is clearly the kernel of /*. Finally, Pg is complete since g is
complete. Hence all the conditions for a projective limit are satisfied
and the lemma follows.

LEMMA 4.12. If g=\ιmga, ga simply connected Lie groups, then Ωg

=\\m Ωg .

Pooof. The proof is the same as above, using the fact that since
ga is simply connected, Ωg is arcwise connected.

LEMMA 4.13. // g=\imga, ga simply connected, then Ωc

0 is dense in
Ωg and Ωg is connected.

Proof. Since fa'9-*9a has local cross-sections (see 4.11), it defines
a principal fiber bundle and hence satisfies the covering homotopy
theorem of [6]. Hence since every loop in ga is contractible each loop
may be lifted to a contractible loop in g. Hence Ω°σ maps onto Ωg , all α.
Hence Ωc

g is dense in Ωg. The last statement then follows.

LEMMA 4.14. // g=\ϊmga, ga simply connected, then PgjΩ^gc.

Proof. For Lie groups, PgJΩg » g a , since ga is locally arcwise
connected and hence the map of Pg onto ga is open (see [7]). Since
Pg maps continuously onto Pg , Pg maps continuously onto Pg IΩg TO ga.

(I & ύl

The induced map of Pg into g=\imga is obviously λg, and this induces a
continuous one-to-one map of Pg\Ωg onto gc C 9. Hence it is sufficient
to show that Pg\Ωg has the proper topology as a subgroup of g.

The neighborhoods of the identity in Pg\Ωg are of the form VΩg,
where V is the preimage in Pg of a neighborhood Va in Pga. But this
is the preimage in Pg\Ωg of the neighborhood VaΩg in Pg \Ωg τ& ga.
Hence the Lemma follows.
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THEOREM 4.15. // g=\imga, ga simply connected Lie groups, then
gc (the arc-component of the identity) is arcwise connected, locally arc-
wise connected, and simply connected (Definition 4.9).

Proof. gc is locally arcwise connected since Pg is obviously so.
Hence by Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 and Theorem 4.10, gG is simply con-
nected.

COROLLARY 4.16. If g is the universal covering group (4.1) of a
metrisάble hP-group or a connected locally compact group, then g is arc-
wise connected, locally arcwise connected and simply connected.

Proof. For metrisable groups, Pg is metrisable and complete.
Hence PgjΩg»g° is complete and thus gc=g. The result for locally
compact groups will follow from Theorem 4.25.

We write again w for the map of Definition 4.5 cut down to gc.

LEMMA 4.17. (w, gc, e) is a covering space (Definition 4.7) of
(h\ e).

Proof. First assume g=h the universal covering group of h. Then

if h=limha, h=\imha and since P% » Ph (this is obvious for Lie groups),

Pύ τ& lim P% ?& lim Ph τ& Ph. Further, this isomorphism is clearly in-
CO (I

duced by the covering map w.
Now let (g, w) be any covering group of h. Then h^g by (4.4)

and hence Pg ~ Pg^ Ph^ PA . Since g -> g —• h is the same as g —> h -> h.
The isomorphism Pg τ& Ph is induced by w. Hence (w, gc, e) satisfies
(4.7)'.

THEOREM 4.18. If g and h are LF-groups, G and H their Lie

algebras, g and h their universal covering groups, Pg and Ph their group
of paths, Ωc

g and ΩG

h the arc component of the identity in their group of
loops, respectively; then the following are equivalent:

(a) G isomorphic to H (b) g isomorphic to h
(c) Pg isomorphic to PΛ such that the isomorphism takes Ωc

g onto Ωc

h.

Proof.

(a) implies (b) follows from (4.4).
(b) implies (a) follows from (4.2).

(b) implies (c): Pg ~ PΈ by (4.17). Also fl|~βj under the same
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map since every contractible loop in g may be lifted to g (see proof of
4.8).

(c) implies (b): writing ΊΐG

σ for the closure of Ω% in Pg, we have

gc ~ PQ\Ωη ~ Pg\Ωc

g ~ Ph\~Ω\ ~ PκlΩκ ~ h°, since Ωc

g is dense in Ω-g. Hence

g c^h.

LEMMA 4.19. Every LP-algebra is the Lie algebra of an LP-group.

Proof. By assumption, if G is an LP-algebra then G=\imGa, Ga

finite dimensional. Let ga be the simply connected groups correspond-
ing to Ga. The homomorphisms of Ga onto Gb (a<Cb), induce homo-
morphisms of ga onto gb which satisfy LP I, II. Hence they have a
limit g (Theorem 3.8). But g obviously has Lie algebra G.

DEFINITION 4.20. The group g defined in the proof of (4.19) is
called the universal group corresponding to G.

LEMMA 4.21. Let g be a universal LP-group then every covering
group {h, w) {Definition 4.5) is trivial, that is, w is an isomorphism of
h onto g.

Proof. hc is a trivial covering of gc. Since h and g are complete
and h° and gc are dense, the lemma follows.

THEOREM 4.22. Let h be an LP-group and let H be its Lie algebra.
Let G be an LP-algebra and g the universal group corresponding to G.
Let θ be a continuous representation of G into H. Then θ induces a
continuous representation f of g into h such that df=θ.

Proof. If h=\imhb, hb Lie groups; then H=\imHb, Hb finite di-
mensional Lie algebras. Suppose G=liτnGa, Ga finite dimensional. Let
ga be the simply connected group corresponding to Ga, g=\imga. The
map G->H~+Hb induces a map Ga~>Hb, some a. But this in turn
induces a map ga -> hb and hence a map of g -> hb for every ό. It is
easy to see that this defines a map f:g->h such that df=θ.

THEOREM 4.23. The universal covering group g of a connected local-
ly compact group g is the direct product of simply connected Lie groups.
More explicitly g Cίhxaxs, where h is a simply connected Lie group,
a is the {possibly infinite) direct product of the reals and s is the {pos-
sibly infinite) direct product of simple simply connected compact Liq
groups.
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Proof. According to Yamabe [8] and Iwasawa (Theorem 11 of [2]),
g is locally the direct product of a local Lie group h' and a compact
normal subgroup k. Now k=limka, where ka=k[na, na normal in k
and hence in g (Theorem 4 of [2]). Hence g=^\\mgn, where ga=fflna.
Evidently ga is locally isomorphic to hf x ka; and hence to hr x k°a, k°a con-
nected component of ka (since ka a Lie group).

Since faϋ:gb ~> ga takes kb onto ka, it takes kl onto k°a. Hence fab

induces a homomorphism of hxkl onto hxkl, where h is the simply

connected group associated with hf and k°a is the simply connected co-

vering group of ka. If kΌ=limk°a, then kxk°=limhxk°a; hxkl is the

simply connected covering group of ga and hence hxk° is the universal

covering group of g.
Since k° is the universal covering group of k°, k° connected com-

ponent of k; the problem is reduced to considering the universal cover-
ing group of a compact connected group.

According to A. Weil (p. 91 of [7]), k° is isomorphic to (arxs)/d,
where af is a compact abelian connected group, s is the (possibly in-
finite) direct product of simple simply connected compact Lie groups,

and d is totally disconnected. It is evident that k°==axs, where a is
the universal covering group of a'. Since a' in the projective limit of
toroidal groups, a is the projective limit of vector groups, and hence is
the direct product of the reals (2.11). This proves the theorem.

COROLLARY 4.24. If g is a locally compact group, then its Lie algebra
G has the form G=HxAxS, where H is a finite dimensional Die alge-
bra, A is the product (possibly infinite) of 1-dimensional Lie algebras,
and S is the (possibly infinite) direct product of simple compact Lie
algebras.

EXAMPLE 1. Let g=llTa, aeJ, Ta isomorphic to the torus group,
all α. Then g is compact. But g==-ΠRa, Ra isomorphic to the additive
group of reals, aeJ. Hence for J infinite, g is not locally compact.

EXAMPLE 2. Let P be the p-adic solenoid (See for example: Eilen-
berg and Steenrod, Foundations of algebraic topology, p. 230). P is a
compact connected group and is the projective limit of torus groups.
If T is the multiplicative group of all complex numbers z with |z| = l,
the projections φ:T->T are given by φ(z)=zp, p an integer, ψ induces
the map φ:R~+R, ψ(x)=px, which is an isomorphism of the additive
group of the reals onto itself. Hence the universal covering group of
P, which is the projective limit of the reals under these isomorphisms,
is itself the additive group of reals. Hence the Lie algebra of P is 1-
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dimensional. As is well known (see above reference) R maps continu-
ously, one-to-one onto a dense subgroup of P, not the whole group.
The map is not open and not onto P. More generally we have the
following.

EXAMPLE 3. Let g be a connected, but not locally connected, local-
ly compact group. Let {g, w) be its universal covering group. Then
w:g -> g is not both open onto. Consequently, if g is locally compact,
w is neither open (on the image) nor onto.

In fact g is locally connected. Hence if w is open and onto, g would
be locally connected. If g is locally compact then if w is open on w(g),
w(g) would be locally compact, hence closed, hence w{g)=g. On the
other hand, if w is onto and g connected locally compact, w is open.

Hence, in particular we have the following. Let g be a connect-
ed, but not locally connected finite dimensional locally compact group.
Then g is locally compact (a Lie group) and hence w is neither open
nor onto.

EXAMPLE 4. Not every complete topological Lie algebra is an LP-
algebra. In fact an infinite dimensional Banach space cannot contain
arbitrarily small subspaces and cannot be an abelian LP-algebra.

5 Subgroups and subalgebras

DEFINITION 5.1. Let g be an LP-group. An LP-group h is called
an LF-subgroup of g if h is an abstract subgroup and the inclusion map
f:h-+g is a continuous representation such that df:H->G is an isomor-
phism into.

THEOREM 5.2. Let g=\imga be a LP-group; G=limG α its Lie alge-
bra. Let H be a closed subalgebra of G, then H=\imHa where Ha is the
image of H in Ga. Let ha be the analytic subgroup of ga corresponding
to Ha. Then h=\\mha exists and is a connected ILΫ-subgroup of g with
Lie algebra H.

Proof. H=limHa follows from Theorem 2.5. Now fa1>:gb-+ ga

induces fab:hb ->ha, onto since the image of hb in ga is the analytic

subgroup of ga whose Lie algebra is Ha [1]. Therefore the ha satisfy

LP I, II and hence have a limit h (Theorem 3.8).
Obviously h is an abstract subgroup of g and the maps ha -> ga

induce a continuous one-to-one representation of h into gf namely the
inclusion map. Obviously df is the inclusion map of H into G and hence
an isomorphism into.
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LEMMA 5.3. Let h be the hF-subgroup of g defined in Theorem 5.2.
Let hf be any other connected hF-subgroup with Lie algebra H' and such
that the inclusion map f'\hf —> g induces an isomorphism df of Ή! onto
H. Then hr is a covering group of h and the covering map is abstract-
ly an inclusion.

Proof. Suppose h'=limtύ, hi Lie groups. The map hf->g->ga

induces a map hi -> ga, for some b. But the image of hi in ga is the
analytic subgroup whose Lie algebra is Ha, the image of JEζ in Ga.
Hence, h'b —> ha is continuous and open, and induces h' -* ha continuous,
open. This induces a continuous representation θ:hf ~+h such that dθ
is the isomorphism dg''. Since hf is contained abstractly in g, its ele-
ments are determined by their coordinates in ga. Hence θ is an abstract
inclusion of h' in h.

COROLLARY. The subgroup h defined in Theorem 5.2 is uniquely
characterized by Lemma 5.3.

Proof. Suppose h and hf are two connected LP-subgroups such
that h is a covering group of hr and h' is a covering group of h, and
such that the covering maps are abstract inclusions. Then the maps
h->h' ->h and h' -+h->hf are both the identity. Hence h=h'.

DEFINITION 5.4. The LP-subgroup h of g defined in Theorem 5.2
is called the canonical hF-subgroup corresponding to the subalgebra H
of G.

We have proved the following.

THEOREM 5.5. Let g be an LP-group, G its Lie algebra. There
exists a one to one correspondence between canonical Fh-subgroups of g
and closed subalgebras of G.

THEOREM 5.6. Let g be the universal group corresponding to an LP-
algebra G. Let k be a closed normal connected subgroup of g. Then k
is the canonical hF-subgroup corresponding to an ideal in G. Converse-
ly, the canonical hF-subgroup corresponding to an ideal in G is a closed
normal connected topological subgroup of g.

Proof. Let k be a closed, normal, connected subgroup of g. Sup-
pose g-=\\m.ga1 ga simply connected Lie groups. Let the image of k in

ga be ka. The closure ka of ka in ga is a closed connected normal sub-

group of ga. Let K(ί be the ideal of Ga corresponding to ka.

The image by fab of kb in ga (a < 6), is the analytic subgroup of ga

corresponding to the image of Kυ in Ga. But the image is an ideal in
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Ga, hence the corresponding analytic subgroup is a closed normal con-

nected subgroup of ga. Hence ka CZfabiK). On the other hand since

/ α δ is continuous, fab(kϋ) <Zka. Hence fah{kυ)=ka.

Hence /b/=lim^2 exists and is a closed normal subgroup of g, and
is the canonical LP-subgroup corresponding to K=AimKa. On the other
hand, k < K!'; but k maps onto ka, a dense subgroup of ka. Hence k
is dense in kf and k=k' since k is closed.

The converse is obvious since the analytic subgroups of ga corres-
ponding to ideals are closed topological subgroups.

EXAMPLE. Consider the p-adic solenoid of Example 2, § 4. The
additive group of reals R may be considered as an LP-subgroup of the
p-adie solenoid P. Then P itself is the canonical LP-subgroup corres-
ponding to the Lie algebra of R.
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NOTE ON NORMAL NUMBERS

CALVIN T. LONG

Introduction* Let a be a real number with fractional part .a
when written to base r. Let Yn denote the block of the first n digits
in this representation and let N(d, Yn) denote the number of occurrences
of the digit ίί in ΓB. The number a is said to be simply normal to
base r if

lim

for each of the r distinct choices of d. α is said to be normal to base
r if each of the numbers a, roc, r2a, are simply normal to each of
the bases r, r2, r3, . These definitions, due to Emile Borel [1], were
introduced in 1909. In 1940 S. S. Pillai [3] showed that a necessary
and sufficient condition that a be normal to base r is that it be simply
normal to each of the bases r, r2, r3, , thus considerably reducing
the number of conditions needed to imply normality. The purpose of
the present note is to show that a is normal to base r if and only if
there exists a set of positive integers m1 < m% < ra3 < such that a
is simply normal to base rm* for each i l > l , and also to show that no
finite set of m's will suffice.

Notation- We make use of the following additional conventions.
If Bk is any block of k digits to base r, N(Bk, Yn) will denote the

number of occurrences of Bk in Yn and N^B^, Yn) will denote the num-
ber of occurrences of Bk starting in positions congruent to i modulo k
in Yn.

The term " relative frequency " will denote the asymptotic frequen-
cy with which an event occurs. For example, Bk occurs in (α), the
fractional part of a, with relative frequency r~k if limiV^, Yn)ln=r~k.

Proof of the theorems. The following lemmas are easily proved.

m

LEMMA 1. If lim Σ/*(*&)=1 an^ if lim in f/^ra)^ 1/m for

i=l, 2, , m; then lim/έ(%)=l/m for each i.

LEMMA 2. The real number a is simply normal to base rh if and

Received July 5, 1956. Results in this paper were included in a doctoral dissertation
written under the direction of Professor Ivan Niven at the University of Oregon. 1955.
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only if Mm. N^B^ Yn)ln=llkrk for every block Bk of k digits to base r.

THEOREM 1. The real number a is normal to base r if and only if
there exist positive integers mι<^mz<Cms<C* such that a is simply
normal to each of the bases rmi, rm2, rm3,

Proof. The necessity of the condition follows immediately from the
definition of normality.

Now suppose the condition of the theorem prevails. Let v be an
arbitrary positive integer and let Bv be an arbitrary block of v digits to
base r. Choose k so large that mk > v. It follows from Lemma 2
that

Y ) i

n-*°° ψι mkr
mk

for each block Amjc of mk digits to base r. If Bv occurs exactly t=t(Am])

times in each Amk, then it follows that

n

where ϊ τ = Σ ί ( A m f c ) with the sum running over all blocks of mfc digits

to base r. Now there are rm*-v distinct blocks Amjc which contain B.

starting in position i for i = l , 2, , mk — v + 1 so that T=(mk — v

Thus it follows that

lim inf M^-Zn) _v- 1
m fcr

v

But, since this argument can be made for arbitrarily large values of k
and mk I> A:, this implies that

With Lemma 1 this implies that

so that α is normal to base r by a result of Niven and Zuckerman [2].
The next theorem implies that no finite set of m's will suffice in

Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. If mlf m2, , ms is an arbitrary collection of distinct
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positive integers, then there exists at least one real number a simply
normal to each of the bases rm\ rmz, , rms but not normal to base r.

Proof, Writing to base rm form the periodic decimal

where m is the least common multiple of mu m2, , ms. It is clear
that a is simply normal to base rm and that it is not normal to base r.
To show that it is simply normal to base rmι for i = l , 2, , s we
prove that if d divides m then a is simply normal to base rd.

Let m=qd and let Bd be an arbitrary but fixed block of d digits to
base r. In view of Lemma 2 it suffices to show that

n

A simple counting process shows that there are precisely (')(rd—l)q~i

distinct blocks Am of m digits to base r which contain Bd exactly i
times starting in a position congruent to one modulo d. Therefore,
since

n-*°° n mrm

for each Am, it follows that

rm £i VVV

n mrm £ί w v tfrώ

as required.
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ON CERTAIN SUMS GENERATING THE DEDEKIND

SUMS AND THEIR RECIPROCITY LAWS

M. MlKOLAS

1. Introduction, Let {u}=-u — [u] denote the fractional part of u
and let ((%))={%}— i Dedekind sums are defined for example, by

>-§ ((ί)X(t))
where h and k are relatively prime positive integers. These sums which
were studied by Dedekind [7], and more recently by Rademacher and
Whiteman [9], [12] in connection with the theory of the modular function
7](τ), occur also in the theory of partitions and in a great number of
special papers. (Cf. for example [1]-[13].) The most important property
of Si{k,, k) is the reciprocity law

(1.2) 81(ht fy+s^k, h) = (h2 + Shk + Icz + l)l(12hk) .

A few years ago, Apostol [1] (for r=v) and Carlitz [3] introduced
and investigated the so-called generalized Dedekind sums

(1.3) 8?\h, k)

Pr denoting the well-known Bernoulli function defined by the expansion

\z\<2π

for Q<Lu<Cl and by Pr(u)=Pr({u}) for u arbitrary real. They found
the corresponding extensions of (1.2) too.

Now, we shall continue to develop these results in two directions.
Next we give a systematic treatment of certain exponential sums (2.1),
(2.3) generating

(1.4) Ua b) = Σ PJ^)PJ^) «, n«0,l, 2, •

with (a, e) = (b, c)=lj c^>0. V̂ e obtain (among others) a three-term
relation of new type (Theorem 1) which implies (in extended form) all
the above reciprocity theorems (see (5.1)-(5.10)). Let us remark that
the sum function (2.5) with other notations is also used in [6]. On the
other hand, we get a functional equation for

Received July 31, 1956.
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(1.5,

where ζ(s, u) is the Hurwitz zeta function (Theorem 2). By

ζ(l-n, u)=-Pn(u)ln

(1.5) can be regarded substantially as a (transcendental) generalization
of (1.4).

2 Preliminaries on &c*(x, y), %mn (
a V In what follows, x9 y>

V c J
w, z denote complex variables, α, 6 and c are integers and e > 0 ; for
brevity we write, as usual, e(z)=eLηtiz.

Let us put

λ ( m o d c ) V i e ) { C

with (α, c)=(6, c) = l, the summation extending over a complete residue
system modulo c. It is obvious that (2.1) is independent of the choice
of this residue system1 and for a=b or c = l , 2 it is independent of α, 6.
The function Sf\x, y) remains unaltered if we change α, b or x, y by
multiplies of c. By this periodicity, it is no restriction to suppose for
example, that 0^3i(^)<c, -c<3t(2/)<;0.

We have S?δ(#, y)=S»c>
a(y, x) and

(2.2) Sc-*'δ(α, 2/)=β(aOS?*(-α, 2/Hl-φ?) ,

since {— w} = 0 or 1 — {u} according as u is an integer or not.
The function

(2.3) &Ax, ί/)=[β(a?)-l]-1[β(2/)-l]-1Sfδ(a?, 2/) x, vΦ§, ± 1 , •••

has corresponding trivial properties in particular, (2.2) implies

(2.4) @β-'»(a?, 2/)=-©f(-a?, ^ - [ e f o ) - ! ] - 1 .

By the definition of Bernoulli functions and (1.4) we obtain

(2.5) xy&/(xl2πi, yβπi)= ± ^ f $ ( a b) \χ\, \y\ < 2π .
m,n=o mini \ e /

Here

1 Hence we see that Sa>b(x, y)=S1>J)'(x, y) for a suitable integer b!\ however, the above

symmetric notation seems the most convenient.
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(2.6) &Ja δ ) = Σ Pn ( l ) =cΎ~nBn rc=0, 1, ,

Bn=Pn(0) denoting the Bernoullian numbers.

Note that %m,n(^ δ ) =J8 Λ | W ( δ aλ and 3m,w(α α ) does not depend on a;

especially we have %mJ )=$c™+n~Ό(b, c), furthermore
\ c /

(2.7) ^ ) ^ ^ )

m, n=0, 1, .

3* Representation by cotangents and Eulerian numbers respectively*
Let c > l . The identity

(3.1) βΣ1

β(.ίί?.)β(i??i)_ [ β(a.)_i ]Γβ(5±

yie lds a f t e r m u l t i p l i c a t i o n b y e\—^—\ ( ^ = 0 , 1, •••, c — 1) a n d s u m m a -
V c J

tion

(3.2)

(3.1) and (3.2) hold clearly provided that (x+^)jc is not an integer
(v=0, 1, •••, c—1). Hence by putting μ=c{αΛ/e}, α and c being coprime
we get

(3.3)

Furthermore, by using the corresponding expression for e{y{bλ\c}),
Φ, c)=l,

[Φ)»)l] Σ
CT ί.,3(mod<0

If we consider the complete residue systems (mode): p=—br,

(r, p=Q, 1, . . . , c ~ l ) and take into account that Σ
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vanishes except for p=r when it has the value c, it follows simply that

(3.4) ®Kx,V)->- Σ
c rcmod

holds for all x, yφ-0, ± 1 , ••• and, because of the definition (2.3), in
the case c=l too. By [1 — e(z)]~1=i(l + i ctgπz) and

Σ ctgπ(z+ ^-)=

we have the equivalent formula:

(3.5) &/(χfy) = .1 [1 +i(ctg 7Γ̂ -h Ctg
4

- f Σ ctg

(3.4) or (3.5) expresses the sum (2.3) by means of periodic elementary
functions, without using the arithmetical function {u}.

(3.4) leads immediately to corresponding representations of $mJa )

by means of the so-called Eulerian numbers Hn(ηk), defined for a root

of unity ηk=e(—V c > l , c\k by

(3.6) (l-7*)/(ββ-^) = Σfl»(9fc)^M! \z\<2π{kjc} .

In fact, after expanding the right-hand members of

xy&Λxβπi, yβπi) = {xylc){e*'c - iy\ev'e -1)-1

+ (as|//c) Σ (β*'V»Γ-l)-I(β*'Ύr-1)""1 '
r = l

we find

(3.7) ^

so that comparison with (2.5) gives in addition to (2.6)

(3.8) U ty-UBA + mttΆ&ΆdJΓ
\ c / c^+^-iL r=i (^αr —l)(^- & r —1)

m, w=l, 2,
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a formula implying a result of Carlitz [3, (6.5)]. In particular, for
m=n=l (3.8) becomes

(3.9) gj ) ) + Σ
V C / 4C C r=

4 4<?r=ι

which contains two equivalent representations due to Rademacher and
Redei (for a=l cf. for example, [4], (2.2) and [2], (5) respectively).

4. The main property of &fb(x, y). Our next purpose is to deduce
a peculiar symmetry relation relating to the sums in question, by ap-
plying the calculus of residues.

THEOREM 1. We have for α, δ, c positive, mutually coprime, and

for 0^3l(a?)<l, --1 < 3 % ) ^ 0 the relation

(4.1) epa(ax+by, - ex) -f ®?δ(cx, cy) + ©£c( - cy, ax -f by)

provided that ax + hy, ex and cy are not integers.

Proof. We consider the integral

(4 2) β - ^ L ^ - ^
the path of integration being a rectangle whose vertices are the points
— ε±tif c — ε±ti with

a

and

0<ε<minlc--(1-Sfϊ(a?)), —
I b a

taken in positive direction. A straight-forward calculation shows that
only singularities of the integrand inside Q are at the points:

a
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by our assumptions, these are all distinct and poles of order 1 only of
the first, second, and third factor respectively. Since

res [e(x - bzjc) — 1] -1 == - c/2πib ,
*-(c/δXμ D

res
β^Cc/αXv

the residue theorem yields

a

and therefore, by (3.4), we obtain

(4.3) &?b(cx, cy)-<SetΓa(ax+by, cx

Now, if we write

ί
fc-β + t* Γ-s + ti r-s-ίi fc-ε-

+ + +
Q Jc~z-ti j c - s + ti j - z + ti J - ε -

-ε-ίi

ti

with the integrand of (4.2) and straight-line paths, the sum of the first
and third member on the right vanishes because of the periodicity (with
period c) of

[ φ ) - 1 ] - 1 ^ - bzlc) - l~\-\e{y + az\c) - 1 ] " 1 .

On the other hand, using the estimate \e(u-hίv) — 1|I> \e~27CV —1| (u, v
arbitrary real), we find at once that the integrals along the horizontal
segments tend to zero as £-><». Hence (4.3) implies for t -> oo

(4.4) BϊXax + by, -cy)-&b>-a(ax-hby, cx) + &c'
b(cx, cy)=0

which is, by (2.4), equivalent to (4.1).

5 Applications; extension of the well-known reciprocity theorems,
(1) If we write

(5.1) Xftx.y)—1- ΣΣ
C r(modc)

and use (3.5), then (4.1) becomes
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(5.2) %

By (3.9), this may be regarded as a generalization of the reciprocity
theorem of Dedekind sums. For, by putting y=—x in (5.2) and making
x —> 0, we obtain on the basis of the Laurent expansion ctg z=z~λ—\z

,r QX o (b c\ o (c a\ , (a δλ 1 1 / a 6 , c
V α / V δ / \ c / 2 12\δc cα ab

a remarkably symmetric three-term relation which for α = l reduces to
(1.2) with A=δ, &=c. (Cf. also a result of Rademacher in [11].)

(2) Let us replace in (4.1) x, y by xj2πi and y!2πi respectively,
multiply both sides by cλxy{axΛ-by) and expand every member by ap-
plying (2.5), (2.6) and the power series of zj(ez — l). We obtain

ey Σ ψ r \ ) ( m Σ
m,n~l 7711 Til \ 0 ' mtn~l TΎblΎllΎll \ C '

mn-i mini \ a / L v-i v!

Σ |r-,[(«« + W + (-cxf\ + c{ax + by) Σ B* (xv

- es Σ -i^--1 [ ( - eyy + {ax + byY\ ,

this holding identically for \x\, \y\<C_2π. If one uses still the binomial
theorem and arranges our absolutely convergent series in terms of xv,
y" (v=l, 2, •••)» then comparison of the corresponding coefficients leads
without difficulty to the following system of relations:

(5.4) ( W
\ a

furthermore, by (a )( r W r )(r~^) ,
\β/\a/ \β/\γ — a/

(5.5)
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The results can be written briefly in symbolic form as follows

(5.6)

y = l , 2,

(5.7) a»

p-f 1/ V p / J V c

( J v δ * c P = l , 2 ,

where for example

(b$-cϊy+1(b$y-p(e b)
\ a J

means that, after formal application of the binomial theorem to the

first factor and formal multiplication by bv-p-%v-pAc ), every product
v a /

gmgn/'c δ\ i g r e p l a c e d b y g Λ* δλ ̂
\ α / ' V α /
(3) We remark at once that (5.4), (5.6) go over for v=l to the

reciprocity relation (5.3) and for v > l odd, δ = l to the formula (cf.
(1.3), (2.7))

(5.8)

with 2

μ

The factor ( —l)μ may plainly be suppressed in the last summand, that is.
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therefore (5.4), (5.6) generalize (5.3) and ApostoΓs reciprocity theorem
[1, Theorem 1].

On the other hand, putting v=3, 5, 7, ••• in (5.7), we get for e = l

(5.9) (v + 1)av~>(ft»'>-b)*+1(b, α ) - ( v + 1Wβ< v>-α) v + 1-*(α, &)

= ( )aBv-pBp+ι-~( )6Z?V+1-.P
Vp-r-1/ \ p /

)aBv-pBp+ι(
Vp-r-1/ \ p

while the case 6 = 1 yields

(5.10) c V [ ( p + l ) α s ^ ( α ' )̂ + (^1)e\-p(α, c)]

p

the symbolic notations being understood in similar sense as above. (5.9)
and (5.10) express the first and second reciprocity law of Carlitz respec-
tively [3, Theorems 1, 2]3, so that we have in (5.5), (5.7) a common ex-
tension of them.

6 The sum ©?fδ(w, z). We now use the generalized zeta function,
defined by

ζ(z, u)=Σ>(u + n)~*

for 3t(£) > 1 and by analytic continuation for other values φl of z, u
denoting a fixed number with 0 < % < I l . There holds the well-known
formula of Hurwitz :

(6.1) ζ(z,u) = 2(2π)-iΓ(l-z)

x (sin — Σ n*-1 cos 2nπu + cos πz- Σ w*-1 sin 2nπu) ΪR(z)<0 .
V 2 »-i 2 Λ«i /

Next we establish a functional equation for the sum

(6.2) ®^^)=

with (a, c)=(b, c)=l, c > l , in observing that [cf. (1.4)]

(6.3) Φ? 4 ( l -m, 1 - n ) =

3 In formula (3.2) of [3], the lack of the corresponding binomial coefficients before the
Bernouilian numbers appears to be a typographical error.
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and, by ζ(z, i)=(2* —l)C(s) where ζ(z)=ζ(z, 1) is Riemann's zeta function,

(6.4) ^Πw, z)=(2™-l)(2*-l)-ζ(w)ζ(z) .

THEOREM 2. For (a, c) = (6, c)=l, c > 2 and for any w, z distinct
from 0 and 1 we have the relation

(6.5)

x jcos π (w-

Proof. 1° First let 3t(w)<0, SR(«)<0. We transform

(6.6)

by means of (6.1).
Since the series involved in Hurwitz's formula are absolutely con-

vergent, one obtains after substitution into (6.6)

(6.7)

where

(6.8)

x
m,n*=l

ιn=2^ cos 2mττ-i-— cos

».n COS--COS-~-

c, if c I am±bn ,

0 for c^αm±δ% ,

c/2 otherwise ,
/ c/2, if c I am—bn but

(6.9)
^ = 2 J sm Δmπ-1 -~ sin — c/2, if c I am-hbn and

0 otherwise .

Hence it follows easily that

(6.10) ®? δ(w, ̂ )

•fcos Σ
αmΞδwCmod c)

mw?"V-1-cos π(w + z)
2

Σ
α?n,Ξ-δw(modc

m^V"1 1
) j

Now, by the functional equation of C(s) we have
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(6.11) Ac(2π)w+z'T(l-w)Γ(l-z)sm7T2V-smπz Σ
2 2 c\m,c\n

cw+z-1ζ(w)ζ(z) .

Furthermore, ar ( r = 0 , 1 , •••, c—1) and br ( r = 0 , 1 , •••, c — 1) being
complete systems of residues mod c, we can write

(6.12) Σ m - V - ^ W Σ m—Λf Σ n-
αm=δra(mode) r = l \m=r&(modc) / \ίi=rα(mod c)

and similarly

(6.13) Σ m—V-'-Σf Σ m—Λ( Σ w
αwι=-&w(modc) r = l ^m=rδ(modc) / \w=-rα(modc)

(6.10)-(6.13) yield together

(6.14) ®?δ(w, z)^cw+z-χ

2° Finally, (6.5) follows immediately from (6.14), in view of

®ϊb(w, z)=®r(w, z) - ζ(w)ζ(z) ϊΛ(w) < 0 , SR(s) < 0

and by analytic continuation.

7. Some remarks* In [2], Apostol finds certain finite sum repre-
sentations for scj\h, k), involving cotangents, ζ(z, u), Γ'{z)lΓ(z) and he
uses these expressions to give a short analytic proof of (5.8) [Theorems
1, 2]. It may be noted that the above Theorem 2 implies the results
in question, arising as limiting cases for w->0, and z->0, z= — l,
-2, . . . .

The form of ©?'δ(#, y), ®?δ(w, z) suggests applications in connection
with certain Lambert series, generalizing those investigated by Rade-
macher, Apostol and Carlitz. I hope to return on this problem in an-
other paper.
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INDUCED HOMOLOGY HOMOMORPHISMS FOR

SET-VALUED MAPS

BARRETT O'NEILL

§ 1 • If X and Y are topological spaces, a set-valued function F:
X->Y assigns to each point a; of l a closed nonempty subset F(x) of
Y. Let H denote Cech homology theory with coefficients in a field. If
X and Y are compact metric spaces, we shall define for each such function
F a vector space of homomorphisms from H(X) to H{Y) which deserve
to be called the induced homomorphisms of F. Using this notion we
prove two fixed point theorems of the Lefschetz type.

All spaces we deal with are assumed to be compact metric. Thus
the group H{X) can be based on a group C(X) of protective chains [4].
Define the support of a coordinate ct of c e C(X) to be the union of the
closures of the kernels of the simplexes appearing in ct. Then the
intersection of the supports of the coordinates of c is defined to be the
support \c\ of c.

If F: X-+Y is a set-valued function, let F'1: Y~->Xbe the function
such that x e F~\y) if and only if y e F(x). Then F is upper (lower) semi-
continuous provided F'1 is closed {open). If both conditions hold, F is
continuous. If ε^>0 is a real number, we shall also denote by ε : X->X
the set-valued function such that ε(x)={x'\d(x, x')<Lε} for each xeX.

Let A and B be chain groups with supports in X and Y respective-
ly, and let e > 0 be a number. A chain map φ : A->B is accurate with
respect to a set-valued function F: X-+Y provided \φ(a)\dF(\a\) for
each ae A. Further, ψ is e-accurate with respect to F provided φ is
accurate with respect to the composite function εFε.

(1) DEFINITION. A homomorphism h: H(X)^H(Y) is an induced
homomorphism of a set-valued function F: X->Y provided that given
ε > 0 there is a chain map φ : C(X)-+C(Y) such that φ is ε-accurate with
respect to F and φ*=h.

We shall say that a homology homomorphism h is nontrivial provid-
ed the O-dimensional component hQ: H0(X)-+H0(Y) is not the zero homo-
morphism. It will appear that a continuous set-valued function need not
have a nontrivial induced homomorphism.

The set of all induced homomorphisms of an arbitrary set-valued
function is, under the usual operations, a vector space. If hF and ha

are induced homomorphisms of upper semi-continuous functions F: X-> Y
and G: Y-+Z, then hGhF is an induced homomorphism of GF. If F:

Received July 9, 1956.
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X->Fis a point-valued map of a connected (compact metric) space into
a compact polyhedron, then the induced homology homomorphisms of F

are exactly the scalar multiples of the Cech homology homomorphism
F#. Corresponding to each function F: X-*Y9 let F: X~>XxY be
such that F{x)= {x} xF(x), for xeX. If h : H(X)->H(Xx Y) is a non-
trivial induced homomorphism of F', then qji is a nontrivial induced homo-
morphism of F, where q is the projection of the productspace on Y.

If T is a triangulation of a compact polyhedron X, let C(X, T) be
the group of oriented simplicial chains based on T, with the given field
of coefficients. We may assume that the sequence of coverings used to
define C(X) consists of the star-coverings associated with the successive
barycentric subdivisions of a fixed triangulation of X.

(2 ) LEMMA. Let X be a compact polyhedron, F: X-+ Y a set-valued
function. Then h: H(X)-+H(Y) is an induced homomorphism of F if
and only if given ε > 0 there is an arbitrarily fine triangulation T of X
and an ε-accurate chain map φ: C(X, T)~>C{Y) such that φ*=h.

Proof. Given ε>0, let T be one of the selected triangulations of
X with mesh at most ε/2. Denote by p the projection of C(X) onto the
chains of the nerve of the star-covering associated with T, followed by
the natural isomorphism onto C(X, T). Denote by s the chain map which
assigns to c e C(X, T) the element of C(X) whose coordinates corre-
spond to the successive subdivisions Sdι{c) of c. If h is an induced homo-
morphism, let φ: C(X)-+C(Y) be ε-accurate and such that φ*=h.

Now s reduces supports, hence φs is the required chain map. Con-
versely, if ψ: C(X, T)-+C(Y) is ε/2-accurate and such that Φ*=h, then
φp is the required chain map, since p is ε/2-accurate with respect to
the identity map of X.

(3) LEMMA. Let X and Y be compact polyhedra. If, given ε]>0,
there is an arbitrarily fine triangulation T of X and an ε-accurate φ :
C(X, T)-+C(Y) such that φ^ is nontrivial, then F has a nontrivial in-
duced homomorphism.

Proof. We may assume that X and Y are connected. Let L be
the finite-dimensional vector space of homomorphisms from H(X) to
H(Y). If ε>0, let A(ε) be the set of homomorphisms h in L such that
h preserves Kronecker index and is induced by an ε-accurate chain map
of C(X, T), where T has mesh less than β. By hypothesis A(ε) is not
empty. Furthermore one easily shows that A(e) is a coset modulo a
subspace of L, and that if <5<e, then A(δ)CZA(e). Thus Γ\2>0A(ε) is
not empty, but an element of this intersection is, by the preceding
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lemma, a nontrivial induced homomorphism of F.

§ 2* In order to establish the existence of nontrivial induced homo-
morphisms in certain cases, we need some general properties of set-
valued functions. Note first that if F: X~>Y is continuous and K is
a component of the graph Γ={(χ, y)\yeF(x)} of F, then K projects
onto a component of X. In fact, the continuity of F implies that the
projection p: Γ->X is open and closed.

(4 ) LEMMA. Let X be an arcwise connected, simply connected space,
F: X-> Y a set-valued map. If, for each x e X, F(x) has exactly n compo-
nents, then the graph Γ of F has exactly n components.

Proof. Let A= {(x, a)\xeX and a is a component of F(x)}. Topo-
logize A as follows. If (x, a) e A, select mutually disjoint neighbor-
hoods Vlf •••, Vn in Y for the components a=alf •••, an of F(x).
Since F is continuous, there is a neighborhood of x such that if xr e U,
then F{xf)C.V1\J ••• \J Vn and F(x') meets each Vt. SineeF(a/) has n

components, there is one in each Vt. Let #"«={(#', a')\xfeU and
ar=F(af)\JVύ. The collection of all such subsets of A generates a
topology on A for which the projection π: A->X is a covering map,
where π(x, a)=x if (x, <x)eA. Consequently π is a homomorphism on
each component of A—of which there are thus exactly n. If K' is a
component of A, then i£= {(x, y)\(x, a)eK and yea) is a component of
Γ. In fact, since K is open and closed in Γ, it suffices to show that
K is connected, but this follows from the fact that p | if is strongly con-
tinuous and that p~\x)Γ\K=a is connected for each xeX.

Replacing the last step above by an application of the Vietoris map-
ping theorem [1] we obtain :

(5) LEMMA. Let F be a set-valued map of a simplex a into an
arbitrary (compact metric) space. If, for each x e a, F(x) consists of ex-
actly n homologically trivial components, then the graph Γ of F consists
of exactly n homologically trivial components.

( 6) THEOREM. Let n be an integer, F: X-+Y a set-valued map of
compact polyhedra such that if xeX then F(x) is either homologically
trivial or consists of n homologically trivial components. Then F has a
nontrivial induced homomorphism.

Proof. Let / be the (closed) set of points for which F(x) is homo-
logically trivial. Replaced by the associated map FΊ X-+XxY. Since
1 x 7 is a compact polyhedron and H is (weakly) continuous [3], if
# e X a n d ε > 0 there is a dx such that the inclusion map δ(F'(x))CZ
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ε(F(x)) induces the zero homology homomorphism in positive dimensions.
Using the compactness of / and the continuity of F one can show that
a 3 may be selected which is independent of x. Thus, if the dimension
of X is cZI>l, there exist numbers 0 < δ < e 1 < εd=ε such that iί xe X
and lΞ£i<Ld then :

(1) eί + e1<e i + 1,
(2) each positive-dimensional cycle of (ei + £i)(F'(x)) bounds in

εί+1(F(x))> and
(3) F(d(x))(Ze1(F(x)). Let T be a triangulation of X with mesh

at most d, and for each simplex σ of T which meets 1 select a point
xσe σ [\1. By Lemma 3 it suffices to find an e-accurate chain map ψ :
C(X, T)-+C(XxY) such that ψ% is nontrivial. We may associate with
each point p of 1 x 7 a 0-ehain, pe C(XxY) with support {p} and
such that p^O and p~ψ if and only if p and p' are in the same com-
ponent of XxY. Define a homomorphism ψ0: C{X, T)->C(Xx Y) as
follows. If the vertex v is in J, let φo(v)=rip, where peF'(v). Other-
wise, let ^o(^)=PiH +Pn, where there is one point p% in each com-
ponent of F'(v). Now ψ0 is extendable to a chain map φ1 accurate with
respect to F provided that if vw is a 1-simplex of T then <fo(v)~<po(w)
in F;(vw). Using Lemma 4 and the preceding remark, one checks this
homology in case vw does, or does not, meet /. Clearly φ1 may be ac-
curately extended to those chains in C(X, T) whose supports avoid /.
We complete the definition of φ by an induction on dimension, defining
the chain map φq on chains of dimension at most q so that | ψq(c) \ C
O β ( ^ ( l c D The homomorphism φx is correctly defined. If ψq^ has
been defined (#I>1), it suffices to define φq(σ), where a is an oriented
g-simplex of T which meets /. If r is an oriented (g-l)-face of σ,
then

ΨUT) C eq^(F(τ))C eUFW**))) C (εα-i + e

Thus ψq-^dσ) bounds in εq(F\σ)) and ψq{σ) may be correctly defined.

(7) THEOREM. Let X be a compact 1-dimensional polyhedron with
first Betti number ί?i<Il. Then any set-valued map F of X into a com-
pact polyhedron has a nontrivial induced homomorphism.

Proof. Given ε > 0 and a triangulation T of X we must find a chain
map ε-accurate with respect to F! and such that φ* is nontrivial. If
vw is a 1-simplex of T and φ is defined accurately on v, then φ can be
accurately, defined on w and vw so that d(φ(vw)=φ(w) — φ(v), because
each component of F{v) is contained in a component of F(vw) which
meets F{w). Thus if β x =0, the required chain map exists. If ^ = 1 ,
then X may be expressed as the union of a circle C and a finite num-
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ber of trees, each meeting C in at most one point. If v°, v1, , vn

are the vertices of C, we may suppose that the 1-simplexes of C are
Λ 1 , Λ 2 , —-,vnv°. Pick yeF(vQ) and let φ°(v°)~y. There is a point
zeF{vλ) such that if φ°(vι)=z, then φ^τPv1) can be correctly defined.
Repeating this step we reach φQ(vn), then φι(v°), and so on. Since Y is a
compact polyhedron there exist integers i <& such that (p*{v*) — <pj(v°)=dc,
with \c\Ce(F(v0)). Then on C let ^==ΣyY, except that

V) - Σjψ'iv V) + c.

So far ψ is ε-aecurate and accurate on vertices. But then as in the
case i2L=0 this homomorphism may be extended correctly to C(X, T).

We shall see in the next section that this theorem does not hold if
the condition on either the dimension or the first Betti number is omit-
ted.

§ 3* The Lefschetz theorem holds for set-valued functions in this
form :

(8) LEMMA. Let X be a compact polyhedron, F: X~+X an upper
semi-continuous set-valued function. If h is an induced homology homo-
morphism of F and the Lefschetz number A(h)=^^(-~l)q trace hq is not
zero, then F has a fixed point.

The usefulness of this fact, of course, depends on our knowledge
of the induced homomorphisms of a given set-valued map. From § 2 we
get:

(9) THEOREM. Let F be a set-valued self-map of a compact poly-
hedren X such that if xe X, F{x) is homologically trivial or consists of
n homologically trivial components. Then F has a nontrivial homomor-
phism h such that if A{h)Φ§, then F has a fixed point. If, further, X
is homologically trivial, then F has a fixed point.

The case ^ = 1 is the polyhedral form of the Eilenberg-Montgomery
theorem [2], except that the requirement that F be lower semi-continuous
is then superfluous. However, if n > l upper semi-continuity alone is
not sufficient. For example, consider the self-map F of the Euclidean
interval [-1,1] for which F(O)={-1, 1} and F(x) is 1 for a;>0, - 1
f o r # < 0 . Also, if n > l the space of induced homomorphisms need
not be 1-dimensional as in the case n=l.

It does not appear that this result can be generalized by altering
the number of components F(x) is permitted to have. Mr. Richard Dunn
has shown by a series of examples (unpublished) that if S is any finite
set of positive integers—except certain sets of the form {2, n) and, neces-
sarily, {1, n)—there is a self-map F of the 2-cell without fixed points
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and such that for each point x the number of points in F(x) occurs in
S.

(10) THEOREM. Let X be a compact 1-dimensional polyhedron with
first Betti number Rλ<Ll. Every set-valued self-map F of X has a non-
trivial induced homomorphism such that if Λ{h)φO then F has a fixed
point.

In particular, as is known, every set-valued self-map of a tree has
a fixed point.

The last remark of § 2 may be justified by exhibiting suitable fixed-
point-free maps. As for the restriction on the Betti number for ex-
ample, let X be a compact connected 1-dimensional polyhedron without
end points and such that R^l. If e > 0 is sufficiently small, the func-
tion F: X~>X for which F(x)={x'\d(x, x')=ε} will be continuous if d
is a suitable metric and any induced homomorphism of F will be a scalar
multiple of the identity homomorphism of H(X). Thus a nontrivial induced
homomorphism of such a function would have nonzero Lefschetz number,
contradicting (8).
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A TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF

SETS OF REAL NUMBERS

MARY ELLEN RUDIN

We will say that a space E is of class L if E is a separable metric
space which satisfies the following conditions :

(1) Each component ofEis a point or an arc (closed, open, or half-
open), and no interior point of an arc-component A is a limit point of
E-A.

(2) Each point of E has arbitrarily small neighborhoods whose
boundaries are finite sets.

The purpose of this note is to show that a necessary and sufficient
condition that a space be homeomorphic to a set of real numbers is
that it be of class L.

This gives an affirmative answer to a question raised by de Groot
in [1].

In [2] L. W. Cohen proved that a separable metric space is homeo-
morphic to a set of real numbers if and only if it satisfies (1) above and
(3) and (4) below :

(3) E is zero-dimensional at each of its point-components.
(4) If p is an end point of an arc-component A, then the space

(E—A)\J {p} is zero-dimensional at p.
Any set of real numbers is clearly of class L. To prove the con-

verse it is sufficient to show that every space of class L satisfies con-
ditions (3) and (4). To this end it is clearly enough to show the fol-
lowing :

If X is a component of the space E of class L and ε is a positive
number, there is a set U(X, ε) which is both open and closed, contains
X, and is contained in the union of X with the ^-neighborhoods of its
endpoints (if any).

Suppose X is a component of a space E of class L and e is a posi-
tive number. There exists an open set V which contains X but contains
no point whose distance from X exceeds e, such that the boundary B
of V is finite if X is a point, we can apply (2) directly to obtain V
if X is an arc, let V consist of X plus type (2) neighborhoods of the
end points of X (if any).

Let G denote the sets of all points p of E such that E is the union
of two mutually separated sets S9 and Tp, where Sp contains X and Tp

contains p.

Received May 22, 1956. Research supported by the National Science Foundation.
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Case I. E—G=X. Then G contains B. Let R be the union of all
sets Tp for p in B. Since B is finite, R is both open and closed and
V-R is suitable for U(X, e).

Case II. E—GφX. Since X is a component, Z?—<? is the union
of two mutually separated sets Y and Z, where Y contains X and Z is
not empty. It will be shown that there is a set K which is both open
and closed and contains Z but does not intersect X, thus contradicting
the fact that Z is not in G.

The definition of G, together with the fact that E has a countable
oo

base, implies that G= \J Gn, where each Gn is both open and closed.

Let p be a point of Z. If q is a point of G, then Tq contains q
and not p. The reasoning used in Case I shows that there is a neigh-
borhood Np of p which has no boundary point in G and whose diameter
is less than half the distance from p to Y.

Let {Hn} (>z=l, 2, 3, •••) be a countable base for E. If Hn is not
a subset of Np for any p in Z, put Kn=0. If, for some p in Z, Hn is
a subset of iV̂ , let iV be one such Np and put Kn=N—Gn. Let

oo

K= \J Kn. By the choice of Np, if has no limit point in Y. No iΓw

has a boundary point in G and only finitely many sets Kn intersect any
Gi. Consequently K has no boundary points in G and K is both open
and closed. Since Z is a subset of if and X does not intersect K, the
proof is complete.
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THE FREDHOLM EIGEN VALUES OF PLANE DOMAINS

M. SCHIFFER

Introduction- The method of linear integral equations is an impor-
tant tool in the theory of conformal mapping of plane simply-connected
domains and in the boundary value problems of two-dimensional poten-
tial theory, in general. It yields a simple existence proof for solutions
of such boundary value problems and leads to an effective construction
of the required solution in terms of geometrically convergent Neumann-
Liouville series. The convergence quality of these series is of consider-
able practical importance and has been discussed by various authors
[4, 5, 6, 7]. It depends on the numerical value of the lowest nontrivi-
al eigen value of the corresponding homogeneous integral equation
which is an important functional of the boundary curve of the domain
in question. Ahlfors [1, 10] gave an interesting estimate for this eigen
value in terms of the extreme quasi-conformal mapping of the interior
of this curve onto its exterior. Warschawski [15] gave a very useful
estimate for it in terms of the corresponding eigen value of a nearby
curve which allows often a good estimate of the desired eigen value in
terms of a well-known one. This method is particularly valuable for
special domains, for example, nearly-circular or convex ones.

It is the aim of the present paper to study the eigen functions and
eigen values of the homogeneous Fredholm equation which is connected
with the boundary value problem of two-dimensional potential theory.
In particular, we want to obtain a sharp estimate for the lowest non-
trivial eigen value in terms of function theoretic quantities connected
with the curve considered. The steps of our investigation might be-
come easier to understand by the following brief outline of our paper.

In § 1 we define the eigen values and eigen functions considered
and transform the basic integral equation into a form which exhibits
more clearly the interrelation with analytic function theory and extend
the eigen functions as harmonic functions into the interior and the ex-
terior of the curve. The boundary relations between these harmonic
extensions are discussed and utilized to provide an example of a set of
eigen functions and eigen values for the case of ellipses.

In § 2 we show the significance of the eigen value problem for the
theory of the dielectric Green's function which depends on a positive
parameter ε and is defined in the interior as well as the exterior of
the curve. This Green's function has an immediate electrostatic inter-
pretation and its theoretical value consists in the fact that it permits a

Received June 29, 1956. Prepared under contract Nonr-225 (11), (NR-041-086) for
Office of Naval Research.
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continuous transition from the Green's function of a domain to its Neu-
mann's function. All dielectric Green's functions permit simple series
developments in terms of the eigen functions and eigen values studied
and the possible applications of these series developments to inequalities
in potential theory are briefly indicated. Finally, it is shown that analy-
tic completion of the dielectric Green's functions leads ultimately to
univalent analytic functions in the interior as well as the exterior
domain. This will lead, on the one hand, to interesting information on
potential theoretical questions by use of the numerous distortion theorems
of conformal mapping. On the other hand, we obtain in this way a
one-parameter family of conformal maps of the domains which start
with the identity and end up with the normalized mapping onto a
circle. This parametrization is of importance in the theory of univalent
functions; it is entirely different from the Lδwner parametrization of
univalent functions [8].

In §§ 3 and 4 we derive formulas for the variation of the various
eigen values and dielectric Green's functions. We use at first interior
variations and are thus able to derive precise variational formulas with
uniform estimates for the error terms. By superposition of interior
variations and simple transformations we can easily derive variational
formulas of the Hadamard type. It is seen that the variational formula
for the dielectric Green's function is surprisingly similar to that for the
ordinary Green's function. It is seen that the circle is a curve for
which all nontrivial eigen values are infinite. Thus, the circle leads to
a homogeneous integral equation with an eigen value of infinite de-
generacy and the usual perturbation theory cannot be applied. We
show, therefore, by a special argument how eigen values for nearly-
circular domains can be obtained.

Finally, we apply in § 5 the variational formula for the eigen
values to a simple extremum problem for the lowest one which leads
ultimately to the desired inequality. A characteristic difficulty, however,
has to be overcome in this problem. It appears that the eigen values
are only continuous functionals of the curve if the curve is deformed
in such a way that normals in corresponding points are turned very
little. Such a side condition is hard to preserve under general varia-
tions. We introduce, therefore, the concept of uniformly analytic
curves which is closely related to the theory of univalent functions.
Extremum problems within the class of uniformly analytic curves are
easy to handle and the problem of the existence of extremum curves is
likewise of very elementary nature. As the end result of our study an
inequality then appears which estimates the lowest nontrivial Fredholm
eigen value from below in terms of the modulus of uniform analyticity.
This quantity is, however, easy to determine if a specific analytic curve
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is prescribed. It seems that the concept of uniform analyticity may
play a useful role in many further extremum problems and variational
investigations. As a side result of our study we obtain a new class of
plane curves for which the Fredholm eigen functions and eigen values
can be computed explicitly.

l The Fredholm eigen values. Let C be a closed curve in the

complex z-plane which is three times continuously differentiable; we

denote the interior of C by D and its exterior by D. The kernel

Λ 1

(1) k(z, C ) = — log — —
drtζ \z—ζ\

is a continuous function of both argument points as these vary on the

curve C only. We understand by the differentiation in direction of
dnζ

the normal at ζ on C pointing into D.
The first boundary value problem of potential theory with respect

to the domain D can be reduced to the inhomogeneous integral equation

(2) βz)=φ(z) + M k(z, ζ)φ(ζ)dsζ , zeC,
π JO

while the second boundary value problem can be solved by reduction to
an integral equation with transposed kernel

(2') f(z)=<K*)--\ *(C, z)ψ{ζ)d8ζ, ze C.
π jc

In view of the Fredholm alternative in the theory of integral equations
one is then led naturally to discuss the eigen values and eigen functions
of the corresponding homogeneous integral equation

( 3 ) ΦvOsH-M Hz,
π JO

These functional of C play an important role in the potential

theory of the domains D and D as shall be seen in the following con-

siderations. In this section we shall give a brief survey of their theory

and various transformations of the integral equation (3) which will be

used later.
We introduce the harmonic function

( 4 ) />>(*) = -
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which is defined in D and £>; for the sake of clarity, we shall denote

it by h{z) if its argument point lies in D. By the well-known discon-

tinuity behavior of the kernel (1), we have the limit relations, valid for

an arbitrary point zoeC:

( 5 ) lim Λv(z)=(l 4- Λv)Φv(zo), lim fφ)=(l - λv)φv{zQ) .

On the other hand, the normal derivative of a double-layer potential
goes continuously through the curve C which carries the charge and,
hence,

( 6 ) ~K(*)=-%JΦ), for z e C,
dn dn

where — denotes normal differentiation into D.
dn

By Green's identity, we have

( 7 )
2πicL dnζ \ζ-z\ \ζ—z\

and

(7') ί —z\

where δ(z) and δ(z) are the characteristic functions of D and D, that is,

,1 if zeD
( 8 ) )

(0 if

Combining (7) with (7') and observing the boundary relations (5)

and (6) between hv{z) and hv(z), we obtain

( 9 ) —FΓ^ t l o g T^~Ί ΊΓ
π(λy— l)Jc \ζ—z\dn

(10) — - A — ( log - J — l ^ O ώ ^ A v W , « e ί>.
(Λ4l)Jtf |C ^| 9^

Define two analytic functions in D and D, respectively, by the
formulas

(11) Vv(z)=^k,(z), £v(z) = |
dz dz

Differentiating (9) and (10) with respect to z, one obtains easily
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(12) tΦH-M ffiE , ̂ H U β .

These are elegant integral equations for the analytic functions vv{z) and

vv(z) which are valid for zeD and zeZ), respectively.

We can also bring (12) into the form

(13) v >to_£jy^ r fovzeD

and

Aff gy(C) ^Γ for 5

which expresses vv(z) and vv(z) as solutions of integral equations with
improper kernels. The integrals involved have to be understood in the
Cauchy principal value sense.

In the transition from the integral equations (3) defined on C to

the integral equations (13), (13') defined in D and D, we have lost one
particular eigen function. Indeed, if h(z)=const, were one of our eigen
functions h^(z) it would have been cancelled out in the differentiation
(11). But by (5), &v(2)=const. implies φv(^)=const. on C and from (3)
and the identity

(14) -If k(z,
π JO

follows, in fact, that each constant is an eigen function of (3) with the
eigen value λ=-hl. The eigen value Λ=+l plays an exceptional role
in the entire Poincare-Fredholm theory of the boundary value problem;
the fact that the equations (13), (13') lead to all other eigen values and
their corresponding eigen functions and eliminate λ = 4-1 represents,
therefore, a strong argument in favor of this transition.

Let z(s) be the parametric representation of C in terms of its length
parameter s. Then

(15) 2'=^?
ds

will be the unit vector in tangential direction to C. The boundary

relations (5) and (6) for hv and hv go over into the equations on C:

(16) K{vJίzy}=\ + Yft{vJtzY}
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(17) 3K(Φ'}-3R(Φ'}

which can be combined into the one complex equation

(18)
JL Λ v

This relation combined with (12) throws an interesting light on the
connection between vv(z) and vv(z). In fact, if we insert (18) into the
first equation (12) and apply Cauchy's theorem, we find

(19)
2πil-λ)G ζ-z

zeD

Observe that the second formula (12) yields vy(z) for z e D; now we see
that the same expression yields vj^z) for zeD, except for the factor
1 —Λv. Similarly, one shows easily

(20) VΛZ) = -
2πil+

zeD.
ζ-z

If f(z) is an arbitrary complex-valued function in the entire z-plane
of the class .Sf\ the equation

(21)

defines a new function in Jtf2, its Hubert transform. It is well-known
[2] that the Hubert transformation is norm-preserving, that is,

(22)

Our formulas (13), (13') and (19), (20) imply that the functions

(23)
in D

and
0 in D

have the Hubert transforms

0 in D

(24)

in D

+ l W ) in D

v,(z) in D

ί/1

and Fy(z) =

in D

in Z).

Hence (22) yields
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(25) (Λv~

From (25) we conclude easily that

(26) U v i > l .

For if, for example, Λ v=l, we would have £v = 0 in D, λv(s)=const,
and hence by (6) also Av(^)=const. But this would imply, in turn,
vjz) = 0 and no eigen functions would exist.

With each eigen value λv of (4) the eigen value ~~λv also occurs,

except for Λ=l. In fact, if we denote the conjugate functions of h»(z)

and hv(z) by gy{z) and gv(z), we have by the Cauchy-Riemann formulas

the relations

(27) fgy(z) = ^ U Z ) , f f l φ ) M*)
dn 1 — λv dn ds ds

Hence, putting

(28) J7ί(*H(l"~K)9&), dm=(l + IJfaz)

and adding an appropriate constant we find for z e C:

(29) ^ ( ^ l ^ . ^ ) , Lg*(Z)=-0ft(Z).
1 + λv dn dn

These are the boundary relations between hv and hv but with —λv in-
stead of /lv This proves our assertion.

If we start conversely from the complex integral equations (13) and
(13') and consider any eigen function vv(z) with the eigen value λv, it
will be observed that eiavv(z) is also an eigen function to the eigen
value λve~n<*. Hence, if we focus our attention on the integral equations
(12) or (13) we may assume without loss of generality that Λv is a real
positive eigen value. Calculating backward, we can easily see that
each such eigen value is also an eigen value of the Fredholm integral
equation (4) and so is — λv.

It is readily verified that eigen functions vv(z) and vμ(z) which be-
long to different eigen values λv and λμ satisfy the orthogonality relation

(30) I vy(z)v,(z)dτ^0.

This condition can be extended to the case of any two linearly inde-
pendent eigen functions. Similarly

(31)
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for any two different eigen functions vv, vμ. In view of (25), we
define

(32) wv{z)=VI^-ί vv(z),

Then we can assume the orthonormality relations

(33) 11 WyWμjdτ^δyμ,, 11 w»Wμ.dτ=δvμ .

We have in view of (18) the boundary relations on C:

(34) w ^ y ^ ^ δ ^ ?

from (19) and (20) follows

(35) Wy(z)= - /y [
2πVλl-llG ζ-z

and

(36) ^ v ( z ) = . _ ^ v _ ( S M 9 , z e
2Vλ\\ϊ ζ

If we were able to guess two functions w{z) and w(z) which are

analytic in D and D, respectively, and which satisfy on C the relation
(34) for a properly chosen λ, we would have obtained a particular solu-
tion for the eigen value problems (13) and (13'). It is sometimes pos-
sible to construct such pairs of functions and to obtain thus eigen
values and eigen functions for the Fredholm integral equation. One
possibility of construction is the following: We refer the curve C by
conformal mapping to the unit circumference. Let

(35) z=f(ζ)

be analytic on and near |Cl = l and map it onto C. The condition (34)

can now be referred to \ζ\ = l and reads:

(38)

Since the conjugation ζ means just — on |C 1 = 1 it is easier to guess

solutions in this form.
Let, for example,

(39)
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This means that C is an ellipse. Let us put

(40)

and

(41)

Condition (38) will be fulfilled if we put

1 b(42) a= .1 , b ^ l .

Define TF(/)=Ud/and W(f)=\wdf. Then (40) and (41) yield

(43) 1 L
n

(44) [/(C)]
n

Now the function (39) is univalent outside of \ζ\=ρ and, hence, we

may consider ζ as a regular analytic function of zeb. Thus, W(z)

and w{z) are regular analytic in D. In order that W{z), w{z) be analy-
tic in D we must require that

(45) λ=p-*n.

In fact, ζw+•-n-
 c ^n be expressed as a Chebysheίf polynomial of «. Thus

n

we have guessed an infinity of eigen values and eigen functions for the
case of the ellipse. It can be shown that λn=±p~2n gives all eigen
values of the ellipse for n=l, 2, ••-. Since ^ = 0 describes a circle, we
recognize, in particular, that all eigen values λv for a circle have the
the value infinity [3].

If we know the eigen values and eigen functions of a given do-
main D we can find immediately the eigen values and eigen functions
of every domain D* which is obtained from D by a linear transfor-
mation

(46) z*=^_±L=Z(z).
cz +d

In fact, let

(47) wϊ{z*)V(z)=wJiz), w*(z*)l'(z)=wάz), Λ*=ΛV.
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It follows from (33) that the w* and ί&* form an orthonormal set of

analytic functions in Z?* and D*y respectively. Since we have on C*

(48) z*'(z)=l'(z)

it is also obvious that (34) is fulfilled which shows that wf and w* are,

in fact, the normalized eigen functions of the domains Z)* and Z)*. In
particular, we note that the eigen values λv of a domain are unchang-
ed under linear transformation. Similar domains, for example, have the
same set of eigen values.

2 The dielectric problem. The consideration of the electrostatic
field of a point source at ζ in the presence of a dielectric medium in
D with the dielectric constant e leads to the following heuristic defini-
tion of a Green's function GAz, ζ):

(a) Gt(z, C) is harmonic in D and Z), except for z=ζ.

(b) GAz9 C)-log -—— - is harmonic at ζ if ζeD.

ι«-cι
(b') Ge(z, ζ)-e\og —*—- is harmonic at ζ if ζeD.

|z-Cl
(c) Ge(z, C) is continuous through C.
(d) ®-Gβ(β, O+ε-^Gsfe C)=0 on C for ζeD or Zλ

(e) \og\z\-hG9(zf C)->0 if a:->oo, for ζeD or CeZλ

It is easily seen that Gs(z, ζ) is uniquely determined by these con-
ditions and that it satisfies the symmetry condition

( 1 ) Gs(ζ, η)=GJLη, ζ).

We may construct Gs(z, ζ) by means of a line potential as follows. Let

ζeD and put

(2) Gs(z, c ) = l o g - A -

This set-up satisfies automatically conditions (a), (b) and (c); we can
fulfill condition (e) by the requirement

(3) \ μ(η, ζ)dsv=0

and finally (d) by solving the integral equation

(4) -j-7- - 1 - / log -±-=μ{z, O - J — λ\ Kη, C)/ IcβΓA--Λ,.
1 + e π dnz \z — ζ\ l - f ε 7 r J c dnz \η — z\
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As long as ε > 0 this equation can be solved in a unique way since

—~ < 1 and all eigen values of the corresponding homogeneous in-
1-f ε

tegral equation are larger or equal to one in absolute value. One veri-
fies also from (4) that condition (3) is automatically fulfilled. In a
similar way we proceed for ζ e D.

The integral equation (4) indicates already the close relation between
the Green's function Gζ(z, ζ) and the Fredholm eigen functions. We
obtain a further insight from the Dirichlet identities:

(5) [[ FGE(z, ζ)Vhv{z)dτ^Λ G2(z, ζ)^hv(z)dsz

\ ^ , ζ)dsz\ hy(z)^
Jo dn

and

(6) [\jGt(z, ζ).Fhv(z)dτ=-\ GB(z, ζ)ξ,hy(z)dsz

}}n ic On

Mz)~G2(zy ζ)dsz.dn

Here we use δ(ζ) and δ(ζ) as defined in (1.8). Identity (6) is valid in
spite of the logarithmic pole of Gz at infinity since Jιv(z) vanishes there.

Adding (5) and (6) and using (1.6), we obtain

( 7 )

Putting

(8) P^Γ^Ί

and using the boundary relations (1.5) and (d), we find:

( 9 ) - e

Thus, finally,

(10) \\ V
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The eigen functions h^{z) connected with the Fredholm equation ap-
pear thus as the eigen functions of the integral equation in D :

(10') ^ΊΓ^W FG&' O'Fh{z)dr=h{ζ), C6 D .

Let G(z, C) be the ordinary Green's function of D; obviously

(11)

Hence we obtain for hv(z) the integral equation

(12)

with the regular harmonic kernel

(13) Ks(z, ζ)=G9(z, ζ)-eG(z, C).

Let

(14) G(z, oo)=

represent the Green's function of D with the source point at infinity.
By (1.5) we have obviously

(15) ί /^)^^)<fc = l±A Γ
jc dh 1 — λyi

2 ^
dn 1 —

We now define the linear space Σ consisting of all functions h(z)
which are harmonic in D, have a finite Dirichlet integral there and
satisfy the linear homogeneous condition

(16) \ h(z) ds0 .
jc dn

Observe that the only constant element in 2 is the function h = 0.
All hv(z) lie in Σ; in view of (12) and the symmetry of Ks(z, ζ) we may
assume that they are orthonormalized by the conditions

(17) J j / A v .
and it is easily seen that they form a complete orthonormal set in Σ

[3].
If we use the conditions (c) and (e) in the definition of Gε(z, ζ),

we can show that the function
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(18) h(z)=Ke(z, O-r

lies in Σ. Hence we have for it the following series development

(19) Gf(s, ζ)-εG(z, ζ)=?+±fψ^Q'2πe, ζeD.
v - i

The Fourier coefficients in this development have been calculated from
(12); the series converges uniformly in each closed subdomain of D.

Suppose next ζeD and consider the harmonic function

(20) h(z)=G9(z, ζ) + G(ζ, co)-f .

It is easily seen that h(z) e Σ. Hence we may develop h(z) into a series
in the complete orthonormal system hy(z). Using (10), we find

(21) G&, CH? ^ ^
v=i 1-f εpv

This series converges for ζeD and z in a closed subdomain of D.
Observe that by definition of Gs(z, ζ) we have for e = l

(22) G1(zf c ) = l o g — ΐ — .

Hence (19) contains the following series representation for the ordinary
Green's function of D:

(23) G{z, CHlog f 2 7 r Σ
\z-ζ\ v-α 1-f /θv

On the other hand, (21) reduces for ε = l to

(24) ±^ h
i 1 -f pv

In a similar way we can derive series developments for Gz(z, ζ) in
the exterior D of C. Observe that in view of the boundary conditions
(1.5) and (1.6) the normalization (17) of the hv{z) implies

(25) ί f

Let Σ be the linear function space consisting of all functions h(z) which

are harmonic in Z), have a finite Dirichlet integral there and which

vanish at infinity. Clearly the {ρ\nhv{z)} form a complete orthonormal

set in Σ.
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On the other hand, let G{z, ζ) be the Green's function of D. Then
it is easily verified that by condition (e) and (14)

(26) h(z)=Gs(z, ζ)-G(z, ζ) + G(ζ, ™) + G(z, co)-f, z, ζeD,

lies in Σ. Again using the Dirichlet formula (10), we find

(27) Gs(z, ζ)-G(z,

Putting, in particular, e=l , we obtain by virtue of (22):

(28) G(z, ζ)-G(ζ, co)-G(sf co γ2π Σ
\z-ζ\ «-i

We have thus shown that all dielectric Green's functions can be con-

structed simultaneously and in D as well as in D, once the system of

eigen functions hv(z) and the corresponding eigen values λv are known.

Numerous inequalities can be drawn from these representations.

We shall restrict ourselves to one single example. Denote, for ζeD,

(29) G9(z, ζ)-ε\ogΓλ~=g2(z, C), G(z, O-log- 1 — =g(z, 0 .

The functions gs(z, ζ) and g(zf ζ) represent the potentials induced by a
unit pole at ζ in the presence of the dielectric in Ό, and in the pre-
sence of the grounded conductor C, respectively. We find from (19)

(30) 0β(C, ζ)~eg(ζ, ζ)^γ.

Since e~y represents the electrostatic capacity of the conductor C, we
obtain an interesting estimate for the dielectric reaction potential in
terms of capacity constants connected with the conductor surface C.
For ε = l , we have gx{ζ, ζ)=0 and hence

(31) ?^-<7(C, C).

This is an inequality connecting the inner and the outer Green's func-
tion of C; in the case that C is a circumference and ζ is its center,
this inequality becomes an equality.

Up to this point we stressed the connection between the Green's
function G{z, ζ) and the eigen functions hv{z). Since the Fredholm eigen
functions appear also in the theory of the second boundary value pro-
blem, we should also expect some relations between the hv{z) and the
Neumann's function of the domain D.
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The Neumann's function is usually defined by its constant normal

derivative on C

(32) dM^Jl=Jπ, 9 zeC, ζeDf L=length of C,
dnz L

and by the linear homogeneous side condition

(33) ί N(z, C)ώ,=0, ζeD.

In order to operate within the class Σ, characterized by (16), we in-
troduce the functions

(34) φ)=λ \ N(t,
2πJc θn L

and

(35) h(z)=N(z, ζ)-G(z, ζ) + a(z)+a(ζ)

co dn dn

It is easily verified that h{z)eΣ. Since obviously

(34')
dn L

the function a(z) is harmonic in D and has the normal derivative

dn θn L

Hence, finally, we have for ze C

dn dn dn

and consequently in view of (16) valid for each h^z):

(36) [( Fh-Fh,dτ^ -f h,~ds^2πhv(ζ).
JjD jo dn

Since h(z) 6 Σ and the hy(z) are a complete orthonormal system in
Σ, we have the Fourier development
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(37) N(z, ζ)-G(z, C) + f ( N(t, zfM-^ds + M N{t,
2i dn 2Jc

( N(t, z f d s + M N{t, ζf
πic dn 2πJc dn

This formula is useful to establish the exact asymptotics of the func-
tion Gε(z, C) as ε -> 0 as can be seen from formula (19).

The dielectric Green's functions Gε(z, ζ) are closely related to a set
of interesting univalent analytic functions. In order to show this con-
nection we complete the harmonic functions Gs(z, ζ) to analytic func-
tions in z. We will obtain, of course, two entirely different functions
when z lies in D or D. Let us denote the analytic completion of Gε(z, ζ)

by Pz{z, ζ) iΐ zeD and by Ps(z, ζ) if zeD. We want to show that for
fixed ζeD

(38) Uz)=e-ιlΐP^\ Uz)=e-^^

represent univalent analytic functions in D and D, respectively.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume in the following con-

sideration that C is an analytic curve. There exists, therefore, an
analytic function z=f(t) which maps a neighborhood of a segment of
the real axis in the ί-plane onto a neighborhood of a given arc of C.
The function Gs(z, ζ) becomes a harmonic function g(t) to both sides of
the segment. It goes continuously through the segment, but its normal
derivatives satisfy the discontinuity law

(39) δ ? + e ^ ? = o for real t.
dn dn

Let

(40) P(t)=Ps(f(t), 0, v(t)-Hf(t\ ζ).

We find easily for t in the segment and in view of the described dis-
continuity behavior of g(t):

(41)

We can combine the two relations (41) into the one equation:

(42) ^ ^ W

This formula allows an analytic continuation of p'(t) into the upper
halfplane and of p\t) into the lower. This proves that p\t) and p'{t)
are still analytic on the segment of the real axis in the ί-plane. Re-
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turning to the z-plane we can infer that the functions

(43) P£(s, ζ)=^-Ps(z, C), P&z, CH~A(z, 0
dz dz

are analytic beyond the curve C. Thus we proved that the two deter-
minations of the Green's functions Gz(z, ζ) are still regular harmonic on
C if C is an analytic curve.

We derive from (40) and (42) that

(44) ξ}&LJl = λ±-e. +β-«*ίH-? , α=arg p'(t).
P's(z, 0 2 2

Since we assume throughout e > 0, we see that the ratio (44) always
lies in the right half of the complex plane. This implies

(45) ΛargP;(z, ζ)=Δκc«P[(z, ζ)

if z runs through the curve C in the positive sense with respect to D.
But by the argument principle we have

(46) Δ arg Ft(z, ζ)=Z-P , A arg P8'(«, 0=P~Z

where P, Z are the numbers of zeros and poles of P'z in D and P, Z

have the same meaning with respect to Ps and D. In case some zero
of Pg should lie on C, we can deform the curve in such a way that it
does not contain any zero and draw the same conclusion in view of the

analyticity of Pg' and P'z on C.
We know by definition that if ζeD we have

(47) P = l , Z^O; P=0, Z ^ l .

Hence, from (45), (46) and (47), we conclude

(48) Z - l ^ - 1 .

This is only possible if

(49) i = l , Z=0 .

Hence we can state that Ps(z, ζ) and P's(z, ζ) do not vanish at any
finite point of the z-plane.

Consider now the system of differential equations (z=

(50) ^ = - i ^ , C), *l = —!rG&> O
dt dx dt dy

Along each solution curve x(t), y{t) of this system we have
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We have just shown that no critical point exists where FGε=0. Hence
the net of solution curves covers the entire 2-plane in a regular manner.
All curves start out from the point z=ζ and run towards infinity. Each
curve possesses the integral

(52) 3{P(z, C)}=const. or 3{Pε(z, C)}=const. ,

according as it is considered in D or in D. From these facts it is
evident that the functions (38) have the asserted univalency properties

in D and D, respectively.
The importance of our result lies in the fact that the numerous

distortion theorems of univalent function theory are now at our disposal
in order to derive estimates of the various potential theoretical quanti-
ties connected with Ge(z, ζ) in terms of the geometry of the curve C.

Let us observe, further, that for ε = l the function/^) represents
the identity mapping while for ε = 0 w e conclude from (21) that

(53) fQ(z)=e-:<-e^z^=z + c1+ A + . . .
z

is the univalent function which maps D onto the exterior of a circle

of radius e~y and which has at infinity the derivative one. Thus we

can interpolate a continuous sequence of univalent mappings between

the identity map of D and its normalized mapping onto the exterior of

a circle.

The preceding considerations show clearly the significance of the
Fredholm eigen values and eigen functions for the dielectric problem
and the general potential theory of the curve C. A generalization of
most concepts to the physically more interesting case of three dimen-
sions is easily done.

3. The variation of the eigen values. The variation of the eigen
values λv under a variation of the curve C can be determined by using
the variational theory of the Green's function and of the various kernel
functions connected with it [3]. In this paper we wish to give a
straightforward and elementary derivation of the variational formulas.

Let z0 be an arbitrary fixed point in D and consider the mapping
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For small enough a this will be a univalent mapping of C into a new
smooth curve C*. Let us denote its eigen values by λ* and its eigen
functions by wt(z). We have used various eigen function definitions in
the domain D; the w*{z) shall play the same role with respect to Z)*
(the domain bounded by C*) as the wv(z) defined in Section 1 played
with respect to D.

We have the integral equation

( 2 ) ^.ifWCW), z*eD*.

Let us define

( 3 ) nφ)=w*(z + a)(l - —£—) .

This is a regular analytic function in D since (1) maps D univalently
onto D* where w*(z*) is analytic. Using (3), we can rewrite (2) into
the simpler form

V (^z o )V 27rίJcL (2-.^)(C-2b)- C-s

We have thus referred all variables back to our original domain D, but
Λ* and mv(z) appear now as the eigen values and eigen functions of an
integral equation with slightly changed kernel.

We may transform the new integral equation (4) by easy calcula-
tions into

( 5 )

Observe that by the definition (3) we have

( 6 ) JJ Jm>(z)\*dτ=^Jw*(z*)?dτ*=l .

We have thus to determine the normalized eigen functions my(z) to the

integral equation (5) which differs from our original equation (1.13) by

an α-term which can be estimated uniformly in z for zQeD fixed.

Let us define the analytic function [3]

( 7 ) L(z, C)« - 2 * G{z, Q=-jl~ -«*, 0
π dzdζ π(z — ζY

It is well-known that for every function f(z) which is analytic in D and

for which fί \f\2dτ < oo holds
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( 8 ) \\D

L{z>

Hence we have the identity, valid for each such f(z),

Under our assumptions about the boundary curve C of D, it can be
shown that l(z, C) is continuous in both variables in the closed region
D+C. Thus (5) can be put into the form:

(10) nφ)=λ*\\ ttz, ζγnjζ)dτ^a^λ\ ^ > _ -dτ ,

while wv(z) satisfies the unperturbed integral equation

(11) wjz)=

Now we can apply the general perturbation theory for regular
kernels [9] and state that the eigen functions mv(z) and the eigen
values λ* are analytic functions of the perturbation parameters a and
a and can be developed in power series in them. For a=0, λ* will
coincide with λy while mv(z) will then lie in the linear space spanned by
the eigen functions of (11) which belong to the unperturbed eigen value

Let wis\z) (j=l, •••, n) denote the eigen functions belonging to λv.
We have the developments

(12) /l* = /lv-f lα|/cv4-O(|αf)

and

(13) mv(z)= Σ AjW^iz) + \a\ωv

Inserting (12) and (13) into (10) and making use of (11), we find

(14) Σ AM»(z)=4- Σ AMJ\z) + \a\λv[ \ l(z,

We multiply this identity with w£*°(z) and integrate over D. We
use the orthonormality of the w^{z)f the symmetry of l{z9 ζ) and the
integral equation (11). We also make use of the fact that by (1.36)
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(15) Iff ^
π J J z ) ( C - ^ o ) 2

Hence we arrive at

(16) A * = ψ Z* + 2 i \ a \ ^ D ή

π^J0 \*) , fc«l, 2, . •, n .

Using the development (12) and comparing equal powers of |α| on both
sides, we obtain

(17) 3 { Λ J = 0 , Λ=real , &=1, 2, •••, w.

Taking real parts in (16) and putting

(18) Γ

we find

(19) KyAk + π(λl-l) Σ Aβ{e^w^{zQ)w?\zQ)} = 0 , fc=l, 2,
l

Thus the possible values of /cv in the development (12) of the perturbed
eigen value λ* are the eigen values of the secular equation

(20) det IMj* + ̂ ;-l)»{βvwSΛ(%)w^fe)}||==0 .

In particular, if Λv is a simple (nondegenerate) eigen value, we
have the simple variational formula

(21) ^v = = |α|./cv== -π(λl-l)R{awJίztf} .

Let us suppose next that we perform a variation (1) of the curve

C but now with zQ e D. Since the mapping (1) is regular and univalent

in I), we can repeat the entire argument by interchanging the roles of

D and D. We thus find

(22) det I |M* + π(λl-1)91 {e^wlj\zQ)wik\z0)} \\=0

as the secular equation for the /cv-terms and

(23) <?;v=|α|/cv= -πiΰ-lWfaWviZoY}

in the nondegenerate case. Formulas (21) and (23) exhibit the complete

symmetry of our theory with respect to D and D.
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We used the method of interior variations (1) in order to reduce
the variational problem for the λv explicitly to the theory of perturba-
tion in classical integral equation theory. The formulas obtained are
also very convenient in various extremum problems regarding the λv as
we shall show later. It seems, however, desirable to give also a varia-
tional formula for deformations of C which are described by the normal
shift dn of each point on C. For this purpose we put

(24)

Applying Cauchy's integral theorem with respect to D, we also find

(25) o=mia(P,-1) f
I2i Jo

Finally, we derive from (1.34) that

(26) (4-1) {wcΛζ)

Hence, if we subtract (25) from (24), we obtain

(27) 5H {π(λl - l)awi»(zo)w?\zo)}

- § 3ΐ{^wij\ζ)wίk)(ζ)~^wCJ)(C)^l)(C)C/a}δn ds

where

(28) dn^
-z

represents the normal shift of C under the deformation (1). Thus the
coefficients of the secular equation for dλ have been expressed in terms
of dn.

In particular, we have in the nondegenerate case in view of (23)

(29) δλv= 1 [λldi {wv{ζ)Xn} - λv\wy{ζ)Y\δn ds .
Jc

It can easily be verified from (1.34) that on C

Thus we may replace w by w in formulas (27) and (29); since transition
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from D to D implies also a change of sign of the interior normal, the
end result is unchanged. Thus the variational formula of the Hadamard
type (29) is entirely symmetric with respect to the two complementary

domains considered. If we had chosen £Qei), we would have obtained
the same end result (29).

We derived (29) in the case of a particular variation of the type
(1). But since a variational formula depends linearly and additively on
the variation, and since we can approximate general (^-variations by
superposition of special variations of the type (1), we can extend (29)
to the most general case of a <5^-variation.

The value of the variational formula (29) is of heuristic nature; it
shows the dependence of λy on the geometry of C For a precise study
of extremum problems it is preferable to apply the variational formulas
based on interior variations of the type (1).

We can derive, however, interesting monotonicity results by means
of (29). Let, for example, z^f{u) give the conform&l mapping of the
unit circle | ^ | < 1 onto the domain Zλ Let Gr be the image under this
map of the circumference \tι\*=*r<l; and let λ(r), w{z, r) denote, say,
the yth eigen value and eigen function of Cr. We assume, for the
sake of simplicity, that λ(r) is nondegetverate and then easily derive
from (29):

(290 j λ(r)= -λ(r) (j) \φ, r ){VW dsu

dr J ι«ι-r

+ λ{rf Stji- I w(z, rffiufu du\ .
( r J \ui ~r )

The function

Fr(u)^w[f(u), r)]f(n)

is regular analytic for \u\<Lr hence the second integral in (29') vanishes
by Cauchy's integral theorem and we obtain

logλ(r)= ~\ \Fr{n)f ds%<0.

The eigen values λ(r) of the level curves Cr are rnonotonically decreasing
if r increases.

For every function F{u) which is regular analytic for \u\<Lr holds
the obvious inequality

\F{u)fdτ.
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Observe now that because of the normalization of w{z, r) inside of Cr

the function Fr(u) is normalized in the circle \u\<Cr. Hence, combining
(29") with (29'"), we finally obtain

(29) ^ ( Λ r ) ^ 0 .
dr

Since we have the trivial estimate Λ(1)I>1 for every curve C, we then
derive from (29iv) the useful estimate

(29Y) ;(r)^__L f o r r ^ l .
1

In order to apply the usual perturbation method of integral equation
theory we had to replace the integral equation (1.13) with singular
kernel by the integral equation (11) which has the regular symmetric
kernel l(z, ζ). The necessity for this transition becomes clear when we
consider the exceptional case that C is a circumference. In this case
(and only then), we have l(z, ζ)=0. The original integral equation
(1.13) has only the eigen value Λ=oo and each function f(z) which is
analytic in D is an eigen function.

In fact, suppose for the sake of simplicity that C is the unit circum-
ference z z=l. We have

Iff
π JJ — j?)a 2ττ£ /ιίι-i ζ-z 2πi Jiίi-i ζz-1

By means of the residue theorem we conclude therefore

iff Wr\ ί°
(32) 1 ΛO \

zr \z /

This equation proves our statement that λ=<χ> is the only eigen value
of (1.13) in this case and that it is of infinite degeneracy.

Our variational theory does not work in this exceptional case.
However, let | z o | > l and C* be the image of \z\ = l under the variation
(1). We define its eigen function w*(z) and by (3) a function mv(z)
which is regular analytic in D. It satisfies the integral equation (5)
which, in view of (32), can be brought into the simple form

(33) ( H A^i) η
{Z-Z^rf \ηj z-Z0

Let
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(34) 7πy(z)=— Λfv(z)

dz

if we choose the right constant of integration in the definition of Afv(z),

we can integrate (33) to the identity

(35) Mv(z) = - λ*Mv{L{z)),

where

(36) L(z)=7]-ι=—ZΣΆ_-

is a linear function of z. Thus we obtain a simple functional equation
for the eigen functions w*(z) and the eigen values λf of the varied
curve C*. a must be sufficiently small in order that the mapping (1)
be univalent in D; but we have not made any neglection of higher
powers of a and (35) will give the precise value of λ*.

If we iterate (35), we obtain

If zl9 z2 are the fixed points of the linear transformation Z=Λ(z), we
can write

(Wl\ ^~~zi ___ r 2 Z — %ι

£j Z 2 Z Zι

where |2X |<[1, |z,|^>l. The eigen functions M-Xz) are of the form

(39) MM =^Y5Z^V, v= 1, 2

\Z Z }'

and belong to the eigen values

(40) i*=±τ-\

Thus all eigen functions and eigen values of the curve C* can be calcu-
lated explicitly. An easy computation shows that for small values of e

\a\

An analogous calculation can be performed if the unit circle is
transformed by a variation (1) with | ^ 0 | < l . If we consider a super-
position of variations (1), we can still derive an asymptotic formula for
the eigen values λ* obtained. Thus we have shown that the eigen
values for nearly circular domains can be obtained asymptotically in
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spite of the fact that the circle has an infinitely degenerate eigen value.
We showed at the end of § 1 that the eigen values of an ellipse

can be calculated explicitly. This result is a particular case of our pre-
ceding investigation since the exterior of the ellipse is obtained from
the exterior of the unit circle by a transformation (1) with £0=0 and

There are relatively few domains for which the eigen values and
eigen functions of the Fredholm integral equation are known. It is,
therefore, important to possess at least an asymptotic formula for the
eigen values of nearly circular domains which admits many arbitrary
parameters. Such formulas are particularly useful when one wishes to
test hypotheses with respect to the eigen values of general domains.

4 The variation of the dielectric Green's function* In this section
we want to derive the formula for the variation of the dielectric Green's
function G2(z, ζ) defined in § 2. It will appear that it possesses a very
simple variational formula which is quite similar to that for the ordinary
Green's function of a plane domain. We shall again consider the in-
terior variation

( 1 ) 3* = 3 + - a --
Z~ZQ

which transforms the curve C into a curve C* defining the two com-
plementary domains D* and D*. Let G?(z, ζ) be the corresponding
dielectric Green's function to the parameter ε.

If zύeD, the mapping (1) will be univalent and regular in D for
small enough a hence the function

z-z0 C—

will be harmonic in D. It will also be harmonic in D, except for the
interior of a circle of radius |α]1/2 around the point zQ. The function Γζ(z, ζ)
will have logarithmic poles at infinity and for z=ζ as follows from the
definition of G2(z, ζ).

We consider now Green's identity:

(3) I
Zπ

= eΓz{ζ, z)δ(ζ)-εGz(z, ζ)δ(z).

Observe that in view of the conformality of (1) on C the function
I\(z, C) has the same continuity (and discontinuity) property on C as
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the original function Ge(z, C) Hence we may transform (3) into

(4) ε[Γ\(ζ, Z)d{ζ)-G2{z, ζ)d(z)]^- £ \
2πic

Gβ(ί, ζf
dn

Now we can apply Green's identity with respect to the domain D after
removing from it the interior of the circle \z-~zo\ = \a\m which we denote
by c. Let us assume that neither z nor ζ lie inside c; then (4) yields

(5) Λ(*, ζ)-G,(z, C H ~ f ( \rΈ(t,
2πJcL

G,(t, ζ f ψ
dn dn

We have now fully utilized the boundary behavior of G9(z, ζ). The
evaluation of the c-integral follows exactly the lines of the calculation
for the ordinary Green's function. We put for tec

( 6 ) ί̂ +WV*

and evaluate the right-hand integral in (5) by power series development.
We define again two analytic functions of z, namely p2(z, ζ) and pf(z, ζ),
by

( 7 )

Further,

(7')

m{i

let

F
α2!

0 , Fί'(z9 ζ)=£-P*(z9 C).
dz

Then the usual calculations yield

(8) G*(z*, C*)-Gεfe O-miaPΓfo, z*)FB(zQ

Further series development leads to the simple result

(9) Gf(z, O=Gt(z, C) + 9t{*[p;(3b, z)P,fo, 0

This is exactly the same variational formula as for the ordinary Green's

function [12, 13]. It has been derived for zoeD.

If we had chosen zoeD instead of D analogous calculations would
have been applicable. We could start with
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,τJ<?L dnU
2,τJ

)-<?.(*, ζ)3(z).

Using the discontinuity of —ί? on C, we find
dn

(11) ε[Γε(C, z)d(ζ)-G9(z,

-Ge(t, ζ)
ΘΓ#>

and by means of Green's identity

(12) ε[Γε(z, C)-<?.(s, C ) ] = - f t f ^ ^ - ^ Λ - 1 ) *

where c denotes again the circle |2—20l = M1/2 In this case the same
procedure as before yields the result for zdeD:

(13) Gε*(z, ζ)-Gs(z, CH^{tf[~P;(Zo, 4Pί(*b, 0

Observe the factor which is now introduced into (13) and causes
e

a slight change in the variational formula.
We have thus derived a very elegant variational formula for the

dielectric Green's function its significance is seen from the numerous
applications of its analogue in the case of the ordinary Green's function
[12, 13, 14].

As mentioned in § 2, the function Ps(z, ζ) consists in reality of two

analytic functions, say, P8(s, ζ) iίzeD and P2(z, ζ) if zeD. The bounda-
ry behavior of Gs(z, ζ) as described in § 2 implies for zeC

We can combine the variational formulas (9) and (13) into the integral
form:

(15) Gf(z, ζ)-Gt(z, C)

PΊf ?\P'(f r\ — P(t ΆP'(f Γ\

ί
— e \ w 7 " " / — c \ " j ^ /

•2m Jo t-za
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By use of (14) this can be simplified to

(16) δG,(zf C)

2π\ε ))cL ds ds dn dn

with

This is the Hadamard type variational formula for the dielectric Green's
function which has been proved in a precise manner through use of our
interior variational method.

Since we can also write (16) in the form

(18) SG&, C)

2π\ε ))c\_ ds ds ε dn dn

it is evident that if ζeD the expression (Ge(z, ζ) + εϊog \z~-ζ\)z=ζ depends
monotonically upon the domain D while for ζeb the same is true for
(G9(z, ζ)+\og\z — ζ\)β.ζ. In a similar way many other expressions can
be constructed which have a definite factor of δnds under the integral
sign and which depend, therefore, monotonically upon D. The appli-
cation of Hadamard?s formula in order to obtain inequalities and com-
parison theorems for functional connected with G2(z, ζ) is obvious.

For e = l , we have Ge(z, ζ)= — log\z—ζ\ independently of the domain.

For this reason the factor ( 1) must occur in the variational for-
\ ε /

mulas (16) and (18).
We showed at the end of § 2 that the mapping of a domain onto a

circle can be connected with the identical mapping by a one-parameter
family of univalent functions which are closely related to the dielectric
Green's functions. For this reason it is of interest to compute the
derivative of GB(z, ζ) with respect to ε.

We start with Green's identity and with ε > 0 , e > 0 :

(19)

2πi2πic

Using the boundary relations of G8 and Ge on C and Green's identity

with respect to D, we find
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(20) ^ > J z ) ^ ( c , j 7 j = i G ε ( c > vm)+A_\ Gi(z, v)
d?Az, O ώ .

ε — e ε 2πε Jc On

Passing to the limit ε=e, we then obtain

(21) %- Gε(C, v)=--Gt(ζ, v)δ(ζ)+~- \ Gt(z, y)dG^J~ζ)ds .
oε e ZπεJc dn

The symmetry of this expression is more clearly exhibited in the form

(22) ^Gε(ζ, η)

This result could also have been obtained by straightforward calcu-
lation from (2.19) and its analogues.

It is obvious how numerous monotonicity results can be derived from
expression (22) by considering combinations with positive derivative.
This formula can also be used in order to develop Gs in powers of ε.
The formula is particularly useful in a more detailed discussion of the
mapping functions fe(z), defined in § 2 however, we do not enter into
this subject in the present paper.

5, An extremum problem for the Fredholm eigen values* We
shall now proceed to apply the variational formulas of § 3 to an impor-
tant extremum problem for the lowest Fredholm eigen value of a given
curve C. In order to explain the formulation of the problem considered
we start with the following observation. Let C be a three times con-
tinuously differentiable curve as was supposed throughout if λ1 is its
lowest eigen value we have shown that λλ^>l. Now let C* be a con-
tinuum which consists of all points of C plus a segment which has one
endpoint on C and the other in D let λf be its lowest eigen value.
It can be shown that λf = l however small the additional segment of C*
is thus two curves in an arbitrary Frechet neighborhood can have very
different lowest Fredholm eigen values.

The fact that λ1 depends in this discontinuous way on its defining
curve C makes it difficult to frame significant extremum problems for
it. The side condition on C of three continuous derivatives is, on the
one hand, somewhat unnatural and, on the other hand, hard to preserve
under variation. We shall restrict ourselves, therefore, in this section
to the consideration of analytic curves, but even in this case λ1 can
come as near as we wish to 1. In fact, formula (1.45) shows that we
can find ellipses with λΎ arbitrarily near 1. We have, therefore, to
sharpen the concept of an analytic curve by introducing the concept of
uniform analyticity of a curve. A curve C is called analytic if it is
mapped by a regular univalent function z=f(ζ) from the unit circum-
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ference |Cl = l. f(ζ) must be regular and univalent in some circular ring
r < | C | < i ϋ w i t h r < l < j β . The class of all curves C which are analy-
tic and belong to functions f(ζ) which are regular and univalent in a
fixed ring (r, R) shall be called the class of uniformly analytic curves
with the modulus of analyticity (r, R).

Because of the normality of the family of univalent functions in a
fixed region the concept of uniform analyticity lends itself easily to the
construction of significant extremum problems. In particular, let us ask
for the minimum value of λx within the family of all uniformly analytic
curves with modulus (r, R).

We may consider our problem as an extremum problem on univalent
functions. Given the class of all functions f(ζ) which are regular and
univalent in r <^\ζ\<^R, to find one in the class which maps the unit
circumference onto a curve C with minimum λλ. The existence of such
a function follows easily from the usual normality arguments and we
proceed at once to characterize the extremum function by varying it
and comparing it with nearby competing functions.

Since the curve C mapped by the extremum function is analytic
and since its λι is obviously finite, the lowest eigen value can have only
a degeneracy of finite order. Let w[Ό(z), , w?\z) be a complete and
linearly independent set of eigen functions belonging to λλ in Z>, while

wiΌ(z)> ••*> w^iz) are the corresponding eigen functions in D. Suppose
that the image of \ζ\=r forms a continuum Γ in D while the image of

\ζ\=R forms the continuum f in D. Let zoeΓ; there exists an infinity

of analytic functions which are univalent outside of the continuum Γ
and which have a series development [11]

/ 1 \ _,̂ c M , v ^vP

which converges for \z—zQ\^> p. The coefficients av of this development
are uniformly bounded

(2) K l < ^ + 1

and p is a positive parameter which can be chosen arbitrarily small.
Let us insert the extremum function z=f(ζ) into (1); we will thus

obtain an infinity of competing functions regular and univalent in
of the form

They define curves C*, the images of |Cl = l by /*(C). If Λ* denotes
the lowest eigen value of C*, it defines a root of the secular equation
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derived in (3.20):

(4) det l l ^ ^ + ^ ^ - l ^ ί ^ W

with dλ1==^ — λ1 + o(pz). dλτ is the lowest root of (4); on the other hand,
we conclude from the minimum property of C that

(5) d^o(p>)

and this holds, a fortiori, for all other roots of (4). Hence we can
assert that the quadratic form

( 6 ) Qβ(t)= ± 3ΐ {a^wγ\zύ)w?\zQ)} tόtk

satisfies the inequality

(7)

for every choice of the unit vector tl9 •••, tn. Dividing by p1 and pas-
sing to the limit ρ=0, we obtain

(8)

In particular, we obtain

(8') 31 {afiizo)1} ^ 0 , w(zQ)=wίL\zQ).

This inequality holds for every choice of the univalent variation function
(1). We now apply the following theorem [11, 14]:

If for every point zύeΓ and every univalent function (1) holds

(9) 9ΐ {cLιs(zQ)\ < 0

where s(z0) is regular analytic on Γ, then Γ itself is an analytic curve
z(t) which satisfies the differential equation

(10)

Hence we can deduce from (8') that Γ satisfies the differential
equation

( 1 1 ) \*>
\dt

In exactly the same way we prove that the extremum function f(ζ)
maps the circumference |C|=r onto an analytic arc Γ which satisfies the
differential equation
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(12) (dzJw[z(t)f=l.

Let us put

(13) z(φ)=f(re^)

if φ runs from 0 to 2π the image point z(φ) will vary over Γ. We
deduce from (12) the inequality

(14) C2/'(C)W(C)]2 < 0 for |C |-r . .

Similarly, we derive from (11) the inequality

(15) C2/(C)W(C)]2<0 for |C|=22.

We introduce the analytic functions

(16) A(c)=cf(CM/(O];

Clearly, A(ζ) is regular analytic in the ring domain r < \ζ\ < 1 while
B(ζ) is regular analytic for 1 < | C | < # . (14) and (15) can be expressed
a s - , \<.aΛ

(14') A(ζ)=imaginary for |Cl=τ

(150 J5(C)=imaginary for |C|=JB

while equation (1.34) leads to

(17) -iA(ζ)=-^=JLB(ζ) + λMOΊ for ICH1 .

We have by the Schwarz' reflection principle in view of (14') and

(150:

(is)

Now we can rewrite (17) into the form

(19) ^iA(ζ)=(λl-imB(ζ)-λιB(RX)] for |C| =

since ζ=ζ-τ for |Cl = l. By (18) we see that A(ζ) is analytic in the ring
r2<ICl< 1 while B(ζ) is analytic for 1 < |Cl<R* From (19) we can
continue B(ζ) into the ring fe<ICl<l where fe=max(r2, R'2). By (18)

732

again B(ζ) is, therefore, analytic in the ring fe<ICl<C— and by (19)
k

we may continue A(ζ) beyond the unit circumference. Thus A(ζ) and
B(ζ) are certainly analytic for £1 = 1. The interrelation between A(ζ)
and B(ζ) is, however, best understood by the use of Laurent series
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development.
We put

and are sure that both series have a ring of common convergence

which contains the unit circumference. The functional equations (18)

are reflected in the coefficient relations

(21) a-n=anr*n, b-n=bnR™ .

On the other hand, a comparison of coefficients in (19) yields

If we replace n by — n and apply (21), we also find

But (22) and (23) lead obviously to the alternative

(24) α w =δ w =0 or λι = -

Thus A(ζ) and B(ζ) are necessarily rational functions and the possible
values of λt are restricted to the various values in (24) for integer n.
Observe that n=0 is excluded since λx is surely greater than one. It
is sufficient to consider only positive values of n since — n yields the
same Λi-value as Λ-n, We may put equation (24) into the form

— 1 ~R%n —• 1 Λ — r2n

This form makes it evident that the minimum value of λλ for fixed r
and R is attained for n=l. Hence, for the lowest eigen value λx which
belongs to a uniformly analytic curve C with the modulus (r, R), we
have established the inequality:

(26) λ,2

In order to conclude the investigation we have to show that there
exists, in fact, a curve C within the class considered for which equality
is attained in (26). This curve can be found by a careful analysis of
the variational conditions (11) and (12). At first we shall state the
nature of an extremum curve C and compute its Rvalue from its defi-
nition. Later we shall show that C is uniquely determined up to linear
transformations,
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Let us consider the £-plane slit along the linear segment — iμ, + iμ
of the imaginary axis and along the segments \x\ ^> 1 of the real axis.
Every circular ring r<L\ζ\<LR can be mapped on such a canonical do-

7-)

main the real parameter μ depends on the ratio . For reasons of
r

symmetry we can obtain that the points ζ=R and ζ=—R are mapped
into z=l and z= — l, respectively, while the points ζ=ir and ζ=— ir
go into iμ and —iμ. The mapping function f(ζ) has the symmetry
properties :

(27)

and is uniquely defined. Let C be the image of the unit circumference
|CI=1 under the mapping z=f(ζ). We want to prove that C is the re-
quired extremum curve.

We denote again the interior and exterior of C by D and D} re-
spectively. Observe that the functions

(28) Wn(z)=An(ζ« 4- {^p^) , ζ-f~ι(z)

are regular analytic in the entire domain D while the functions

(29)

are regular analytic in D. Let us define the eigen functions of D and

D by

(30) υ>n(z)=-fwa(z), wn(z)=j-Wn(z)
dz dz

Differentiating (28) and (29) with respect to ζ, we find

(31)

and

(32)

The boundary conditions (1.34) for the eigen functions of D and D will
lead to the requirement

(33) -
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for |Cl = l. This can indeed be fulfilled by satisfying the conditions

(34) -iAn(K-l)ll*=Bn-

-iAn(-rT(λl-iy<*

which is always possible if and only if

(35) λn=
κ -y-r

| l ( a J B

Conversely, it is evident that the values λn determined by (35) for

n=l, 2, ••• lead to actual eigen functions for the domains D and D.
Observe, in particular, that

(36)
l+rzRz

which verifies that C is indeed an extremum curve and that our esti-
mate (26) is the best possible one.

There remains finally the uniqueness question relative to the ex-
tremum curve C. In order to answer it we return to the functions
A(ζ) and B(ζ) connected with the extremum function /(£). Since we
know now that in their Laurent development all coefficients vanish ex-
cept for aly α_! and bl9 6_i, we have by (16), (21) and (22)

(360 ζf(ζ)wίf(ζ)]=ia^ζ 4-

and

(37)

with

(38) ^ ( Λ 2 - ! ) 1 ' 2 - ^ 2 - ! ) ^ .

We made the unessential assumption that αx is real which leads to the
consequence that 6X is pure imaginary.

We integrate (36r) and (37) and find

(39)

where W(z) and W(z) are properly chosen integrals of w(z) and w(z).
The function W(z) is single-valued in D; f(ζ) is regular analytic on
\ζ\=r and can be continued somewhat beyond this circumference. It
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will take values near the continuum Γ after this continuation but these
values in the z-plane were already attained for some values ζ in \ζ\ > r.
Hence TΓ [/(£)] must take the same values for \ζ\ somewhat larger than
r and for some \ζ\ less than r. From (39) we recognize that these
corresponding ζ-values must be connected by the equation

(40) ^-Γ^^-l! .
SI S2

Hence we proved the functional equation for f(ζ):

(41)

In exactly the same manner we derive from the second formula
(39) the functional equation

(42) f(ζ)=f(ψj .

We know already that the extremum function f(ζ) will remain an
extremum function after a linear transformation since we showed at
the end of § 1 that λλ does not change under linear transformations.
Hence we may assume without loss of generality that

(43) f(r)=0,

From (41) and (42) conclude then that

(44) /(-r)=0, j\-iR)=«>

and in view of the univalent character of f(ζ) in r<C\ζ\<CR we con-
clude that f(ζ) has simple zeros and simple poles at these points. It is
now easy to obtain for f(ζ) a product representation in terms of its
known zeros and poles in the entire C-plane and to identify it with the
function which maps the ring r<^\ζ\<^R on the above described slit
domain. This completes the uniqueness argument.

Let us return to the inequality (26). An important special case
deals with all uniformly analytic curves with the modulus (r, oo). This
is the class of curves which are images of |Cl = l mapped by functions
which are regular and univalent for \ζ\^>r. We find the estimate

(45) Λ ^ r - 2

and the extremum curve in this case is the ellipse C which is obtained
from |C|=1 by the mapping

(46) z=C + y
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This follows directly from (1.45) as well as from our preceding character-
ization of the extremum domain. The inequality (45) can also be easily
derived from the estimate (3.29V) thus this particular result could have
been proved by means of a Hadamard type variational formula.

As for the class of uniformly analytic functions with the modulus
(0, R), we have analogously the estimate

(47) Λ ^ # 2 .

The extremal curve C is obtained from the unit circumference by the
mapping

(48) z= 2 R ζ

This mapping is best understood if we consider the intermediate step

(49) ?=Λ-'C + -J

which maps the unit circumference onto an ellipse with λτ=R2 and the
/ 2 2 \

circumference \ζ\=R onto the linear segment <̂  — , \ The ad-
\ R R /

2
ditional linear transformation z= does not affect the eigen values

Rrj

and leads to a regular univalent function in \ζ\<^R. We could have
obtained the mapping (48) also as a special case of the preceding
characterization of the extremum curve C.

6. Concluding remarks. We have restricted ourselves in the pre-
sent paper to the case of simply connected domains. It is possible to
extend a considerable amount of the results to the case of multiply-
connected domains [3, 10, 14]. The investigation becomes, however,
more complicated for two reasons. First, we will have a larger number
of complementary domains and, second, we will have additional eigen
functions belonging to the eigen value one. In fact, let C19 C2, •••, Cn

denote the n components of the boundary C of the domain D let <ov{z)
be that harmonic function in D which takes on Cμ the boundary value
dyμ. Then it is easily seen that

)=i^ ωv(z)
dz

will satisfy the integral equation
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AH other eigen functions of the integral equation (1.13) belong, how-
ever, to eigen values which are larger than one.

The concept of the dielectric Green's function carries over to the
case of higher multiplicity and analogous series developments in terms
of the eigen functions of the Fredholm integral equation are possible.
Likewise, the different variational formulas can be extended to multiple
connectivity. But, clearly, it will be much more difficult to draw simple
conclusions from these formulas. One has only to consider the great
use made in the preceding section of Laurent series developments in
order to appreciate the great simplification introduced by the assumption
of a simply connected domain.
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A THREE POINT CONVEXITY PROPERTY

F. A. VALENTINE

There exist an interesting variety of set properties determined by
placing restrictions on each triple of points of the set. It is the purpose
here to study those closed sets in the ^-dimensional Euclidean space
En (in particular the plane EJ which satisfy the following condition.

DEFINITION 1. A set £? in En is said to possess the three-point
convexity property P3 if for each triple of points x, y, z in S at least
one of the closed segments xy, yz, xz is in S.

The principal result obtained in this paper appears in Theorem 2.
In order to achieve this result a series of lemmas and theorems is first
established. Most of these are also of independent interest.

1* Closed connected sets in En, n2>l. In this section we assume
that S is a closed connected set in Eny n7>l. The concept of local
convexity is a useful one for our purpose, so we restate the well-known
definition.

DEFINITION 2. A set S is said to be locally convex at a point
qeS if there exists an open sphere N with center at q such that S N
is convex. If a set is locally convex at each of its points, it is said to
be locally convex.

NOTATION 1. The open segment determined by points x and y is
denoted by (xy), whereas xy denotes the closed segment. The line de-
termined by x and y is denoted by L (x, y). The boundary of a set S
is B(S), and H(S) denotes the closed convex hull of S. The symbol -f-
stands for set union, and the symbol stands for set product.

THEOREM 1. Let S be a closed connected set in En (n^ΐ) which
has property P3. Then either S is convex or S is star like with respect
to each of its points of local nonconvexity (It may be star like elsewhere).

Proof If S is locally convex, then by a theorem of Tietze [4, pp.
697-707], [2, pp. 448-449], the set S is convex, in which case it is
star like with respect to each of its points. Hence, suppose S is not
locally convex, and let g e S be a point of local nonconvexity. This
implies that in each spherical neighborhood Nt of q, there exist points
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xt and yt of S such that (a?i2/i) S = 0 (see Notation 1). Choose any point
x e S. Property P 3 implies that either xyt or xxi is in S. If the radius
of Ni is 1/ΐ, then as i->oo the set xxi + xyi converges to qx, which then
must belong to S. This completes the proof.

REMARK 1. The set of all starlike points of a set S is called the
convex kernel of S. The convex kernel of a set S CZEn is convex. See
Brunn [1].

COROLLARY 1. Each point of local nonconvexity of the set S in
Theorem 1 is contained in the boundary of the convex kernel of S.

COROLLARY 2. For the set S above, let H be any r-dimensional plane
section of S, where (l<Lr<Ln — l). Then either H'S is starlike or H S
consists of two convex components.

Proof of Corollary 2. If H S is connected, then since H S has
property P3, Theorem 1 implies H S is starlike. If H S is not con-
nected, property P 3 implies trivially that H S consists of two and only
two components, each of which must be convex.

COROLLARY 3. Each component of the complement of S is unbounded.
This is an immediate consequence of the starlikeness of S.

2. Closed connected sets in E2. We restrict ourselves to closed
connected sets in E2 in this section, and the following definitions are
useful.

DEFINITION 3. A component of the complement of a closed con-
nected set S is called a residual domain of S. A cross-cut xy of a re-
sidual domain K of S is & closed segment such that x e S, y 6 S and
(xy)CK (See Notation 1).

DEFINITION 4. An isolated point of local nonconvexity of S is called
a p-point. A point of S which is a p-point or a limit point of p-points
is called a q-point.

LEMMA 1, Each open segment (uv) of the convex kernel of S con-
tains no q-points of S. (see Corollary 1).

Proof. Suppose w is a g-point contained in (uv). Clearly Sς£L(u, v)
(see Notation 1). Choose zeS—L(u, v). Since uv belongs to the convex
kernel of S, we have triangle uzv C *S. But this implies that each
sufficiently small neighborhood of w contains no cross-cuts of the com-
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plement of S, since such a cross cut xy would have to have its interior
(xy) in one of the open half-planes bounded by L(u, v).

LEMMA 2. Let S be a closed connected set in E2 having property
P 3. Then if S is not convex, it contains at least one isolated point of
local nonconvexity.

Proof. Let xy be a cross-cut of a residual domain K of S. Since
disclosed and connected, the set K—(xy) is the union of two mutually
exclusive open sets, denoted by Kt and K.z [3, p. 118]. Since S is star-
like, Corollary 3 implies that one and only one of these two sets is
bounded. Let it be Kl9 and denote the boundary B(K1) — (xy)^C(K1).
The set B{K^) is a continuum [3, p. 124]. Since Kx is a bounded domain,
and since C(K1)-(xy)=*Q, it follows that C{Kτ) is a continuum. Define
Bt to be the set of points zx e C(KX) such that xzλ C S, and define B2 to
be the points z2 e C{KX) such that yzt C S. Since xy ςt S, property P 3

implies C ( J K ' 1 ) = 5 1 4 - S 2 . Moreover, xeBly yeBt, and moreover Bx and
Bt are each closed since S and C(K^) are closed. Hence, since C{Kλ) is
a continuum, it is well-known that BΊ'B%φ0. Hence, let peBλ B2, and
we must have xpCS, ypCZS, so that Kx is interior to triangle xpy.
Since p e B{KX), it is clear that each neighborhood of p contains a cross-
cut of Ku so that p is a point of local nonconvexity of S.

To prove that p is an isolated point of local nonconvexity, observe
that the lines L(x, p) and L(y, p) determine four F-shaped domains,

each bounded by two rays. Order these VLJ F2, F3, F 4 so that xypCL Vlt

and so that the sets F έ are arranged consecutively in a clockwise direc-

tion about the point p. Suppose a p-point ^ e V1 — p exists. Then since

PιX-\~Pιy(ZS, we would have KλCZxyplf which would violate the fact

peB{Kτ). Suppose a p-point, say pι exists in F2. But this implies that

%PPιCS, ypPι<ZS. But this again would violate the fact peB(Kτ)t In

exactly the same way F 4 contains no p-point of S. Now consider F 3 .

If pι is a p-point of S in F3, then ypPi + xpPiCZS, which implies that p

is an isolated £>-point since Vx contains no p-point 'of S. Finally, Lemma

1 implies that no sequence of ^-points of S can exist on L(x, p) Vz or

on L{yy p) V3 having p as a limit point. Thus we have shown that p

is an isolated p-point of S.

REMARK 2. Let xy be the cross-cut in the above proof, and let p
be the associated isolated p-point. Then the closed triangle xyp is such
that the set xyp S is the union of two convex sets having only the
point p in common. One of these convex sets contains xp and is de-
noted by C(xp), and the other denoted by C(yp) contains py.
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Proof. Let L% and L be lines parallel to xy, such that Lt separates
p and xy, and such that p e L. Let fl, be the closed half-plane bounded
by Li and containing xy. Suppose Lt ->L as i —>&> so that Hί+1^>Hί.
Since S Hi xyp is locally convex, by Tietze's Theorem [4, loc. cit.] each
of its components is convex. Property P3 implies that there are at most
two such components. The fact that xy gL S, implies there are exactly two
such components. Denote them by Ct and A Clearly C i + O Cif A + O A>
and hence Ct and A converge to convex sets having p in common. They
have only p in common, otherwise p would not be a boundary point of
Kι as defined in the proof of Lemma 2. One of the convex sets con-
tains xp and the other yp so that the notation in the remark is justified.

DEFINITION 5. Let Q be the set of ^-points of S.

REMARK 3. Corollary 1 implies that Q is contained in the boundary
of its own convex hull H(Q), designated by B(H).

LEMMA 3. The boundary of H(Q) is connected, and it can contain
at most one ray.

Proof. Since H=H(Q) is convex, if B(H) were not connected, it
would have to consist of two parallel lines (this is known). However,
Lemma 1 would then imply that each of these parallel lines would
contain at most two g-points. But this would imply that Q is bounded
in which case B{H) would be connected. If B(H) contained two rays,
then Lemma 1 would again imply that Q is bounded, which would again
be contradictory.

DEFINITION 6. An edge of the boundary B(H) is a closed segment
xy or a closed ray χoo whose endpoints are g-points. An open half-plane
whose boundary contains xy(or a oo), and which does not intersect H(Q)
is called an open half-plane of support, and it is denoted by W.

LEMMA 4. Let W be an open half-plane of support to H(Q), which
abuts on an edge xy(or XOQ). Then H(Q) + W S is a convex subset of S.

Proof. If ueH(Q) and if veS-W, then uvCLS, since S is star like
with respect to u. This, together with the facts xeB(S), yeB(S), and
property P3 imply that uv xy^O (or uv xcozfiO), so that uv(ZH(Q)Λ-
W S. Suppose ueS-W, veS-W. Let ze(xy) or (αoo). If b(uv)ςtS,
since uzCIS, vzCZS9 then triangle uvz would contain a p-point of S
(See the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2). But this is impos-
sible, since W contains no p-points of S, and since by Lemma 1 the
open segment (xy) or (a?oo) contains no p-points of S. Hence H(Q)±
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W'S is convex. It should be observed that if H{Q)^xy, then H(Q) +
W'S may or may not be closed.

LEMMA 5. Let x%y% be a countable number of pair wise disjoint edges
in B(H)ΞΞΞΞB(H(Q)). Assume that B(H) contains at least three edges,
and let Wt be the open half-plane of support to H(Q) whose boundary
contains (x^) (xiUi may be ̂ ©o).

Then the set H(Q) + S*ΣίWi is a closed convex set.

Proof. Without loss of generality establish an order on the bound-
ary B(H), and assume that in terms of this order, x% is the beginning
of the edge x^ and that y% is the endpoint of x^. Select any two
disjoint edges xiyi and x3y3, and without loss of generality assume that
%u Vί> Xj9 Vj fall in an order so that an arc of B(H) has xt and y5 as
its endpoints, and so that all four points lie on this arc in the order
given above (B(H) may be unbounded). Let the convex set which is
bounded by the two lines L(xi9 y3) and L(xj9 y%)9 and which contains the
quadrilateral Xiy^x^j be denoted by V. The segments xiyi and x3y3

divide V into three parts one is the closed quadrilateral xiy,ίxjyj the
second is a three sided closed polygonal set adjacent to xiyt and denoted
by Δ(xi9 yt) the third is a three sided closed polygonal set adjacent to
x3y3 and denoted by Δ(χjy yό). The last two sets may or may not be
bounded. If the edge x3y3 is a ray x3co instead, then the same type
of division occurs, in which L(xi9 oo) is a line parallel to the ray α̂  oo
so that Δ(xj9 oo) has two bounding sides instead of three. We must
have S WiCΔ(xi9 #t), for if this were not so, it is easily seen that
either xt or yt would be an interior point of a triangle which would
belong to S. But this would contradict the fact that xi e B{S)9 yt e B(S).
Similarly S Wj C Δ(xj9 y3). This is true whether x3y3 is a finite segment
or a ray Xjoo.

Now, choose two points u and v in U^H(Q)Jt-S-IiWi. If u and
v are in H(Q) + S- Wiy then Lemma 4 implies uvC_U. If ueS Wi and
veS-Wj, then by the preceding paragraph ueΔ(xi1 yt), veΔ(xjy y3) (or
veΔ(xjf oo)). Since V = Δ(xif y^-\-xiyix1y3

Jf Δ(xj9 y3) is convex, and since
Δ{xi,yί)^xiyix5y^xiyu we have uvx^^O, whence uvCU.

To prove that U is closed, observe first that if there are a finite
number of disjoint sets xiyi (there are at least three edges) then U is closed,

since WrSClΔ(xίf y,) implies WrS(ZWrS+B(H). If there are an
infinite number of sets Wi9 then let s be a limit point of an infinite
sequence of sets Win S. Since WinCZΔ(xln9 yin) by fixing (χJf y3) of the
preceding paragraph, it follows that (xin9 ytn)-*q, a fixed point of B(H),
as in*-co. However, since in this situation, we must have Δ(xin, yin)~->q
as iw->oo, it follows that s=qeH(Q). Hence, it is clear that U is
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closed, since H(Q) is closed.

THEOREM 2. Suppose S is a closed connected set in E2 such that for
each triple of points x, y, z in S at least one of the segments xy, yzf xz
is in S.

Then S is expressible as the union of three or fewer closed convex
sets having a nonempty intersection. The number three is best.

DEFINITION 7. Let N denote the cardinality of the set of p-points
of S in Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. If N is not an odd integer greater than 1, then S can
be expressed as the union of two or fewer closed convex sets having a
nonempty intersection.

Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. We recall that Q is the closure of the
set of p-points of S. The proof is divided into 5 cases, depending upon
the value of N. The five cases are: N=l; N=2; i V = 2 m > l ; N=2m

Case 1. iV=l. Let Q=p, and let C be a circle with center at p
and having radius r. The set S C is a closed connected set having
property P3 and having p as its only p-point. If S C satisfies the con-
clusions of either Theorem 2 or Theorem 3, it is quite clear that S=
limS C as r->oo will satisfy the same conclusions. Let the boundary
of the convex hull H(S-C) be D(H), since B(H) stands for the boundary
of H(Q). The rest of the proof will show incidentally that D(H)-S has
one, two or four components.

Suppose D(H) S has exactly three components and designate these
by B, ( i=l , 2, 3). It is easy to show that B,φ {p} ( i=l , 2, 3). Choose
points xi^Bi with xtφp ( ΐ=l, 2, 3). Property P3 implies that at least
one of the intervals xxx2, x2x3, x-sxL is in S. Suppose x^cZS. Since
XiβDiH) (i=l, 2), and since B^B^^O, we must have L(xu x2) S=x1χ.i.
If pφiXiXt), then let Hn be the closed half-plane bounded by L(xu x2)
and not containing p. Since xxeBlt x2eB.z with B1'B.λ=Q1 there must
exist a cross cut of the complement of S in Hn. However, by the proof
of Lemma 2, there would exist a p-point in Hn S which contradicts the
fact that Q=p. Hence peix^). Since pefaxz), if x^CZS, the proof
of Lemma 2 would again imply the existence of a p-point in that closed
half-space bounded by L(xu x3) which does not contain p. However
this contradicts Q=p. Hence, xLx3ςtS. Similarly XjX3ςtS. Property
P3 and the closure of S implies that for points xeBλ sufficiently near
xl9 we have xx^CZS, xx3ς£.S, x.^x3ςLS. Applying the same reasoning
to x, x z, x-6 that we applied to xl9 x.i9 x3, we get p e (xx2) for all x near
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xx. This can only be true if B1=x1. Similarly, B2=xI. However, since
B3 is contained in only one of the open half planes bounded by L{xu xz),
the facts Bt=xt (i=l, 2) simply that xxx%CZD{H)*S, which contradicts
the fact B-i J3a=0. Hence D(H) S cannot have exactly three components.
Suppose D(H) S has at least four components, and designate four of
these by Bt ( i=l , 2, 3, 4). The above argument implies that Bi=-xi

eD(H) S, and these can be renumbered so that ^ ε ( ^ ) , pe(x^x^).
Clearly any fifth component B5 could not exist, since the above argu-
ment applied to xl9 x2, x5 and x5 e B5 would yield p e (a?^), p e (x&6), so
that xδ=xif a contradiction. Thus if D(H)-S has more than two com-
ponents, then S C is the union of two line segments having an interior
point in common.

Now, suppose D(H) S has exactly two components denoted by J5X

and B2. Let the end points of Bt be x% and yi ordered so that yτx.z and
y>zxx are cross-cuts of the complement of S. The points xt and yt need
not be distinct. We will prove that each of the sets P$ == H(Bt -f p) +
C(xίp) + C(yίp)1 (i=l, 2) is convex. (See Remark 2 following Lemma 2
for the definitions of C(xtp) and C(yiP)). Property P3 and the fact that
Z)(i?) S'=βi+β 2 implies that Bi + x^ + y^ is the boundary of H(Bi + p).
We will prove that Px is convex. Since each of the sets H(Bι

J

rp)1

C(xλp), C(yxp) is convex, to show that Pλ is convex, it suffices to select
points ze H(B1 + p), ueC(xxp)f veCfep), and to show that uv + uz-hvz
CZPi We must have uv xφφ-Q, uv*yxpφ§, for if this were not so,
the fact D(H) S=B1 + B2 would imply that uv P%φ0. However, this
would contradict property P3. Hence, we have uv C#I2/LP+ Cix^ + Ciyφ).
Thus uv C Pi- In the same manner uz C Pi, vz C Pi, so that P1 is con-
vex. The same argument applies to P2.

Finally if D(H)*S has exactly one component, and Q=p, it can be
shown readily that there exists a line through p which divides S C into
two closed convex sets having p in common. This completes the proof
for N=l, and oddly enough it appears to be the most difficult to prove.

Case 2. N=2. Let Q=p1 + pz. The line L(plf p.z) divides the plane
into two open half-planes Wt ( i=l , 2). Lemma 4 implies that Wt S is

convex. If WΊ S^Q, then S=W2 S+S*L(p1, p2) yields the desired con-
clusions of Theorem 2 and 3. Hence suppose W^SφO (ί=l, 2). Let

U~W^S±W7S. If U is convex, then S = U + S L(plf pj yields the
desired decomposition. Suppose U is not convex, then we can show
that S L(pι, p2) = U L(pl9 p2), for suppose a point ue S L(pu p2) —
U L(plf p^ exists. Since U is not convex, there exist points xte W^S

such that x^ςtS. Moreover uxi^tS, since u$, Wt S. However, this

violates property P3. Thus if U is not convex, S=W1 S-hWi S, and
this is a desired decomposition of S into two convex sets.
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Case 3. i V = 2 m > 2. In this case the hull H(Q) is a convex polygon,
each segment of which is an edge having ^-points as endpoints (See
definition 6). Order the edges xtxi+1 of the boundary B(H) counterclock-
wise so that ( i = l , 2, •••, 2m; x1=x2m+ι). The open half-plane of sup-
port to H(Q) adjacent to av&ί+1 is denoted by Wt. By Lemma 5 each
of the sets

( 1 )

is a closed convex set. Moreover, since S C H{Q) 4- Σ Wt we have

Case 4. 2 V = 2 m - f l > l . As in Case 3, let e^^x^^x ( i = l , •••,
2m 4-1 a?i=a?2OT+2) denote the ordered edges of B(H), and define £Ί and
S2 as in (1).

Let

By Lemma 5, the sets Si, St and ^3 satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 2.

Case 5. iV=oo. In order to prove this case, the following defini-
tion is helpful.

DEFINITION 8. A connected closed subset / of the boundary B{H) is
called a polygonal element if the following conditions hold :

(a) It is the closure of the union of edges of B{H) (see Definition 6).
(b) Its endpoints (one, two or none) are limit points of p-points

of S.
(c) If I=B(H), then / contains at most one limit point of p-points.

If IφB(H), then only its endpoints (one or two) are limit points of
£>-points.

Observe that these conditions imply that a polygonal element is
maximal in the sense that it is not a proper subset of a larger polygonal
element.

The number of polygonal elements of B(H) is countable, hence we
can well-order them easily. Let Ilf Iz, ••, In designate such a well-
ordering.

For each polygonal element In, divide the edges it contains (see
Definition 6) into two classes M^ and Ml such that no two edges of
Mn ( i = l , 2) are adjacent, that is, have an endpoint in common. It may
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happen that one of the Mι

n may be empty. For each edge eeM* we
let Wl denote the open half-plane of support to B(H) whose boundary
contains e. Define

* ϊ = Σ Wi-S ( i=l, 2) ,

and let

Since each edge in Mi is separated from each edge in Mι

m {
Lemma 5 implies that Sτ and £3 are closed convex subsets of S. More-
over, since for each point xeS, either xeH(Q), or x is contained in
some Wl S, we have Sr=S1 + Sr

2 and S^S^O.
To prove that the number " three" in Theorem 2 is best consider

the familiar two cell formed by a five-pointed star. It is a simple mat-
ter to verify that this set has property P3, and that it cannot be ex-
pressed as the union of two convex sets. The analogous 2m+ 1 pointed
star behaves the same way.

3«. Concluding remarks •
(a) It should be noted that the converse of Theorem 2 is not true.

For instance, the set consisting of three segments xx% ( i=l, 2, 3), where
each angle ^_xixxJ = 12Q° (iφj), is the union of three convex sets; yet
it does not have property P3.

(b) It would be of interest to characterize those sets in Έ% which
are the union of two closed convex sets. It appears that such a charac-
terization will follow from an investigation of the cardinality of the set
B(K)-B(S), where K is the convex kernel of S.

(c) The theory in Es needs to be settled. In view of § 1, it is
natural to ask the question. What are the closed connected sets in E3

such that each of its plane sections is either starlike or the union of
two disjoint convex sets ?
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THE CENTER OF A COMPACT LATTICE

IS TOTALLY DISCONNECTED

ALEXANDER DONIPHAN WALLACE

The purpose of this note is to prove the theorem of the title. A
topological lattice is a Hausdorff space together with a pair of continu-
ous functions /\: LxL-> L, \/:LxL-* L satisfying the usual conditions
for lattice operations. As is customary we may write x /\ y in place of
/\(x, y). All references are to Chapter II of [1]. We assume the reader
to be familiar with the elementary facts concerning topological algebras
(groups, lattices, semigroups) and set-theoretic topology.

THEOREM. The center of a compact lattice is totally disconnected.

Proof. Let L be a compact lattice. As is wellknown L has a zero
and a unit, 0 and 1. If A is the set of pairs (x, y)eLxL such that
x/\y=0 and x\/y=l then J L = / \ " " 1 ( 0 ) Π V " 1 ( 1 ) S O that A is closed.
The projection (x, y)—>x takes A onto the closed set B and B is the
set of all xeL which admit a complement.

Now Nf the set of neutral elements of L, is the intersection of the
maximal distributive sublattίces by Theorem 11. But if D is a dis-
tributive sublattice of L its closure is also a distributive sublattice. It
follows that N is closed. By the corollary to Theorem 10 the center C
of L is N Γ\ B so that C is closed.

By the lemma on page 27 each element xe C has a unique comple-
ment k(x) 6 C. We will show that k:C-> C is continuous. If G is the
subset of CxC consisting of all (x, k(x)) with xe C it is enough to show
that G is closed since C is compact. But by the remarks above we

have G==(CxC)n Λ ^ Π V I l ) .
Now C is a distributive lattice (Theorem 9 and Corollary p. 29)

with unique complements. Thus C is a commutative topological group
under the operations

all of whose elements are of order 2, that is, x + x=0 for all x. If Q
is the component of C containing 0 and if qeQ, q φ 0, then there is a
continuous homomorphism / taking Q into Z, the reals mod 1, such that
f{θ) 7^/(0). Since f(Q) is connected it contains an interval of Z and
therefore contains an element not of finite order. Since the order of
each element of Q is two this is a contradiction. Hence Q contains

Received AugusΓβ, 1956.
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only 0 and therefore is totally disconnected. The proof of the Theorem
is complete.
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TWO THEOREMS ON TOPOLOGICAL LATTICES

ALEXANDER DONIPHAN WALLACE

A topological lattice is a pair of continuous functions

Λ" LxL->L, /\: LxL-+L

(L a Hausdorff space) satisfying the usual conditions for lattice opera-
tions. A set A is convex if x,yeA and x<La<Ly implies aeA. This
is equivalent to A=(A f\L)f\(A\/ L).

After proving a separation theorem involving a convex set we show
that a compact connected topological lattice is a cyclic chain in the sense
of G. T. Why burn and that each cyclic element is a convex sublattice.
In doing so we rely on some results recently obtained by L. W.
Anderson.

THEOREM 1. Let L be a connected topological lattice and let A be a
convex set such that L\A is not connected. Then L\A is the union of
the connected separated sets {A /\ L)\A and (A V L)\A which are open
(closed) if A is closed (open). If L is also compact then A is connected
if it is either open or closed.

Proof. Let L\A=U\J V with U*Γ\ V=φ=U Γ\ V* and let pe U,
qe V. The connected set (p /\L)\J(q /\L) meets both U and V; hence
it meets A. Adjust the notation so that (q /\L)f\ Aφφ and thus
qeA\/L. If (q\J L)f\Aφφ then qeA/\L and hence q e (A /\ L)
Γ\(A\J L)=A. This being impossible we infer that (q\f L)[\A=φ
and qe(A\J L)\A=(A\/ L)\(A /\L). The connected set (p\/L)\J
(q\/L) intersects U and V and so intersects A. But (q\/ L) Γ\A=φ
so that (p V L) Γ\ A Φφ and hence pe A /\ L. Were (p /\L)f\Aφφ
we would also have p e A V L and so p e A, a contradiction. Thus
(p^L)Γ\A=φ and pe(A\J L)\A=(A V L)\(A Λ L). Now take y e V
and suppose that y is not in A V L so that (y /\L) f\ A=φ; then (pj\L)
Γ\Aφφ since (p /\L)\J(y /\L) is a connected set meeting U and V.
But this is contrary to the proven fact that (p /\L) Γ\ A=φ. We con-
clude that V C(A\J L)\A and, dually, that U C(A/\ L)\A. It follows
that L^(A/\L)\J(A\/ L). Now xe(A\/L)\A and xeL\V gives
xeUCZ(A/\L)\A and this contradicts the convexity of A. Hence
U=(A Λ L)\A and V^(A V £ ) \ A To see that U J\L=UWQ need only
note that xeU gives (x/\L)Γ\A=φ and thus (x/\L)Γ\ V=φ (since x/\L
is connected and contains x) and hence x /\ L (Z(A /\ L)\(A\/ L)=U.

Received August 6, 1956. This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation.
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Dually, V /\L=V and these equalities imply that U and V are con-
nected. If A is closed (open) then U and V are open (closed). This
completes the proof of the first sentence of the conclusion. If L is
also compact then iί1(L)-=0 [3] so that (as is well known) L is un-
icoherent. But L is locally connected, L=(A /\L)\J (A\/ L), and the
sets A /\ L and A\f L are connected, and open (closed) [1] if A is
open (closed). Hence by a known result [2] we see that A=-{A/\L)Γ\
(A V L) is connected.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the cyclic element
theory of locally connected continua as given in [4]. We recall that a
locally compact connected topological lattice is locally connected [1].

THEOREM 2. Let L be a compact connected metrizable topological
lattice. Then L is a cyclic chain, each cyclic element of which is a con-
vex sublattice. If L is topologically contained in the plane then each true
cyclic element of L is 2-cell and L has the fixed-point property.

Proof. Let C be a true cyclic element of L, let x, yeC with x<Ly
and let peL such that %<Lp<Ly. If T is a maximal chain containing
x, p, and y then T is an arc from 0 to 1, as is well known [1].
Hence the set [x, y]={t\teT and x<Lt<^y} is an arc from x to y [1].
Since C is an A-set [4] we know that [x, y]CZC and thus pe C.
Hence C is convex. Let D be the cyclic chain from 0 to 1, that is, D
is the smallest -A-set containing 0 and 1 [4]. Then, by definition, TC.
D and if xeL\D then the maximal chain T containing 0, a;, 1 is an
arc from 0 to 1 and thus TC.D, a contradiction. Hence D^L and L
is the cyclic chain from 0 to 1. Let TQ be 0, 1 and all points which
separate 0 and 1. Then L is the union of To and all true cyclic ele-
ments meeting To in two points [4]. Suppose that the true cyclic
element C meets To in the cutpoints p and q. Note that neither 0 nor
1 is a cutpoint [3]. If z is a cutpoint then, since {z} is convex, L=
(z /\L)\J(z\J L) and thus z is comparable with each xeL, by Theorem
1. We may assume that p < g . We will show that C= {x\p<Lx^q}
The convexity of C proves the containment Ό " If α e C and if,
say, x <: q is false then we have q < x. By Theorem 1, L\q=((q Λ L)\Q)
\J ((q V L)\q) is a separation and C meets both members, contrary to
the fact that C is a true cyclic element [4] . Dually, x<Lp cannot be
false, proving the containment "cZ" of the desired equality. It fol-
lows that C is a convex sublattice. The cases p=0 or q=l are treated
similarly. The remaining results follow from the fact that /iΓ(L)=0
[3] so that L is a locally connected continuum [1] which does not cut
the plane [4].
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DIMENSION AND NON-DENSITY PRESERVATION OF

MAPPINGS

G. T. WHYBURN

1. Introduction* In this paper consideration is given to conditions
under which the property of being non-dense in a space in the sense
of containing no open set in that space is invariant under certain types
of mappings. In some spaces and for some mapping types the issue
involved is essentially equivalent to the question of dimensionality preser-
vation. These questions are of interest and importance in numerous
mathematical fields. They are especially so in the study of topological
aspects of the theory of functions and it is toward this connection that
the results and methods in this note will be largely directed.

A single valued continuous transformation f(X)=Y will be called
a mapping. Such a mapping is open if open sets in X have open images
in Y and is light provided f~\y) is totally disconnected for each yeY.
Also / has scattered point inverses provided that for each yβY, f~ι(y)
is a scattered set in the sense that no point of f'\y) is a limit point
of / - % ) .

As indicated above, a set K in a space X is non-dense in X provided
K contains no open set in X. On the other hand that K is dense in X
means that every point of X is either a point or a limit point of K. A
mapping f(X) = Y is said to preserve non-density for compact sets pro-
vided that f{K) is non-dense in Y whenever K is compact and non-dense
in X. For a mapping / ( X ) = F , a subset Xo of X is said to be semi-
dense in X provided XQ is dense in some open subset of every open set
U in X whose image f(U) is also open in Y. Thus the property of
semi-density is a property of a subset of X relative to a mapping f on
X and not an intrinsic property of Xo alone.

For a mapping f(X) = Y, the set of all xeX such that x is a com-
ponent of f^fix) will be designated by the symbol Df. Also the symbol
Lf will be used for the set of all xeX such that f~ιf{x) is totally dis-
connected. Thus Lf is the maximum inverse set in X on which the
mapping / is light, where by an inverse set I we mean a set which is
the inverse of its transform under / , that is, one satisfying the relation

Accordingly Lf may be thought of as the lightness kernel or ^-dimensional
kernel of the mapping / . Obviously we have LfCDf.

Received May 31, 1956.
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2 General setting* We begin with a theorem which was suggested
by the theorem of Alexandroff s [1] on invariance of dimension under
countable-fold open mappings. Our proof closely parallels that of Alex-
androff for his theorem.

(2.1) THEOREM. Let f(A)=B be open and have scattered point
inverses, where A and B are locally compact separable and vietric. Then
A is the union A=^An of a sequence of compact sets such that f\An is
topological for each n.

Proof. Let (Un) be a countable basis of open sets in A, so chosen
that Un is compact for each n. For each n, let Fn be the set of all
xeUn such that g^g nfa)^^ where gn denotes the mapping f\Un. Then
Fn is closed in Un by openness of / . Accordingly each Fn is the union
of a countable sequence of compact sets and thus we can write ^Fn=
Σ i M where each An is compact and lies in some Fm. Thus f\An is
topological for each n. Finally, YΛAn=A, because if xe A, there exists
an m such that xeUm and Um-f~1f(x)=x and hence so that xeFmd

(2.11) COROLLARY. For any closed set K in A we have

dim/(iΓ)= dim if .

(2.12) COROLLARY. If K is any closed set in A and V is any open
subset of f{K)y then V contains an open subset U which is homeomorphic
with a subset of K.

For let Kn denote the set KΆn for each n. Then since VC
and each f(Kn) is compact, some f(Kn) contains an open subset U of
V. Then Kn'f'^U) maps topologically onto U under / .

(2.13) COROLLARY. If A and B are 2-manifolds, (or n-manifolds),
then if K is non-dense in A, f(K) is non-dense in B.

(2.2) THEOREM. Let A and B be locally compact separable metric
spaces and let f(A)=B be a mapping preserving compact non-dense sets.
Then for some yeB, f~Ί(y) is totally disconnected.

Proof. For each integer n^>0 and each xeA, let U% be an open
set of diameter <^ IIn containing x and having a compact boundary Fn

x.
Let ZJ%χ, V%t, be a countable collection of these sets Ul whose union
covers A and set
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Now f(F)φB. For if f(F)=B, then for some n and i the set f{Fn

x)
must contain an open set in B, as B is locally compact and this is
impossible by hypothesis because F*. is compact and non-dense for each
n and i. Accordingly there exists a yβB-f(F). Clearly f~\y) is
totally disconnected, because if it had a non-degenerate component Cy,
then for l / n < the diameter of Cυ9 we would have Cy F2.#0 where

(2.21) COROLLARY. Under the same hypothesis, the set Y of all
yeB with f~\y) totally disconnected is dense in B and Lf=f~1(Y) is
semi-dense in A.

For if BQ is any open set in B, we have only to set Aϋ=f-1(BQ) and
apply the theorem to the mapping f\AQ to obtain the first conclusion
that Y is dense in δ . To prove the second conclusion suppose on the
contrary that for an open set U which has an open image and which
we first suppose conditionally compact, Lf U is dense in no open subset

of U. Then Lf U is compact and non-dense, whereas f(Lf U) must
contain f(U) since Y is dense in f(U) by openness of f(U). This is
a contradiction.

Finally, to see that U need not be conditionally compact, we need
only show that any open set V in A with an open image contains a
conditionally compact open subset U with an open image. To do this,
set V= Σ Vn where each Vn is open and conditionally compact and

VnCU. Then since / ( F ) = Σ / ( F » ) , s o m e f(Vn) contains an open set
G. Since / [ F r ( F J ] is non-dense, Q=G — /[Fr(Vn)] is open and non-
empty. Then U=Vn-f~\Q) meets our condition.

(2.3) THEOREM. Let A and B be locally compact separable metric
spaces with dim A=k <^oo and let f(A)=B be a mapping such that the
image of every compact non-dense set K with dim K<Ck is non-dense.
Then the set Y of all yeB with f~\y) totally disconnected is dense in B.

For, in the preceding proofs the sets Fn

x could now be taken of
dimension <Lk-~ 1.

3. Quasi-open mappings. Region on a sphere* A mapping /(X) =
Y is quasi-open provided that if y e Y and K is a compact component
of f~1(y)f then for any open set U in X containing K, y is interior to
f(U) rel. Y, and is strongly quasi-open provided y is interior to f(U)
relative to a larger space Y0^Y. A mapping f(X) = Y is monotone
provided f~ι{y) is a continuum (compact and connected set) for each
yeY; and / is compact provided f~ι(K) is compact for every compact
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set K C Y or, equivalently, provided / is closed and has compact point
inverses. For compact mappings, quasi-openness is equivalent to quasi-
monotoneity as defined originally by Wallace [3].

(3.1) THEOREM. Let f(X) = Y be a compact and quasi-open mapping
where X is a region on a sphere S, Y is a metric space and where no com-
ponent of a point inverse separates X. In order that the image of every
compact 1-dimensional set in X be of dimension <L1 it is necessary and
sufficient that the set Df be semi-dense in X.

Proof Let f^lm, m(X)=X', l(X') = Y be the monotone-light factori-
zation of / . Let the mapping m be extended to the whole sphere *S
by decomposing S into the sets m~\xf), xf e X' together with the com-
ponents of S—X so that we obtain a monotone mapping φ(S)=Sf of S
onto a sphere S' containing X' (φ is the natural mapping of the de-
composition) which is identical with m on X. That Sr is a topological
sphere follows from the readily verified facts that the described decom-
position of S is upper semi-continuous and no element of this decompo-
sition separates S, together with the classical theorem of R. L. Moore
[2] that the hyperspace of any such decomposition of a sphere into
continua is itself a topological sphere. Then l(X') = Y is a light open
mapping which is compact; and since Xf is a region on S', Y is a 2-
manifold by the invariance of the 2-manifold property under such map-
pings [4].

Now to prove the sufficiency of the condition let if be a compact
1-dimensional set in X. Then dimm(K)<Ll. For, if not, then m{K)
contains an open set U in X'. Then l(U) is open in Fand thus m~ι{U)
is an open set in X whose image under / is open in Y. Accordingly
Df is dense in an open subset Q of m~Ί(U). Since Q cannot lie wholly
in K, Q — Q-K contains a point x of Df. But then since x=m~1m(x)f

m(x) cannot lie in m(K), contrary to the supposition that m(x)e U dm(K).
Thus άimm(K)<Ll.

It remains to show that dimlm(K)<Ll. Since I is compact, open
and light and X' is a 2-manifold, I is finite to one [4]. Hence by (2.11)
we have dim lm(K)=dim m{K) <I 1.

To prove the necessity of the condition we note first that it follows
from our hypothesis that / preserves non-density for compact sets. For
if K is a compact, non-dense set in X we have dim K <I1. Whence
dim f(K) <11 and since as shown above Y also is a 2-manifold, it
follows from this that f{K) is non-dense. Accordingly, by (2.21) not
only Df but also Lf must be semi-dense in X.

Clearly we have the following alternative form of (3.1) which we
state as
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(3.2) THEOREM. Let f, X and Y be as described in the first sen-
tence of (3.1). In order that f preserve non-density for compact sets it
is necessary and sufficient that Lf be semi-dense in X.

4. Quasi-open mappings on the general 2-manifold. We now show
that the case of a mapping of this same type operating on an arbitrary
2-manif old can be reduced essentially to the case of a region on a sphere
so that similar conclusions hold.

(4.1) LEMMA. Let f(X) = Y be quasi-open where X is a 2-manifold
without edges and Y is a locally connected generalized continuum and
suppose that f(Lf) is dense in Y. If there exists in X a compact set K
of dimension <I 1 whose image contains an open set in Y, then there
exists a region R in X contained in a 2-cell of X such that Q=f(R) is
open in Y, the mapping f(R)=Q is compact and quasi-open and for some
compact subset Kλ of K R, f{K^) contains an open set.

Proof. Let V be an open set in f{K). Then there is a point yeV
such that f~\y) is totally disconnected. Now for each xeK*f~\y)
there exists a 2-cell Ex on X with edge Cx and interior Ix such that
f(Ex)CV, C . / ^ G / H O . Thus if Qx is the component of Y-f(Cx)
containing y and Rx is the component of f~\Qx) containing x we have
RxClχ because Rx-Cx=0. Accordingly, Rx being conditionally compact
[5], f{Rx)=QxCV and the mapping f(Rx)^=Qx is compact and quasi-
open.

Now since K f~ι(y) is covered by a finite union U of the sets Rx

and f{K*U) contains an open set V—f(K—K-U) in V about y, some
one of the sets Rx, say R, is such that f{K-R) contains an open set.
Since K-R is closed in R, for some compact set Kτ(ZK R, f(Kx) must
likewise contain an open set in Q=f(R). Thus the lemma is proven.

Since a region on a 2-cell may be considered as a region on a sphere
(by mapping the 2-cell topologically onto a 2-cell on a sphere), this
lemma together with the theorems in § 3 yield at once

(4.2) THEOREM. Given a quasi-open mapping f(X)=Y where X is
a 2-manifold without edges and Y is a locally connected generalized con-
tinuum such that no component of a point inverse lying inside a closed
2-cell on X separates X, in order that f preserve non-density for com-
pact sets it is necessary and sufficient that Lf be semi-dense in X.

Note. Most of the results in this paper were stated without proof,
or with only brief indications of proof in some cases, by the author in
his Presidential Address before the American Mathematical Society [6].
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For further discussion of these results, in particular for cases in which
alternative dimension preserving forms of (4.2) above are possible, see [6].

5* Differentiable functions* We now show that a mapping from a
region of the z-plane Z into the w-plane W generated by a function
w=f(z) satisfying certain differentiability conditions will satisfy the
requirements needed in the preceding sections to insure the preservation
of non-density for compact sets.

(5.1) THEOREM. Let w=f(z) be continuous in a region X of Z and
differentiable at all points of a dense set f'1{ Yo) in X which is the inverse
of an open subset YQ of Y=f(X). Then f is strongly quasi-open, no
component of a point inverse lying inside a closed 2-cell on X separates
X and the set f(Lf) is dense in Y. Further, Lf is semi-dense in X.

Proof. (Note. In the proof of all but the final statement use is
made of only easily established topological properties of functions meet-
ing minimum differentiability requirements. In proving the last one,
however, we use the property, rather more difficult to establish topolo-
gically, that a non-constant function everywhere differentiable in a region
R cannot be constant on any open set in R.)

To prove / strongly quasi-open it suffices (see § 7 of [6]) to show
that for any elementary region R in X with boundary C in X,

(*) /(i?+C)=/(C)-f the union of bounded components of W-f(C) ,

where " elementary " means that R is bounded and C consists of a finite
number of disjoint simple closed curves. To accomplish this, let S be
a component of W—f(C) such that the set S0=S f(R) is not empty.
Since R f'^So) is open and nonempty, it therefore intersects / " ^ F Q ) .

Thus S0ΎQ is not empty. Let Q be a component of SQ YQ. Since
R f~\Q) is open and thus has only a countable number of components,
there exists a component T of R f~ι(Q) on which / is not constant.
As / is differentiable on T by hypothesis [because T C f~Ί(Yo)] there
exists a point zoeT where ff(zύ)Φ§. Now using properties of the
circulation index, it readily follows that Q contains the interior of a
square and thus contains a point q such that ff{z)φ0 for all ze f~ι(q).
Since this makes the circulation index equal 2πi times a positive integer
when taken around any sufficiently small circle enclosing a point of
f~ι{q), it results at once that the circulation index taken over all of C
of / about q must be Φ 0. Further, since this latter index is constant
throughout S, that is, it has the same value when any p e S is sub-
stituted for g, it follows that every point p of S must belong to f(R).
For details of the argument needed here using the circulation index the
reader is referred to the last paragraph of § 5 of [7].
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Hence we have S CZf(R). This gives (*), however, because f(R-{-C)
obviously cannot contain the whole unbounded component of W—f(C).
Thus any component of W—f(C) intersecting f(R) must be bounded
and must lie wholly in f{R). Accordingly / is strongly quasi-open.

Suppose, contrary to the second assertion, that some component K
of /^(wo), for some w0 e Y, lies inside a closed 2-cell A on X and sepa-
rates X. Then one component Q of X—K must lie wholly inside A
since only one component of X—K intersects the edge of A. Let y be
a p o i n t o f f ( Q - h K ) s u c h t h a t \y — wd\ = m a . x \ f ( z ) — wQ\ f o r zeQ + K.
Then Q contains a component H of f~\y) and H is compact. Accord-
ingly, by the strong quasi-openness of / , y must be interior to f(Q)
contrary to \f(z) — wo\<L\y — wo\ for all zeQ.

That f(Lf) is dense in Y is an immediate consequence of the fact
that Yo is dense in Y and the quasi-openness of / already established.
For any open set in Y thus contains the interior / of a square such
that / is differentiate everywhere on f~\I). Thus for some qel,
f'(z)Φ$ for all zef~ι(q). This makes f~ι(g) a scattered set which
therefore surely lies in Ls.

Finally, to prove Lf semi-dense in X we note first that if T is any
region in X on which / is non-constant and everywhere differentiable,
then as shown above in the second paragraph of this proof, T contains
a point z0 where / ; f e ) # 0 and indeed f(T) contains points q such that
f'{z) does not vanish on f~\q), so that f~\q)(ZLf. Accordingly any
such region T intersects Lf. Now if U is any open set in X with an
open image, f(U) Y0 contains a region Q and if T is any component
of f~ι{Q) Uon which / is not constant (and there are such components
T because the collection of all components of f~\Q) U \& countable),
then T intersects Lf as shown above. However, the same holds for an
arbitrary subregion TQ of Γ, because / is likewise non-constant and
everywhere differentiable on To. Thus Lf is dense in T.
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ON THE FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION

OF CERTAIN ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS

J. H. WILLIAMSON

1. Introduction, Definitions and Examples* In this paper an at-
tempt is made to generalize the well-known representation theory of
commutative Banach algebras by functions on the maximal ideals of the
algebra [4]. The present paper is devoted almost exclusively to alge-
braic questions; topological aspects of the theory will be treated
elsewhere.

In considering commutative algebras A over the complex field C,
there are relatively few cases in which one can assert that the quotient
AjM of the algebra by a maximal ideal is isomorphic to C. Apart
from Banach algebras, there are the locally m-convex algebras of E.A.
Michael [6] and R. Arens [1], and the ' algebres a inverse continu' of
L. Waelbroeck [8], [9] (=Q-algebras, in the terminology of Kaplansky
[5], with continuous inversion). There are many interesting algebras
which do not belong to either of these classes, and it would be desirable
to have a theory to cover them as far as possible.

The basic idea is derived from the classical work of Carleman, von
Neumann, and Stone on unbounded self-adjoint linear operators T in
Hubert space (see, for example, [7]). Here the analysis is carried out
with the aid of the bounded transformations (Γ— λl)-1; the spectrum of
T is the set of complex numbers λ such that {T—λI)~ι does not exist
as a bounded transformation. This suggests that if we start with a
commutative algebra A, and a suitable sub-algebra B (corresponding to
the * bounded ' elements of A) we may be able to effect a useful analy-
sis of A, and somehow represent an element a e A by a function whose
values are those complex numbers λ such that (α—λe)~ι does not exists
in B (e being the unit of A). It turns out that this is basically cor-
rect, although there are certain complications of detail. For instance,
the representing functions may take infinite values; this is unavoidable.
The space on which the functions are defined is that of the ' maximal
S-ideals' or ' maximal ordinary Z?-ideals ' of the algebra, not the space
of maximal ideals in the ordinary sense.

Much of the theory of this paper applies to algebras over fields of
fairly general type; for instance, many results are true for any algebrai-
cally closed field. It is no more difficult to develop the theory for the
general case than for the case of the complex field. Let K be any

Received December 24, 1955. This paper was written while the author was a Com-
monwealth Fund Fellow.
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(commutative) field, A a commutative linear algebra over K, with a unit
e, and B a sub-algebra of A, containing e. A restriction will presently
be put on B (immediately following Lemma 4), and after Theorem 1,
K will be taken to be algebraically closed. Further special assumptions
on A and K will be made in the later sections of the paper.

DEFINITION 1. A subset J of A is a B-ίdeal of A if
(i) x—yeJ whenever xeJ, yeJ, and
(ii) xbeJ whenever xeJ, beB.
The ZMdeal J is admissible if e $ J; it is ordinary if xyeJ whenever

xeJ, yeJ; otherwise it is exceptional. (ZMdeal=Z?-submodule; ordinary
Z?-ideal=.δ-submodule which is a sub-algebra).

It may be useful to remark that a ZMdeal which is a proper subset
of A is not necessarily an admissible ZMdeal, by the above definition.
For instance, B itself is clearly a ZMdeal of A; it may be a proper sub-
set of A but it is never an admissible ZMdeal.

We give now one or two examples of the type of system under
consideration.

(i) Let A be any algebra of the type specified above, and take
B=A. The ZMdeals of A are the ideals (in the usual sense) of A; all
are ordinary.

(ii) Let A be as in (i), and take B=Ke (which we shall sometimes
write as K, if no danger of confusion exists). The ZMdeals of A are
the linear subspaces of A.

In particular, let A be the algebra of pairs of complex numbers
(al9 α2), with point wise addition and multiplication. The admissible B-
ideals of A are the proper linear subspaces not containing (1, 1). They
are thus (a) the element (0, 0), and (b) for each complex aφ\, the
subspace generated by (1, a), and the subspace generated by (0, 1).
There are precisely three ordinary admissible ZMdeals, namely (0, 0)
and those generated by (0, 1) and (1, 0).

(iii) Let A be the algebra of polynomials, with complex coefficients,
in the indeterminate t, and let B be the sub-algebra of constants. The
sets {a: α(£0) = 0} (t0 a complex number) are clearly ordinary ZMdeals of
A. An elementary argument shows that they are maximal admissible
ordinary ZMdeals; it will appear later (after Theorem 2) that these are
the only such ZMdeals.

(iv) As for (iii), but with ' polynomial' replaced by ' rational func-
tion'. Here the maximal ordinary S-ideals are the sets {a: a(to)=O}
for each complex tQ and the set {a: α(oo)=0}.

(v) Let A be the algebra of (equivalence-classes of) complex almost
everywhere finite Lebesgue measurable functions on (0, 1), B the sub-
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algebra of essentially bounded functions. Among the B-ideals of A are
(a) the set of all functions of A which are zero (almost everywhere) on
E, for any fixed subset E of (0, 1) of positive measure (this is an or-
dinary B-ideal, and in fact an ideal); and (b) the set of functions f(t)
such that \f{t)\<Lkn~ι almost everywhere in En, for each n, where En

is a decreasing sequence of measurable sets such that the measure of
En tends to zero as n tends to infinity (k depends on / only). This is
an ordinary B-ideal, but not an ideal.

(vi) Let A be an algebra of (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint or
normal linear transformations of a Hubert space into itself, and let B
be the sub-algebra of bounded operators. This type of algebra will be
considered in § 7.

In what follows it will be important to distinguish clearly between
ordinary maximal B-ideals, that is, admissible B-ideals which are ordina-
ry and which are not properly contained in any admissible B-ideal, and
maximal ordinary B-ideals, that is, admissible B-ideals which are or-
dinary and which are not properly contained in any admissible ordinary
B-ideal (maximal=maximal admissible). In example (ii) above, all the
B-ideals (b) are clearly maximal. Of these only the ideals generated
by (0, 1) and (1, 0) are ordinary; and these two are clearly also the
only maximal ordinary B-ideals of A.

LEMMA 1. (i) If J is a maximal B-ideal of A, then B f\J is a
maximal ideal of B; if I is a maximal ideal of B, there is a maximal
B-ideal of A containing /.

(ii) // J is a maximal ordinary B-ideal of A, then B f\J is a
maximal ideal of B; if I is a maximal ideal of B, there is a maximal
ordinary B-ideal of A containing I.

Proof, (i) It is clear that B Γ\ J is a proper ideal of B. Suppose
that Jr is a proper ideal of B which properly contains B f\ J; then J
W is a B-ideal of A which properly contains J and does not contain
e. Since J was assumed to be maximal, this is a contradiction, and so
B f\ J is a maximal ideal of B.

The second assertion follows, by a simple application of Zorn's
lemma, from the fact that any proper ideal of B is an admissible B-
ideal of A, and the fact that the union of an ascending chain of admis-
sible B-ideals is clearly an admissible B-ideal.

(ii) As for (i), with ' B-ideal' replaced by 'ordinary B-ideal\

In general, a maximal ideal of B is contained in many maximal (or
maximal ordinary) B-ideals of A; but in some cases it is possible to
assert that the extension is unique; see § 4, Proposition 5 and § 7,
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Lemma 13.

2 A representation theorem* Let oo be a symbol such that oo-μΛ
= oo for all λ e if, oo oo = oo and Λoo = oo for all nonzero λ e K. Denote
the field K augmented by oo by the symbol K. Now let J be any linear
subspace of A, not containing e. Define a function with values in K'
as follows:

DEFINITION 2.

ι = λ if a — λee J,

fΛa)\
( = oo if a-λe^J for all λeK.

It is clear that the function is uniquely defined for all a e A. There

are one or two immediate consequences of the definition:

LEMMA 2. (i) fj(aa)=afj(a) for all aeK, aeA (0-^=0 here).
(ii) fj(aL ha2)=fj(a1)-hfJ(a2), (when the right-hand side is defined).

Proof, (i) If fj(a)=λe K then a — λeeJ, whence aa—aλeeJ and
fj(aa)=ctλ=afj(a). If /j(α)= oo, then a — λe$J for all λeK] clearly if
α ^ O then aa—μe^J for all μeK, and so fj(aa) = °o. If α=0 then
M<xa)=fj(0)=0 for all aeA.

(ii) If /< Γ(α1)=^ ι€ίΓ, fj(az) = λ.2eK, then α1 + α2-(^14-Λ2)ee if and the
result follows. If / J (α 1 )=^6ίΓ, and Λ(α2)=oo, then if fJ(a1 + a2)=μeK,
we would have fJ(a2)=fJ(a1 + a2 — a1)==μ—λeKf a contradiction.

Next we turn to the multiplicative properties of the function fj(a).
It is clear that if we are to obtain any general results we must take
J to be a β-ideal of A, and moreover an ordinary B-ideal; if J is not
ordinary we could find axeJ, a.2eJ, with aλa2§J, that is,

The first result, however, is valid for any sub-algebra J:

LEMMA 3. Let J be any sub-algebra of A not containing e. Then
if neither of fj{a^)9 fj(a2) is oo, we have

Proof. Let a1==fJ(a1)e-hjlJ a2=fJ{a2)eJtj21 where jxeJ, j2eJ. Then
^i«2=:=/j(^i)/j(^2)e+/J(α2)i1+/<7(α1)i2+jf'1i2; the required result follows at
once.

Difficulties arise when one or both of fj{a^), fj(a2) is oo.
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LEMMA 4. // J is a sub-algebra of A and fAa)Φ ^> then aJ C J

Proof. If a=λe+j (jeJ) then for any j'eJ we have aj'=λj'

+jf e J.

For the next lemma, and for all future developments, we require
to make the following assumption.

Assumption. If M is any maximal ideal of B then B/M—K.

This assumption is satisfied in the cases in which we are interested.

LEMMA 5. If J is a maximal B-ideal of A and aJ CJ then fj(a)

Proof. The result is trivial if aeJ; we then have fj(a)=0. If
then J+aB is a 2?-ideaI properly containing J; since J was maxi-

mal, e=j-hab for some jeJ, beB. We have b~λe+jr for some λeK,
j'eJ, by assumption; hence e — λa=j + aj'eJ. We clearly cannot have
Λ=0; hence a—λ~ιeeJ and fJ(a)=λ-1 φ co.

COROLLARY. // J is maximal and Λ(α)=°o, then e—aj+f, where

3, feJ.

Proof. aJ-hJ is a 2?-ideal of A properly containing J and hence
containing e.

LEMMA 6. If J is an ordinary maximal B-ideal of A, then fj(chβύ
=/j(βi)/j-feί)> whenever the right-hand side is defined.

Proof. The case in which fj{a^) and fj(a2) are both finite has already
been covered (Lemma 3). Suppose then that /J(α1)=oo. By Lemma 5,
Corollary, we have e^aj+f, where j, j'eJ. If a2 — λe=j"eJ (^^0)
we have aLaJ=λe-Jt-j/f — λf—fj"$J, whence Λ(αiα2)=oo, by Lemma 4.
If β=αatf1+;/a 0Ί, j2e J) then a1a.2jj1=e~-j'~-j2

Jί~j/j2§J, whence fj(θηβ^
= oo as before.

We can now collect the results obtained.

THEOREM 1. Let ^ be the set of ordinary maximal B-ideals of A.
Then there is a mapping of A into the set of Kf-valued functions on

(Jζ\ a ->fj(a), so that the structure of A is preserved as far as it can be,
that is fj(oca)=afj(a)} fj(a1-^a2)=fJ(a1)-hfJ(a2), and fj(<h<h)=fAadfA<h),
whenever the right-hand sides of these equalities are defined.
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The above theorem has one serious flaw; given A and B, the set
J% may be empty. For example, let A be a field properly containing K,
and take B=Ke. Then any maximal S-ideal is a maximal linear sub-
space of A not containing e; any aeA can be expressed uniquely as a
= λe+j, where je J. If J were ordinary we would have aJCZJ+JJ
=J, that is, J would be an ideal of A in the usual sense, which is
impossible.

It is uncertain whether, given A, it is possible to choose B so that
there is at least one ordinary maximal Z?-ideal. In any case, B will
often be prescribed in advance, so that no choice is possible.

We are thus obliged to look at maximal ordinary ZMdeals rather
than ordinary maximal 5-ideals. We have, by Lemma 1 (ii), the as-
surance that there always exist at least as many maximal ordinary B-
ideals of A as there are maximal ideals of B, that is, always at least
one.

3 A better representation theorem. We now consider maximal
ordinary β-ideals instead of maximal Z?-ideals. This introduces some
technical difficulties (which can, however, be overcome), and also makes
it necessary to confine attention to fields K which are algebraically
closed. We shall make this assumption from now on. The sort of
difficulty which arises if the field is not algebraically closed is adequate-
ly illustrated by considering the complex field C, as an algebra over
the real field R. Here there is a unique maximal ordinary ϋMdeal J
= {0} if a is any complex number with a nonzero imaginary part, then
/ j ( ^ ) = o o Clearly the multiplicative properties of / are quite un-
satisfactory.

LEMMA 7. If J is a maximal ordinary B-ideal and a J C J then

Proof. If aeJ then fj(a)=0; suppose then that αφJ. The set
J+aB±a2BA is an ordinary ZMdeal of A, properly containing J;
hence e=j + abι + a2b2-\ hanbn for some j e J, blf ••-,&«€ B. We shall
show that we can take n=l here. First, it is to be noted that there
is no loss of generality in supposing that bu , bn are all scalar multi-
ples of e; if in the above representation we had br=λre+jr (l<Lr<Lri)
then we could also write

e=f -f λλa+λ%a?Λ h λna
n, where j'=j-hj1a-i hjna

n e J .

Second, it is clearly permissible to assume that the representation
of e in this way is of minimum degree. We do this. Let μ(a) be a
polynomial in α, with coefficients in K, which is in J, and of minimum
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degree. Assume that the degree of μ is n > l . Let (a—ae) be a fac-
tor of μ(a), and write μ(a)=(a — ae)x. By assumption x$J, and so the
set J-f XBΛ-X'BΛ- ••• is an ordinary .B-ideal of A, properly containing J.
We thus have

e=j" -fxb[ + 4- afΐ™, where 3" € J, b\, , δ'm e B .

This gives

which contradicts the assumption that μ(a) was of minimum degree.
Thus μ(a)=a—ae, and fj{a)=aφ oo .

COROLLARY. // J is a maximal ordinary B-ideal and fj(a)=co

then

e=3o+cίji + dιj2+ +anjn for some j , j19 , j n e J .

Proof. The set J+aJ+afJ-h ••• is an ordinary i?-ideal of A, pro-
perly containing J . Hence it contains e.

It will appear later (Lemma 9, Corollary) that we can always take
n=l in this representation. In the meantime it is convenient to
formulate this as follows.

Property P. Let J be a maximal ordinary B-ideal of A, and a an
element of A such that fj(a)=oo. We shall say that property P holds
(for a and J) if e=aj±jr for some j , j ' e J .

LEMMA 8. ///j(cO==°o, o/nd property P does not hold, then we can
find i* 6 J such that fj(aj*)= oo.

Proof. Clearly, by Lemma 7 we can find i* such that αj* $ J. If
fj(aϋ*)=<x> we would have aj* — aeeJ, whence e=or1OQ*+j', that is,
property P would hold. Since we assume the contrary, fj(aj*)=oom

LEMMA 9. // J is a maximal ordinary B-ideal of A, then fj(θι<h)
(&2)» whenever the right-hand side is defined.

Proof, (a) The case in which both factors on the right are finite
has already been covered (Lemma 3).

(b) Suppose that fΛad^00* w i t h property P, and fj{a.z)=a
Then e=a1j+ff a2=ae-hj", so that
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Hence /j(αiα2)=oo, by Lemma 4.
(c) Suppose fJ(a1)=fj(a2)= co 9 property P holding for both. Then

e=a1j1+j'1, e=aJ2+j'2, and so

whence /J(α1α2) = oo, as before.
(d) Now suppose that fJ(a1)=^J property P not being true, and

fλ&^aφ 0. We shall show that fJ(a1az)=β e K is impossible. Let

and a1a2=βe+j. Then

aϋ^j(flS+Ji(βe+j)oS'1+ +jn(βe+j)n ,

that is,

-1* +jn(βe+j)n

This gives at once aneeJ, which is impossible. Hence / J(α 1α 2)=oo.
(e) Finally suppose that fJ(a1)=<χ>, property P not holding, and

fjM = m (property P possibly holding, possibly not). We note first
that it will be enough to prove that under these hypotheses / J(α 1α 2)=0
is impossible. For, if fJ(a1a2)=a φ 0, we could choose j * as in Lemma
8, and replace α2 by aj*. Then property P fails to hold for α^'*, and
we would have / J(α1i*)=/ J(α2)=cχD, / J (α 1 i*α 2 )=0. So, assume that
= 0. Let

where m and w, are minimal. It is clearly no restriction to assume
that m^n. If aγaλ=jeJy then

Multiply this by jmaΐ~n, and we have

But also

imαΓ(β - j ί )=(e -jQ -j.a, im-ioΓ"1)^ ~iί) ,

so that, equating the right-hand sides of the last two equations, we
have an expression for e as a polynomial in a19 with coefficients in J,
and of degree <^m—l, which contradicts the assumed minimality of
m. Thus fj(a1az)=oo in this case also.

The above five cases exhaust all the possibilities, and so the lemma
is proved.
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COROLLARY. Property P always holds; that is, if J is a maximal
ordina/ry B-ideal and fj{a)=ooy then e=aj±f for some j , f eJ.

Proof By Lemma 7, Corollary, we have e^ah+j', where h==j\
-I +jnOjn-\ By Lemma 9, we must have Λ(A)=0, that is, heJ.

As in the case of maximal iMdeals, we collect our results:

THEOREM 2. Let ^ ' be the set of maximal ordinary B-ideals of
A. Then there is a mapping of A into the set of K'-valued functions
on Js'\ a-+fj(a), so that fAouή^afjia), fj((h + <h)^fΛ(^+fΛ<^) and

/J(α1α2)=/J((i1)/t7(α2), whenever the right-hand sides of these equalities are
defined.

Since, as has been remarked, there always exists a maximal ordina-
ry ZMdeal of A, Theorem 2 always has content.

We can now show, as promised, that the Z?-ideals specified in Ex-
ample (iii) of § 1 are the only maximal ordinary i?-ideals. Suppose that
there is a maximal ordinary S-ideal J such that /j(£) = °o. Then, by
Lemma 9, /J(<J)=OO for every non-constant polynomial aeA; that is,
J== {0}, which is clearly not maximal. Thus fj{t) is always finite, from
which it follows at once that J is one of the specified S-ideals.

It may be noted that if J is a maximal ordinary (or ordinary maxi-
mal) j?-ideal of A, then the function fj(a) has the properties

(1) fj(e)^l; fj(b)eK for all beB, and
(2) Maa)=afAa), fA<m')=fAμ)fAβ% Ua + *')=fAa.)+Ua>') when-

ever the right-hand sides are defined. Conversely, if we have a func-
tion / with these properties, the set {a: f(a)=0} is clearly an ordinary
jB-ideal of A but not in general a maximal one (consider Example (iii)
of § 1 and write /(α)=α if a=a (constant), /(α)==oo otherwise). This
is in contrast to the situation in which J is an ideal and / a genuine
homomorphism.

4. Further general results* The spectrum, etc We shall for the
most part be concerned with maximal ordinary J3-ideals; in one or two
cases we consider maximal ZMdeals (which may or may not be ordinary).

DEFINITION 3. Denote by B2 the set of elements of A such that
fj(a) is finite for all maximal ordinary 2?-ideals J, and by B'2 the set
such that fj(a) is finite for all maximal j?-ideals J. If B=BZ1 we say
that B is strongly saturated; if B=B'2f then B is said to be weakly
saturated.

It is evident that B2Ώ.B'2^ B.
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PROPOSITION 1. ( i ) B2 is a sub-algebra of A.
(ii) The maximal ordinary B^-ideals of A are the same as the

maximal ordinary B-ideals of A.
(iii) // M is any maximal ideal of Bλ, then BJM ~ K.
(iv) (Sa)a=jB2, for any B.

Proof. ( i ) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. (Note
that in general B'2 is not a sub-algebra of A).

(ii) Clearly every l?2-ideal of A is also a J3-ideal, since B2^B.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3 every ordinary JS-ideal is also an or-
dinary Z?2-ideal. Hence the result follows.

(iii) By Lemma 1 (ii) the maximal ideals of Z?2 are the traces on
B2 of the maximal ordinary Z?2-ideals of A, that is, of the maximal
ordinary ZMdeals. Hence, for any M and any aeB2, we have a — ae
6 M for some a e K, that is, BJM^K.

(iv) This follows at once from (ii).

The last part of the above proposition shows that for any A it is
always possible to choose a strongly saturated sub-algebra B; {Ke)λ is
of the required type.

THEOREM 3. (i) The element aeA has an inverse a"1eB if and
only if it is in no maximal B-ideal of A.

(ii) The element aeA has an inverse a"1 eB2 if and only if it is
in no maximal ordinary B-ideal of A. If such an inverse exists, it is
expressible as a polynomial in a with coefficients in B.

Proof, (i) If aa~1=ef where a"τeB, then clearly a cannot be in
any admissible JB-ideal of A. If ab Φ e for all be B, then aB is an
admissible 5-ideal of A, and hence is contained in some maximal B-ideal
J. Then a-=aee J.

(ii) If J is a maximal ordinary S-ideal, it is also a maximal ordinary
2?2-ideal, by Proposition 1 (ii). Thus if aeJ, the relation e=aa~\ with
a~xeBZf is impossible.

If a is such that e is not expressible as a polynomial in a, with
coefficients in B and without constant term, then the set of all such
polynomials clearly forms an admissible ordinary 5-ideal of A. There
is thus a maximal ordinary B-iάeal containing a. So, if a$J for all
maximal ordinary J, it follows that β=αα-1, where a'1 is expressed as
a polynomial in a with coefficients in B. By Lemma 9, since fj(a) is
never zero it follows that fj(a~ι) is never infinite, that is, a~ιeB2.

COROLLARY. If B is strongly saturated, the element aeA has an
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inverse in B if and only if it is in no maximal ordinary B-ideal.

In general the expression for or1 as a polynomial in a will neces-
sarily be of degree I>1. Consider, for example, the algebra of §1,
Example (ii). If aφβ, and neither a nor β is zero, the element a
=(a, β) satisfies the equation

so that a~ι=(aβ)~ι{{aΛ-β)e~-a}. It is clear that a~ι cannot be expressed
as a polynomial of lower degree (a constant multiple of e in this case).

DEFINITION 4. The range of values of fj(a) as J varies over all
maximal J5-ideals of A is the B-spectram of α, denoted σB{ά). The range
of values of fj(a) as J varies over all maximal ordinary ZMdeals of A
is the B-spectroid of α, denoted τB(a). We write σB(a)=σ'B(a) f\ K, and
τB(a)=τ'B(a) Γ\ K; these may be referred to as the finite parts of the
respective sets.

The set σB{a) consists of those scalars a such that α—ae has no
inverse in B; the set τB(a) consists of those scalars a such that a
—ae has no inverse in Z?2. In general if D is any subset of A, we
shall denote by σD{a) the set of scalars λeK such that (α—λe)-1 fails
to exist in D. It is clear that neither σB(a) nor τB(a) can be empty,
although each set may consist of the element oo only; an example of
this is easily found in the algebra A of formal power-series in an in-
determinate, with B the sub-algebra of series with nonnegative powers
only. Here there is a unique maximal .B-ideal, which is ordinary, con-
sisting of series with positive powers only; if J is this B-ideal, and a
§B, then clearly /j(α) = <».

Since every maximal ordinary Z?-ideal of A is contained in a maxi-
mal .B-ideal, it follows that σB(a)^τB(a) for all aeA. The following
lemma describes a case in which the two sets are equal:

PROPOSITION 2. // B is strongly saturated then σB(a)=τB(a) for all
aeA.

Proof It is clear, in view of the remarks following Definition 4,
that if B=B2 then σB(a) = τB(a). If B=B2 and co $τ'B(a) then by defini-
tion aeB2=B, and so co§σB(a)9 in view of the assumption on B made
after Lemma 4. In view of the relation σB(a)Z2τB(a)f this completes
the proof.

It is of course, not true that if B=B2 then the maximal ordinary
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jB-ideals coincide with the maximal Z?-ideals consider the algebra of
§ 1, Example (iii).

Suppose that

exist in A. Then if

q(a)=(a—

where tu •••, tr are positive integers, and p(a) is any polynomial, the
rational function r{a)=p(a)jq{a) certainly exists as an element of A.
If this is so we have the ' spectral mapping theorem ' :

THEOREM 4. // the rational function r(a) of a exists in A then the
B-spectroid of r(a) is the image under r(.) of the B-spectroid of a; that
is, a e τB(a) if and only if r(a) e τB(r(a)), (a e K').

Proof. This follows at once from Theorem 2.

Notice that the spectroid, not the spectrum, is involved; the result
is false in general if ' spectrum ' is substituted for ' spectroid.'

COROLLARY. A necessary and sufficient condition that the rational
function r(a) should exist as an element of B2 is that r(τ'B(a)) g K.

Proof. If

then

Π(fj(ά)-ctteYieK

for all maximal ordinary J . Thus if ft<0 we cannot have fj(a)=aif

and so (α—atey* exists (in B2 and, a fortiori, in A) for alH with ̂ < 0 .
Thus r(a) exists in A and the result follows at once from the theorem.

THEOREM 5. If a and ar are any elements of A, then

τB(aa')ξZ τB(a).τB(af) and rB(a + af)Q τB(a) + τB(af).

These relations are also true when τ is replaced by τ\ provided that the
sets which occur on the right-hand sides do not contain a product 0 oo
or a sum oo -f oo t respectively.

Proof. This also follows at once from Theorem 2.
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Theorem 5 can of course be extended to several elements of A,
and combined with Theorem 4 to give information about the spectroid
of a rational function of several elements of A,

Next, a condition that the spectrum should consist of the whole of
K:

PROPOSITION 3. // ^^σ

r

B(a) (that is, aeB'2) and a$B, then σB{a)

Proof. Suppose that aeK is not in σB(a). Then fj(a—ae) is never
zero, for any maximal B-ideal J; hence, by Theorem 3 (i), (α — ae)-1

exists in B. Since fj{a—ae) is never co, it follows that fj((a — ae)~ι)
is never zero. This implies that ((a — ae)~v)~1=(a — ae) is in J5, and
hence that ae B.

PROPOSITION 4. Let aeK be such that {a — ae)-ιeB. Then either
aeBy or co eτB(a).

Proof. Suppose that a$B. The set (a—ae)~ιB is clearly an ideal
of B; it is admissible, since (a — ae)~1b=e would imply aeB, which is
not so. Hence, by Lemma 1 (ii) there is a maximal ordinary 5-ideal,
J say, containing this set. Then we must have/j(α)=cx); for (a—βe)eJ
would imply {a — βe){a~ae)~ι e J, that is, e-\- (a — β)(a — ae)-1 e J, that is,
eeJ , which is impossible.

Note that it is possible to have α $ ΰ , oo $τB(a)—consider Example
(iii) of § 1. In this case, of course, if α φ S there is no a eK such that
(a—ae)-τe B.

PROPOSITION 5. //, for each aeAf there exists aeK such that
{a—ae)-ιeBJ then

(i) B is strongly saturated, and
(ii) each maximal ideal of B is contained in a unique maximal

ordinary B-ideal of A.

Proof, (i) This follows at once from Proposition 4.
(ii) Suppose that M is a maximal ideal of 5, contained in two dis-

tinct maximal ordinary S-ideals of A, J and J'. Let aeA be such that
/j'(α), and aeK such that b=(a — ae)~ι is in B. Then

which is a contradiction.
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5 The B-radical, semi-simplicity, etc. The theory given in this
section is based on the definition of the B-radical of A as the intersection
of all maximal ordinary B-ideals of A. There is, of course, a parallel
theory based on the definition of the radical as the intersection of all
maximal B-ideals; this set is a B-ideal but not in general an ordinary
B-ideal. The two theories resemble each other so closely that there
seems to be no point in writing out both sets of results explicitly.

DEFINITION 5. The intersection of all maximal ordinary B-ideals of
A is the B-radical of A.

It is evident that the B-radical is an ordinary B-ideal.

PROPOSITION 6. // τ'B(a)={0} implies aeB (in particular, if B is
strongly saturated) then the B-radical of A consists of theose elements
beB such that (e—άb) has an inverse in B for all aeK.

Proof. If a is in the B-radical then τ'B(a)={0}, and aeB, by as-
sumption. If e — aa had no inverse in B, then (e — aa)B would be a
proper ideal of B, and would be contained in a maximal ordinary B-
ideal of A, by Lemma 1 (ii). If J is this B-ideal then fj(e — aa)^0,
hence fJ(a)=a-1^0, a contradiction. So e — aa has an inverse in B
for each aeK.

On the other hand, if aeB, and a is not in the B-radical, there
will be a nonzero aeK such that fj(a)=a for some J. Then we cannot
have (e — a~ιa)~ι e B; if this were so then e=(e — a~ιa).(e — a~ιa)~1 eJBξ=J,
which is impossible.

DEFINITION 6. If the B-radical of A is {0} then A is B-semi-simple.
If, whenever aφal there is a maximal ordinary B-ideal J such that

ά)> then A is completely B-semi-simple.

In the case of a Banach algebra, semi-simplicity implies complete
semi-simplicity. Whether this is so in the present more general case
remains an open question. We shall obtain partial results in this direc-
tion under restrictive hypotheses.

PROPOSITION 7. If A is B-semi-simple, a φ ar, and τB(a) is not the
whole of K, then there is a maximal ordinary B-ideal J such that fj(a)

Proof. If fj(a) never takes the value oo, then clearly fj(a)=-fj(a;)
for all maximal ordinary J implies a=a\ by the definition of B-semi-
simplicity.
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If fj(a) never takes the value a, then by Theorem 3, (a — ae)~ι e B2.
If fΛa)=fj(a') for all J then fΛfa-ccey^fΛia'-ae)-1) for all J,
whence (a — ae)~ί==(ar ~ae)~L, by the assumed β-semi-simplicity. Hence
a — ae=a'— ae, and a=a'.

LEMMA 10. // A is B-semi-simple, and τB(ά) contains no nonzero
elements of K, then α = 0 .

Proof. Since K is assumed to be algebraically closed, there will be
in K an element different from 0 and from 1; let a be any such ele-
ment. Since/j(α) is never 1, (a — e)'1 exists in B2, by Theorem 3. Similar-
ly, (aa — e)'1 exists in J52. Clearly fj((a—e)-1)=fJ({aa — e)~ι) for all J
(=0 if Λ(α)=oo, ==-1 if fj(a) = 0). Hence (α-β)-1=(αα~e)-1, whence

a — e===(Xa—Θy giving α = 0 .

LEMMA 11. // τB{a) contains a finite number of elements of K only,
then it does not contain oo, if A is B-semi-simple.

Proof. Let a19 a2, •••, an be the elements of K in τB(a). Then
fj((a — <xφ){a — a.ze)' *(a — ane)) = 0 or co only. By Lemma 10 this implies
t h a t (a—aLe)(a — aβ)- «(α — α w e ) = 0 , and this is clearly inconsistent with
fj(a)= oo for any J .

COROLLARY. // ίAβre are owi?/ a finite number of maxi?nal ordinary
B-ideals, then fj(a) is never oo for any aeA, that is, A=Bλ.

It is clear that if we know that for each aeA, fj(ά)==co for a
finite set of maximal ordinary J5-ideals only, simplifications will result.

DEFINITION 7. The algebra A is of finite type (with respect to B)
if for each aeA the function fj(a) is infinite on (at most) a finite set
of maximal ordinary jB-ideals J.

The algebra of rational functions of an indeterminate is evidently
of finite type with respect to the sub-algebra of constants.

PROPOSITION 8. If A is B-semi-simple and of finite type, it is com-
pletely B-semi-simple.

Proof. Suppose that fj(a)=fj(af) for all J. Then fj{a — ar) takes
a finite set of nonzero values at most. Hence, by Lemma 11, fj(a—af)
is never oo. If aφaf, then a(u — ar) would be such that (i) fj{a{a-~ar))
= oo for some J ; and (ii) fj{a{a—a')) takes a finite set of values in K
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only—two contradictory properties. Hence a=a\

There are two problems which are closely related to each other
and to J5-semi-simplicity. These are, broadly speaking, (i) on how large
a set of maximal ordinary .B-ideals can the function fj(a) be oo? and
(ii) on how small a set can fj(a) be nonzero, with α^O? In the absence
of Z?-semi-simplicity, of course, fj(a) may be oo for all maximal ordinary
J, and fj(af) may be zero for all such J, with a! Φ 0 (consider the
example of formal power-series discussed after Definition 4).

In the next two propositions we assume that A is J5-semi-simple.

PROPOSITION 9. Let ^/f be a finite set of maximal ordinary B-
ideals, and aeA an element such that /j(α)= oo for Je ^//, and fj(a)
φoo for J $ ^ C Then, if fj(a') = 0 for all J§^ it follows that

Proof. The function Λ(αα') takes a finite set of values only, hence
it is never oo, by Lemma 11. This clearly implies that fj(a;)=0 for all
J, and so α/=0, by the assumed β-semi-simplicity.

A somewhat similar result is the following.

PROPOSITION 10. Let ^// be a set of maximal ordinary B-ideals
such that there is an element aeA with /j(α)= oo for Je ^f, and fj(a)
•φ oo for Jφ^£. Then there is no element a'e A with fj(af)φ0 for
Je ^ C and fj(ar) = 0 for J $ ̂ £.

Proof. If there were such an element a' then we would have
fJ(aa/)=0 or oo only, whence αα ;=0, by Lemma 10. This contradicts
/^αα')^: oo for J e

If A is i?-semi-simple, then Theorem 2 states that A is isomorphic '
in a certain sense to an algebra of functions on the set of maximal
ordinary Z?-ideals. In certain cases it is possible to assert that there
is a genuine isomorphism between A and an algebra of equivalence-
classes of functions. We introduce this as follows.

Let X be any set. We shall call a family & of subsets of X a
Q-family if (i) the union of two (and hence any finite number of) sub-
sets of & is in ^ (ii) X is not in ^ For example, if X is the real
interval (0, 1), the subsets of measure zero form a Q-family. Take now
the set S of functions defined on X, with values in K, which are fini-
te outside a set of &. Let T be the set of functions which are zero
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outside a set of & Let (S; T) be the set of equivalence-classes of
functions of S, modulo functions of T. Then, in the familiar way, (S; T)
can be made into an algebra by defining the sum of two classes to be
the class determined by the sum of two functions, one from each class,
etc.; it is easy to verify that the algebraic operations are well-defined.
The object of condition (ii) is to ensure that the resulting algebra is
nontrivial.

DEFINITION 8. If X is the set of maximal ordinary S-ideals of A,
and there is a Q-family of subsets of X such that A is isomorphic to
(S; T), as defined above, then A has a Q-representation.

THEOREM 6. // A is B-semi-sίmple, and of finite type, it has a Q-
representation.

Proof, If there are finitely many maximal ordinary B-ideals, then
fj(a) is always finite, by Lemma 11, Corollary. Then result follows at
once in this case, taking the Q-f amily consisting of the empty set
only.

If there are infinitely many maximal ordinary B-ideals, then it is
easy to verify that the family of sets on which fj(a) is infinite for
some aeA forms a Q-f amily. The required result then follows from
Proposition 9.

It would be of considerable interest to extend the above results,
in particular, to remove the qualification ' finite ' from the set ^// in
Proposition 9. In § 7 we shall do this under additional hypotheses
(Proposition 17). It is not evident that these restrictions are necessary
for the validity of the result, and more information on the point would
be welcome. There is one partial result in this direction, as follows:

PROPOSITION 11. If A is completely B-semi-simple, then fj(a) = oo
for J e ^ < fj(a')=0 for J 0 ^ a' e B together imply a; = 0.

Proof. Immediate.

6. Algebras over topological fields. We now consider the case of
a field K with a topology. We are primarily interested in the complex
case, but it is as easy to write out the results for much more general
fields. We require very little of the topology; the essential feature is
that it should provide a reasonable definition of ' bounded ' subsets of
K. We shall assume (until after Proposition 15) that K is a topological
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field in the sense of Bourbaki, that is, that the topology is Hausdorff
and the algebraic operations are continuous.

We adopt the definition of boundedness given by Shafarevich; the
subset H of K is bounded if, given any neighborhood N of 0, there is
a neighborhood N' of 0 such that HNr £ N. It is trivial that the union,
sum and product of two bounded subsets of K are again bounded sub-
sets. We shall further assume (again until after Proposition 15) that
K is of type V, in the sense of Kaplansky; that is, if the set S is dis-
joint from some neighborhood of 0, then the set of inverses S"1 is
bounded. We assume that K is not discrete; if if is discrete then every
subset of K is closed and bounded, and the results reduce to those of
§4.

DEFINITION 9. Denote by Bt the set of elements of A which have
a bounded β-spectroid, and by B[ the set of elements with a bounded
j?-spectrum. If B1^2B then B is weakly bounded; if B[ 2 B then B is
strongly bounded. If B j g δ , then B is strongly boundedly saturated)
if BlξΞiB then B is weakly boundedly saturated.

It is evident that Bι^:B[) Bj is clearly a sub-algebra of A, by
Lemma 3, but B[ is not a sub-algebra of A in general.

For the remainder of this section we shall assume that B is weak-
ly bounded, unless the contrary is explicitly stated.

PROPOSITION 12. ( i ) The maximal ordinary B^ideals of A are the
same as the maximal ordinary B-ideals.

(ii) If M is any maximal ideal of Bly then BJM— K.
(iii) (B^i=Bu for any B.

Proof. This is analogous to that of Proposition 1.

It is always possible, for any given A, to chose a strongly bounded
sub-algebra B; take B=Ke. Also, it is always possible to choose a
strongly boundedly saturated B; take B=(Ke)1.

If B is not weakly bounded, there may be ^-ideals of A which are
not Z?-ideals. For example, let / be any infinite index-set, and A the
algebra of complex-valued functions defined on /, {a4}i6/, with point-
wise addition and multiplication. Take B=A; then B1 is the set of all
bounded functions on /. Any function ae A with at Φ 0 for all ie I,
but inf |αJ = 0, will be in an ordinary JSi-ideal but in no proper ZMdeal

ίei

of A.

LEMMA 12. // 0 adheres to σB{a) then 0 e σB{a) if 0 adheres to
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τB{a) then 0 6 τ'£(a).

Proof. We shall prove the second statement only; the proof of the
first is similar and slightly simpler. The set aB±a2B-\-a3BJi is
clearly an ordinary 5-ideal of A. If e were in this Z?-ideal, then

for some blf bλ, •••, bneB. It is elementary to verify that if 0 adheres
to τB{a) then it adheres to τjjbjβλ + bna

n) also. Thus it would adhere
to τ'B(e)={l}. This is impossible, since the topology of K is Hausdorff.
So the Z?-ideal specified above is admissible, and there is a maximal
ordinary Z?-ideal, J say, containing it. Thus a=aeeJ, and /j(α) = 0, so
that 0 e τB(a), as asserted.

THEOREM 7. For each α e i , σB(a) and τB(a) are closed subsets of

K.

Proof. If a e K adheres to σB(a) then clearly 0 adheres to σB(a
— ae)) hence, by Lemma 12, 0 is in σB{a—ae) and so a is in σB{a).
Similarly for τB(a).

We may topologise K by taking the basic neighborhoods of oo to
be the complements in K of the bounded subsets of K. In this topo-
logy, rB(a) and σB{a) are not in general closed in K\ Example (iii) of
§ 1 shows that we may have oo adherent to τ'B(a), but no maximal
ordinary J such that fj(a)=co.

THEOREM 8. // a is in no maximal ordinary B-ideal of A then a
has an inverse in Bx.

Proof. (1) As in Theorem 3 (ii), a has an inverse or1 in A. Since
fj(a) is never zero, there is a neighborhood N of 0 such that N Γ\ τB(a)
is empty, by Theorem 7. Since we assume that K is of type F, this
implies that the set of inverses of elements of τ'B(a) is bounded; but
this set of inverses is evidently the Z?-spectroid of a"1; hence a~1eBι.

COROLLARY. // B is strongly boundedly saturated^ then ae A has
an inverse a~ι e B if and only if a is in no maximal ordinary B-ideal
of A.

PROPOSITION 13. If aeB2, a$B, and B is strongly boundedly sa-
turated, then τB(a)=K.
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 8, Corollary, just as Proposition
3 follows from Theorem 3 (i).

We note that if B is strongly boundedly saturated, the hypothesis
of Proposition 6 is satisfied, and hence the conclusion of the proposi-
tion is valid.

PROPOSITION 14. If p(a) eBι for some polynomial p of degree I> 1,
then aeBτ.

Proof. Since τB(p(a)) is bounded, we can choose aeK so that
0$τB(q(a)), where q(a)=p(a) — ae. Thus q(a)eB1 and (q(a))~ι exists.
Write (q(a)yτ as a sum of terms of the type βrs(a — are)~s, it is a matter
of routine to verify that if τB{a) is unbounded, then 0 adheres to

). This contradicts the fact that q(a)eBu and

The corresponding result, with B2 in place of Bu is true and
trivial.

The following result is analogous to Theorem 4, Corollary, and is
proved in exactly the same way:

PROPOSITION 15. A necessary and sufficient condition that the ra-
tional function r(a) exists as an element of Bx is that r(τB(a)) is a bounded
subset of K.

For the remainder of this section we assume only that the field K
has a Hausdorff topology, and that addition is continuous. We may
topologise K by taking the neighborhoods of co to be the complements
in K of the bounded subsets of K. It is possible to introduce a topolo-
gy on the maximal ordinary β-ideals of A in at least three obvious
ways:

(i) Take as basic neighborhoods of the maximal ordinary i?-ideal
Jo the sets {J: fj(ar)eN, r=l, 2, •••, n}, where N is any neighborhood
of 0 and a19 α2, •••, an are any elements of Jo. This clearly defines a
Hausdorff topology in which each function fj(a) is continuous (as a
function of J) wherever it is finite. In particular all functions repre-
senting elements of Bz are continuous everywhere.

(ii) Take as basic neighborhoods of Jo the sets

{J: fj(ar)eNr(fjQ(ar))f r = = l , 2, ••., n} ,

where au α2, , an are any elements of A and Nu N2, , Nn are any
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neighborhoods of fj^a,), / J ( J(α2), , fjQ(an) respectively. This is the
weakest topology in which all the functions fj(a) are continuous. It is
evidently finer than (i).

(iii) Take as basic neighborhoods of Jo the sets {J: fj(br) e N,
r=l, 2, •••, n}f where N is any neighborhood of 0 and bu b2, •••, bn

are any elements of JQ Γ\ B.
Other variations are possible; for instance, B may be replaced by

Bx or B2 in (iii). We shall refer to these variations as (iii'), (ϋi")>
respectively.

In general, topology (iii) will not be Hausdorff; a necessary and
sufficient condition that it should be so is that each maximal ideal of
B should be contained in precisely one maximal ordinary S-ideal of A.
If the topology is Hausdorff, then the s e t ^ Γ of maximal ordinary B-
ideals of A is compact; Gelfand's proof of the corresponding result for
Banach algebras [4, Satz 9] applies to the present case. Similar re-
marks apply to (iii7) and (iii").

In the case where A is a Banach algebra, and B=A, all the above
topologies reduce to the customary Gelfand topology on the maximal
ideals. In the context of § 8, topology (ii) seems the most appropriate.

Similar topologies could of course be imposed on the space of all

maximal 5-ideals of A.

7. Self-adjoint algebras. As in § 5, we use the maximal ordinary
2?-ideals; similar results could be obtained, starting from the maximal
JB-ideals. In this section the scalar field is taken to be the complex
field C. The results could be formulated in a more general situation
(in a field with a suitable ' conjugation'), but there seems to be no
point in doing this. Asterisks applied to scalars denote complex con-
jugates, and oo* = oo.

DEFINITION 10. The algebra A is self-adjoint (with respect to B)
if, given ae A, there exists α* e A (not necessarily unique) such that
fj(Q>*)=fj(a)* for each maximal ordinary J.

From now on it is assumed that A is self-adjoint and jB-semi-
simple.

PROPOSITION 16. The algebra A is completely B-semi-simple.

Proof. Suppose tha t/ J (α)=/ J (α / ) for all J. Then evidently
and (β + αW*)-1 both exist (in B1) and / J((β + αα*)-1)=/ J((e + α/α/*)-1) for
all J . Hence the two inverses are equal, by the assumed J3-semi-
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simplicity, and this implies aa*=afa'*. Next, it is easy to verify that
yi and α'ίβ+ αV*)"1 are both in Blf and /J(α(e + αα*)-1)=/J(α/(e

)""1) for all J. Hence the two elements are equal, and the con-
clusion a=af is immediate.

COROLLARY. The element α* is unique.

It is clear that α* = 0 implies a~0, and αα*=0 implies α=0.

The next result is, as promised in § 5, an improvement of Proposi-
tion 9 in the present special case:

PROPOSITION 17. If ^ is a set of maximal ordinary B4deals and
aeA is such that fj(a) = oo for Je<^ζ fj{a)φco for Jφ^^f, then fj{a')
=0 for Jφ^t implies α/=0.

Proof. Since /j(α'α'*-f e) is either real and I> 1, or is infinite, it
is clear that fj{aara'*-\-a)=fj(a) for Je^^f; and since fj(a')=0 for
Jφ^€, the same equation holds for J $ ̂ /f also. Hence ααV*=0, by
Proposition 16. But this implies α/=0; if not, there would be a Z?-ideal
Je ^/ί with fj(af) =£0, which would imply /j(ααV*)=oo, which con-
tradicts ααV*=0.

THEOREM 9. If A is B-semi-simple and self-adjoint, it has a Q-
representation.

Proof. If fj(a) = oo for J e . ^ and/J(α/)==o° f o r Je^', it fol-
lows that if α '^ ίe + α^Xe + α'α'*) then fJ(af/)=oo for Je^r\J^f'.
Also, /j(α) cannot be infinite for all maximal ordinary j?-ideals J, by
Lemma 10. Hence the family of sets on which fj(a) is infinite for
some a e A is a Q-family. The required result now follows from Pro-
position 17.

So far the topology of C has not been involved; it is essential for
the results which follow. From now on we suppose B=Blf that is, B
is weakly bounded and strongly boundedly saturated (Definition 9). In
the absence of this assumption the following results remain true, when
suitably modified. But the statements then become more complicated,
and the gain in generality is not significant.

PROPOSITION 18. B=B2.
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Proof. For any a, fj{eΛ-aa%) is never zero, and so (eΛ-aa*)'1 ex-
ists. If aeB2, then/j^e-fαα*)" 1) is never zero. By Lemma 12, it is
therefore bounded away from zero, and so fj(a) is bounded away from
infinity. Thus aeB1=^B. Since J B 2 Ξ > B , the theorem follows.

COROLLARY. τB{a) is closed in C" for any a.

LEMMA 13. Each maximal ideal of B is contained in exactly one
maximal ordinary B-ideal of A.

Proof. Suppose that the maximal ideal M of B is contained in the
distinct maximal ordinary Z?-ideals, J and J7, of A. Let aeJ, a
Then

a contradiction.

LEMMA 14. All the topologies described in § 6 are equivalent.

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove that (iii) is finer than (ii).
Let N be the neighborhood

N= {J: Λ(α r) e Nr(fjQ(ar)), r - 1 , 2, . . . , n] .

Write

it is easy to find neighborhoods N'r, N'r' such that

fjφr) e ΛΓr(/Jo(δr)), Λ(αΛ) e Nr(fJϋ(arbr))

together imply

fΛar)eNr(fJo(ar))

(if/ J o(α r)=oo, then JV7 is superfluous). By translating the neighborhoods
Nrf N'r to the origin if necessary, and taking their intersection, it is
easily seen that there is a neighborhood in topology (iii) which is con-
tained in N.

Combining the above results, we obtain at once:

THEOREM 10. Let A be a self-adjoint, B-semi-simφle algebra, with
B=Bλ. Then the maximal ordinary B-ideals of A can be topologised so
as to become a compact Hausdorff space, and the mapping a->fj(a)
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sends elements of A into continuous O-valued functions on this space.
The sets on which fj(a) is infinite for some aeA form a Q-family of
closed sets.

It is apparent that the structure space depends (set-wise and topo-
logically) only on the ' bounded ? sub-algebra S of 4, provided that this
satisfies reasonable conditions, which ensure that it is large enough. If
we assume a little more, namely that all bounded continuous functions
correspond to elements of B (for instance, if B is a Banach algebra
under a suitable norm), then we can clearly assert that the set on which
fj(a) is infinite is nowhere dense (since the set is closed, this is equi-
valent to its interior being empty). The conclusion of Theorem 10 is
thus strengthened.

To conclude this section we turn to Example (vi) of § 1, and see to
what extent the results of this section can be applied to it. First, it
seems desirable to state precisely what we mean by an algebra of nor-
mal operators on a Hubert space; we mean a collection A of normal
operators such that any scalar multiple of an operator in A is in A,
and the sum and product of any two operators in A have unique ex-
tensions in A. As always, we assume that A contains a unit (the
identity operator, here) and is commutative (in the sense that the product
of two operators, in a certain order, has the same extension in A as the
product in the reverse order). We take B to consist of the bounded
operators in A: we assume that if aeA, and a'1 exists as a bounded
operator, then a'1 e B, and we also assume that B is uniformly closed.
This implies that the maximal ideal condition B\M~ C is satisfied. If we
denote by α* the usual Hubert space adjoint of a (we proceed immedi-
ately to show that this is in agreement with the previous use of α*),
and restrict attention to algebras A which are self-adjoint in the sense
that aeA implies α*eA, then we have the following.

LEMMA 15. The algebra A is self-adjoint in the sense of Definition
10.

Proof. If a is bounded then it is clear that fj(a+ a*) is real, since
(a-ba* — λe) has an inverse in B for nonreal λ. Similarly, fj{a — a*) is
imaginary, and so fj(a*)=fj(a)* for bounded a. Next, for any aeA,
write b=(e±aa*)-1; it is well known that beB and abeB; also b is
self-adjoint (δ*=δ), and (αδ)*=α*δ. If fj(a) and Λ(α*) are both finite,
then from fj(a*b)=fj(ab)* it follows that fj(a*)=fj(a)*, since fj(b) is
real and nonzero. It remains to show that if one of Λ(α), fj(a*) is
finite, then so is the other. Suppose the contrary; there is no loss of
generality in supposing fj(a)=l} /j(α*)=oo. Then
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1 -fΛe -b) =fΛaa*b) =fJ(a)fJ(a%)-MatfAab)*=0 ,

which is impossible.

The sub-algebra B is semi-simple, by the usual reasoning, and the
β-semi-simplicity of A follows at once from this. The conclusions of
Lemma 13 and 14 are true, independently of any assumption that B
=-Bt, since b=(e±aa*)~1 and ab are certainly in B.

The conclusion of Theorem 10 is thus valid for A. Moreover, the
assumption that B is uniformly closed ensures that the functions fj(a)
become infinite only on nowhere dense sets. The fact that B=B± fol-
lows from the same assumption; for each bounded continuous function
on the maximal Z?-ideals of A (=maximal ideals of B) corresponds to
an element of B.

In the paper of Fell and Kelley [3], the authors deal with algebras
of operators from a somewhat different point of view. Starting from
a strongly closed algebra of bounded of bounded operators, they select
a class of unbounded functions on the structure space (the same
class as we have obtained above, namely the continuous C-
valued functions infinite only on a nowhere dense set), and show that
to each such function there corresponds a normal operator. Every nor-
mal operator can be obtained in this way, starting from a suitable
algebra of bounded operators. The problem of the functional represen-
tation of an algebra of operators is not explicitly treated.

As a realization of the sort of algebra we have been considering,
take the following trivial example. Let the Hubert space be Lt (0, 1),
and consider continuous (7-valued functions on (0, 1) which are infinite
only on a set with empty interior. To each such function a normal
operator can be attached in an obvious way; the operator, applied to a
function of L>, yields the ordinary product of the two functions. If
we assume that A is an algebra of such operators, containing all opera-
tors corresponding to bounded functions, then the above theory can be
applied, and it is found that the operators are represented by the func-
tions from which they have arisen.

8 Algebraic function fields* Although it is not our main objective,
we give a few indications of the relation between the theory developed
in the preceding sections, and the theory of fields of algebraic functions
of one variable. All the relevant definitions, etc., will be found in
Chevalley's book [2]. The first result is valid quite generally.

LEMMA 16. If A is a field, and K is a proper sub-field of A, then
for every maximal ordinary K-ideal J of A there is an element a e A
with / j ( α ) = c o .
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Proof, If not, J would be a proper ideal of A, different from {0},
by Lemma 3; this is impossible.

The definition of a F-ring, as required in the next lemma, will be
found in [2, p. 1].

THEOREM 11. If A is a field of algebraic functions of one variable
and K is an algebraically closed proper sub-field of A, then the maximal
ordinary K-ideals of A are in one-to-one correspondence with the V-
rings in A {over K).

Proof. Let J be a maximal ordinary if-ideal of A, and write Q
=J+K. Then clearly Q is a ring; further (i) Q contains K; (ii) Qφ A,
since, by Lemma 16 there is an element aeA with /j(α)=oo; and fj{q)
eK for all geQ; (iii) if xφQ then fj(x) =oo; for if fj(x)=aeK then

x—aeeQ and so xeQ. If fj(x)=^ then fj(x~l)=0, by Lemma 9, and
so x'16 Q. Thus Q is a F-ring.

On the other hand, let Q be any F-ring, and let J be the ideal of
non-units. Then QIJ—K ([2], p. 10); every element of Q is of the
form ae+j, where jeJ. Clearly J is an ordinary I?-ideal; we now
show that it is maximal. Let a be any element of A, not in J. Then
if αeQ, a — aeeJ for some aeK and so e is in the iΓ-ideal generated
by J and a. If a is not in Q then α"1 must be in J; for if a~τ were
in Q but not in J then α"1, and hence α, would be a unit in Q. So
again e is in the if-ideal generated by J and α. That is, J is maximal.
This establishes the required correspondence.

We may thus identify the maximal ordinary ίΓ-ideals in A with the
places of A> where A is a field of algebraic functions of one variable
over K. The value taken by aeA at the place J [2, p. 6] is the same
as the value of the function Λ(α) as defined in § 2.

The places of A may be topologised, if K is a topological field; the
topology (ii) previously indicated (§6) reduces to that given by Che valley
for the complex case [2, p. 133].
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